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Chapter 1
Introduction
The world and the daily life of humankind has rapidly changed since the un-
derstanding and mastery of electricity starting in the 17th century. Triggered by
these early investigations a paradigmatic change in science set in, being the origin
of a new historic era. On the other hand, the phenomenon of (ferro)magnetism in
the natural material magnetite (Fe3O4) is also known for a long time, i.e., since
the ancient Greeks. The rst approaches to microscopically understand these
materials trace back only to the last century. However, many magnetic eects
and compounds are still far from being understood, but could turn out to be
important in the future. Already today the application of technology related to
magnetism aect our daily lives and it is conceivable that the next era in human
history is the era of magnetism. Thus, not only from the applied but also from the
fundamental side the research of new, yet not well-understood, exotic magnetic
materials is necessary.
A promising class of materials to discover such extraordinary magnetic proper-
ties is the class of frustrated magnets. On a microscopic scale, these compounds
cannot simultaneously minimize all magnetic interactions, leading to a degen-
erate manifold of possible magnetic ground states rather than a certain stable
one. The degeneracy prevents from conventional ordered states and promotes
the occurrence of unconventional physics at low temperatures. Even minor per-
turbations cause instabilities in these systems, leading to further unusual eects.
The list of eects such as resonating valence bond states, quantum spin liquids,
residual entropy, magnetization plateaux, spin ice, or multipolar phases is already
impressive and will increase with ongoing physical studies. Another reason for
the popularity of studies in the eld of frustrated magnetism stems from the
theoretical and experimental accessibility. From the theoretical side many well-
1
Chapter 1: Introduction
known elemental model Hamiltonians can be utilized and tested whether they
can suciently describe real frustrated materials. From the experimental side
a wide range of macroscopic and microscopic experimental techniques, yielding
complementary information, are available to study these materials. In the end
both, the theoretical and experimental side, simulate the progress in this eld of
research.
Among the class of frustrated magnets mainly two subdivisions can be found
tracing back to their origin, i.e., geometrical frustration, or frustration due to com-
peting interactions. The title compound of this thesis, linarite (PbCuSO4(OH)2),
belongs to the second division. In this compound the basic building blocks are
CuO4 plaquettes which are connected to each other along one crystallographic
direction, analogue to a chain. The Cu ions carry a spin of s = 1
2
and the dis-
tance between neighboring coppers is much smaller along the chain compared to
the other two crystallographic directions, emphasizing the low-dimensional char-
acter of the compound. In linarite the nearest-neighbor (NN) magnetic spins
are coupled ferromagnetically via a coupling constant J1, while the next-nearest
neighbors (NNN) are coupled antiferromagnetically via a coupling constant J2.
Here, for the elemental unit, by considering only three spins, it is not possible
to satisfy all of these magnetic couplings simultaneously. The basic model to
describe the interplay of the NN and NNN exchange for the magnetic properties
is the 1D isotropic J1-J2 or zig-zag chain (ladder) model. In a classical picture
the ground state of the system depends on the frustration ratio  =  J2=J1.
For values 0 <  < 0:25, a ferromagnetic ground state should occur, while for
 > 0:25 a non-collinear spin-spiral ground state is predicted. These states can
be stabilized in the presence of additional interactions between the spin chains,
the so-called intrachain interactions. In the regime  > 0:25 in applied elds
various exotic states, such as spin-density-wave structures and multipolar phases,
have been predicted by considering, for examples, quantum eects. The total
number of known physical realizations belonging to this class of compounds is
rare, however, with the prominent members LiCuVO4 and LiCu2O2, to name a
few.
Since linarite is a natural mineral, it exists already for a long time on earth,
however, its \scientic history" in the context of magnetism is rather young and
started in the year 2002 [1]. PbCuSO4(OH)2 undergoes a three-dimensional mag-
netic transition at a low temperature value of TN = 2:8K. According to this early
study, a frustration ratio of  = 0:5 within the J1-J2 model was derived. Basically,
these information on the magnetic properties of linarite were the starting point
of this work. In this thesis, the application of various thermodynamic techniques
as well as investigations by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) demonstrate that
2
linarite is one of the richest and most fascinating compounds in the class of low-
dimensional frustrated magnets. With that linarite can perfectly serve as a model
system for new theoretical methods and techniques to nally gain more insight
into the underlying principles of quantum magnets.
This thesis is structured as follows: In Chapter 2 a basic introduction to low-
dimensional magnetic systems will be given. Important magnetic interactions
present in these systems will be discussed and a special focus is given to the anti-
ferromagnetic isotropic s = 1
2
one-dimensional Heisenberg chain as well as to the
frustrated J1-J2 s =
1
2
spin chain. In Chapter 3 the mainly used experimental
techniques, that is nuclear magnetic resonance, specic heat, and magnetization
measurements are introduced. In Chapter 4 the title compound of this the-
sis, the frustrated spin-chain system linarite PbCuSO4(OH)2, is presented. A
brief historical overview of the compound is given followed by the scientic facts
already known prior to the studies presented in this work. The experimental
thermodynamic results of linarite are presented in Chapter 5. By means of sus-
ceptibility, magnetization, specic heat, magnetocaloric eect, magnetostriction,
and thermal-expansion measurements a rich magnetic phase diagram below a
temperature of 2.8K is established. The phase diagram contains ve dierent
magnetic regions/phases for an external magnetic eld pointing along the chain
direction of linarite. Based on the thermodynamic studies it was possible to re-
ne the exchange integrals within the frustrated J1-J2 model and extensions of
it by using various theoretical approaches. The magnetic microscopic nature of
the paramagnetic state and the dierent long-range magnetic phases present in
linarite were investigated by 1H-NMR measurements described in Chapter 6. All
NMR relevant parameters, i.e., the chemical, dipolar, and Fermi-contact contri-
bution, were extracted to analytically model the local magnetic elds at the 1H
sites in the paramagnetic regime and for the magnetic ground state of linarite.
The magnetic structures of four of the ve magnetic regions were identied by
NMR and collaborative neutron scattering experiments. Here, a unique high-eld
phase observed for PbCuSO4(OH)2 is a candidate for multipolar spin excitations.
The results of the work are summarized in Chapter 7, where open questions and
future investigations will be pointed out.
3
Chapter 2
Low dimensional quantum
magnetism
The history of low dimensional magnetism and even to be precise low dimensional
physics started in 1925 with the publication of Ernst Ising [2] who followed the
ideas of his doctoral adviser Wilhelm Lenz [3] for a microscopic description of fer-
romagnetic ordering. Lenz proposed a one-dimensional arrangement of localized
magnetic spins. Each individual spin can only have one of two discrete states
(up or down) where only the nearest neighboring spins are energetically coupled.
Ising analyzed the problem in a classical way by means of statistical mechanics.
This idea fundamentally diers from former macroscopic descriptions by Pierre-
Ernest Weiss [4, 5] of ferromagnetic materials using a molecular eld. However,
while the analysis of the Ising model could not produce spontaneous long-range
magnetic order as a ground state, it was the starting point for one of the most
active areas in modern physical research to this day and age.
The rst proposal of a quantum mechanical magnetic Hamiltonian was indepen-
dently made by Paul Dirac [6] and Werner Heisenberg [7, 8] by giving a quantum
mechanical derivation of the exchange J between two quanum mechanical vector
operators Si and Sj. Based on this idea the so called Heisenberg Hamiltonian
can be written as
H^ =  J
X
ij
Si  Sj; (2.1)
with a ferromagnetic (FM) ground state for J > 0 and an antiferromagnetic
(AFM) ground state for J < 0. The exact eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the
one-dimensional antiferromagnetic Heisenberg model Hamiltonian were found by
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Table 2.1: Dierent cases of the n vector model. The model assumes a spin S
with n components on each lattice site. Further the coupling constant may also
be represented by a vector.
n name J
1 Ising model Jx = Jy = 0; Jz 6= 0
2 XY model Jx 6= Jy 6= 0; Jz = 0
3 XXZ model Jx = Jy 6= 0; Jz 6= 0
3 Heisenberg model J = Jx = Jy = Jz 6= 0
Hans Bethe [9] in 1931.
In the rst 40 years the eld of low-dimensional magnetism was exclusively
treated by theoretical physicists trying to solve every conceivable variation of the
models stated above. Obvious variations are to change the nature of the allowed
spin components (like the transition from the Ising to the Heisenberg model) but
also of the coupling constant. The general classication is known as the n vector
model [10] and its dierent cases are listed in Tab. 2.1. Furthermore, non trivial
is the change of the underlying lattice, i.e., the dimension of the system and the
consideration of an external magnetic eld. Most interesting in these systems is
the appearance of a manifold of dierent, exotic ground and excited states, new
phases of matter and the interplay between quantum and thermal uctuations.
Even today it is a challenging task to solve three-dimensional magnetic systems
theoretically, however, the concept exists that the ability to solve low-dimensional
spin-model problems may allow extensions to the three-dimensional case. Indeed
many theoretical approaches like exact solutions based on the Bethe ansatz, ex-
act diagonalization, density matrix renormalization group (DMRG), and transfer
matrix renormalization group (TMRG), to name a few, were triggered by studies
in the eld of one-dimensional magnetism.
A very important theorem regarding the ground state properties of a magnetic
system was stated by Mermin and Wagner [11] and extended by Coleman [12]:
spin systems with continuous symmetries show no long-range magnetic order
at nite temperature (even not in some special cases at zero temperature) if
the dimensionality is smaller than three. In this case, a certain spin can be
rotated without any additional energy cost and the lowest energy excitations of
the system are the Goldstone modes, which have a large wave length. Therefore
spin uctuations, which are present at nite temperatures, are able to destroy
any long-range magnetic order. At zero temperature only quantum uctuations
remain, which are still able to suppress any long-range magnetic order in the one-
dimensional case, but possibly do not aect order in a two-dimensional system.
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Table 2.2: A selection of relevant transition metal ions in low-dimensional mag-
netic systems and their electronic congurations.
s = 1
2
conguration s = 1 conguration
Cu2+ 1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 3d9 V3+ 1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 3d2
V4+ 1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 3d1 Ni2+ 1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 3d8
Nb4+ 1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 3d1
Ti3+ 1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 3d1
Note, that the theorem does not apply to discrete symmetries, e.g., the two
dimensional Ising model, which orders at nite temperatures (the free energy
was exactly calculated by Lars Onsager [13]).
Only in the 1970s it turned out that low-dimensional magnetic models are
relevant for experimentalist, too, since real materials had been found in nature
(like the compound which will be discussed in this thesis) or grown synthetically.
Here, by now most interest is focussed on systems showing distinct quantum
eects, best realized in low-spin compounds containing Cu2+ (s = 1
2
) or Ni2+
(s = 1) ions (a selection of relevant transition metal ions are listed in Tab. 2.2).
At this point, it is worth to mention the rst experimentally investigated s = 1
2
chain-like material CuCl22NC5H5 [14].
A convenient method to probe whether a real compound behaves like according
to a theoretical model system is to compare its thermodynamic properties with
the theoretically predicted ones. The full theoretical thermodynamic description
of a certain system immediately comes along with the solution of its hamiltonian.
In case of a symmetry breaking at a critical temperature Tc the thermodynamic
properties behave according to fundamental power laws in the vicinity of the
transition, which can be described with a set of explicit exponents, depending on
the underlying model. Even in real low-dimensional materials a phase transition
can be triggered by the existence of almost always present additional (weak)
magnetic couplings. As an example the specic heat Cp, the magnetization M ,
and the susceptibility  near the transition temperature Tc are found to behave
like
Cp / (T   Tc) T > Tc (2.2)
 / (T   Tc)  T > Tc (2.3)
M / (Tc   T ) T < Tc (2.4)
M / H1= T = Tc: (2.5)
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2.1. Luttinger liquid
In the following section an overview about dierent magnetic interactions will
be given that allow the magnetic moments in a solid to communicate1 with
each other. In Ch. 2.3 the basic thermodynamic properties of the s = 1
2
one-
dimensional antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chain are briey reviewed to give a
exemplary impression of the fundamental physical properties of one of the most
simple low dimensional quantum spin models. Important extensions to the model,
which are relevant for the title compound of this thesis, will be discussed in de-
tail. Ch. 2.4 deals with the general properties of frustrated magnetic systems.
Magnetic frustration occurs for example in the case of competing exchange inter-
actions, present in PbCuSO4(OH)2, and may lead to fascinating and new physical
phenomena.
In general, for the basics of magnetism Refs. [15{17] are recommended. Helpful
introductions to the eld of quantum and frustrated magnetism can be found in
Refs. [18{21], which were mainly consulted in this chapter.
2.1 Luttinger liquid
Besides the special case of the antiferromagnetic isotropic s = 1
2
Heisenberg chain
the interaction of electrons in the generic class of one-dimensional systems (includ-
ing itinerant electronic systems) leads to unusual ground states and extraordinary
excitations2. In the following, the origin of the exotic properties is given by the
one-dimensionality of the systems3 and the according model is called Tomonaga-
Luttinger liquid (TLL) or more often just Luttinger liquid (LL) [22, 23]. Before
focusing on the particular properties of a TLL the ideas of a Fermi liquid will be
briey recalled, which are the basis for an understanding of a TLL.
The construction of a Fermi liquid starts from a gas of non interacting elec-
trons, a Fermi gas. By slowly turning on interactions between the electrons the
ground state of the Fermi gas adiabatically transforms into the ground state of
the interacting system, thus the Fermi liquid. As the interaction is turned on,
1Note, that without quantum mechanics there is no interaction between magnetic spin
and thus no magnetism at all (this statement is know as the Bohr-van Leeuwen theorem).
Nonetheless, it is sometimes convenient to describe magnetic systems using a classical approach
under consideration of certain quantum mechanical concepts, like it is done in the following
sections.
2Here, unusual or unconventional stands for everything that cannot be described within the
Fermi-liquid approach.
3Another reason for the existence of a non-Fermi liquid, for example, could be the existence
of a quantum critical point, which will not be a matter in the following.
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the spin, charge and momentum of the electrons remain unchanged, while their
dynamical properties, such as their mass, and their magnetic moment need to
be renormalized to new values. In consequence, it was postulated that there is a
one-to-one mapping of the low-energy eigenstates of the interacting electrons with
those of the non-interacting Fermi gas and therefore the good quantum numbers
associated with the excitations of the non-interacting system would remain good
even after the interactions are fully applied. In the language of a Fermi liquid the
fundamental particles are not electrons anymore but are called quasiparticles.
The thermodynamics properties of the Fermi liquid at low excitation energies
and temperatures may be described by the same fundamental law as in a Fermi
gas but by substituting the non-interacting electron properties with interacting
quasiparticle properties. In an intuitive picture an electron moving through the
Fermi sea \pushes" the surrounding charges (in the ground state) out of its way,
and consequently the moving electron appears to be heavier. This picture does
not hold anymore in one-dimension, where charges cannot move out of its way,
thus a deviation from the standard Fermi-liquid behavior can be expected.
Indeed, the Fermi-liquid theory is not applicable anymore and the system be-
comes a so-called Luttinger liquid. The crucial idea of a Fermi liquid was the
existence of quasiparticles carrying electron quantum numbers. In a TLL this
description breaks down and a separation between spin and charge can be found,
which are described by new spinon and holon quasiparticles. To understand this,
one has to consider the fact that in one-dimensional systems close to the Fermi
surface all particle-hole excitations at xed momentum q have the same energy E
due to the limitation in directions of the Fermi surface. In two or three dimensions
the energy depends both on the magnitude of q and on its direction relative to
the local Fermi surface. But in one-dimensional systems the number of particle-
hole excitations is not determinable anymore. The momentum q and the related
(kinetic) energy E can be shared by several particle-hole (collective) excitations,
thus an appropriate description of the excitations is given by the wavefunction
for a density wave. Furthermore, the potential energy is usually determined by
the density of particles with a given wavelength in a crystal and can depend on
both the density of spins and the density of charges. In this picture, spin density
waves can have dierent energies compared to charge density waves and the good
quantum numbers of the system are those of spin and charge density [24].
This leads to the eect of the fractionalization of an electron into a spin and a
charge part. An electron carries both a spin and a charge, which in one dimension
may become two separate entities moving independently in the system as they
form the spin- and the charge-density eigenstates. Obviously, the system is no
Fermi liquid anymore because the new good quantum numbers cannot be mapped
8
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Figure 2.1: (a) Schematic view of an antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chain, where
an electron is excited and leaves behind a missing spin and a charged state. (b)
The disruption in the spin arrangement and the position of the hole propagate
in dierent directions with dierent velocities. (c) The spin and charge of the
original electron have separated and formed distinct particles, a spinon and a
holon. Taken from Ref. [24].
to the old fermion quasiparticle labels. In Fig. 2.1 the fractionalization of an
electron in an antiferromagnetically ordered spin chain is sketched. A photon
excites an electron and leaves behind a missing spin and a positively charged hole.
The disruption in the spin arrangement and the position of the hole propagate in
dierent directions with dierent velocities. The spin and charge of the original
electron have separated and formed distinct particles, a spinon and a holon. Very
recently, the existence of spinons and holons could be proven experimentally in
the antiferromagnetic chain compound SrCuO2 [25].
As already indicated, mathematically these systems are not treated as fermions
but the problem is expressed in terms of spin and charge densities, which al-
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lows the bosonization of the system. The application of the bosonization makes
the system exactly solvable and leads to an analytic description of, for e.g., the
thermodynamic properties as well as the correlation functions. Many relevant
properties of a TLL show power laws as a function of the temperature or the en-
ergy. The (interaction) exponent is called  (not to mix up with the frustration
ratio) and is always correlated with the Luttinger liquid parameter K, which de-
scribes the electron-electron coupling. For a value K = 1 no interaction is present
and the system is no TLL but can be described as a Fermi liquid. A parameter
K < 1 means an attractive coupling between the electrons, whereas for K > 1
the interaction is repulsive.
2.2 Magnetic interactions
The Hamiltonian in Eq. 2.1 is the simplest variant of the one-dimensional Heisen-
berg chain. However, to achieve a realistic description of the magnetic properties
of an existing compound often many more contributions to the Hamiltonian need
to be considered. Possible contributions are: the presence of an external mag-
netic eld, single-ion anisotropy [26], further magnetic exchange (intra and/or
inter chain) [27, 28], anisotropic exchange [29], dipolar interactions [30, 31],
Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya interaction [32], magneto-elastic coupling [33], site dilution
[34, 35], and exchange randomness [36]. In many cases the possible contributions
may be neglected at high temperatures but are crucial for low temperatures, since
for the latter the respective energy scales become comparable.
Therefore, the most important ingredient to describe a real magnetic system
is the type of magnetic interactions present in the system. This section will
give a summary of the basic concepts of interaction, i.e., the magnetic dipolar
interaction, the direct exchange, the indirect superexchange, and the anisotropic
Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya interaction.
2.2.1 Dipolar interaction
The most intuitive interaction between two localized magnetic spins separated by
the radius vector r possessing the moments 1 and 2 is the dipolar interaction.
The exchange coupling is equal to
E =
0
4

1  2  
3
r2
(1  r)(2  r)

; (2.6)
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with the magnetic constant 0. However, as an example calculating the dipo-
lar interaction for two parallel Ising spins having each a moment of one Bohr
magneton, 1B, separated by a distance of 1A yields an energy of only 1.2K.
Therefore, as already stated in the introduction the magnetic dipolar exchange
cannot be the main source of magnetic interactions for most of the materials
showing long-range magnetic order and usually other exchange mechanisms are
much stronger.
2.2.2 Direct exchange
Considering two fermions a and b with a spin of 1
2
, the interaction is given by
H^ = ASa  Sb; (2.7)
with the spin operators Sa and Sb and a constant A. The quantum numbers of
the system are s = 0 or 1, with a degeneracy of each state of 2s+1, meaning the
s = 0 state is a singlet, while the s = 1 state is a triplet. The eigenstates can
be found using the symmetry constraints for fermions regarding the spatial and
spin part of a total wave function (see e.g. Ref. [15]). The energies of the singlet
is ES =  3A=4, while the energy of each triplet state is equal to ET = A=4.
Hereby, the exchange constant can be dened as
J =
ES   ET
2
; (2.8)
and an eective Hamiltonian can be derived
H^ =  2JSa  Sb: (2.9)
Depending on the sign of J the ground state of the system is determined. In the
case J < 0, ES < ET, the antiparallel singlet state (s = 0) is the ground state.
For J > 0, ES > ET, the triplet state (s = 1) is energetically favored. An external
magnetic eld can split the energy levels which can result in a ground state with
parallel spin conguration. Going one step further by considering not only two
localized spins but an interaction between the nearest neighboring spin along a
chain, one arrives at the Heisenberg Hamiltonian already stated in Eq. 2.1.
In real materials often the distance between the nearest magnetic neighbors
is too large to result in an eective direct exchange. Instead, and especially in
transition metal oxides an indirect exchange between two magnetic ions via the
ligand ions occurs, the so called superexchange.
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2.2.3 Superexchange
For the previously stated coupling mechanisms always a situation of two bare
spins was taken into account, neglecting any orbital degree of freedom. In real
materials, however, the electrons occupy orbitals, which can result, e.g., in s =
1
2
or s = 1 congurations in the case of partially-lled d shells, especially for
transition metals (see Tab. 2.2). Depending of the actual local surrounding of
a given ion in a crystal, dierent electronic congurations may occur due to a
splitting of its electron energy levels. The splitting arises from a local anisotropic
electric eld by the ligands, the crystal eld, acting on the ion.
The detailed orbital electronic congurations of a Cu2+ (3d9) ion for three
dierent ligand environments are shown in Fig. 2.2, the occupation of the orbitals
follows the Hund's rules. In an isotropic environment, viz., a bare Cu2+ ion,
the ve d orbitals are energetically degenerated [Fig. 2.2(a)]. For a local cubic
Figure 2.2: Crystal eld scheme of a Cu2+ ion in an (a) isotropic, (b) an octahe-
dral, (c) a tetrahedral, and (d) a square planar local surrounding; for details see
text.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic explanation of the Goodenough-Kanamori-Anderson rules
for the superexchange. Two electrons sitting in Cu2+ dx2 y2 orbitals are indirectly
coupled via O2  2p orbitals. (a) For a 180-bond angle an antiferromagnetic
coupling of the spins is favored, (b) while for a 90 bond, a ferromagnetic coupling
of the Cu spins is achieved. On the right hand side the energy scheme of the
orbital congurations are depicted, whereas the dashed arrows indicate the virtual
hopping process.
symmetry the orbitals can be classied into two groups: the t2g orbitals (dxy, dxz,
and dyz), which point in directions in between the neighboring ligands, and the
eg orbitals (dz2 and dx2 y2), which point towards the ligands. In this case, the d
orbitals are not degenerated anymore, since the t2g orbitals are lowered and the
eg orbitals are raised in energy [Fig. 2.2(b)]. An additional splitting takes place
in a tetrahedral and a square planar environment according to Fig. 2.2(c) and
2.2(d), respectively, and in consequence the main physical/magnetic properties
are determined by the single electron in the dx2 y2 orbital.
Now, let us assume that two Cu2+ ions reside in a square planar conguration
surrounded by oxygen 2p orbitals with two electrons in its outer shells. Further,
it is allowed for the electrons to virtually hop back and forth from one to another
orbital, which fundamentally results in an eective coupling, the superexchange,
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between neighboring spins
J /  t2=U: (2.10)
Here, t is the hopping integral, which energetically favors delocalization of the
electrons, while U is the on-site Coulomb energy, which accounts for the unfa-
vorable situation if two electrons are situated at the same lattice site, viz., at
the same orbital. These two assumptions are the fundamentals of the Hubbard
model [37]. Depending on the geometrical conguration of the corresponding or-
bitals dierent spin arrangements of the d electrons are favored, and which can
be explained by the Goodenough-Kanamori-Anderson (GKA) rules [38{41]. In
Fig. 2.3(a) a 180-bond conguration between the three orbitals is shown. Both
transition oxide ions have one electron in the dx2 y2 orbital, pointing towards
each other. If the electrons of the Cu-O bonds start to hop, the electrons in
the dx2 y2 have to align antiparallel due to Hund's rules. In the case of a 90
bond [Fig. 2.3(b)] two orthogonal 2p orbitals, px and py, are involved, resulting in
two holes at the oxygen site regarding the hopping process. In this virtual state
the remaining two spins at the oxygen site have to align parallel due to the rst
Hund's rule. Consequently, the spins at the Cu sites are parallel as well. Note,
that the ferromagnetic coupling can easily be destroyed if the bond angle slightly
deviates from 90, by drastically changing the overlap of the orbitals and thus
the hopping integral.
2.2.4 Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya interaction
Another indirect magnetic exchange interaction between two spins, mediated by
the spin orbit coupling, is the Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya (DM) interaction [42, 43].
The spin orbit coupling tends to produce an excited state for one of the spins,
which then interacts with the ground state of the second spin. The corresponding
Hamiltonian is equal to
H^DM = D  Sa  Sb; (2.11)
where D is the Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya vector, which tries to turn the two spins
Sa and Sb into a perpendicular arrangement. The DM interaction only can occur
if there is no inversion symmetry of the crystal eld with respect to the center
point between the two spins [e.g. the inversion with respect to the origin of a
point in cartesian coordinates transforms (x; y; z) into ( x; y; z)]. Usually, the
DM interaction arises in antiferromagnetic magnetic structures and then results
in a slight canting of the spins, i.e., a slight ferromagnetic component. In the
special geometrical case of buckled Cu-O bonds (often present in low-dimensional
magnetic systems, e.g., see Ref. [44]) the Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya vector follows
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Figure 2.4: Three Cu2+ spins placed in a buckled O2  bond environment coupled
by the anisotropic Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya interaction. The DM interactions tends
to align neighboring spins perpendicular to each other, and the direction of the
Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya vector D can vary from one to another coupled pair of
spins. Here,  (out of plane) and 
 (in plane) indicate the direction of D.
Figure according to Ref. [44].
D / r   and may change by tracking the magnetic structure. The radius
vector r connects the coupled spins, while  connects the middle position of r
with the ligand, as shown in Fig. 2.4.
2.3 Thermodynamics
2.3.1 Fundamental thermodynamic relations
The thermodynamic bulk properties of a system can be fully described under
the knowledge of a thermodynamic potential (e.g., see Ref. [45]) such as the
Helmholtz free energy
F = U(T; V;H)  TS (2.12)
which depends on the internal energy U being a function of the independent
(natural) variables temperature T , Volume V , and external magnetic eld H.
The dependent variables of F , i.e., entropy S, pressure p, and magnetization M ,
can be derived from the total derivative of the Helmholtz free energy with respect
to the natural variables
dF =  SdT   pdV  MdH: (2.13)
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The total dierential dF is experimentally accessible and yields the following
physical properties
 

@F
@T

V;H
= SV;H(T ); (2.14)
 

@F
@V

T;H
= pT;H(V ); (2.15)
 

@F
@H

V;T
= MV;T (H): (2.16)
The entropy of a system can only be measured indirectly via the specic heat
@SV;H
@T

V;H
=
CV;H(T )
T
; (2.17)
while the magnetic susceptibility is given by
V;T =

@MV;T
@H

V;T
=  

@2F
@H2

V;T
: (2.18)
Commonly in solid state physics, theoretical calculations are obtained by keeping
a constant volume of the system, while in the experiment the pressure is kept con-
stant. However, since the dierence is insignicant, in the following CV;H = Cp;H
can be assumed. Further relations of the state variables, given by the Maxwell
relations, will be treated experimentally in the thesis later on:
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@H

T;V
=

@M
@T

H;V
; (2.19)
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
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=

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
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
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
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; (2.20)
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
H;T
=
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@p
@H

T;V
,  

@M
@p

H;T
=

@V
@H

p;T
: (2.21)
The eects associated with Eqs. 2.20 and 2.21 are known as thermal expansion
and magnetostriction, respectively. The parts to the left of the arrow come from
the Helmholtz free energy, while the parts right to the arrow need to be derived
from the Gibbs free energy G = U(T; p;H)  TS, which is convenient to choose
in these cases.
Now, the connection between the quantum mechanical solution of the Hamil-
tonian of a system, given by the eigenstate i and its eigenvalues Ei, and its
thermodynamic properties, is made by the partition function
Z = tr
h
exp

 H^
i
; (2.22)
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with the quantum Hamiltonian operator H^ and the inverse temperature, conven-
tionally dened as
 =
1
kBT
; (2.23)
with kB denoting the Boltzmann constant. From the point of view of classical
mechanics Eq. 2.22 turns into
Z =
X
i
exp ( Ei) : (2.24)
Finally, the connection between the Helmholtz free energy and the partition func-
tion is made by
F = U(T; V;H)  TS =  kBT  ln(Z); (2.25)
allowing to calculate all macroscopic physical properties of the system under the
knowledge of Z.
2.3.2 The antiferromagnetic isotropic s = 12 Heisenberg
chain
The only Heisenberg spin model which is exactly solvable is the Heisenberg chain,
viz., a one-dimensional system. Starting from the antiferromagnetic case of this
basic system, in which quantum eects play a role, slight extensions such as
frustration already lead to extraordinary new physical phenomena (shown in
Sec. 2.4.1). However, as a rst example the thermodynamic properties of the
antiferromagnetic isotropic s = 1
2
Heisenberg chain namely the susceptibility, the
specic heat, and the excitations in an external magnetic eld will be reviewed.
The system is described by the Hamiltonian
H^ =
X
i
 JSi  Si+1   gBH  Si; (2.26)
which is equal to Eq. 2.1 plus an additional term for the external eld H, with g
denoting the g factor and B the Bohr magneton.
Starting with the exact solution of the Heisenberg model by the Bethe formalism
[9] many theoretical studies were carried out. A pioneer work on nite chains
which revealed the main thermodynamic properties was published by Bonner
and Fisher in 1964 [46], further publications taking into account the Bethe Ansatz
followed [47{51]. The dispersion of the fundamental excitations of the system rst
was obtained by Cloizeaux and Pearson in 1962 [52].
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2.3.2.1 Specic heat
In Fig. 2.5 the specic heat of the Heisenberg chain as a function of temperature
for dierent external magnetic elds is shown. Here, the specic heat is given in
units of 1=J , while the temperature and the external magnetic eld are in the
units of J . In zero magnetic eld and at low temperatures (T ! 0) the specic
heat evolves linearly with temperature as
C
NkB
=
2
3
kBT
J
; (2.27)
with N denoting the number of spins, according to the linear dispersion relation
of the excitation spectrum, which will be discussed below. The specic heat shows
a maximal value of Cmax at the temperature Tmaxc , given by the equations [50]
kBT
max
c
J
= 0:48028487(1); (2.28)
Cmax
NkB
= 0:3497121235(2): (2.29)
By applying an external magnetic eld h the data can be divided into three re-
gions. In the low eld region, 0 < h=J . 2:5, the maximum shifts to higher
temperatures with increasing external magnetic eld [Fig. 2.5(a)]. In the inter-
mediate region, 2:5 . h=J . 3:5 a second peak develops [Fig. 2.5(b)], since the
external magnetic eld acts as a chemical potential on the excitations of the sys-
tem. In general, there are particle and hole-like excitations, which behave similar
for low elds but start to dier for higher elds. The second peak still shifts
to higher temperatures with increasing magnetic eld. In the high eld regime,
3:5 . h=J , the two peaks start to smear out and a thermodynamically activated
behavior develops [Fig. 2.5(c)]. At the critical external eld h=J = 4 all the spins
are ferromagnetically polarized and the specic heat is proportional to
p
T in the
low temperature region. The peak position shifts to higher temperatures with
increasing magnetic eld. Physically the maximum in the specic heat can be
associated with the development of spin correlation along the chain which be-
come relevant in dierent temperature regions dependent on the strength of the
external magnetic eld.
2.3.2.2 Susceptibility
The magnetic susceptibility of the antiferromagnetic isotropic s = 1
2
one-dimensional
Heisenberg chain as a function of temperature for several external magnetic elds
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Figure 2.5: Temperature dependence of the specic heat of the antiferromagnetic
isotropic s = 1
2
Heisenberg chain in dierent external magnetic elds. The data
can be divided into three regions. (a) The low-eld region, characterized by one
peak, (b) the intermediated-eld region, in which a second peak is developed, (c)
and the high-eld region with a broad single peak. Figure taken from Ref. [49];
for details see text.
is depicted in Fig. 2.6. The susceptibility is given in units of 1=J , while the tem-
perature and the external eld are measured in units of J . For zero eld  shows
a maximum value of max at Tmax [49]
kBT
max
J
= 0:6408510(4); (2.30)
maxJ
Ng22B
= 0:146926279(1); (2.31)
maxTmax = 0:0941579(1)
Ng22B
kB
: (2.32)
It should be noted that the product Tmaxmax is universal for the system, since
it is independent of J . At zero temperature  has a nite value [46] of
(0) =
Ng22B
2J
: (2.33)
At low temperatures the temperature dependence of  shows a logarithmic cor-
rection [48]
(T ) = (0) 

1 +
1
ln(T0=T )
+ : : :

; (2.34)
which could be experimentally observed for T ! 0 in Sr2CuO3 and SrCuO2 [53].
By applying an external magnetic eld the maximum shifts to lower temperatures
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Figure 2.6: Temperature dependence of the susceptibility of the antiferromagnetic
isotropic s = 1
2
Heisenberg chain at dierent external magnetic elds. For elds
up to h=J < 4 the maximum in  shifts to lower temperatures with increasing
magnetic eld [(a) and (b)]. (c) At the critical eld value h=J = 4 the suscepti-
bility diverges at T = 0 and monotonously drops to zero at low temperatures for
higher elds. Figure taken from Ref. [49]; for details see text.
[Fig. 2.6(a) and (b)] and diverges for the critical eld h=J = 4 [Fig. 2.6(c)]. By
further increasing the external magnetic eld the susceptibility monotonously
drops to zero for low temperatures. Also here the maximum can be associated to
the formation of spin correlations in the respective temperature regime.
2.3.2.3 Excitations
In the antiferromagnetic s = 1
2
Heisenberg spin chain the excitations are known
as spinons. They are associated with the creation of two domain walls, i.e., they
are only created pairwise. A spinon has a spin of 1
2
and thus is a fermion. After
creation, the excitation can move without any cost of energy along the chain.
The lowest lying excitations have a dispersion relation according to [52]
E1(q) = J j sin(qa)j; (2.35)
depending on the coupling constant J , the distance a between the nearest mag-
netic ions, and the wave vector q. a and q are both measured along the chain
direction. One directly sees that the spinon excitations are gapless (for long wave-
length excitations the energy goes to zero). For an excitation with wave vector
q many energy states are possible, thus the spinons form a continuum with an
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Figure 2.7: Scattering intensities from magnetic excitations in the s = 1
2
one-
dimensional Heisenberg antiferromagnet KCuF3 at 6K. The data is plotted as
a function of the wave vector q along the spin chain in units of 2 divided by
the distance of the magnetic moments A. Dark colors resemble high intensities,
bright colors low intensities. The dashed line is a t to the spinon continuum
according to theory; gure taken from Ref. [54].
upper boundary of
E2(q) = 2J
sinqa
2
 (2.36)
in the dispersion relation [55]. The rst experimental conrmation of the spinon
continuum was provided by inelastic neutron experiments on the one-dimensional
Heisenberg antiferromagnet KCuF3 [56]. In Fig. 2.7 the experimental scattering
intensities as a function of the wave vector q along the spin chain in units of
2=a are plotted. Dark colors indicate high scattering intensities, bright colors
low intensities. The dashed line is a t to the spinon continuum in very good
agreement with the theory.
2.4 Magnetic frustration
In the previous sections model systems have been described which in total can
satisfy the magnetic exchange of each coupling bond. However, in e.g. triangular
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lattice systems this is not necessarily the case due to the competition of magnetic
interactions. This competition leads to a new class of \frustrated" systems pos-
sessing completely new physical properties and which opened up a new scientic
eld over the last decade [57, 58]. The word \frustration" was introduced [59, 60]
to emphasize the fact that a certain spin ensemble cannot nd a spin orientation
to fully minimize all interactions of the involved couplings [21].
As a simple example the classic approach of the Ising model may be taken,
with a coupling energy E =  J(Si  Sj) between the nearest spins. Assuming a
spin chain, viz., a sequence of spins arranged along one dimension, one arrives
at a ferromagnetic ground state if J > 0, and an antiferromagnetic ground state
if J < 0, with in both cases all coupling bonds satised. For the ferromagnetic
case this is valid for any underlying lattice, while for the antiferromagnetic case
the actual ground state of the system depends on the lattice. Here, the ground
state can be built by neighboring, antiparallel spins for lattices which do not
contain elementary triangles, i.e, bipartite lattices. In the case of lattices that
contain elementary triangles like the triangular lattice, the fcc lattice, and the
hcp lattice, at least the coupling of a single exchange bond cannot be satised
and the system has to nd an alternative collective arrangement1 to minimize its
energy. The situation is depicted in Fig. 2.8(a) for a triangular lattice (indeed this
situation was the rst frustrated model studied in the 1950s [61, 62], and even
only a few frustrated models are exactly solvable, which are limited to one or two
dimensions [63]). Two Ising spins can be placed on the lattice without causing
any frustration, while the third spin cannot satisfy the coupling anymore. Here,
a six-fold degeneracy of the ground state is present, which continuously increases
by increasing the lattice, in contrast to the unfrustrated case. The solution to
minimize the total energy for a triangle in the case of two dimensional spins
would be a rotation of 120 from one to another spin. This ground state is two-
fold degenerate as a result of a mirror reection symmetry of the spins. Since the
geometry of the lattice is the origin of the magnetic frustration, these systems
are called geometrically frustrated. According to the denition of Toulouse [59]
a basic building block of the lattice, e.g., a plaquette is frustrated if the product
P =
Y
hi;ji
sgn(Jij) (2.37)
of the coupling constants performed around the plaquette is negative. sgn(x)
denotes the sign function that extracts the sign of a real number x. For the
above triangular plaquette P =  1 holds. Equation 2.37 is a useful indicator for
1Of course, this is only possible if the regarded spins have enough free degrees of freedom
to react on the frustration.
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Figure 2.8: Two examples for the occurrence of magnetic frustration. (a) Three
Ising spins are placed on a triangular lattice, where the spins are coupled anti-
ferromagnetically to each other. It is impossible to construct a spin arrangement
where all the bonds are fully satised { the system is frustrated. (b) A spin chain
with ferromagnetic nearest neighbor and antiferromagnetic next-nearest neighbor
interaction. Again, one cannot construct a state with only unfrustrated bonds.
frustration for purely geometrical models but needs to be generalized if further
magnetic interactions (leading to frustration) come into play.
From an experimental point of view frustrated systems can often be identied
by the temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility. In a plot of the
inverse susceptibility as a function of the temperature, the susceptibility behaves
linearly in the high temperature limit
 1 / T  CW; (2.38)
and the Curie-Weiss temperature CW characterizes the sign and strength of the
magnetic interactions. Analogous to the coupling constant J , for CW > 0 a
ferromagnetic coupling is present, while for CW < 0 the magnetic coupling is
antiferromagnetic. In the unfrustrated case the system orders at Tc  CW,
whereas in the frustrated case TN  CW, viz., Tc is suppressed to much lower
temperatures. In this context, Ramirez [64] introduced an empirical measure for
the frustration of the system f = jCWj=Tc. Usually, systems with frustration
parameters f > 5 show a clear evidence of magnetic frustration. The suppression
of the ordering temperature is a consequence of the large degeneracy of the ground
state, leading to strong macroscopic uctuations, that prevent any long range
magnetic ordering in the vicinity of CW.
As an example for a frustrated system due to the existence of competing in-
teractions, in Fig. 2.8(b) a Heisenberg spin chain is shown in which the nearest-
neighbor spins are coupled ferromagnetically by J1 > 0 and the next-nearest-
neighbor spins are coupled antiferromagnetically by J2 < 0. Consequently both
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exchange path cannot be satised at the same time, thus the system is frustrated.
The actual interaction energy can be written as
E =  J1
X
i
Si  Si+1   J2
X
i
Si  Si+2 (2.39)
=  S2 [J1 cos  + J2 cos 2]
X
i
1; (2.40)
where  is the angle, often called pitch angle, between neighboring spins. The
energy is minimized for
@E
@
= (J1 + 4J2 cos ) sin  = 0; (2.41)
leading to the solutions  = 0, the ferromagnetic case,  = , the antiferromag-
netic case, or
cos  =   J1
4J2
: (2.42)
The last solution corresponds to a helical magnetic structure and is favored in-
stead of ferromagnetism or antiferromagnetism if J2 < 0 and jJ2=J1j  0:25. The
fraction  =  J2=J1 is known as the frustration ratio and is commonly used to
classify the strength of the frustration of the system as a function of its coupling
constants. For the helical magnetic case the ground state is two-fold degenerate,
since a clock- or anticlockwise rotation of the spins is possible. In real systems,
the order parameter of a helical phase is the vector chirality
i = hSi  Si+1i : (2.43)
In classical systems the long-range helical magnetic order sets in together with
a broken chirality. In one-dimensional spin chains often the Mermin-Wagner
theorem [11] does not allow helical ordering, e.g., a breaking of the continuous
rotation symmetry in the plane of the helix. In contrast to that, the existence
of nite vector chirality or chiral order would only break a discrete symmetry
between left and right (clock- or anticlockwise rotation) and is allowed to appear
in one dimension, thus can maintain even in one dimension [65, 66]. Therefore,
the chiral order can be interpreted as a remnant of the classical helical order
in a 1D spin system. Or in other words, the chiral order is a sort of \short-
range" helical order and may be regarded as a collection of spin spirals, that
are rotating either clock- or anticlockwise, but possessing a random phase with
respect to each other. If helical order is allowed (in the presence of an arbitrarily
small three dimensional coupling), always, the spin correlation length is smaller
than the chirality correlation length at nite temperatures, consequently with
decreasing temperature the chiral order sets in before the helical order. In a
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chiral phase long-range chiral order but no spin order are present, while in a
helical phase long-range chiral and spin order are established.
Finally, there are many ways to construct a magnetically frustrated system, ei-
ther geometrically, by adding further exchange paths or adding dierent compet-
ing exchange mechanisms. Altogether a reasonable denition for a magnetically
frustrated system is [21]: A spin system is frustrated if the ground state energy
of the system is larger than the minimized sum of all local interactions.
In order to present a more detailed account of the conceptual topic treated in
this thesis, the next sections will introduce the basic properties of the frustrated
J1-J2 chain (the latter example for magnetic frustration as discussed above),
which can be applied as a rst approximation to describe the title compound,
linarite.
2.4.1 The J1-J2 s =
1
2 spin chain
2.4.1.1 Physical realization
Quasi one-dimensional quantum magnets can be physically realized, for instance,
in chain-like arrangements of spins of s = 1
2
Cu2+ or V4+ cations, that are typ-
ically surrounded by oxygen anions. In general, the basic building blocks of a
Cu-oxide spin-chain system are CuO4 plaquettes which are connected to each
other along one crystallographic direction, viz., one dimension. In the following,
the focus will lie on this type of copper oxides, where one needs to distinguish
between two dierent classes of materials. In one class of compounds the linkage
along the chain occurs at the corners of the plaquettes, thus forming the so-called
corner-sharing chain, illustrated in Fig. 2.9(a). This geometrical conguration
leads to a linear Cu-O-Cu bond between neighboring Cu ions. Then, the oxygen
2p orbitals hybridize with the copper 3d orbitals with a straight bond angle of
180, hence the Goodenough-Kanamori-Anderson rules predict a strong antifer-
romagnetic exchange interaction along the chain between all nearest-neighbor Cu
ions resulting essentially in an unfrustrated system. An interaction between the
NNN Cu atoms mediated by the superexchange via the oxygen orbitals, which
could potentially lead to a frustrated system, is negligibly small as compare to
the NN interaction due to the large distance between the relevant neighboring
oxygen atoms. In a rst approximation these systems can be described by the
now reasonably well understood antiferromagnetic Heisenberg models extensively
studied theoretically for more than eighty years.
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Figure 2.9: Spin chains built of CuO4 plaquettes in (a) an edge-sharing and (b) a
corner-sharing geometry. The Cu atoms are depicted in red, the oxygens in blue,
and the exchange paths are sketched by the arrows.
In contrast, a second class of compounds contains edge-sharing CuO4 units
[see Fig. 2.9(b)]. In this situation, the bond angle between the nearest neighbor
Cu-ions, Cu-O-Cu, is close to 90, which leads in most cases to a ferromagnetic
coupling along this bond. The AFM superexchange contribution is very weak for
such a geometry according to the Goodenough-Kanamori-Anderson rules, since
it vanishes exactly in the case of a 90 Cu-O-Cu bond angle. Under such circum-
stances the dominant FM J1 stems mainly from the relatively direct large FM
interaction Kpd  900K between holes on neighboring oxygen and copper sites
[67{69] and not from the Hund's coupling between the two oxygen orbitals as
frequently believed. The latter contributes only about 20% to the value of J1.
In comparison, the next-nearest-neighbor Cu-O-O-Cu exchange paths contain 
bonds of oxygen 2p orbitals resulting in an AFM coupling which always causes
frustration eects, irrespective of the sign of the NN coupling and in particular
it is almost independent of Kpd, in sharp contrast to J1 which exhibits a very
sensitive linear dependence on Kpd [70]. As compared to the rst case, in this
second class of compounds the NN and NNN interactions are often similar in
magnitude leading to strong frustration eects which oers a large variety of pos-
sible ground states. The scientic history of this class and the related quantum
models is much younger (tracing back to the last decade) than that of the simpler
well-investigated AFM Heisenberg s = 1
2
chain.
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2.4.1.2 Ground state and eld-induced phases
Various Cu-oxide materials have been discovered which represent excellent experi-
mental realizations of such quasi-1D quantum magnets (Q1DQM), e.g., LiCuVO4
[71], LiCu2O2 [72, 73], Li2ZrCuO4 [74], and LiCuSbO4 [75]. The basic model to
describe the interplay of the NN and NNN exchange for the magnetic properties
is the so-called 1D isotropic J1-J2 or zig-zag chain model, which corresponds to
the Hamiltonian
H^ = J1
X
l
Sl  Sl+1 + J2
X
l
Sl  Sl+2   h
X
l
Szl : (2.44)
Here, J1 is the NN interaction, J2 is the NNN exchange, and h = gBH repre-
sents the external magnetic eld along the easy (z) direction. Note, in recent
publications the signs regarding to the coupling constants in the Hamiltonian are
dierent to the ones in most textbooks, consequently the sign for ferro- and anti-
ferromagnetic coupling changes. From now on the convention following Eq. 2.44
will be used.
Depending on the frustration ratio  =  J2=J1 and within the limits of a
classical approach with isotropic exchange, theory predicts various ground states
for this class of materials and corresponding discussion/calulation): For J1 < 0
and J2 > 0 (FM-AFM) and an  value 0 <  < 0:25, a FM ground state
should occur, while for  > 0:25 a non-collinear singlet spin-spiral ground state
is predicted [76, 77]. At c = 0:25 a quantum critical point appears, leading to a
degenerated singlet. For J1 > 0 and J2 < 0 (AFM-FM), the ground state of the
system is antiferromagnetic for any permissible values of J1 and J2. On the other
hand, when J1 > 0 and J2 > 0 (AFM-AFM) for  0:25 <  < 0 the ground state
is AFM, while  <  0:25 results in a non-collinear singlet spin-spiral ground
state. Most of the discussed compounds in this thesis belong to the group with
FM NN and AFM NNN interactions, thus this case is of great importance in
the following. In Fig. 2.10 the frustration ratios of several spin chain systems
with either FM-AFM ( > 0) or AFM-AFM exchange ( < 0) are depicted.
The frustration ratios are taken from Ref. [78], however,  can vary for a certain
compound for dierent studies in literature (cf. Ch. 5.5).
If in addition weak interchain interactions, anisotropic couplings and quantum
uctuations are considered, which may actually strongly aect the 3D magnetic
ordering, theory predicts even more exotic ground states [78]. Moreover, by
applying an external magnetic eld a rich variety of exotic eld-induced phases
may occur in these materials [79{82]. The recent discovery of multiferroicity in
LiCu2O2 [73, 83] and LiCuVO4 [84{86], as predicted by theory [87{90] for spin-
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Figure 2.10: Frustration ratio , predicted ground states, and excitations for
various frustrated spin systems. The classical ground and excited states depend
on , derived from the J1-J2 Hamiltonian. After Furuwaka et al. [78].
chain systems with a helical ground state, has opened up another playground
in this research area. Unfortunately, the Li+ ions tend to interchange with the
Cu2+ ions in the aforementioned materials, therefore, the microscopic source for
multiferroicity has not yet been established [91, 92].
In Fig. 2.11 the calculated phase diagram of the frustrated ferromagnetic chain
(FM-AFM) is depicted as a function of J2=J1 =   < 0:25, together with the
magnetization of the system normalized to its saturation value m=msat [80]. Ac-
cording to this theoretical study, in the low magnetization region a single vector
chiral phase is present. Remember that in this quantum model the long-range
order is destroyed (see above, discussion on Mermin-Wagner theorem) but can be
reestablished1 in the presence of already weak three-dimensional interactions or
the presence of an external magnetic eld [93{95]. Also in contrast to the classical
case (see Eq. 2.42), quantum mechanically the wave vector k for the spin-spin
correlations (classical: the pitch angle) does not only dependent on  but also
on the temperature [96, 97], in particular close to the critical point c = 0:25, as
shown in Fig. 2.12(a). The increase of k as a function of  for zero temperature
shows a much more pronounced dependence on  for the quantum as, compared
to the classical case, e.g., a pitch of k = =2 is already reached for  & 0:6, while
in the classical approach the frustration ratio needs to be !1. This behavior
is illustrated in Fig. 2.12(b) for zero temperature (circles), T=J2 = 1:0 (squares),
and the classical case (solid line). In general k does not depend monotonically on
the temperature, however, for T=J2 = 1:0 the pitch angle behaves more classical.
1Many real quasi one-dimensional spin-chain systems show long range helical order due to
the fact that they are not ideal spin chains.
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Figure 2.11: Magnetic phase diagram of the J1-J2 model as a function of   =
J2=J1. For low magnetic elds a vector chiral phase is present, while basically
for nite magnetization three spin-multipolar Luttinger liquids of bound states,
showing excitations of p = 2; 3; 4 spin ips (colored regions) occur. The inset
shows the same diagram as function of the external magnetic eld instead of the
magnetization; taken from Ref. [80].
On the other hand, for a nite magnetization just below the saturation value
three distinct multipolar Luttinger liquid phases are discovered, as depicted in the
phase diagram of the frustrated ferromagnetic spin chain in red, green and blue
(Fig. 2.11). p = 2; 3; 4 correspond to quadrupolar, octupolar, and hexadecupo-
lar bound multimagnon correlations, respectively, with excitations according to
Sz = p, aecting the z component of the total spin. The red phase is present
up to  ! 1 and its lower phase boundary approaches m = 0. In the low
magnetization region (below the dashed line), viz., the spin-density wave (SDW),
the spin correlations are dominantly of longitudinal dipolar character. For higher
magnetization (above the dashed line), i.e., the spin-multipolar region, transverse
multipolar correlations are dominant. The boundary between these characteristic
region is not sharp, viz., represents a crossover [79, 98{100].
The longitudinal dipolar spin correlations follow [80]
hSz0Szr i  m2 / cos

(1 m=msat)r
p

1
r
K
; (2.45)
with K being the critical Luttinger parameter describing the decay. The wave
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Figure 2.12: (a) Wave vector k of the spin-spin correlation (in a classical sense the
pitch angle of the spiral structure along the chain) as a function of temperature
and the frustration ratio . Close to the quantum critical point c = 0:25 the wave
vector becomes unstable. (b) k for zero temperature (circle), at a temperature
of T=J2 = 1:0 (squares), and the classical case (solid line). After Sirker et al.
Ref. [97]; for details see text.
vector of the SDW correlations changes as a function of the magnetization:
k =

p
(1 m=msat) : (2.46)
The multipolar transversal correlations are given by [80]*
p 1Y
n=0
S+0+n
p 1Y
n=0
S r+n
+
 ( 1)r

1
r
 1
K
: (2.47)
It is important to mention that the Luttinger parameter K is a function of the
magnetization of the system. For the dashed lines in Fig. 2.11 both correlation
functions decay with the same exponent.
The detailed behavior of the crossover from the SDW to the multipolar phase in
the case of spin nematic correlations (p = 2) is shown in Fig. 2.13. In Fig. 2.13(a)
the phase diagram of weakly coupled J1-J2 chains in the M -T plane is illustrated
for a frustration ratio of  = 2 by considering small intrachain couplings (for
nomenclature see Ref. [101]) Jy1=J2 = Jz1=J2 = 0:005 along the y and the z
direction, respectively. With increasing the magnetization of the system the
SDW phase is suppressed, while simultaneously the nematic phase builds up.
The nematic phase gets dominant (dashed line) in the vicinity of the saturation
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Figure 2.13: Phase diagrams of the weakly coupled J1-J2 chains in the M -T
plane. The temperatures TSDW(SN) denote the 3D SDW (nematic) transition
points. The dashed lines denote the crossover lines between nematic SDW and
dominant dominant TL liquids in the 1D J1-J2 chain. After Sato et al. [101].
magnetization. The nematic phase region becomes larger [Fig. 2.13(b)] by the
introduction of further, here diagonal, magnetic interchain couplings Jy2 and Jy3.
The excitations of the chiral phase have been calculated by Ren et al. [102]
for dierent  values and are depicted in Fig. 2.14. The frustration ratio has
a very large inuence on the actual excitation spectrum. For weak frustration
 = 2 and 1 [Figs. 2.14(a) and 2.14(b)] two excitations with dierent velocities
v+ and v  close to q  =2 are detected. The dominant mode with the smaller
velocity v+ reaches q  0, while the other mode with v  arrives at q  . For
larger frustration  = 0:5 and 0.286 [Figs. 2.14(c) and 2.14(d)] the aforementioned
dispersion clearly breaks down, accompanied by the formation of high intensities
around q = =2, and the low energy excitations start to form at incommensurate
wave vectors qi. In the classical case frustration leads to the formation of a
helical state with a pitch vector k = arccos(jj=4). For the quantum model,
incommensurate spin correlations occur with wave vectors which approach =2
with increasing  much faster than in the classical case (see Fig. 2.12), in full
agreement with dynamical data shown here. For  = 0:286 at higher energies
three additional magnonlike dispersions were found. For  < 0:25 [Fig. 2.14(f)]
the ground state is ferromagnetic and one ends up with the well-known magnon
dispersion
E =  J2

(1  cos 2q)  1

(1  cos q)

: (2.48)
At the quantum critical point,  = 0:25, the magnon dispersion becomes quartic,
E = J2q
4=2 at small q [see inset of Fig. 2.14(e)] and does not follow the magnon
dispersion. It is stated that the used spin-wave theory does not describe the
quantum critical point correctly at low energies due to the degeneracy of the
ferromagnetic with valence bond solid states.
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Figure 2.14: Structure factor S(q; !) of the frustrated ferromagnetic J1-J2 chain
for (a)  = 2, (b)  = 1, (c)  = 0:5, (d)  = 0:286, (e) at the quantum
critical point  = 0:25, (f) and in the ferromagnetic regime with  = 0:2. The
upper insets show a constant q and ! scan of the spinon modes in (b). The
circles/dashed lines in (d) to (f) illustrate the excitations of the ferromagnetic
region, the magnon dispersion. Taken from Ref. [102].
2.4.1.3 Thermodynamics
Up to now, low-temperature thermodynamics of the quantum s = 1
2
J1-J2 model
at  6= 0 can only be studied by numerical calculations of nite chains or by
approximate methods. However, there is a wide range of approaches to obtain a
theoretical insight of the physical properties of model Eq. 2.44 as well as putting
restrictions and certain modications on it (cf. Ch. 2.2). Here, selected results for
the case of FM NN and AFM NNN exchange interactions, the so-called frustrated
ferromagnetic chain, will be briey introduced. In the literature one nds theo-
retical calculations of the thermodynamic properties, for instance, for the cases
of various frustration ratios  < 0 (including dimerization of the chain) [103], the
ferromagnetic ground state regime 0 <  < 0:25 [104], dierent cases for 0 < 
[105], i.e., especially  = 1
3
by taking into account an external magnetic eld
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Figure 2.15: The temperature dependence of (a) the susceptibility and (b) the
specic heat of the J1-J2 chain for FM NN and AFM NNN interactions for various
 values; after Lu et al. [105].
[106], and for several values 0 <  with external magnetic eld [97]. Nonetheless,
compared to the ordinary antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chain, the frustrated J1-
J2 chain is a rather new topic in theocratical as well as in experimental research.
Basically each of these cases exhibits a very unique behavior with respect to the
thermodynamic properties, and thus leads to new classications for the thermo-
dynamics of the system. In this situation it is rather dicult to determine the
coupling constants, and therefore , from the temperature and/or eld depen-
dence of the thermodynamics alone, and even worse if the detailed Hamiltonian of
the system is not denitely known. To illustrate this ambiguity and the ensuing
diculties, as an example, the susceptibility and the specic heat of the J1-J2
chain with FM NN and AFM NNN interactions is introduced for dierent values
of .
In Fig. 2.15(a) TMRG calculations of the susceptibility as a function of tem-
perature of the J1-J2 model for various values of  =  J2=J1 are depicted [105].
For  = 0 the model reduces to the elementary FM Heisenberg chain, know from
Eq. 2.1, with a magnetic susceptibility  / 1=T 2 in the low temperature limit
T ! 0. The susceptibility always diverges for 0   < 0:25, indicating the
ferromagnetic nature of the spin correlations. At c = 0:25 the transition to
the helical singlet state occurs, while for c > 0:25 a peak in  develops at low
temperatures. With increasing  the susceptibility is suppressed rapidly and the
peak position moves to higher temperatures.
Figure 2.15(b) displays the specic heat as a function of temperature of the
aforementioned model for various values of . Again at  = 0 the FM Heisen-
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berg chain limit is reached, possessing a broad maximum and a low-temperature
behavior according to C / pT . For nite  < c a two-peak structure de-
velops, whereas the overall specic heat is suppressed. The appearence of the
second peak fundamentally diers from the specic heat of the antiferromagnetic
isotropic Heisenberg chain (see Fig. 2.5) and can be ascribed to the existence of
a NNN coupling J2. For  > c the characteristics of C(T ) change drastically,
whereas the two-peak structure is maintained. The low temperature peak sharp-
ens at  = c and moves to higher temperatures as well as broads with increasing
. The broad high temperature peak remains at its position.
2.4.1.4 Nuclear magnetic resonance
In general, it is very dicult to identify multipolar magnetic orders in spin systems
experimentally. From the thermodynamic site a sharp change in the slope of the
magnetization close to the saturation eld is expected as a distinct signature of
a nematic (p = 2) phase [82]. Alternatively, from the microscopic side, clear
signature of the eld-induced spin nematic or multipolar Tomonaga-Luttinger
liquid phase were reported to appear in the spin-lattice relaxation rate T1 in
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) experiments [100, 107]. The temperature
Figure 2.16: NMR relaxation rate 1=T1 in the magnetic quadrupolar TL-liquid
phase in the J1-J2 spin chain for the frustration ratio  J1=J2 = 0:5. (a) Temper-
ature dependence of 1=T1 for various xed values of the magnetization M . (b)
Field dependence of the NMR relaxation time 1=T1 at xed temperatures. The
left panel shows the results for a broad eld range, while the right panel shows
the same data in the vicinity of the saturation eld. The vertical dashed lines
represent the saturation eld and the crossover line between the dominant SDW
and dominant nematic regime. After Sato et al. [107].
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Figure 2.17: NMR relaxation rate 1=T1 for the usual TL-liquid phase of the spin-
1
2
antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chain. Panel (a) shows the temperature dependence
of 1=T1 for xed magnetizations, while in panel (b) the eld dependence for xed
temperatures is illustrated. After Sato et al. [107].
and eld dependence of T1 in the nematic phase have been compared to the
behavior for an usual TL liquid in the spin-1
2
Heisenberg chain (see Ch. 2.1).
A detailed introduction to the experimental technique NMR is given in Ch. 3.1.
The spin-lattice relaxation probes the relaxation of the z component of the nu-
clear magnetization from an excited state back to its thermodynamic equilibrium.
The relaxation process of the nuclear spin system only can occur if an energy ex-
change with another system, for example with the lattice or the spin system takes
place. Since in particular the transverse spin uctuations contribute to the nu-
clear relaxation process, the dynamics of the electronic spin system can be probed
indirectly. The characteristic time of the relaxation is the spin-lattice relaxation
time, or T1 time constant.
Figure 2.16(a) shows the temperature dependence of 1=T1 for the J1-J2 spin
chain with a frustration ration  =  J2=J1 = 0:5 for several xed values of the
magnetizationM . 1=T1 diverges as T ! 0 in the low-magnetization SDW regime
(M . 0:3), whereas it decreases algebraically in the high-eld quadrupolar regime
(M & 0:3). The magnetic eld dependence of 1=T1 is depicted in Fig. 2.16(b)
for dierent xed temperatures. The vertical dashed lines represent the satura-
tion eld and the crossover line between the dominant SDW and dominant spin-
nematic regimes. In the dominant SDW regime 1=T1 decreases with increasing H.
By increasing the temperature the slope of 1=T1(H) is reduced and becomes al-
most independent of the eld at relatively high temperatures kBT  0:1J2. Apart
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from that, in the region with dominant spin-nematic correlations 1=T1 starts to
increase rapidly as a function of H. Similar features are also expected to appear
in higher-order multipolar TL liquids, e.g., octupolar (p = 3) and hexadecapolar
(p = 4) TL liquids [107].
For a comparison the corresponding behavior of 1=T1 in a usual TL liquid of the
spin-1
2
antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chain (for model see Eq. 2.26) is illustrated in
Fig. 2.17. The temperature dependence of 1=T1 [Fig. 2.17(a)] shows a monotonous
increase for all values of the magnetization for sucient low temperatures. On
the other hand, the spin-lattice relaxation rate increases as a function of the
external magnetic eld for all temperatures [Fig. 2.17(b)]. In consequence, the
behavior of 1=T1 as a function of temperature and eld dier signicantly for the
spin nematic phase in the J1-J2 isotropic spin chain compared to the ordinary TL
liquid spin-1
2
AF Heisenberg chain. Thus NMR is an ideal probe to qualitatively
identify multipolar spin correlations in solid state matter.
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3.1 Nuclear magnetic resonance
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is a physical phenomenon in which nuclei in
an external magnetic eld resonantly absorb and re-emit electromagnetic radia-
tion. The NMR utilizes the Larmor precession of the nuclei around the direction
of the external eld, and which can be disturbed by an electromagnetic wave of
the same frequency. In the experiment, a re-emitted signal, usually in the range
of several MHz, is picked up by an antenna, which yields fundamental insight into
the quantum mechanical magnetic and electronic properties of the system under
consideration.
The rst successful NMR experiments were performed by Isidor Isaac Rabi and
his co-workers in 1938 [108]. In their study, for which Rabi was awarded the Nobel
prize in 1944, they were investigating the drop of the intensity of an oscillating
electromagnetic eld directed on a beam of LiCl molecules. In 1946 Purcell et
al. [109] were the rst to perform a NMR experiment on a solid (paran), while
independently Bloch et al. [110] succeeded to expand the technique to a uid
(water). In 1952 Felix Bloch and Edward Mills Purcell were awarded with the
Nobel Prize in Physics for their ndings as well. With this history, NMR is
the oldest nuclear method in solid state physics and which is also used in other
scientic disciplines such as biology, chemistry, and medicine by now.
NMR belongs to the class of microscopic local probe techniques, since it in-
vestigates only the static or dynamic magnetic properties of selected nuclei. By
varying the local probe, NMR can yield information about the dierent magnetic
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and electronic environments present in a solid. It is even possible to distinguish
between dierent local contributions to the local environment seen by the nuclei,
and which allows to gain a fundamental microscopic understanding of a certain
system. In the case of dynamical properties being probed, the measured spin uc-
tuations in q-space strongly depend on the atomic position of the nuclear probe.
In sharp contrast, macroscopic techniques like magnetization only probe the to-
tal ensemble of magnetic moments present in a system and cannot distinguish
between intrinsic and extrinsic eects, such as magnetic impurities. This applies
for static dynamic eects. The experimental time window of NMR usually lies
between 10 6 to 10 8 s, while the technique is sensitive to magnetic moments of
the order of 10 2B and provides a resolution of frequency variations better than
10 7.
In the following sections the fundamental basics of NMR will be summarized in
order to provide the basis for an understanding of the results presented in Ch. 6.
In Sec. 3.1.5 the experimental setup is explained in detail. For more extensive
reviews the reader is referred to the textbooks of Abragam [111], Fukushima
and Roeder [112], Slichter [113], Schatz, Weidinger, and Deicher [114] as well as
Refs. [115, 116].
3.1.1 Basic principles of NMR
NMR uses the atomic nuclei of a studied system (here mostly a solid) to probe
the electromagnetic interactions of the system with the embedded nuclei. Each
nucleus consists of a certain number of protons and neutrons, which carry a total
angular momentum I, also called nuclear spin. The value of the nuclear spin
depends on the actual atom and isotope and can be classied in three groups:
 Nuclei with an even number of both the protons and the neutrons possess
no spin.
 In the case of an odd number of both the protons and the neutrons in the
nucleus, the nucleus has an integer spin.
 If the sum of the number of protons and neutrons of the nucleus is odd, it
has a half-integer spin.
Only nuclei with a nite spin I 6= 0 are NMR active, and they can interact with
their electromagnetic surrounding. A net angular momentum I then leads to a
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magnetic moment
 = nI = g
N
~
I; (3.1)
where ~ is the reduced Planck constant and n is the nucleus specic gyromagnetic
ratio, which depends on the nuclear g factor and the nuclear magneton N =
e~=2mp. Here, e denotes the elementary charge and mp the proton rest mass.
The interaction of an external magnetic eld H0 with a nuclear spin can be
described by the Zeeman Hamiltonian
H^Z =    0H0: (3.2)
By assuming the external eld lying along the z direction, one arrives at
H^Z =  n0H0I^z; (3.3)
with the nuclear spin operator in z direction I^z, which possesses the eigenvalues
~m. The 2I + 1-degenerated energy levels split in the external magnetic eld in
equidistant levels with energies
E =  n0H0hI;mjI^zjI;mi =  n~0H0m ;m =  I; I + 1; : : : ; I: (3.4)
Transitions between two states jI;mi and jI;m0i are only allowed provided that
m = m m0 = 1. The system can absorb electromagnetic radiation according
to its energy splitting
E = ~!L = n~0H0; (3.5)
with the Larmor frequency1 !L. In a classical picture !L species the frequency
of the precession of the angular spin momentum I around the external magnetic
eld H0.
In a real sample one deals not only with a single nucleus but with an ensemble
of nuclei. In an external magnetic eld and for thermal equilibrium the 2I + 1
states with energy E(m) are occupied according to the Boltzmann distribution
P (m) / exp

 E(m)
kBT

; (3.6)
which leads to a nite nuclear spin polarization
hI^zi =
Pm=I
m= I ~m exp
h
 E(m)
kBT
i
Pm=I
m= I exp
h
 E(m)
kBT
i = n~2I(I + 1)
3kBT
H0: (3.7)
1According to Eq. 3.5 n has the physical unit rad s
 1 T 1 and is used like this for the
theoretical considerations in this chapter. However, in an NMR experiment one is interested in
the frequency  = !=2 which needs to be applied to the system to be in resonance. Hence,
a more convenient unit for n is MHz/T, which is achieved by a multiplication with the factor
10 6=2 and assumed in the experimental part of this thesis.
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Here, the exponential function was expanded into a Taylor series by assuming
E(m) kBT , truncated after the rst derivative and the result for E(m) [Eq. 3.4]
was put into the equation. A typical value for the nuclear spin polarization at
T = 300K, an external eld of 0H = 1T and a gyromagnetic ratio of n = N=~
is hI^zi=~  10 6, which is rather small. In turn, it implies that one needs about
1017 to 1018 nuclei to obtain a detectable NMR signal. Consequently, the nuclear
spin polarization corresponds to a macroscopic nuclear magnetizationM with an
expectation value along the z direction of
Mz =
X
i
iz
V
= NnhI^zi = N
2
n~2I(I + 1)
3kBT
H0 = nH0; (3.8)
where V denotes the volume where the spins are located, while N denotes the nu-
clear spin density. The nuclear susceptibility n describes a Curie law. While the
gyromagnetic ratio of the core of an atom is proportional to the nuclear magneton
n, for the shell it is proportional to the Bohr magneton B, with B=N  1836.
Since the respective susceptibilities scale even with 2n and 
2
e (e = gB=~ is
the electron gyromagnetic ratio), the nuclear magnetization does almost not con-
tribute to the macroscopic magnetization. This consideration emphasizes that a
direct measurement of the nuclear magnetization would be a very dicult task,
thus the use of a resonance method is required to obtain a change in the nuclear
magnetization.
Resonant absorption of electromagnetic radiation most commonly is acquired by
the application of an additional alternating magnetic high frequency (HF) pulse
perpendicular to the static eld. If the frequency of the pulse is equal to the
Larmor frequency of the nuclear system, ! = !L, transitions between the energy
levels which fulll the resonance condition are triggered. The Hamiltonian which
describes the perturbing HF pulse propagating along the x direction is given by
H^ =  nI  0H1 =  nIx0H1x  cos!Lt: (3.9)
After the irradiation by the pulse the nuclear system relaxes back to its equilib-
rium state, corresponding to a Boltzmann distribution of the spin-state levels.
In order to relax back to its equilibrium state, the spin system needs to interact
with its environment, viz., in a solid the surrounding lattice or the electronic
moments to release energy. The fundamental equations of motions and charac-
teristic relaxation mechanism, the Bloch equations, will be introduced in the next
section.
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3.1.2 The Bloch equations
A single magnetic moment in a magnetic eld H experiences a torque equal to
the change of its total angular momentum in time
dI
dt
=  0H; (3.10)
implying for the nuclear magnetization
dM
dt
= n(M 0H): (3.11)
The solution of Eq. 3.11 yields a precession of M around the external magnetic
eld H0 with a frequency equal to the Larmor frequency !L = n0H0. In
equilibrium the spins only point along the eld direction, which is assumed to lie
along the z direction: Mz =M0, Mx =My = 0. Non-equilibrium situations, e.g.,
if the system is in an excited state, can be described by the following approach,
rst introduced by Bloch [117],
dMz
dt
=
M0  Mz
T1
; (3.12)
dMx
dt
=  Mx
T2
; (3.13)
dMy
dt
=  My
T2
: (3.14)
T1 and T2 are the characteristic time constants, that describe the relaxation of the
system back into the equilibrium state and can be related to distinct interactions
of the nuclear system with its environment. T1 is known as the longitudinal or
spin-lattice relaxation time and describes the time dependence of the nuclear
component parallel to the external eld. For the relaxation of Mz back to M0
energy stored in the nuclear system needs to be exchanged with the lattice system,
which happens on a timescale of T1. The solution of Eq. 3.12 is an exponential
growth of the magnetic z component
Mz(t) =M0[1  exp( t=T1)]: (3.15)
T2 is denoted as the transversal or spin-spin relaxation time. It is a charac-
teristic measure for the decay of the transversal nuclear magnetization Mx and
My. Slightly dierent local magnetic elds seen by the individual nuclei which
contribute to the overall magnetization lead to locally dierent precession fre-
quencies and this to a dephasing of the spin ensemble. The incoherence can have
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its origin in inhomogeneous external magnetic elds or in the interaction with
neighboring spins in the system. Thus, the solution of Eqs. 3.13 and 3.14 leads
to an exponential decay of the transversal magnetization
Mxy(t) =Mxy(0) exp( t=T2): (3.16)
By combining the term of free motion (Eq. 3.11) with the relaxation equations
(Eqs. 3.12 to 3.14), one arrives at the Bloch equations
dMz
dt
= n(M 0H)z + M0  Mz
T1
; (3.17)
dMx
dt
= n(M 0H)x   Mx
T2
; (3.18)
dMy
dt
= n(M 0H)y   My
T2
: (3.19)
These equations yield a fundamental though only empirical description of the
spin-lattice and spin-spin relaxation processes. A detailed microscopic discussion
on the relaxation phenomena will follow in Sec. 3.1.4.
In order to understand the resonance process, i.e., the excitation from and
the relaxation back to the equilibrium state of the system in the here assumed
phenomenological picture, one assumes a HF pulse applied perpendicular to the
static external eld H0. The linear oscillating eld propagates along x and is of
the form
H1 = 2H1 cos!t: (3.20)
For the mathematical treatment it is useful to decompose H1 into two circular
elds in the xy plane which rotate around z, each having an amplitude of H1.
The rst circular eld (H 1 ) rotates counterclockwise with +!, while the second
eld (H+1 ) oscillates clockwise with  !,
H 1 = H1(ex cos!t+ ey sin!t) (3.21)
H+1 = H1(ex cos!t  ey sin!t); (3.22)
where ex and ey are the unit vectors in x and y direction, respectively. It easily
can be seen that H1 = H
 
1 + H
+
1 . From these two components of the linear
oscillating eld only the component with the same rotational direction as the
nuclear spins (for e.g. +!) shows a considerable interaction with the nuclear
magnetic system, while the other component can be neglected. Then the total
magnetic eld H = H0 +H1 interacting with the nuclear spin system during the
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application of a HF pulse becomes
Hx = H1 cos!t; (3.23)
Hy = H1 sin!t; (3.24)
Hz = H0: (3.25)
Now, to solve Eq. 3.11 in the presence of an additional HF pulse, one introduces a
coordinate system that rotates around the z direction (the direction of H0) with
the frequency ! of H1. In such a reference frame with coordinates (x
0; y0; z0 = z)
both elds, H0 and H1, will be static. H1 is chosen to lie along ex0 . For the
transformation of the time derivative dA=dt of any time-dependent vector A
from a xed (x) to a rotating (rot) laboratory frame, with an angular velocity
represented by the vector !, the following relation is valid:
dA
dt

rot
=

dA
dt

x
  (! A): (3.26)
The transformation of Eq. 3.11 yields
dM
dt

rot
= n

M

0H0 +
!
0n

ez + 0H1ex

= n(M 0He);
(3.27)
which has exactly the same form as the initial equation 3.11 but with an eective
eld
0He =

0H0 +
!
0n

ez + 0H1ex (3.28)
experienced by the nuclear system. Therefore, the magnetization precesses in a
cone around the direction of the eective eld. Now, the presence of the HF
pulse aects the nuclear magnetization. The largest eect can be observed for
the resonance case, ! =  !L =  n0H0, i.e., when the eective eld is simply
He = H1 and thusM precesses aroundH1. The components of the eective eld
and the rotation of the magnetization are illustrated in Fig. 3.1. The frequency of
the precession ofM around He in the rotating system is much smaller compared
to the rotation of M about H0 in the xed frame, since H1  H0.
The angle  between the external eld and the nuclear magnetization can be
controlled through the duration of the HF pulse according to
 = n0H1tp: (3.29)
If tp would be chosen such that  = , the nuclear magnetization is just inverted.
In literature such a pulse is known as \180 pulse". In the case of  = =2,
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hence a \90 pulse", the moments are tipped away from the z direction along the
y direction. After stopping the radiation, M would remain perpendicular to H0
in case of no further interactions. Due to the presence of interactions, however,
the system relaxes back to its initial state on timescales set by the T1 and the T2
times. In the xed-frame system one obtains a superposition of the motion of the
spins in the rotating frame and the rotation of the rotating frame itself. Here,
no component of the spin movement appears static and the relaxation process of
the nuclear magnetization can be detected in an experiment.
So far, in this description only bare nuclei without any interaction with their
electromagnetic environment in the crystal are considered. In that case, de-
pending on the external eld strength a resonance of the system is expected to
appear at the Larmor frequency !L = n0H0. However, a shift of the resonance
frequency with respect to !L originates from the interaction of various created
internal magnetic and electric elds by surrounding particles, viz., electrons and
nuclei, experienced by the nuclear system. The mechanisms which are responsi-
ble for predominant interactions will be given in the next section. Altogether, a
combined NMR investigation of the local static and dynamic properties is promis-
ing to give rise to a microscopic electromagnetic understanding of a investigated
system.
Figure 3.1: (a) Contributions to the eective magnetic eld He in the rotating
coordinate system. (b) Precession of the nuclear magnetization M around the
eective eld He according to the Bloch equations.
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3.1.3 Hyperne interactions
In the presence of interactions of the nuclear spin system with its environment the
nuclear Zeeman splitting will be inuenced, leading to a change of the resonance
condition and the underlying Hamiltonian of the system. The total Hamiltonian
of the nuclei and electrons can be separated in four terms
H^ = H^Z + H^ne + H^nn + H^Q; (3.30)
where H^Z is the undisturbed Zeeman term due to the external static magnetic
eld, H^ne is the interaction between the nuclear system with the surrounding elec-
trons, H^nn indicates the interaction between the individual nuclear moments, and
H^q describes the quadrupole interaction of the nuclear system with electric eld
gradients in the sample. In the following an overview about the main hyperne
interaction processes in a solid will be given.
3.1.3.1 The chemical shift
The rst contribution to discuss causing an additional local magnetic eld is
the chemical shift with a purely orbital origin. The chemical shift arises from
electrons situated in inner closed shells possessing no spin (S = 0) or orbital
(L = 0) moment. The eective eld seen by a nucleus
He = (1 + d + p) H0 = (1 + ) H0 (3.31)
in a static eld H0 is of orbital magnetic origin only and has two contributions, a
diamagnetic one d < 0 and a paramagnetic one p > 0, which can be summarized
to . Typical eects are of the order of (! !L)=!L  10 5, where ! denotes the
actual, shifted, resonance frequency.
The origin of d is the Larmor precession of the electrons (analogous to the
nuclei in the previous section) in closed shells in the presence of an external
magnetic eld. The magnetic eld acts via the Lorentz force on the electrons and
produces a magnetic dipole. The resulting eld at the nuclei is opposite to the
external eld according to Lenz's law.
The paramagnetic term of the chemical shift p is refereed to the van Vleck
paramagnetism [118]. For an electron with total angular momentum J = L+S =
0, there is no magnetic moment, even not in an external magnetic eld. However,
this conclusion is only valid in rst-order perturbation theory. In second-order
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perturbation theory, e.g., considering temperatures T > 0 of the system, a change
of the ground state energy E0 is predicted by the mixing of excited states with
J 6= 0. The change of the ground state in energy is given by
E0 =  
X
n
jhnj(L+ geS)  0H0j0ij2
En   E0 ; (3.32)
with the excited states jni and their respective energies En. Hereby the param-
agnetic term of the chemical shift is connected to the Van Vleck susceptibility
vv =  N d
2E0
dH2
= 20
2
BN
X
n
jhnj(L+ gS)j0ij2
En   E0 (3.33)
in terms of
p = 2hr 3ivv; (3.34)
with hr 3i being the mean value of r 3 between outer orbitals of the atom under
consideration.
In general, the diamagnetic and paramagnetic contribution to the total chem-
ical shift are temperature independent and anisotropic in nature, hence for the
chemical-shift Hamiltonian one obtains
H^CS =  nIT   H0; (3.35)
with  representing a 2nd rank tensor quantity.
3.1.3.2 The Knight shift
The Knight shift in metals
Strictly speaking, the term Knight shift describes the interaction between polar-
ized conduction electrons with nuclear spins. W. D. Knight found a resonance
shift in dierent metallic compounds with respect to their insulating salts in the
presence of an external magnetic eld [119]. In an external magnetic eld a free
electron gas shows an unequal distribution of spins parallel and antiparallel to
H0. This polarization leads to a nite magnetization M of the sample, resulting
in the temperature independent Pauli susceptibility
Pauli =
dM
dH
= 0
3N2B
2kBTF
: (3.36)
The conduction electrons create additional internal magnetic elds at the nuclear
sites, leading to a shift in the resonance frequency, the Knight shift
K = A  spin; (3.37)
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with a universal hyperne coupling constant A. Hence the Knight shift can be
directly associated with the magnetic susceptibility of a system.
These days, however the term Knight shift or NMR shift is widely used among
the NMR community for all kind of individual contributions to a shift of the
resonance frequency. Especially if the particular origin of the shift is not known
exactly, it is often classied as Knight shift. Therefore, the general denition of
the Knight shift is given by
K =
He  H0
H0
=
!res   !L
!L
; (3.38)
with !L as the calculated Larmor frequency and the experimentally observed
resonance frequency !res =  n0He, determined by an eective eld He seen
by the nuclei
He = jHej = H0 +
X
i=1
Hi; (3.39)
and Hi as the sum of dierent intrinsic contributions to the local magnetic eld.
The Knight shift in insulators
In paramagnetic insulators there are important contributions from bound un-
paired electrons interacting with the nuclei, which show a temperature dependent
Curie law, analogous to Eq. 3.8,
Curie =
Ne~2J(J + 1)
3kBT
=
N2Bp
2
e
3kBT
=
C
T
; (3.40)
with the eective number of Bohr magnetons pe = ge
p
J(J + 1) and the Curie
constant C. By comparing the order of magnitude of the Pauli susceptibility with
the susceptibility arising from unpaired bound electrons one nds Pauli=  0:01.
The Knight shift for paramagnetic insulators is temperature dependent and much
larger than in itinerant magnetic systems. It can be separated into the following
contributions.
Magnetic dipolar contributions
An unpaired electron without spin density at a nuclear site creates a magnetic
dipolar eld and thus can interact with a certain nuclear site in a solid. The
Hamiltonian to describe the dipolar interaction of a number of j electrons with
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the magnetic moments e = eS with a single nucleus I is given by
H^dip =  nI  0Hdip (3.41)
=  0
4
ne
X
j
3(I  rj)(Sj  rj)  I  Sj(rj  rj)
r5j
(3.42)
=  0
4
ne
X
j
IT 
0BBB@
3x2j r2j
r5j
3xjyj
r5j
3xjzj
r5j
3yjxj
r5j
3y2j r2j
r5j
3yjzj
r5j
3zjxj
r5j
3zjyj
r5j
3z2j r2j
r5j
1CCCA  Sj (3.43)
=  
X
j
IT  Aj;dip  Sj: (3.44)
Here, rj = Rj  Rn is the radius vector from the position of the nucleus Rn to
the site Rj of the unpaired electron Sj. The variables xj, yj, and zj are the vector
components of rj. Further Aj;dip denotes the so called dipolar hyperne tensor of
a certain electron S with respect to the xed nucleus, and only depends on the
symmetry of the system. In general, Aj;dip is anisotropic in nature and S is con-
nected to the paramagnetic susceptibility. Hereby, the dipolar coupling between
electrons and a nucleus is anisotropic in nature and temperature dependent.
The Fermi contact interaction
Electrons situated in s shells have a nite probability of presence at the nuclear
site and consequently can magnetically interact with the nuclear moment. The
eect is called Fermi contact interaction, named after E. Fermi, who rst reported
it in 1930 [120]. The s electron spin density is connected to a magnetization at
the nucleus equal to
M = eSj	(0)j2; (3.45)
where j	(0)j2 is the density of s electrons at the nucleus. The nucleus is assumed
to be a sphere of uniform magnetization. The magnetic eld inside the nucleus
follows to
HFC =M Mdemag =M  1
3
M =
2
3
M; (3.46)
since it has to be corrected by the demagnetization eld Mdemag, which for a
sphere is M=3. Altogether one arrives at the local Fermi contact eld
HFC =
2
3
eSj	(0)j2; (3.47)
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and the Fermi-contact Hamiltonian
H^FC =  nI  0HFC (3.48)
=  2
3
ne0j	(0)j2  I  S (3.49)
=  AisoI  S: (3.50)
The Fermi contact interaction is isotropic in nature since it is proportional to
the hyperne splitting constant Aiso. However, for magnetically anisotropic sys-
tems, i.e., the spin susceptibility is anisotropic, thus it is possible to detect an
anisotropic NMR shift caused by the Fermi contact.
In addition to the Fermi contact interaction by unpaired s electrons, also s
electrons in complete shells may produce a magnetic contribution at the nuclear
site due to the core polarization eect. Surrounding unpaired, local electrons
or conduction electrons can magnetically interact and thus disturb surrounding
orbitals. With regard to a closed s shell, the spherical character of the orbital
may be distorted, which leads to a non-compensated spin density at the nuclear
site, and in consequence to an additional core polarization eld.
3.1.3.3 Nuclear nuclear interaction
The interaction between two nuclear spins can be divided into two classes, a
direct or an indirect interaction. Compared to the above discussed electron-
nuclear interaction, the eect of a nuclear-nuclear interaction is excepted to be
much smaller, because of the much smaller magnetic moments N  B. Instead
of a resonance shift, a broadening of the resonance line will or a small splitting
mainly be the experimentally observable eect.
The direct interaction between two nuclear spins Ii and Ij is of dipolar nature
analogous to Eq. 3.42. The resulting eld may either be parallel or antiparallel
to the external eld, which leads to a typical broadening of the resonance eld of
0.1mT, independent of the strength of the external eld.
In the indirect case Ii and Ij couple to each other via electrons in their vicinity.
For these local electrons the coupling is primarily established by the above ex-
plained dipolar and Fermi contact interaction. Further, in metallic systems, the
RKKY (Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yoshida) interaction mediated by the conduc-
tion electrons can play an important role. Altogether one arrives at the Hamil-
tonian
H^ ind.nn = I
T
i  J  Ij; (3.51)
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where the coupling tensor J depends on the symmetry of the system and the
explicit nature of the couplings. In this way, the indirect nuclear coupling can
lead either to a broadening or a small splitting of the resonance lines.
3.1.3.4 Electric quadrupole interaction
The electric quadrupole coupling is an interaction which occurs for nuclear mag-
netic moments with an angular momentum I > 1=2. These nuclei posses an
electric quadrupole moment Q due to their non-spherical charge distribution.
A quadrupole moment can interact with an electric eld gradient Vij =
@2V
@xi@xj
present at a certain position in a sample. The electrostatic potential V (r) is
generated by the charge distribution %(r) of electrons and nuclei in the vicinity
of the considered nucleus. The interaction is related to an electrostatic Coulomb
energy, which is a function of the orientation of the quadrupole moment, and
therefore the nucleus itself, in the electric eld gradient. Since the tensor V (r) is
symmetric, it can be diagonalized and be represented by the elements Vxx, Vyy,
Vzz in the principal coordinate system of the electric eld gradient. Moreover,
V (r) has to fulll Laplace's equation r2V (r) = 0, leading to the condition that
the tensor of the electric eld gradient Vij has to be traceless. With that, only
two of the principal components of the electric eld gradient are independent. It
is a common procedure to describe Vij by Vzz and the asymmetry parameter
 =
Vxx   Vyy
Vzz
: (3.52)
The tensor components depend on the symmetry of the charge distribution. For
highly symmetric distributions, such as cubic or spherically symmetry, Vij = 0
and the electric quadrupole interaction vanishes.
The Hamiltonian of the electric quadrupole interaction in its principal axes
system is given by
H^Q =
hq
2

I2z  
I(I + 1)
3
+

6
 
I2+ + I
2
 

; (3.53)
where h is the Planck constant and q is the quadrupole frequency
q =
3eQVzz
2I(2I   1)h; (3.54)
while I+, I  are the raising and lowering operators, respectively. The energy
contribution by the electric quadrupole coupling is related to q and the orien-
tation of the external magnetic eld with respect to the principal axes of the
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electric eld gradient tensor. By assuming a situation with  = 0 and an external
magnetic eld which yields HZ  HQ, the quadrupole term acts as a perturba-
tion. In rst-order perturbation theory the change in energy with respect to the
unperturbed Zeemann energies of the m energy levels can be written as
Em =
eQVzz
4I(2I   1)(3m
2   I(I + 1)); (3.55)
=
hq
6
(3m2   I(I + 1)): (3.56)
The splitting in energy can be detected in NMR experiments by a shift of the
center of gravity of the resonance and the appearance of additional resonance
lines. Note, in the case of half-integer nuclear spins the center of gravity is
unaected, since the m = 1
2
energy levels are shifted by the same specic
amount of energy.
In the absence of both an external magnetic eld and an internal magnetization
of the sample, H^Q is the only Hamiltonian to take into account. This scenario is
probed experimentally by the Nuclear Quadrupole Resonance (NQR). However,
in this thesis only nuclei with I = 1=2, 1H and 207Pb, are used as probes, which
do not posses a quadrupole moment. In consequence, for the performed NMR
study of the title compound linarite, the electric quadrupole interaction is not
relevant.
3.1.3.5 Conclusions
An NMR study allows for a microscopic investigation of the interactions present
in a system. By dierentiating between the aforementioned local magnetic contri-
butions a complete picture to understand the electric and magnetic properties of
a system can be drawn. In a rst step, it should be distinguished between temper-
ature independent orbital (the chemical shift) and temperature dependent (the
Knight shift) spin contributions to the total Hamiltonian
H^ =  nI  (1 +Kspin(T ) + ) H0: (3.57)
Terms due to the nuclear nuclear and electric quadrupole interaction are not
included here.
A generalized spin Hamiltonian, by taking into account Eqs. 3.37, 3.44, and
3.50, with a universal hyperne coupling constant A, which can either be positive
or negative in sign, can be written as
H^spin =  I  A  S: (3.58)
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Using the expectation vale of the spin hSi = spinH0=eN , one arrives at the spin
part of the Knight shift to be proportional to the temperature dependent spin
susceptibility spin:
Kspin(T ) =
A
enN
spin(T ): (3.59)
Here, ge = e~=B denotes the Lande factor of an electron. This equation demon-
strates that NMR is only sensitive to the intrinsic spin susceptibility and is not
aected by extrinsic magnetic impurities, which is a great advantage compared
to a measurement of the macroscopic susceptibility in e.g. a magnetometer (see
Sec. 3.2.2). Via NMR, one accurately measures the intrinsic spin susceptibil-
ity spin(T ) without suering from temperature-independent diamagnetic core or
Van Vleck contributions from free spins (impurities) and extrinsic foreign phases,
which limits the accuracy of bulk susceptibility measurements.
As a consequence, the comparison of the total measured Knight shift,
Ktot(T ) = Kspin(T ) +  =
A
enN
spin(T ) + ; (3.60)
with the macroscopic susceptibility, viz., a plot Ktot vs.  with the temperature
T as an implicit parameter, results in a linear dependence and thus distinguishes
between Kspin and . This way, the slope yields the hyperne coupling constant
A, while  results from the intersect at  = 0. The procedure is known as the
Clogston-Jaccarino plot [121]. To further disentangle the remaining possible con-
tributions, i.e., the dipolar and the Fermi contact contributions, a sophisticated
modeling of the data has to be performed, and which will be a main topic of this
thesis.
Characteristic spectra
To summarize all above discussed magnetic interactions with a nucleus, in Fig. 3.2
the dierent interactions with their eect on the energy splitting of the nucleus
and the corresponding NMR spectra are shown. For this illustration a system
with I = 3=2 and  = 0 is chosen. By applying an external magnetic eld
H0 the Zeeman interaction H^Z lifts the fourfold (2I + 1) degenerated ground
state into equidistant energy levels, leading to a delta-peak-like absorption at
the Larmor frequency. In the presence of a nuclear-nuclear interaction H^nn the
energy levels are getting broader, which also causes a broadening of the resonance
line. By including the electron-nuclear interaction H^ne the distance of the levels
uniformly changes, causing a shift of the resonance line with respect to the Larmor
frequency, the so called Knight shiftK. Finally, an electric quadrupole interaction
H^Q leads to an unequal distance between the four energy levels, which is related
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Figure 3.2: Splitting of nuclear energy levels for dierent hyperne interactions:
the Zeeman interaction H^Z, the nuclear-nuclear interaction H^nn, the electron-
nuclear interaction H^ne, and the electric quadrupole interaction H^Q, as mentioned
in the text. For the illustration a nucleus with I = 3=2 in an electric environment
with  = 0 is taken into account. After Ref. [116].
to the quadrupole frequency q, and results in the appearance of two additional
resonance lines.
For anisotropic interactions, the actual shift of a spectrum highly depends on
the orientation of the system/crystal with respect to the external magnetic eld.
However, the allowed symmetry operations of a given crystal class already restrict
the components of a general physical property tensor, e.g., a certain hyperne
tensor, which is treated in the following.
Tensor properties and Neumann's Principle
The actual shape of the general physical property tensors, such as the discussed
hyperne tensors, the chemical shift or the magnetic susceptibility, are dened
by the crystal symmetry of the system. As it turns out, the number of the
coecients to consider and the relations among them are directly related to the
underlying crystal symmetry and are explained by Neumann's Principle [122]:
\The symmetry elements of any physical property of a crystal must include all
the symmetry elements of the point group of the crystal." This means that a
tensor representing a certain physical property has to be invariant under every
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symmetry operation of the specic crystal class. The principle is valid for all kinds
of physical properties and reduces the number of independent tensor components,
since it signies relationships between the tensor components.
Mathematically, the transformation of a tensor element from an orthogonal
system to a similar one is given by
T 0ijk::: = silsjmskn : : : Tlmn:::; (3.61)
where the direction cosines sij are elements of the transformation matrices s valid
for a particular point group. Neumann's Principle now states
T 0ijk::: = Tijk::: (3.62)
for the given transformation matrices. If a certain component of a tensor changes
its sign after the application of such a symmetry operation, it cannot satisfy
Neumann's Principle
T 0ijk::: =  Tijk::: = 0 (3.63)
and therefore must vanish. In the next paragraph Neumann's Principle is applied
to the title compound linarite.
Linarite, PbCuSO4(OH)2, belongs to the crystal class 2=m which possesses the
symmetry elements 2 k b [twofold rotation (2) parallel to y] and m ? y [mirror
(m) perpendicular to y], and can mathematically be described by the generating
matrices
s2 =
0@ 1 0 00 1 0
0 0  1
1A ; s5 =
0@1 0 00  1 0
0 0 1
1A ; (3.64)
respectively. To make use of Neumann's Principle for linarite, the generating
matrices s2 and s5 are applied to a general tensor S:
S 0 = s2  S  sT2 =
0@ 1 0 00 1 0
0 0  1
1A 
0@S11 S12 S13S12 S22 S23
S13 S23 S33
1A 
0@ 1 0 00 1 0
0 0  1
1A (3.65)
=
0@ S11  S12 S31 S12 S22  S23
S31  S23 S33
1A : (3.66)
Neumann's Principle requires S12 =  S12 and S23 =  S23, which can only be
satised for S12 = S23 = 0, giving the result
S =
0@S11 0 S130 S22 0
S13 0 S33
1A : (3.67)
The application of s5 on Matrix 3.67 does not change the result.
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3.1.4 Nuclear relaxation
In Sec. 3.1.2, the spin-lattice relaxation time T1 was introduced phenomenologi-
cally as the characteristic time which a nuclear magnetic system needs to reach
its equilibrium state after the emission of a HF pulse. In this situation an en-
ergy exchange with another system, for e.g., the lattice or the spin system has
to occur. Thus, the name \spin-lattice" relaxation is somehow misleading, since
not only the crystal lattice contributes to the T1 mechanism. Fundamentally,
the T1 relaxation rate depends on the probability of the appearance of magnetic
uctuations in a system (that interacts with the nuclei), which induce magnetic
transitions in the nuclear system. In this approach, for a system with I = 1=2
the relaxation time
1
T1
= P" + P# (3.68)
is given by the sum of the probability per time unit for a transition from the lower
to the higher energy level P" and the probability per time unit for the reverse
case P#. Similarly, in Sec. 3.1.2 the spin-spin relaxation time T2 was introduced
phenomenologically and treated by the Bloch equations. T2 describes the decay of
the transverse magnetization Mxy of the nuclear system in an NMR experiment.
In the following, the inuence of the presence of magnetic uctuations on the
spin-lattice and spin-spin relaxation will be explained.
The relaxation theory by Redeld [123], which is based on the work of Bloem-
bergen et al. [124], universally describes the spin-lattice and spin-spin relaxation
mechanism in the presence of a local, uctuating magnetic eld. The Hamilto-
nian describing the magnetic uctuations h(t) in a mean-eld approach is given
by
H^ =  nI  0h(t): (3.69)
Fluctuations of the electric eld gradient are not relevant for this work and hence
will not be discussed. For the purpose of studying the eect of h(t) on a nuclear
spin system, it is convenient to consider its autocorrelation function
G = h0h(t)0h(t+ )i = h0h2i exp
 j j
c

; (3.70)
with  = x; y; z, refereing to the dierent crystallographic directions. The au-
tocorrelation function for the three dierent eld components are assumed to
decay with a single critical correlation time c. The characteristic time of the
process follows an activated temperature dependence, according to the Arrhenius
equation
c = t
1
c exp(Ea=kBT ); (3.71)
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with the correlation time at innite temperature t1c and the activation energy
Ea of the mechanism which leads to h(t). The Fourier transformation of the
autocorrelation function results in the spectral density function for each individual
uctuating eld component
k =
1
2
Z +1
 1
h0h(t)0h(t+ )i exp( i!) d: (3.72)
The nuclear spin system interacts with the uctuating elds. Here, the density
matrix formalism can calculate the dynamic population of the eigenstates of the
nuclear spin system [113]. For an external magnetic eld along the z direction
one arrives at the relaxation rates
1
T1
= 2n [kxx(!L) + kyy(!L)] = 
2
n
h0h2xi+ h0h2yi c1 + !2L 2c (3.73)
1
T2
=
2n
2
[kxx(!L) + kyy(!L) + 2kzz(0)] =
1
2T1
+
1
T 02
(3.74)
= 2n

1
2
h0h2xi+ h0h2yi c1 + !2L 2c + h0h2zic

: (3.75)
The spin-lattice relaxation time (Eq. 3.73) only probes uctuations along the x
or y axis, i.e., perpendicular to the static external magnetic eld. Thus, a mea-
surement of T1 is only sensitive to hyperne couplings that produce uctuating
elds perpendicular to H0. In Fig. 3.3 the inverse spin-lattice relaxation time
1=T1 as a function of the correlation time is shown on a double-logarithmic scale.
It undergoes a maximum for c = 1=!L, that is, if the characteristic frequency of
the magnetic uctuations is equal to the Larmor frequency. For values c > 1=!L
and c < 1=!L 1=T1 decreases monotonously.
On the other hand, the spin-spin relaxation time (Eq. 3.75) is sensitive to uc-
tuation along the x, y, and z direction and can be divided into two contributions.
The rst one, 1=T 02, is parallel to the external eld, called secular broadening,
while the second one, 1=2T1, is perpendicular to H0, known as lifetime broad-
ening. In that sense the spin-spin relaxation time depends on the spin-lattice
relaxation time. Both contributions are depicted in Fig. 3.3. Here, 1=T 02 increases
as a function of c with a slope of c up to c  1=n0hz. For c = 1=n0hz the
spin-spin relaxation time is equal to the characteristic frequency of the magnetic
uctuations T2 = c. For values c > 1=n0hz the Redeld theory is not valid
anymore, since the nuclear spins already dephase before the Redeld mechanism
takes place.
Beside the Redeld mechanism, in real compounds, there are further eects that
lead to the incoherence of the nuclear spins. These arise due to intrinsic, quasi-
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Figure 3.3: The relaxation rates 1=(2T1) and 1=T
0
2 as a function of the correlation
time c on a double-logarithmic scale. Illustration adopted from Ref. [113].
static magnetic couplings discussed previously and extrinsic inhomogeneities of
the external eld. The resulting distribution of local magnetic elds experienced
by the nuclear system leads to a broadening of the linewidth ! / 1=T2.
3.1.5 Experimental setup
In this section, the experimental setup and the detection process which was used
to perform the NMR investigations in the course of this thesis are discussed
in detail. First, the NMR spectrometer and its related electronic components
will be explained, followed by the used superconducting magnet, sample probes
and resonance circuits. The last part of the section especially is dedicated to
the experimental realization of the high frequency (HF) radio pulses, that allow
transitions between the the nuclear energy levels. Here, dierent pulse sequences
to measure the relaxation of the nuclear magnetization, the spin-lattice and the
spin-spin time will be introduced.
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3.1.5.1 The NMR spectrometer
In Fig. 3.4 the experimental setup for the NMR investigations is depicted. The
sample is placed in a coil, which is part of a resonance circuit, located at the
bottom of a sample probe (see Sec. 3.1.5.3). To achieve low temperatures the
sample probe is placed inside a cryostat, which itself is inserted in a supercon-
ducting magnet providing a static external magnetic eld (see Sec. 3.1.5.2). The
electronic equipment, at the same time, has to be able to generate the high fre-
quency/high power pulses, which act on the sample and thus on the nuclear
magnetic system, and also to detect the induced low-power response of the sam-
ple. The function of the NMR spectrometer (Tecmag Apollo) is to generate the
requested high frequency pulses (typical frequencies are of the order of 10 to
100MHz) or pulse sequences and to detect and digitalize the weak signal of the
sample. The spectrometer itself is controlled by a PC running a special software
package called NTNMR. The programming of the pulse sequences, the setting
up of the complete measurement procedures, the tracking of the NMR data and
partially the analysis of the data is all done with NTNMR. A generated, outgoing
pulse is amplied by the HF amplier up to the order of 100V. The amplied
pulse is split by the directional coupler into a part with approximately 1% of
the total power of the pulse, and a high-power part with the remaining 99% of
the total power. The low-power part and the reection of the amplied HF pulse
by the resonance circuit are displayed on an oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS5052B)
to verify the pulse quality, i.e., the proper run of the experiment. Possible distur-
bance (discussed below) are directly monitored and can be xed. The high-power
pulse is directed to the transcoupler. After this point the HF pulse and the echo
response from the sample, the latter being of the order of several V, share the
same measurement cable system. The transcoupler needs to separate these two
dierent signals and forward them to the subsequent, respective electronic de-
vices. The transcoupler is built up by two sets of crossed diodes in combination
with a =4 cable [125]. According to the diode characteristics, the crossed diodes
let pass high voltages (the HF pulse) and block low voltages (the sample echo).
The =4 cable in combination with the pair of crossed diodes connected to the
ground resemble a quarter-wave impedance transformer for the HF pulse. The
component takes advantage of the interference (here destructive) of the pulse with
itself after a phase shift of  at the shortcut to the ground. The impedance of
the =4 cable for the HF pulse is given by
Zin = Z
2
0=Za; (3.76)
with the characteristic impendence Z0 = 50
 of the cable itself and an additional
impedance at the end of the cable Za = 0, which is equal to zero due to the line is
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Figure 3.4: Experimental NMR setup.
shortened. The impedance for the HF pulse is innite, thus it does not enter this
part of the set-up and cannot harm the preamplier, which is not constructed
for high voltages. The impedance transformer is not relevant for the echo signal
from the sample, since the latter cannot pass any diodes. In consequence, the HF
pulse goes to the resonance circuit and the responding signal from the sample is
forwarded to the preamplier. Depending on the measured frequency range, the
=4 cable has to be adjusted in length. The preamplier and the spectrometer
amplify the signal of the sample, before it is detected and recorded by the PC.
The result is displayed in NTNMR either in the time or in the frequency domain.
3.1.5.2 The magnet and the cryostat
All NMRmeasurements were performed using a superconducting warm-bore mag-
net, Magnex Scientic, with variable elds from 0 to 9.0T. A second supercon-
ducting coil, possessing a sweep range of 0H = 0:2T, is superimposed to the
initial eld of the rst magnet. This coil allows for time saving, automated eld-
scan measurements. However, in the course of this thesis this option was hardly
used, since for a comparision of results from dierent series of measurements the
application of a xed eld was essential for the studies of linarite1. Instead, the
applied frequency and thus the frequency of the resonance circuit was changed
manually to seek the NMR resonance condition. The homogeneity of the eld is
1It will be shown (see Chs. 5 and 6) that the magnetic properties of PbCuSO4(OH)2 at low
temperatures change signicantly depending on the strength of the external magnetic eld. To
study a distinct magnetic state the external magnetic eld has to be kept xed.
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equal to H=H = 7ppm over 1 cm diameter of a spherical volume, which does
not articially broaden the NMR line width within the experimental resolution.
The eld drift at a maximal eld of 9.2T is 0.545 ppm/h. The power supply for
the primary magnet (0{9T) is a LakeShore 625, while for the secondary magnet
(0:2T) a Cryomagnetics Cs-4 power supply was utilized. A Janis continuous-
ow cryostat allowed measurements in the temperature range from 4.2 to 400K.
The cooling of the sample was realized via a gas ow of 4He, whereas the heating
was achieved either by a heater in the cryostat at the position of the sample or by
a heater attached to the bottom of the sample probe. For the overall regulation
of the temperature a temperature controller LakeShore 340 was used. The tem-
perature controller is connected to two temperature sensors, one at the bottom of
the magnet and one at the bottom of the sample probe, close to the investigated
sample. Temperatures below 4.2K could be accomplished by lling the cryostat
with liquid 4He and pumping on the 4He bath.
3.1.5.3 Sample probes and resonance circuits
For the NMR studies, basically, two sample probes were used: the rst probe
for all measurements at one specic, xed sample orientation, and the second
one equipped with a single-axis goniometer, for angular dependent NMR mea-
surements. The general construction of both sample probes is very similar. It is
important that most of the parts close to the location of the sample, i.e., at the
bottom of the probe, are built out of nonmagnetic materials. Further, in the case
of a 1H-NMR study components containing H atoms should be avoided, since
additional parasitic signals could be picked up in the experiment. The bottom of
the probes are mainly built out of low-temperature resistant brass. In the case
of the sample probe for the angular dependent measurements additional, exible
parts were added to balance the thermal contraction of all parts related to the
goniometer. The sample is placed 121.5 cm from the top of the cryostat, viz., in
the homogenous part of the external magnetic eld, in a coil belonging to the
resonance circuit. The resonance circuit has to be tuneable in frequency over a
certain desired range, and must have an impedance of 50
, so that it couples
optimally to the electronic measurement equipment. This matching of impedance
ensures that most of the power of the HF pulse is applied to the sample and not
reected at the junction to the resonance circuit. Two dierent types of resonance
circuits were used in the experiments. For the rst sample probe, two variable
glass capacitors were used, for both the tuning of the resonance frequency of the
circuit and the matching of the impedance [see Fig. 3.5(a)]. These glass capaci-
tors are commercially available and cover a huge capacitance range of about 2 to
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Figure 3.5: The two resonance circuits used for the NMR investigations. Most
of the measurement were performed using a sample probe with circuit (a), the
sample probe equipped with a goniometry uses circuit (b).
120 pF, oering a wide range of available resonance frequencies according to
res =
1
2
p
LCtune
; (3.77)
with the \xed" impedance of the coil L (which changes with temperature since
the coil shrinks and thus changes its geometry) and the variable capacitance
of the tuning capacitor Ctune. The second circuit [see Fig. 3.5(b)], built in the
goniometer probe, contains a variable capacitor for the tuning with a capacitance
range of about 18 to 42 pF and a coil with a moveable brass core for the matching.
The advantage of this circuit is that it is more robust against the application of
high powers compared to the rst variety. By adjusting the capacitance and
inductance, the tuning and matching process can be observed with a network
analyzer.
The application of high power to the resonance circuit can cause the ioniza-
tion of the surrounding helium atmosphere in the sample chamber, leading to a
shortcut of the circuit. This arcing phenomenon leads to a disturbance or even
to a breakdown of the HF pulse. To counteract this, bare metallic parts of the
circuit should be covered with a proper insulating material. Also helpful is the
reduction of the circuit quality factor
Q =
res
B
(3.78)
of the resonance circuit, which describes the damping of the system. Here, res is
the center frequency and B the bandwidth of the circuit. Of course, a reduction
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of Q is directly accompanied by a reduction of the power of the HF pulse and
thus the intensity of the echo signal. Therefore, a reasonable choice of the echo
response and arcing probability should be made (Q  50{100).
As an additional electrical shielding, a cap can be screwed on the bottom of
the probe. The cap is surrounded by a double-wound (to avoid the development
of further magnetic elds) resistance wire as a heating source. In combination
with a temperature sensor, placed close to the sample, it allows a more accurate
temperature regulation as compared to a temperature regulation using the heater
and the temperature sensor of the cryostat. The well-shielded measurement lines
of the resonance circuit, of the temperature sensor and the heater are guided
to the top and taken out of the probe via vacuum-sealed feedthroughs. The
tuning capacitors and the matching coil are connected by two carbon rods, also
guided outside the probe, which allow to rotate the end part of each electrical
component, and thus to change its capacity or inductivity, respectively. Overall,
the grounding of the individual parts of the sample probe is an important issue
to enhance the signal to noise ratio of the experiment.
3.1.5.4 Emission and detection of pulses
By sending a high-frequency pulse through the resonance circuit, a electromag-
netic eld of the power
P =
2!V H21
0Q
(3.79)
is induced in the coil acting on the nuclear system of the sample placed inside the
coil. Here, V denotes the volume of the sample coil, ! the frequency of the HF
pulse and hence of the magnetic eld H1 perpendicular to the external magnetic
eld. In a classical picture the tilting angle  of the nuclear spins and H1 are
related by
0H1 =

ntp
; (3.80)
with the duration of the pulse tp (see Eq. 3.29). Typical pulses have a length
of 5s with an amplitude value of about 10mT. The maximal response of the
sample can be obtained by ipping the nuclear magnetization into the xy plane,
viz. perpendicular to the external eld H0 k z, which requires a 90 pulse. After
the pulse the nuclear moments start to dephase in the xy plane due to spin-spin
relaxation mechanisms (introduced in Sec. 3.1.4), which causes a free induction
decay (FID) in the coil to be detected by the spectrometer. The adjustment of
such a rectangular shaped pulse can either be done by varying the length of the
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Figure 3.6: Rectangular modulated wave in the (a) time and (b) frequency do-
main. The duration of the pulse tp denes the width of the frequency range.
pulse tp or by changing the amplitude H1. A rectangular modulated wave in the
time domain
f(t) = rect

t
tp

 0H1 cos (2rest) ; (3.81)
with the frequency res and its Fourier transform
F () =
Z tp
2
  tp
2
rect

t
tp

 0H1 cos (2rest)  ei2t dt; (3.82)
= 0H1
sin [(   res)tp]
2(   res) ; (3.83)
are illustrated in Fig. 3.6(a) and 3.6(b), respectively. Here, the the rectangular
function is dened as
rect(t) =
(
1 if jtj  1
2
0 if jtj > 1
2
: (3.84)
For clarity, the term with the negative frequency in Eq. 3.83 is omitted. Because
of the nite length of the pulse, not only one single frequency is emitted, but a
distribution around res. The width of the frequency range is given by   1=tp.
A typical value is  = 200 kHz for tp = 5s. If the given frequency range is
not sucient to capture the whole resonance spectrum for a given sample, it is
necessary to sweep the frequency of the HF pulse or the strength of the static
eld.
Besides the measurement of an FID, it is more convenient to use a sequence of
various, dierent HF pulses, the so called Hahn spin echo [126], in order to avoid
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Figure 3.7: The Hahn spin echo pulse sequence.
e.g. eld inhomogeneities (extrinsic sources) leading to the dephasing of spins.
This sequence allows also to probe the dynamics of the system. The principle
of the Hahn spin echo technique is sketched in Fig. 3.7. A rst 90 pulse tips
the spin into the xy plane. Due to the spin-spin relaxation processes the spins
start to dephase after the pulse (accompanied by an FID). After a time  a
180 pulse is applied which \ips" the spins into the transverse plane, i.e., the
nuclear spin phases get reversed. The spins continue to precess in the xy plane
but now are rephasing instead of dephasing, which is completed after a total
time of 2 . The related induced spin echo can be detected by the equipment.
Contributions to the spin-spin relaxation that are constant with time, such as
an inhomogeneous static eld, the static local magnetic susceptibility and the
chemical shift, are reversible, i.e., refocus with the Hahn spin echo sequence. In
consequence the spin-echo signal is not aected by these eects, in contrast to an
FID measurement. Thus, by measuring the Hahn spin-echo intensity
Mxy() =Mxy(0)e
 =T2 (3.85)
as a function of  its is possible to probe the intrinsic spin-spin relaxation time
T2. Furthermore, the emission of the HF pulse and the detection of the echo do
not happen at the same time, but with a dierence in time of  , leading to a
reduction of the parasitic signal from parts of the HF pulse. In addition issues
related to the deadtime of the spectrometer are cancelled out since it is much
shorter than  .
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To measure the spin-lattice relaxation rate T1 two dierent pulse sequences,
the inversion recovery and the saturation recovery method, were utilized, in this
thesis. The inversion recovery method, depicted in Fig. 3.8(a), starts with a 180
pulse to rotate the magnetization from the z along the  z direction. After the
pulse, the magnetization relaxes back to its equilibrium state, along the z axis,
with a time constant T1. The magnetization as a function of the time 1 after the
180 pulse is equal to [see Fig. 3.8(c)]
Mz(1) =M0(1  2e 1=T1): (3.86)
To measure M(1), at a variable time 1 after the 180
 pulse a Hahn spin-echo
pulse sequence is applied, to rotate the spins into the xy plane and to probe
the actual magnetization. By varying the delay time 1 and thus the related z
component of the magnetization, the spin-lattice relaxation time is determined.
Sometimes it is not possible to fully invert the nuclear magnetization. In this case
the factor of \2" in Eq. 3.86 needs to be adjusted. The inversion recovery method
is constrained to measurement conditions with a starting point with Mz = M0,
so in that a consecutive measurement sequence an idle time (repetition time) of
5  T1 to reach equilibrium needs to be considered before the repetition of the
pulse sequence. If an inversion is not possible at all, one can at least try to turn
the magnetization into the xy plane by using for e.g. the saturation recovery
method. This, for e.g., can happen if T1 is of the order of the duration of the
pulse sequence.
The saturation recovery pulse sequence is illustrated in Fig. 3.8(b). A series of
n  90 pulses with a delay of del is applied to the nuclear system. The duration
of the sequence (=2  del)n needs to be negligibly short compared to T1. Under
the application of the sequence the system reaches an equilibrium state with
Mstat < M0 as a function of del as the result of the competition between the
excitation via the 90 pulses and the intrinsic spin-lattice relaxation mechanism.
Ideally one tries to vary del to achieve Mstat = 0, to nally cover the full range
between Mstat and M0. Similar to the upper case, after sending the sequence
(=2   del)n one may detect the FID after a variable time 1 or applies a Hahn
spin-echo sequence to pick up the nuclear magnetization as an echo signal. The
magnetization as a function of 1 for in the limit of Mstat = 0 behaves like [see
Fig. 3.8(c)]
Mz(1) =M0(1  e 1=T1): (3.87)
In comparison to the inversion method, the repetition time between such se-
quences can be reduced, since in the ideal case the initial magnetization in the
experiment is Mz = 0, making the saturation method more timesaving. The
advantage of the inversion method, on the other hand, is that the range of the
tracked magnetization is twice as large as the range in the saturation method.
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Figure 3.8: (a) The inversion recovery (b) and the saturation recovery pulse
sequence to determine the spin-lattice relaxation time T1. Panel (c) shows the
magnetization as a function of 1 for an arbitrary spin-lattice relaxation time of
T1 = 10 for both sequences.
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3.2 Macroscopic techniques
A principal part of this thesis deals with various dierent macroscopic measure-
ments on linarite. Macroscopic techniques characterize the physical bulk proper-
ties of the system, i.e., give a collective summary of all microscopic, local eects in
the system. Besides the information of the given, measured macroscopic property,
macroscopic measurement techniques are perfectly suited for identifying phase
transitions of a system and establishing the thermodynamic phase diagram. By
considering a macroscopic study, the physical origin of a certain observed physical
eect cannot always be revealed but then can be microscopically investigated by
probes, such as NMR or neutron scattering. In the following, a brief introduction
in the macroscopic properties specic heat and magnetization of solid matter will
be given. For more a detailed insight, the reader is referred to the textbooks by
A. Tari [127], C. Kittel [16], Ashcroft and Mermin [17] and Greiner, Neise, and
Stocker [45].
3.2.1 Specic heat
The specic heat of a system is dened as the change in internal energy U with
temperature T ,
Cx; y;::: =

@U
@T

x; y;:::
; (3.88)
where x; y; : : : are the physical properties that are held constant in the process of
determination. In an experiment on a solid, usually the pressure of the system
is kept constant and the change in internal energy is equal to the change in the
amount of heat @Q, thus
Cp =

@Q
@T

p
: (3.89)
In theoretical calculations, however, systems with constant volume are considered,
leading to CV . The dierence in Cp and CV of a solid is usually negligibly small,
therefore a distinction between between Cp and CV is not made here. The specic
heat of condensed matter
C = Cel + Cph + Cmag (3.90)
contains dierent contributions, i.e., contributions from the electronic system
Cel in a metal, from the dynamics of the lattice, viz., the phonons Cph, and
from the magnetic contributions Cmag. Each contribution possesses an intrinsic,
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characteristic behavior which will be introduced in the following for the phononic
and electronic part. It is dicult to state a general behavior for the magnetic part
since Cmag is directly related to the distinct magnetic properties of a considered
system (cf. Sec. 2.3.2.1 and 2.4.1.3). To model the dynamics of the lattice the two
most common quantum mechanical models, the Einstein and the Debye model,
will be discussed. Subsequently, a classication of anomalies in the specic heat,
indicating phase transitions, will be given. The chapter ends with a description
of the principal experimental setup used for the specic heat investigations in
this thesis.
3.2.1.1 The Einstein model
In the Einstein model the lattice is considered to consist of N independent quan-
tum mechanical oscillators, i.e., bound atoms in the crystal, all vibrating with
only one single angular frequency !E. Since a three dimensional crystal is as-
sumed, the oscillators can vibrate along three independent vibrational directions.
For a number of N oscillators the density of states is given by a delta function
D(!) = N(!   !E): (3.91)
The energy levels of the system are chosen according to the harmonic oscillator
En =

n+
1
2

~!; (3.92)
with the quantum number n. The average occupation number of n of these lattice
modes, viz., the phonons, follows the Bose-Einstein distribution and is equal to
hni = 1
exp

~!
kBT

  1
: (3.93)
The average internal energy of the system at a temperature T is given by
U = 3N
Z
d!

hni+ 1
2

~!  (!   !E) (3.94)
= 3N
24 ~!E
exp

~!E
kBT

  1
+
1
2
~!E
35 ; (3.95)
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leading to the heat capacity in the Einstein model
CV =

@U
@T

V
(3.96)
=
3N
kBT 2
(~!E)2h
exp

~!E
kBT

  1
i2  exp~!EkBT

: (3.97)
By introducing the Einstein temperature E = ~!E=kB one arrives at the simpli-
ed form
CV (T ) = 3NkB 

E
T
2
 exp
 
E
T

exp
 
E
T
  12 : (3.98)
In the high temperature limit T !1 the model correctly describes the classical
Dulong Petit relation CV = 3NkB, whereas for low temperatures T ! 0 the
specic heat exponentially approaches zero. The Einstein model is sucient to
describe a system in the high-temperature regime but fails for lower temperatures
T < E, due to the oversimplied assumption of only one angular frequency of
the phonons. A more realistic attempt to estimate the phononic specic heat
introduced by Debye assumes a distribution of angular frequencies of the phonons.
3.2.1.2 The Debye model
In the Debye approximation the lattice system is assumed to be an elastic,
isotropic continuum. For each polarization direction (two transversal, one longi-
tudinal) the angular velocity ! of a harmonic wave is related to the wave vector
k through the dispersion relation
! = ck; (3.99)
with a constant wave velocity c. Having in mind the allowed solutions of standing
waves in a volume V , the density of phonon modes for each polarization is
D(!) =
V
22
!2
c3
: (3.100)
By taking into account the three possible polarization directions, with c con-
sidered to be the average velocity over all directions, one can dene a maximal
cut-o frequency !D of the lattice system. The total number of possible modes
for N atoms is given by Z !D
0
D(!) d! = 3N; (3.101)
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with Eq. 3.100 leading to the following expression for the cut-o frequency
!3D =
62c3N
V
; (3.102)
called the Debye frequency. For kBT > ~!D all phonon modes are occupied, while
for kBT < ~!D particular modes start to freeze out. Correspondingly, !D is a
measure of the stiness of a solid. In terms of !D the density of states is given
by
D(!) =
9N
!3D
!2: (3.103)
Analogous to the Einstein model, the occupation of the energy levels follows the
Bose-Einstein distribution. The total average internal phonon energy is
U = 3
Z !D
0
d!

hni+ 1
2

~! D(!) (3.104)
= 9NkB

T
D
3 Z xD
0
dx
x3
ex   1 ; (3.105)
where x = ~!=kBT , xD = ~!D=kBT = D=T , and D denotes the Debye tem-
perature. Thus, the specic heat of the Debye model reads
CV =

@U
@T

V
(3.106)
= 9NkB

T
D
3 Z xD
0
dx
x4ex
(ex   1)2 : (3.107)
For high temperatures T  D, like for the Einstein model, one obtains the
classical Dulong Petit law with CV = 3NkB. In the low temperature case T  D
Eq. 3.107 leads to
CV =
124
5
NkB

T
D
3
; (3.108)
hence a behavior proportional to T 3.
The Debye model describes the experimental specic heat of the lattice con-
tribution as a function of temperature for many substances. However, often it
is necessary to consider a combination of Debye and Einstein terms to describe
the lattice specic heat of a complex solid. The dierent terms then refer to
qualitatively dierent phonon modes.
Assuming a crystal with a basis of two dierent types of atoms A and B with
masses M1 and M2. The atoms are situated in alternating lattice planes where
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Figure 3.9: (a) Optical and acoustic branch of the phonon dispersion relation !(k)
of a linear lattice built of two dierent types of atoms with masses M1 > M2.
The red dotted line indicates the approximation of the Debye model. (b) The
amplitude  as a function of the lattice position x of the corresponding transverse
optical and acoustic modes.
the nearest planes are coupled via a force constant C. The solution of the cor-
responding equation of motion produces a dispersion relation !(k), depicted in
Fig. 3.9(a). The dispersion relation has two solutions, i.e., an optical and an
acoustic branch. In the Debye model the whole acoustic branch is approximated
by a linear behavior of !(k) and the optical one is neglected. Here, the modelling
of the specic heat can be improved by describing the optical branch with an ad-
ditional Einstein term, which shows a constant behavior of !(k). In Fig. 3.9(b)
the transverse optical and acoustic waves are shown. For the optical waves the
atoms A and B are opposite in phase, while for the acoustic waves they are in
phase. In the case of dierent charged atoms A and B, the optical waves are
sensitive to an interaction with photons, explaining their name.
3.2.1.3 Electronic specic heat
In metals also the free electrons contribute to the total specic heat of the system,
since their kinetic energy depends on the temperature of the system. Here, only
electrons within an energy range of kBT around the Fermi energy EF can be
excited thermally, and thus contribute to the electronic specic heat due to the
Pauli exclusion principle. The density of states of a free electron gas in a three
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dimensional cubical box with volume V is equal to
D(E) =
V
22

2m
~2
 3
2 p
E: (3.109)
The electrons obey the Fermi-Dirac statistic
f(E) =
1
exp

E EF
kBT

+ 1
; (3.110)
which leads to the internal energy of the system
U =
Z 1
0
E D(E)  f(E) dE (3.111)
' 3
5
N  EF

1 +
52
12
k2BT
2
E2F

: (3.112)
The integral in Eq. 3.111 cannot be solved analytically but is approximated here
under the condition kBT  EF. Then, one arrives at the specic heat of the
three dimensional electron gas
CV =

@U
@T

V
=
2
2
Nk2B
EF
 T =   T; (3.113)
with  denoting the Sommerfeld coecient. The investigated compound in this
thesis, PbCuSO4(OH)2, is an insulator. Therefore, no electronic contribution to
the specic heat is expected.
3.2.1.4 Anomalies in the specic heat
All three aforementioned models to describe the phononic and electronic parts
of the specic heat predict a monotonous evolution of the specic heat in tem-
perature. However, in many materials the specic heat strongly increases over a
certain temperature interval by showing a maximum or even a sharp peak. Often
such an anomaly is related to a cooperative phase transition of the system. Exam-
ples are transitions into a long-range ordered ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic
state as well as into a superconducting phase. In the following, a brief thermody-
namic classication of phase transitions according to Ehrenfest and Landau will
be given.
A thermodynamic phase transition can be associated with a characteristic be-
havior in a correlation length , describing how distinct microscopic degrees of
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Figure 3.10: The thermodynamic properties Helmholtz free energy F , entropy S
and specic heat C as a function of temperature for a rst (a) and (b) a second
order phase transition between two dierent phases  and .
freedom of a system at dierent spacial positions are correlated. For example,
in a ferromagnet  diverges at the transition into the long-range ordered state,
which is called the critical point. In general  depends on the natural variables of
the system, such as temperature, pressure, and the external magnetic eld. By
varying one of theses variables one can reach a point where two potential phases
have the same Helmholtz free energy F , thus the system can undergo a transition
from one stable state to another one. Phase transitions can be classied to be
either discontinuous (rst order) or continuous (second order).
For a rst-order phase transition the Helmholtz free energy curves belonging to
two dierent phases  and  do not touch tangentially at their intersection point
[see Fig. 3.10(a)]. Consequently, the rst derivative of F , for instance, the entropy
S =  @F=@T , is discontinuous. The specic heat C = T (@S=@T ) at the critical
point T shows an innite peak, associated with the latent heat L = TS due
to the abrupt change in entropy S at the transition. Here, the admission or
release of heat is used by the system to convert more of one phase into the other
one instead of changing its temperature. Systems showing a rst-order transition
often exhibit hysteresis eects as the transition from one into the other state is
metastable.
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For second-order phase transitions the Helmholtz free energy curves of the two
phases  and  touch tangentially or are continuous at the critical point [see
Fig. 3.10(b)]. The rst derivative of F is continuous but the second derivative
is discontinuous. Therefore, the transition yields only a change of slope in the
entropy and no latent heat is involved in the process. The specic heat, on
the other hand, exhibits a discontinuity, such as a broad peak, also called -
peak/anomaly.
In summary, the order of a transition is determined by the lowest derivative of
the Helmholtz free energy which possesses a discontinuity at the critical point.
3.2.1.5 Experimental details
Due to the importance of the physical quantity specic heat for the characteriza-
tion of solid state materials, nowadays many experimental approaches have been
established and optimized to determine this quantity. The most common method
to measure the specic heat is the adiabatic relaxation method [128{130]. A sam-
ple in thermodynamic equilibrium with a bath/reservoir of the temperature T0 is
connected to a heater and a temperature sensor. The heater can apply a certain
amount of heat Q, which produces a change in temperature of the system T .
For tiny changes in the temperature T ! 0 the measured ratio C = Q=T
gives the specic heat of the system at the temperature T0.
Usually the applied heating pulse is adjusted to the eect that it leads to a small,
nite change in temperature of the system. Thus, to measure the specic heat,
the relaxation of the system from a temperature T0 +T back to is initial bath
temperature T0 is analyzed. The decay in temperature is of exponential form and
depends on the specic heat of the system. In Fig. 3.11 an illustration of the heat
ow in a conventional experimental set-up using the adiabatic relaxation method
to measure the specic heat is shown. A heat bath, assumed to have an innite
heat capacity, is thermally coupled to a platform via the thermal conductance
Kb. The heater and the temperature sensor are both attached to the platform.
Overall the platform with its components is ascribed to have a specic heat of
Cb. Then, the sample with a specic heat of Ca is coupled to the platform via the
thermal conductance Ka. The heat balance of the system by applying a power
P to the platform can be derived by using the rst law of thermodynamics and
Fourier's law [130]. One arrives at a linear dierential equation system of rst
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Figure 3.11: Illustration of the heat ow in a conventional experimental set-
up using the adiabatic relaxation method to measure the specic heat. After
Shepherd [130].
order:
0 = Ca
dTa
dt
+Ka(Ta   Tb); (3.114)
P (t) = Cb
dTb
dt
+Ka(Tb   Ta) +Kb(Tb   T0); (3.115)
where Ta is the temperature of the sample and Tb the temperature of the platform.
The application of a power P to the platform leads to a change in temperature
T = P=Kb of the platform. Under the condition Ka  Kb and Ta  Tb the
equation system simplies to
P = (Ca + Cb)
dTa
dt
+Kb(Ta   T0) (3.116)
The solution of the equation is
T (t) = T0 +
P
Kb

1  e  t

(3.117)
for turning on the heater, while one arrives at
T (t) = T0 +Te
  t
 (3.118)
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for turning o the heater. The time constant  = (Ca+Cb)=Kb allows to measure
the specic heat of the sample at an average temperature (T0+T )=2 under the
knowledge of Kb and Cb. The thermal conductance Kb is determined by applying
a heating pulse with power P for a time much longer than the time constant
t  , yielding constant temperature T (t =1) > T0 and
Kb =
P
T (t =1)  T0 : (3.119)
The heat capacity of the platform Cb together with a slight amount of grease
(Apiezon) needs to be measured in advance, known as addenda measurements.
The grease attaches and ideally couples the sample to the platform. The addenda
will be subtracted from the measurement with the sample. In the case of a poor
thermal coupling between the platform and the sample Eq. 3.116 does not hold
anymore. A second, additional relaxation process between platform and sample
with a characteristic time constant 2 has to be considered for the analysis of the
data, too. Then, during the relaxation process the temperature dependence of
the sample can be then explained by
T (t) = T0 + A1e
  t
 + A2e
  t
2 ; (3.120)
which is known as the two-tau model.
In this thesis the specic heat measurements have been performed by the use of
two experimental setups. The rst setup is a commercial Quantum Design (QD)
Physical Properties Measurement System (PPMS) [131]. The device consists
of a cryostat with a Variable Temperature Insert (VTI) which is placed in a
superconducting magnet yielding a variable external magnetic eld up to 9.0T.
The temperature range of the PPMS is 1.8 to 400T using 4He. An additional
3He circulation cooling system is available which allows for temperatures down
to 400mK. The PPMS contains a sample platform, which is equipped with a
heater and a temperature sensor. To mount the sample to the platform Apiezon
grease is used. The mass of the sample should be between 1 and 200mg. The
smallest sample size depends on Ca of the sample itself but is in general limited
by the heat capacity of the addenda.
The second experimental setup applicable for low temperatures uses a commer-
cial cryostat system equipped with a 14T superconducting magnet in combina-
tion with a homemade calorimeter providing a fast relaxation measuring method
[132, 133]. The heat-capacity platform is a modied 3He puck from the PPMS
setup (Quantum Design), the analyzing software is an in-house development.
Here, in the simplest model a sample with heat capacity C is coupled to a bath
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with temperature T0 via a thermal conductance K. The coupling is adjusted so
that the relaxation time of the system  = C=K is of the order of several tens of
a second. A heating power P is applied to the platform for a duration of about
500 s, leading to a change in temperature of the sample of T=T0  200%. Dur-
ing the increase and the decrease in temperature the specic heat of the sample
is measured continuously according to the equation [132]
P (T (t))  P (T (t =1)) = C(T (t)) dT
dt

t
+
Z T (t)
T (t=1)
K(T 0) dT 0; (3.121)
with t =1 equal to t  10 in the experiment. The derivative is approximated
by (Tn+1   Tn)=(tn+1   tn) measuring 10 data points per second, with n and
n + 1 indicating consecutive data points. Compared to the standard relaxation
method, the fast relaxation methods allows for orders of magnitude faster data
acquisition. Following this method it might be dicult to distinguish rst-order
from second-order phase transitions. Furthermore, the method is only suitable
for temperatures below 50K.
3.2.2 Magnetization measurements
One of the most important tools to investigate magnetic materials is the macro-
scopic magnetization, viz., the magnetic moment per volume. The macroscopic
magnetic signature contains the contributions of the intrinsic spin and orbital an-
gular momentum of the sample but also extrinsic contributions such as magnetic
impurities or parasitic signals from the sample environment. Usually, intrinsic
eects dominate so that the magnetization gives important information about
the magnetic characteristics of the sample, for e.g., about general phase transi-
tions, an assessment of the microscopic spin arrangement for many simple spin
structures, the values of magnetic moments (valence states), and the magnitude
of the magnetic coupling constants. In many cases the magnetization is a crucial
property to determine even the magnetic couplings accurately with the help of an
underlying model Hamiltonian. There exist many dierent experimental setups
to measure the magnetization
M = H; (3.122)
as a function of certain experimental parameters, such as the temperature, the
external magnetic eld or the pressure, where  is called the magnetic suscep-
tibility. Within this work two dierent devices were used, which will be briey
introduced in the following paragraphs.
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The rst device is a Magnetic Properties Measurement System (MPMS) XL
by Quantum Design [134, 135]. The system is equipped with a magnet with a
variable eld from 0{5T. The temperature of the sample chamber can be adjusted
between 1.8 and 400K. The resolution of the magnetization of the MPMS XL
is of the order of 10 6 emu. For the measurement process, a sample is moved
through a system of three detection coils. The magnetic ux  produced by the
sample leads to an induction voltage in the coil system
U =  d
dt
: (3.123)
The coil system is constructed in a way that an upper coil is a single turn wound
clockwise, the center coil has two turns wound counter-clockwise, while the bot-
tom coil has a single turn wound clockwise. This composition, known as a second-
order gradiometer, ensures that the induced voltages due to changes of the exter-
nal magnetic eld are cancelled out and only the signal of the sample remains.
For the detection of the ux  a SQUID (superconducting quantum interference
device) is used which is connected to the coil system. A SQUID is the most
accurate device to measure the change of a magnetic ux with a resolution of the
order of 1/1000th of a ux quantum
0 =
h
2e
= 2:07  10 15Vs; (3.124)
or changes of the magnetic eld of the order of 10 14T. In this thesis, a DC
SQUID is used which is a superconducting ring containing two parallel Josephson
junctions, and therefore can act as a very sensitive quantum interferometer. If
the sample is moved through the coil system, usually a length of 2 cm, the SQUID
detects the induced voltage as a function of the position. The data is analyzed
in terms of a magnetic point dipole moving through a second-order gradiometer,
which yields the magnetization of the sample.
The second experimental setup is a commercial vibrating sample magnetometer
(VSM) with a SQUID detection by Quantum Design [136]. The system allows for
measurements in magnetic elds up to 7T and temperatures from 400 down to
1.8K. The resolution of the device of the order of 10 7 emu. During the measure-
ment the sample vibrates at a certain frequency in a second-order gradiometer,
leading to a time-dependent induced voltage, which is detected by a SQUID. The
time dependent SQUID signal is given by
U(T ) = AB2 sin2 !t; (3.125)
with A representing a scaling factor that is related to the magnetic moment of the
sample and the design of the SQUID detection circuit, while B is the amplitude
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of the sample vibration [136]. Note that a lock-in technique is applied to enhance
the signal-to-noise ratio of the measurement, i.e., the resolution of the device.
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The frustrated spin-chain system
linarite PbCuSO4(OH)2
4.1 History and crystallographic structure
The material studied in this thesis is a natural mineral called linarite. It was
mentioned rst in literature in 1809 by James Sowerby under the name crystal-
lized blue carbonate of copper [137]. The chemical investigations on the material
advanced and in 1822 Henry James Brooke stated a change from a carbonate to
a sulphate, now by calling the material cupreous sulfate of lead [138]. In 1839
the species was given its today's familiar name by Ernst Friedrich Glocker from
the type location at Linares, Andalusia, Spain [139]. Long before linarite became
of interest to the eld of physics, the material was famous among mineralogists
and mineral collectors for its intense pure blue color. Up to now linarite could
be found in more than 800 referenced places in more than 40 countries all over
the world, yet it is still an uncommon mineral to nd [140]. This is exemplied
by the fact that in an auction in June 2013 a specimen was sold for a record
of $158,500.00, which is widely acknowledged to be the most signicant docu-
mented nd of this mineral. A photographic picture of the very specimen is given
in Fig. 4.1. Crystals are formed by the oxidation of copper and lead suldes at
low pH values in natural deposits [141] and an articial synthesis could yet not
be achieved. Attention should be paid for heating the material above 620K, since
a transformation of linarite into anglesite (PbSO4) is reported [142].
Linarite has the elemental formula PbCuSO4(OH)2 and crystallizes in a mo-
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Figure 4.1: Photographic picture of an extraordinary linarite specimen found in
the Blanchard Mine, Bingham, New Mexico in 1979. Individual pure blue linarite
crystals with a length up to 2.5 cm are surrounded by white Quartz crystals as well
as green and blue copper minerals. The overall measurements of the specimen
are 7:6 5:1 4:5 cm. By courtesy of Heritage Auctions.
noclinic lattice (space-group symmetry P21=m; a = 9:682A, b = 5:646A, c =
4:683A,  = 102:65 [143]). The natural crystals are typically of an elongated
shape along the b directions. They show a perfect cleavage for f100g (imperfect
on f001g), while twinning is common for f100g but also known for f001g [144].
So far, two sets of atomic positions were published for linarite [143, 145], while
these studies showed a disagreement with respect to the atomic z coordinates.
To determine an accurate set of atomic positional parameters neutron-diraction
measurements were performed in collaboration with B. Willenberg within the
scope of this thesis using the D10 4-circle diractometer at the Institute Laue-
Langevin [146, 147]. 786 inequivalent nuclear Bragg peaks were measured at
room temperature using a neutron wavelength of 1.26A. The structural parame-
ters as obtained from the renement (using the lattice parameters of Ref. [143])
are listed in Tab. 4.1. This way, the accuracy of the atomic coordinates published
by Eenberger et al. [143] is conrmed and the corresponding hydrogen positions
were added.
Structurally, the material can be regarded as a quasi-one-dimensional spin chain
compound because Cu(OH)4 units are connected along the b direction in a buck-
led, edge-sharing geometry (see crystal structure illustrated in Fig. 4.2). Con-
sequently, the Cu2+ ions (3d9 conguration) form an s = 1
2
quasi-1D spin chain
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along the b direction, since the distance between two neighboring Cu ions along
the b direction (b=2  2:823A) is much smaller than along the other crystallo-
graphic directions (which is equal to the lattice constants a and c, respectively).
Each oxygen atom binds a hydrogen atom, whereas in between the chains two
SO4 tetrahedra and two lead atoms complete the elemental unit cell since twice
the elemental formula is present per unit cell. The SO4 and the Pb act as spacers
between the chains and are responsible for the quasi-1D nature of the magnetic
coupling in linarite.
The oxygen orbitals of the Cu(OH)4 units mediate the main magnetic exchange
between the spins residing on the Cu ions along the chain. The nearest magnetic
ions are coupled through the O(4) or O(5) 2p orbitals with an bonding angle
of 94:2 and 90:8, respectively. In this situation the coupling J1 is determined
by the competition between the direct exchange Cu-O and the superexchange
via Cu-O-Cu (both mechanisms described in Ch. 2.2). The AFM superexchange
contribution is very weak for such a geometry according to the GKA rules, thus
J1 stems mainly from the relatively large FM direct interaction Kpd  900K
between holes on neighboring oxygen and copper sites [67{69]. The next-nearest
Cu neighbors are coupled via two oxygen 2p orbitals O(4)-O(5) or O(5)-O(4) con-
taining  bonds, which results in an antiferromagnetic coupling J2. The magnetic
exchange paths are schematically drawn at the bottom of Fig. 4.2. Due to the
competition between the FM NN and the AFM NNN exchange linarite could be
established as a magnetically frustrated system in the literature listed below.
4.2 Physical properties of linarite
The history of scientic studies on linarite within the eld of solid state physics is
rather young and started in 1995 with an investigation of electron paramagnetic
resonance (EPR) and optical absorption at room temperature by Sudhana et al.
[148]. Remarkable is the studied square planar coordination for the Cu ions,
which leads to an energy splitting of the electronic states as described in the
introductory chapter on low dimensional magnetism [see Fig. 2.2(d)]. In contrast
to the textbook case the lowest energy levels in linarite, dz2 and dxz/dyz, are found
be reversed1. Transition in the optical spectrum occur between the dz2 and the
dx2 y2 level associated to a wavelength of 460 nm, as well as between the dxz,
dyz and the dx2 y2 orbitals with a wavelength of 600 nm. The rst transition
mentioned shows the most dominant optical absorption which explains the pure
1The detailed energy spectrum is depicted in Ref. [148].
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J1 J2
Jic
O(5)
O(4) O(4)
O(5) O(4) O(5)
Figure 4.2: The crystallographic structure of PbCuSO4(OH)2 consisting of buck-
led neutral Cu(OH)2 chains surrounded by Pb
2+ cations and SO2 4 anions, to-
gether with the main magnetic exchange paths. The photographic picture shows
one of our mineral specimens from the Grand Reef Mine in Graham County,
Arizona.
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blue color of the crystals.
The rst thermodynamic studies were published in the Refs. [1, 149], where
long-range magnetic order was detected in the magnetic susceptibility along the
three crystallographic directions at about TN = 2K. The data were analyzed
theoretically using the quantum transfer-matrix technique within the framework
of the 1D isotropic J1-J2 model. The modeling from this approach arrives at
the coupling constants J1 =  30(5)K, J2 = 15(2)K and a frustration ratio of
 =  J2=J1 = 0:50(5). Further, the analysis yields values for the g factor and will
be compared to measurements which were done in the course of this thesis. Later,
the transition temperature was more accurately specied by susceptibility and
specic heat measurements to occur between TN  2:7 and 2.86K [150]. A rst
analysis of the magnetic specic heat, assuming a simple modeling of the phonon
contribution, hints towards a reduction of the total magnetic entropy well above
TN. In a last study of this series the angular dependent magnetic susceptibility
was probed showing a weak anisotropy as well as a transition temperature of
TN = 2:8K [151]. The rst time linarite is considered to posses a quantum
helimagnetical ground state.
In 2011 the group of Yasui et al. started to publish their results in two
manuscripts. The thermodynamic study [152] will be discussed at this point,
while their elastic neutron diraction study [153] will be compared to such stud-
ies within the scope of this thesis in Sec. 6.3.2.2. In Ref. [152] magnetization,
specic heat, dielectric constant, and electric polarization measurements were
carried out on single crystalline samples. New coupling constants were obtained
from the magnetization by a tting of 1/ using a high-temperature expansion
up to the fourth-order of the isotropic J1-J2 model in the temperature range of
50 < T < 350K. It leads to J1 =  13(3)K, J2 = 21(5)K and  = 1:6(5). Such a
weak coupling regime should give rise to more pronounced frustration and uctu-
ation eects [154]. The huge discrepancy in the frustration ratio, viz.,  = 0:50(5)
and  = 1:6(5), requires a clarication, which has been done in this thesis (see
Ch. 5).
In the magnetization an anomaly at 2.0K < TN and 2.5T was detected for
H parallel to the CuO2 planes and associated to a spin-op transition. Without
the knowledge of the full magnetic phase diagram this notion cannot be con-
rmed but matters will be further claried in Ch. 5.4. The dielectric constant in
combination with the electric polarization measurements indicate a simultaneous
ferroelectric and magnetic transition at TN  2:8K, implying the appearance of
multiferroicity. Thus, linarite is the third example beside LiCu2O2 [73, 83] and
LiCuVO4 [84{86] of a multiferroic material in CuO2 ribbon-chain systems. For
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Figure 4.3: ESR spectra for dierent temperatures measured at 93GHz with the
magnetic eld H applied along the b and c axes. Spectra for H k a (not shown)
are similar to spectra for H k c. Arrows on the left side indicate temperatures of
the individual ESR spectra; data taken from Ref. [156].
spin-chain systems with a helical ground state multiferroicity is in fact predicted
by theory [87{90, 155]. Consequently, Yasui et al. [152] follow this argument and
predict a helical ground state for linarite, with the magnetic moments aligned in
the Cu(OH)4 units. Thus all preliminary studies draw a similar conclusion re-
garding the basic nature of linarite, i.e., a favored helical magnetic ground state.
The physical properties of this material are characteristic for a frustrated sys-
tem showing pronounced quantum eects and dier enormously compared to a
classical spin system.
The rst detailed electron spin resonance (ESR) study on linarite down to low
temperatures was performed by F. Lipps [156, 157]. In Fig. 4.3 the ESR intensity
is shown as a function of the magnetic eld taken at a frequency of 93.0GHz for
dierent temperatures. The spectra can be described by a single line of Lorentzian
shape. The resulting resonance eld and the linewidth have been monitored as
a function of temperature. The temperature dependence of the ESR resonance
eld is plotted in Fig. 4.4(a) for external elds along all three crystallographic
directions. For temperatures T > 50K the resonance elds are temperature in-
dependent. A shift of the resonance eld can be associated to the development
of additional internal magnetic elds at the Cu sites. For H k b a shift of the
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Figure 4.4: (a) ESR resonance elds as a function of temperature at 93GHz
for external magnetic elds applied along the three crystallographic axes. For
the high-temperature resonant elds, the corresponding eective g factors are
listed. (b) ESR linewidths for resonance elds of 0.3 and 2.9T as a function of
temperature for H k a, b, and c. The linewidth starts to broaden below 50K,
which can be associated to the appearance of short-ranged magnetic correlations;
taken from Ref. [156].
resonance eld can be observed close to TN, thus magnetic uctuations or addi-
tional internal elds aect the Zeeman splitting only close to the 3D ordering.
For H k a and c the resonance elds start to deviate from a constant behavior
already at 50K and decrease monotonously with decreasing temperature. From
this it was concluded that the Cu spins are primarily aligned in the ac plane but
do not point along the chain direction in the paramagnetic regime. Therefore, the
internal elds developing are predominantly directed perpendicular to the chain
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direction. Altogether short-range ordered clusters could explain the observations
with predominant internal elds perpendicular to the chain direction. Following
the resonance eld Hres in the constant, high-temperature regime, the eective
g factor can be determined as g = h=(B0Hres), which leads to ga = 2:34,
gb = 2:10, and gc = 2:28. These results disagree with the values ga = 2:00,
gb = 2:19, and gc = 2:30 found in Ref. [1], which will be investigate in detail in
Sec. 5.1.2.2.
Further, the linewidth was measured for dierent temperatures for frequencies
93GHz and 9.6GHz, corresponding to a resonance eld of 3 and 0.3T, re-
spectively. The linewidth for elds along all three crystallographic directions is
given in Fig. 4.4(b) and, which within the uncertainty of the measurement, is
identical for both external elds. It stays constant for temperatures down to
50K and starts to broaden on approaching temperatures below 50K. The ESR
linewidth depends on (dipolar) spin-spin or anisotropic exchange interactions as
well as on the development of internal magnetic elds. As lower temperatures are
approached, the spin-spin correlation length increases and short-range magnetic
correlations develop. The explicit behaviour of the linewidth as a function of the
temperature, while approaching the 3D ordering, can give information about the
dimensionality and the type of interactions [158, 159]. In linarite signicant 3D
magnetic uctuations caused by appreciable interchain and interlayer correlations
were suggested below 50K [156].
From this point the investigations presented in this thesis started. In view
of the contradicting frustration ratio as well as the not-well established ground
state of linarite, a detailed study on linarite in the paramagnetic state combining
macroscopic and microscopic experimental techniques was required. Subsequent
theoretical methods resolved the magnetic exchange parameters and, thus, pre-
dict the underlying ground state (see Sec. 2.4.1.2). A comprehensive macroscopic
thermodynamic study was performed in this thesis to characterize the magnetic
phase diagram. Elemental thermodynamic properties were compared to theoreti-
cal modelings, whether these quantities fulll the excepted behavior derived from
the underlying Hamiltonian, and to indicate the necessity for possible extensions
of the elemental model. Excellent microscopic, basically complementary, tech-
niques to study the magnetic ground state and potentially exotic eld-induced
phases are NMR and neutron scattering. This thesis mainly deals with the NMR
results on PbCuSO4(OH)2 (for introduction to the technique, see Ch. 3.1). In
particular the neutron part was done by B. Willenberg and will be will be just
traced in here but is presented in detail in Ref. [160]. The crystals used for these
investigations stem from two dierent origins: The Blue Bell Mine (Baker, Cal-
ifornia, USA) and the Grand Reef Mine (Graham County, Arizona, USA). All
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Table 4.2: List of linarite crystals used for the experiments presented in this work
and in associated former studies: DC susceptibility DC, angular dependent DC
susceptibility ('), AC susceptibility AC, magnetization M , specic heat Cp,
magnetocaloric eect MCE, magnetostriction , thermal expansion , nuclear
magnetic resonance NMR, and electron spin resonance ESR.
# origin mass methods chapter
1 Blue Bell Mine1 26mg NMR, neutrons, (') 6
2 Blue Bell Mine 6mg DC, M 5
3 Blue Bell Mine 205g Cp 5
4 Blue Bell Mine 0.98mg cantilever M , MCE 5
5 Blue Bell Mine 11.62mg ,  5
6 Grand Reef Mine2 6.22mg high temperature Cp 5
7 Grand Reef Mine 27.4mg AC 5
performed measurements are listed in Tab. 4.2 together with the used crystal,
its mass, and the chapter(s) of presentation in this thesis. Single crystallinity of
the samples has been checked by X-ray diraction. For all samples, no magnetic
impurity phases were observed within experimental resolution, as evidenced by
the absence of a low-temperature Curie tail in the magnetic susceptibility.
1Baker, California, USA
2Graham County, Arizona, USA
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Thermodynamic studies on
linarite
In this chapter1, a comprehensive thermodynamic study of linarite is presented.
Susceptibility, magnetization, specic heat, magnetocaloric eect, magnetostric-
tion, and thermal-expansion measurements were performed in zero and applied
magnetic elds to characterize the macroscopic properties of the system. The
combination of these techniques allow deeper insight into the magnetic ordering
of the system than reported previously [1, 149{152]. In the refereed publications
only the magnetic susceptibility in low elds 0H  0:6T and the specic heat in
zero eld was investigated, where only one transition into a long-range magneti-
cally ordered state at TN = 2:75K, the magnetic ground state of the system, is ob-
served. Most of the interesting physical phases, however, are predicted to appear
in the presence of an external magnetic eld, for e.g., spin-density-wave phases,
multipolar phases, magnetization plateaux, and quantum spin liquid phenomena.
For a detailed introduction of possible ground and eld-induced properties of a
low-dimensional frustrated quantum magnet see Ch. 2.4. Therefore within this
study, all experimental techniques were applied in an external eld to derive the
magnetic phase diagram of the system.
1Parts of the ndings on the thermodynamic properties have already been published in
Refs. [147, 156].
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5.1 Susceptibility and magnetization
5.1.1 Experimental details
A variety of macroscopic magnetization investigations have been performed on
various single crystalline samples of linarite. To obtain a basic understanding of
the magnetic properties of the system magnetic DC susceptibility measurements
were performed using a commercial SQUID magnetometer in the temperature
range from 1.8{400K in an external eld of 0H = 0:4T for all three crystallo-
graphic directions. An external eld of 0H = 0:4T is still in the linear region
of the magnetization curves, which will be illustrated below. In this case, the
susceptibility can be simplied to the quotient of the magnetization of the sam-
ple and the external eld, (T ) = @M=@H = M=H. For low temperatures, in
the 4He range, the DC susceptibility was measured in xed magnetic elds up to
7.0T using a commercial SQUID vibrating sample magnetometer (SQUID VSM)
for H k a?, b, and c. Here, a? is dened as the normal to the bc plane.
Angular dependent susceptibility measurements were performed using a com-
mercial SQUID magnetometer with a horizontal rotator option for temperatures
10{200K in a xed external magnetic eld of 0.4T. The sample was rotated
around the b and the c axis, respectively. The magnetic background of the sample
rotator is small (10 5 emu) and comparable to commonly used sample mounting
options of the SQUID.
For additional AC susceptibility measurements down to 2.0K in external elds
up to 6.0T a Physical Properties Measurement System (PPMS) was used. The
excitation eld was chosen to 0HAC = 1mT, with a frequency of  = 1kHz. In
the region of magnetic anomalies  was varied between 10Hz and 10 kHz to check
for possible frequency dependencies of the magnetization of the spin system.
Magnetization curves M(H) at xed temperatures between 1.8 and 2.8K have
been performed using a PPMS with a VSM inset for H k a?, b, and c. The
data was collected with a sweep rate of the external eld of 300mT/min for
both increasing and decreasing elds. In the case of the occurence of hysteresis
around the phase transitions at low temperatures, the sweep rate was signicantly
reduced to investigate the sweep-rate dependency. Using quasi-static conditions
the small hysteresis observed for larger sweep rates became negligible, which will
be shown below.
Cantilever magnetometer measurements down to 250mK were done by B. Wil-
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lenberg [147, 160] and are cited here in detail to give an entire overview of the
macroscopic magnetic properties. These DC susceptibility and magnetization
measurements were performed using an in-house-built cantilever magnetometer,
which is similar to an Faraday-force magnetometer. The set-up was used to per-
form magnetization measurements in applied magnetic elds up to 12T for H k b
with a sweep rate of 4mT/min.
5.1.2 Results
5.1.2.1 DC susceptibility measurements
For the temperature dependent measurement of the magnetic DC susceptibility
from 1.8{400K sample 2 of Tab. 4.2 was used. The measurements are depicted
in Fig. 5.1 for external magnetic elds aligned along the three principal crys-
tallographic directions a, b, and c. The susceptibility exhibits two characteristic
features at low temperatures, viz., a maximum around Tmax = 4:9(3)K (averaged
over all three crystallographic directions) and a pronounced kink, which indicates
the antiferromagnetic Neel temperature at TN = 2:75(5)K. In quasi-1D frustrated
magnets the maximum in the susceptibility is expected to appear in the vicinity
of the critical helical point  = 0:25 (see Fig. 2.15) and is associated to low-lying
ferromagnetic excitations, while approaching TN [74]. The inset of each plot shows
the derivative d(T )=dT of the susceptibility, where the maximum determines the
transition temperature TN into the long-range ordered ground state of linarite.
The qualitative behavior of (T ) is the same for the three crystallographic
directions, while the absolute value of max and the position of T
max
 are slightly
anisotropic, with Tmax = 5:0(2)K for H k a, Tmax = 4:6(3)K for H k b, and
Tmax = 4:9(2)K for H k c. The exact comparison of the absolute values of
 along all possible orientations will be given below within the analysis of the
angular dependent measurements. The ndings of Tmax are in full agreement
with the data published in Baran et al. [150], but dier from those of Yasui et
al.. [152], who report values between 3.8 and 5.0K. Yasui et al. nd a maximal
value of Tmax for a magnetic eld pointing parallel to the local CuO2 ribbons
of the chain [named a0 = ( 0:520; 0;  0:854)T , with a large c component1]. In
addition Yasui et al. nd a minimal value of Tmax for H k b, with almost a
dierence of 1.2K to the reported one in Fig. 5.1. The origin of this discrepancy
is not clear up to now, a possible scenario accounting for the shift of Tmax are
1The vector a0 is given in the orthogonal coordinate system a?bc, which is introduced in
detail in Sec. 5.1.2.2.
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Figure 5.1: The magnetic susceptibility of linarite (sample 2) for 0H = 0:4T
parallel to the crystallographic axes a, b, and c. The inset shows the derivative
d(T )=dT as a function of temperature with an isotropic maximum at TN =
2:75(5)K, which denotes the transition temperature into the magnetically ordered
ground state.
additional magnetic impurities concerning the samples of Yasui et al. which give
rise to a Curie-type contribution at low temperatures.
Further, the inverse susceptibility was compared to a Curie-Weiss law,  1 /
(T   CW) in the temperature region from 250 to 400K. This way, the Curie-
Weiss temperature CW could be determined for the three directions. The de-
tailed analysis is shown in Sec. 6.1.2 (Fig. 6.2) in combination with the NMR
investigations on the intrinsic spin susceptibility spin. The values extracted for
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spin are within the experimental error equal to those extracted from the macro-
scopic investigation of . One arrives at an isotropic value CW = 27(2)K, which
indicates a predominant ferromagnetic coupling. In an ordinary magnetic mate-
rial the Curie-Weiss temperature CW is expected to be about the same as the
ordering temperature TN. However, when the system is magnetically frustrated
already above TN magnetic uctuations are enhanced and the ordering temper-
ature is suppressed. In this context, Ramirez introduced an empirical measure
for the degree of frustration of a system, f = jCWj=TN, by comparing the rele-
vant energy scales, and which is commonly used nowadays [64]. Usually, systems
with frustration parameters f > 5 show a reasonable suppression of the ordering
temperature, as a result of frustration. For linarite, ultimately a frustration pa-
rameter of f  10 is extracted, which reects a signicant degree of frustration
in the system.
In Fig. 5.2 the temperature dependence of the susceptibility of linarite (sam-
ple 2) in dierent external magnetic elds is shown for H k a?, b, and c. Here,
temperatures from 1.8{10K were used, while the external magnetic eld was var-
ied from 0.5{7.0T. To determine the transition temperatures as a function of the
external magnetic eld, the derivatives d(T )=dT were calculated for each eld
(see insets). The maximum indicates the transition into a long-range ordered
state for applied elds, which is not necessarily the zero-eld state.
In order to analyze the data, rst we focus on the direction H k b, because
for this direction the most remarkable physical properties, with a multitude of
magnetic eld-induced phases, appear. It is adjuvant to classify the data into
three dierent regions: a low-eld region from 0{3.0T, an intermediate region,
from 3.0{4.5T, and a high-eld region from 4.5{7.0T. The eld dependence
of the susceptibility diers from region to region. In the low-eld region the sus-
ceptibility essentially behaves like already reported in Fig. 5.1. The maximum in
the susceptibility indicates the onset of short-range magnetic correlations and the
kink denotes the transition into a magnetically ordered state. The susceptibility
shows an antiferromagnetic-like downturn, which is in contrast to the intermedi-
ate region with an upturn at the transition temperature, while in the high-eld
region a downturn is observed again. Such a behavior gives rise to the idea that for
this eld direction at least three dierent distinct types of magnetically ordered
phases could be observed by the susceptibility. With increasing external magnetic
eld TN decreases monotonously in each region, but the slope of TN(H) diers
from region to region. This suggests qualitative changes regarding the types of
magnetically ordered phases present in linarite for magnetic elds directed along
the b direction, supporting the previous argument.
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Figure 5.2: Susceptibility of PbCuSO4(OH)2 (sample 2) for magnetic elds be-
tween 0.5 and 7.0T parallel to the crystallographic a?, b, and c direction in the
temperature range from 1.8 and 10K. The insets depict the temperature deriva-
tive of the product T for selected eld values used to determine the transition
temperature TN.
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Figure 5.3: (a) Low-temperature susceptibility in dierent elds for the
intermediate-eld range of PbCuSO4(OH)2 for H k b. (b) Field-dependent mag-
netization of linarite for H k b. The steps and hystereses indicate eld-induced
transitions from the helical ground state into another phase. For clarity, the
curves are shifted with respect to each other. These data, using sample 4, are
published in Ref. [147].
Furthermore, in Fig. 5.3(a) the low-temperature cantilever-susceptibility mea-
surements by B. Willenberg (using sample 4) are plotted. The measurements
were performed in the intermediate-eld region down to 250mK and display two
clear anomalies at 2.8T. With increasing the external magnetic eld these two
anomalies shift towards each other, and merge around 3.2T. Taken together, these
observations clearly justify the identication of at least three dierent magnetic
phases.
Coming back to the upper and lower panel in Fig. 5.2, showing the suscepti-
bility for H k a? and c, respectively, the behavior is qualitatively the same for
all external magnetic elds. For increasing magnetic elds, the maximum in the
susceptibility successively shifts to lower temperatures, indicating a suppression
of antiferromagnetic uctuations, which are gradually replaced by ferromagnetic
uctuations. Moreover, only a monotonous decrease of the magnetic-ordering
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temperature with increasing eld is detected, and the susceptibility always un-
dergoes an antiferromagnetic-like downturn at the transition. Consequently, for
these eld directions the magnetically ordered phase basically corresponds to the
low-eld phase for elds H k b.
5.1.2.2 Angular dependent DC susceptibility measurements
The angular dependence of the macroscopic susceptibility with respect to the
external magnetic eld of linarite was measured at xed temperatures from 200
down to 10K in an external eld of 0.4T. The sample was mounted in two
dierent congurations. In the rst case, the sample was rotated around the
crystallographic b direction (the magnetic eld lies in the a?c plane), in the
second case it was rotated around the crystallographic c direction (eld in a?b
plane), each over a total angular range of 225 with an increment of ' = 5.
This choice of the rotation axes provides the full information of the anisotropy of
the susceptibility in the case of linarite. In the experiment the orientation of the
sample was straightforward as both axes lie in the natural-grown crystallographic
plane of the used crystal (sample 1 in Tab. 4.2). As an example the results of
the measurement at T = 40K are shown in Fig. 5.4. When rotating the sample
around the b direction (the chain direction), the susceptibility shows a minimum
40:5 after H k c and a maximum 90 afterwards, viz., 28:5 after the eld
direction pointed along the a axis. For the rotation around c we nd the minimum
for H k b, while the maximum is present for H k a?.
To describe the anisotropy of the macroscopic susceptibility  mathematically
we introduce an orthogonal coordinate system spanned by the unit vectors a? =
(1; 0; 0)T , b = (0; 1; 0)T , c = (0; 0; 1)T . In this notation, the crystallographic a
direction corresponds to the vector a = (sin ; 0; cos )T = (0:976; 0;  0:219)T ,
since  = 102:65 is the monoclinic angle between the a and c direction [143].
Linarite belongs to the crystal class 2=m which possesses the symmetry elements
2 k b [twofold rotation (2) parallel to b] and m ? b [mirror (m) perpendicular
b]. Having this in mind we can apply Neumann's Principle to a general tensor
, which can describe the anisotropic paramagnetic properties of the system at
a certain temperature. Since the symmetry group of the tensor representing the
physical property must include all the symmetry elements of the crystal class of
the crystal, we arrive at a tensor of the form
 =
0@a?a? 0 a?c0 bb 0
a?c 0 cc
1A ; (5.1)
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Figure 5.4: Angular dependence of the macroscopic susceptibility  of
PbCuSO4(OH)2 measured at T = 40K. The black data points represent a ro-
tation of the sample around the b axis, the red data points a rotation around
c.
showing that for a rotation around b the extrema do not have to lie along the
chosen, relevant orthogonal unit vectors. Contrary, for a rotation around c the
extrema have to occur along b and a?, respectively. To describe the data shown
in Fig. 5.4 one arrives at the equations
a?c = (sin'; 0; cos')  (sin'; 0; cos')
T (5.2)
= a?a? sin
2 '+ cc cos
2 '+ a?c sin 2'; (5.3)
a?b = (sin';   cos'; 0)  (sin';   cos'; 0)T (5.4)
= a?a? sin
2 '+ bb cos
2 '; (5.5)
with a?c for a rotation around b and a?b for a rotation around c, leading to the
susceptibility tensor at 40K (in units emu mol 1 Oe 1)
40K =
0@ 0:0146 0  0:002050 0:0121 0
 0:00205 0 0:0139
1A : (5.6)
For all other measured temperatures the general behavior of  is the same, viz.,
the extrema remain at their positions and the sequence xx > zz > yy is always
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valid. All resulting tensors are summarized in the appendix in Tab. A.1. Since in
the paramagnetic region the spin expectation value hSzi =M=NgB (N indicates
the number of atoms) only depends on the g factor, we can state gxx > gzz > gyy,
which is in agreement with a previous ESR study by F. Lipps [156, 157]. These
ndings are not in accord with the results observed in Refs. [1, 151]. In the latter
cases a sequence gzz > gyy > gxx is reported. As the length of the crystallographic
a axis is roughly2c, mistakes in the orientation process of the sample can happen
easily. Furthermore, the published g values in both references are a result of a
t to the susceptibility, within the framework of a most likely oversimplied
Hamiltonian. However, the orientation of the crystal in the study presented here
is perfectly known, at the latest by a neutron diraction study [146, 147]. Thus,
there is no doubt about the accuracy of the orientation of the sample refereing
to the presented data.
5.1.2.3 Isothermal magnetization measurements
Next, in Fig. 5.5 the magnetization M(0H) and the derivatives dM=d(0H) as
a function eld H k a?, b, and c of linarite (sample 2) at xed temperatures
between 1:8 < TN and 2.8K  TN are shown. The measurements were performed
for increasing and decreasing eld to check for hysteretic behavior. Altogether,
only a weak hysteresis was observed in the vicinity of magnetization anomalies,
depending on the eld sweep rate. For small sweep rates of the order of 0.1T/min,
the hysteresis becomes negligible. Thus, in Fig. 5.5 only the up-sweep data are
depicted using quasi-static measurement conditions with small sweep rates.
Concentrating rst on the saturation eld Hsat and saturation magnetization
Msat, a large anisotropy is observed with respect to the orientation of the sample
in the magnetic eld. The saturation eld can be determined to be 0H
a?
sat 
7:6T, 0H
b
sat  10:5T, and 0Hcsat  8:5T, with the corresponding magnetization
values of Ma?sat  1:16B=Cu, M bsat  1:05B=Cu, and Ma?sat  1:15B=Cu. These
highly anisotropic characteristics suggest appreciable anisotropic contributions in
the underlying Hamiltonian and will be discussed with further knowledge from
the experiments later in the theoretical section 5.1.3. The anisotropic behavior is
also exposed by the number of transitions well below TN, indicated by the number
of maxima in the derivative of the magnetization. Like for the susceptibility data
depicted in Fig. 5.2, the magnetization behaves similar for H k a? and c and
diers from the data for H k b. For T < 2:0K and H k b there are three
dierent peaks in dM=d(0H), e.g., three magnetic transitions, i.e., at 1.8K for
0H
b
c1  2:7T, 0Hbc2  3:4T, and 0Hbc3  5:7T. With increasing temperature
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Figure 5.5: Magnetization, M(0H), and the derivatives dM=d(0H) of
PbCuSO4(OH)2 for H k a?, b, and c as a function of magnetic eld in the
temperature range between 1.8 and 2.8K.
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Ref. [147].
the rst transition shifts to higher elds and vanishes at 2.1K. As well, the
second transition shifts to higher elds and vanishes at 2.0K, while the third
transition decreases in eld and disappears at 2.0K. Next, a new peak arises
at 2.1K at about 0H
b
c4  3:0T, which also decreases in eld with increasing
temperature and fades out at TN  2:8K.
Further on, cantilever measurements in the low and intermediate eld region
for H k b down to 0.25K (sample 4) are shown in Fig. 5.3(b). For a tem-
perature of 1.72K, the highest studied temperature, a two-step transition, i.e.,
two anomalies at Hbc1 and H
b
c2 are visible. By decreasing the temperature the
double transition associated to the intermediate-eld phase transforms into a
single one at 0.99K. Upon lowering the temperature to less than 600mK, this
intermediate-eld regime becomes hysteretic in the magnetization with respect
to the eld-sweep direction. The transition/hysteretic region is dened by steps
in the magnetization indicated by the arrows in the gure. The hysteretic re-
gion was also found by magnetocaloric-eect measurements and will be discussed
further in Sec. 5.2.2.1.
Cantilever measurements in the high-eld region at xed temperatures from
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1.49 to 0.25K are depicted in Fig. 5.6. The derivative of the data shows that
transition at Hbc3 continuously shifts upwards for temperatures down to 0.25K.
Another tiny feature in the derivative of M(H) at low temperatures and elds of
9T hints towards an additional, yet unknown, magnetic transition.
Altogether, the magnetization is in very good agreement with the susceptibility,
as again at least three dierent magnetic phases are observed. With the help
of elastic neutron scattering [146, 161] and NMR it was possible to reveal the
exact magnetic nature of each phase, which will be discussed in Ch. 6.3. With
the background of a predicted helical ground state for linarite the eld induced
phases at Hbc1 and H
b
c2 could indicate a modication of the ground state, like
a reorientation of the spiral, which was also probed in similar one-dimensional
spin chains like Li2ZrCuO4, LiCuVO4, and LiCu2O2 (see. Ch. 5.5). Moreover,
the features in the magnetization might indicate additional phase transitions or
a rst-order character of certain transitions.
The situation is much more easier for magnetic elds H k a and H k c. Here,
the derivative of the magnetization in Fig. 5.5 only shows one transition, which
decreases in eld with increasing temperature and vanishes at TN. This magnetic
phase corresponds to the ground-state phase for H k b.
In Fig. 5.7, the spin expectation value hSzi = M=NgB of PbCuSO4(OH)2 as
a function of the scaled eld g0H at 2.8K and 1.8K and for the three crystal-
lographic directions a?, b, and c is presented. The magnetization data M(H)
was taken from Fig. 5.5, while the eective g factors are provided by previous
ESR studies [156, 157] introduced in Ch. 4. The extracted spin expectation value
corresponds to the one for Cu spin-1
2
. From the gure it can be seen that in
the paramagnetic regime above TN, the anisotropy of both saturation magneti-
zation and saturation eld is explained mainly by the anisotropy of the g factor.
Note that there is a slight dierence in the expected (hSzsati = 0:5) and directly
measured saturation magnetization for H k a? due to the g factor. For the
ESR experiment, the magnetic eld was aligned along a, while for the magne-
tization measurement the eld was aligned perpendicular to the bc plane. For
an alignment along a, the saturation magnetization would be slightly larger and
would match the expected, calculated value. For temperatures smaller than TN,
however, the anisotropy cannot be described by the g-factor anisotropy at all.
Additional contributions from symmetric exchange anisotropy and/or possibly
Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya interactions need to be taken into account. These topics
will be discussed later in this chapter.
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5.1.2.4 AC Susceptibility
AC susceptibility measurements have been performed for linarite for H k b using
sample 7 in order to obtain more information about the unusual behavior observed
in the high-eld magnetization data (Fig. 5.6), especially with respect to the weak
anomaly prior to the transition into the magnetic ground state. The feature was
also detected in the specic heat measurements in low elds (see below), and
seems to surround all other magnetically ordered phases in the phase diagram. To
access the desired magnetic eld region the external eld was set to 0H = 2:4T
while sweeping the temperature from 20K down to a minimum of 2.0K. The
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Figure 5.8: Real component 0 of the AC susceptibility of linarite as a function
of temperature in an external eld of 0H = 2:4T parallel to the b axis. The
excitation eld 0HAC = 1mT was varied from 100Hz to 3 kHz. Prior to the
transition into the magnetic ground state a weak anomaly can be seen at 2.45K.
The inset shows the derivative d(0T )=dT as a function of temperature.
excitation eld was chosen to 0HAC = 1mT and varied in the range from 10Hz
to 10 kHz. Thus, under these conditions the AC susceptibility AC = 
0+ i00 was
measured, with the real component being depicted in Fig. 5.8 as a function of
temperature. The imaginary component 00 was smaller than 10 7 emu, which is
beyond the experimental resolution of the set-up. Overall, the AC data resembles
the DC susceptibility in Fig. 5.2, but additionally shows a tiny feature prior to
the global maximum. The maximum at 2.1K in d(0T )=dT , shown in the inset of
Fig. 5.2, resembles the transition into the ground state, while the local maximum
at 2.45K denotes the small anomaly. While varying the excitation frequency
the feature remains at its position suggesting the presence of some sort of (quasi)
static order below the maximum. In case of a state of slow dynamics below
the weak anomaly, like for instance a spin-glass related transition, a frequency
dependence of the position of the maximum would be expected. This scenario
can be clearly ruled out. Further temperature sweeps in external elds from 0{
6.0T, with an increment of 0.3T, were performed with an excitation frequency of
1 kHz, which is the frequency where the best signal-to-noise ratio was achieved.
In contrast to the DC susceptibility, the tiny additional magnetic feature could be
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detected up to 3.0T, while for higher elds the transition temperature is shifted
too low in temperature to be detected with the available equipment.
5.1.3 Theoretical discussion
In order to extract the exchange integrals of linarite and thus the frustration ratio
to position the material among the class of frustrated one-dimensional spin chains,
three dierent theoretical approaches were applied to analyze the magnetization
data. With the help of this theoretical analysis it is furthermore possible either to
conrm the applicability of the 1D isotropic J1-J2 model or to point out necessary
modications for the underlying model. A general indruduction on the J1-J2
s = 1
2
spin chain is given in Sec. 2.4.1 with its corresponding Hamiltonian
H^ = J1
X
l
Sl  Sl+1 + J2
X
l
Sl  Sl+2   h
X
l
Szl : (5.7)
The theoretical analyses were performed by S.-L. Drechsler in collaboration with
S. Nishimoto from the IFW Dresden as well as by H. Rosner from the MPI
Dresden and are published in Ref. [156].
First, the saturation eld was analyzed using the well known rigorous expres-
sions valid in the so-called two-magnon and one-magnon sectors depending on the
strength of the interchain coupling [162]. Already this approach yields a rst ap-
proximations of the magnetic exchange integrals, by considering the experimental
1D saturation eld, the g factor, and the Curie-Weiss temperature.
Next, the magnetization curve at 1.8K and at zero temperature for comparison
was calculated for the case of H k a? and compared to the experimental data
(Fig. 5.5). To calculate the magnetization curve, the density matrix renormal-
ization group method (DMRG) was used [163]. The standard DMRG technique
targets a few dozen excited states to calculate the physical quantities of a system
at very low temperature (kBT=jJ1j  1). The magnetization for a given magnetic
eld was obtained as
M =
Pmc
n=0h njSzj ni exp(  EnkBT )Pmc
n=0 exp(  EnkBT )
; (5.8)
where En and  n are the nth eigenenergy and eigenstate (n = 0 denotes the
ground state), respectively, where mc is a cuto number of the excited-state
energies. The cuto number mc desirably should be suciently smaller than
the number of states m kept in the density matrix renormalization step. In this
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analysis, for a xed system length L = 64 and temperatures T = 1:8K and T = 0,
mc varied from 40 to 100 while keeping m  1200 while M was extrapolated to
the large mc limit. The largest discarded weight is 10 4 and it was conrmed
that M converges at least three digits with increasing m.
The susceptibility data (T ) and its maximum Tmax were analyzed upon varia-
tion of the frustration parameter  by applying the transfer-matrix renormaliza-
tion group (TMRG) technique [164{166]. In the calculations, 80-160 states were
retained in the renormalization procedure and the truncation error was less than
10 4 down to T = 0:003jJ1j. Notice that, in the adopted random phase approx-
imation (RPA) for the interchain coupling (IC), Tmax of the 3D susceptibility
(T ) is independent of the IC, the g factor, and any background susceptibil-
ity 0, which is sometimes introduced to parameterize susceptibility data on a
phenomenological level.
In the second part, the total energies for various prepared magnetic states was
calculated, i.e., a ferromagnetic, and various antiferromagnetic states, the total
energy dierences of which were mapped onto those of corresponding spin states
of a generalized J1-J2 model with supplemented interchain interactions. This
way, the main exchange integrals could be extracted [167, 168]. The density
functional theory (DFT) based electronic-structure calculations were performed
using the full potential local orbital scheme FPLO9.00-33 [169, 170]. Within the
scalar relativistic calculation, the exchange and correlation potential of Perdew
and Wang was applied [171]. For the LSDA+U calculations, we varied U in the
physical relevant range from 5 to 8 eV using the mean-eld approximation of the
double-counting correction. To ensure convergency, we considered 518 k points
within the irreducible part of the Brillouin zone.
5.1.3.1 Saturation elds and Curie-Weiss temperature
As a starting point to derive the coupling constants of linarite we assume an
underlying magnetic model system with suciently weak interchain interactions
and a frustrated in-chain interaction that obeys the rigorous two-magnon bound
state condition [162]  > 3c = 0:3676776, i.e., it is within the quadrupolar region
close to the saturation eld (3c denotes the transition value from the two- to the
three-magnon bound state, see Sec. 2.4.1.2 and gures within). The analysis will
be performed for the geometry H k a, with the experimental input being dened
by the isotropic Curie-Weiss temperature CW = 27(2)K, reported above, the
g factor ga = 2:34 (see Ch. 4), and the estimated 1D saturation eld. Since
the magnetization was measured for H k a?, it is assumed that Ha?sat ' Hasat.
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Then, from the magnetization measurements shown in Fig. 5.5 at T = 1:8K the
1D saturation eld can be estimated as Hasat = 5:5(1)T (see transition point).
This 1D saturation eld does not take into account any thermal eects smearing
out the magnetization, and thus dierers from its 3D counterpart. Using these
experimental quantities it is possible to calculate the frustration ratio  according
to a rigorous relation valid in the commensurate [162] 1D quadrupolar phase of
the adopted spin model
r =
CW
gBHsat
=
1  2
42 + 2  1  3:1226(1700): (5.9)
By inverting Eq. 5.9 one arrives at a frustration ratio of
 =
p
5 + 5=r + 1=r2   1
4 + 1=r
 0:3678(30); (5.10)
still in the quadrupolar phase, but very close to the border to the octupolar
phase at 3c. Ignoring any interchain couplings, i.e., Jic = 0, and following the
Curie-Weiss temperature on the one-magnon side of a quasi-1D solid at T = 0
[172]
CW = 0:5jJ1j(1  )  0:25NicJic; (5.11)
one arrives at the coupling constants J1 =  85:4(4)K and J2 = 31:4(4)K (Nic is
the number of nearest interchain neighbors).
In the opposite limit of a strong enough antiferromagnetic interchain coupling,
where multipolar eects disappear [172] the former (Eq. 5.9 and 5.10) can be
described at least approximately by the well-known one-magnon theory in the case
of separable in-chain and interchain contributions to the total 3D (2D) saturation
eld [162, 173]. As a result, one arrives at
r = 0:5
1    
2  1 + 0:125=; (5.12)
 =
0:5
4r + 1
h
2r + 1  0:5+
p
(3  2)r + (1  0:5)2
i
 0:3639(70);
(5.13)
where  denotes the 2D interchain coupling in the basal plane measured in units
of jJ1j and  = H3Dsat=H1Dsat   1  0:3819(500) is given by the ratio of the 3D
(2D) and the 1D saturation elds 7:6(0:1)T and 5:5(0:1)T, respectively, while the
experimental value r = 3:1226(1700) has been used. These numbers result in J1 =
 86:6(7)K and J2 = 31:6(7)K. Notice that the obtained one-magnon  value
from Eq. 5.13 is very close to the two-magnon value from Eq. 5.10 estimated above
and the value obtained from the analysis of the magnetization measurements (see
Fig. 5.10).
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5.1.3.2 Spin susceptibility and magnetization curve
Another approach to derive the  value of an isotropic Heisenberg system is to
analyze the maximum position of the spin susceptibility at Tmax = 4:9(3)K in
units of J2 or jJ1j (Fig. 5.9). A t of the TMRG data for Tmax for strong and
intermediate coupling yields
Tmax ()
jJ1j =
6X
m=1
Am

  1
4
m
for
9
4
   1
4
; (5.14)
with A1 = 0:2778, A2 = 1:7055, A3 =  2:559, A4 = 1:8487, A5 =  0:6499
and A6 = 0:0891. It is worth to mention that Eq. 5.14 also is able to describe
the experimental situation and parameterizations suggested for Li2ZrCuO4 with
 = 0:3 [74] as well as for LiCuVO4 with  = 0:75 [154, 174]. On the other
hand, in the weak coupling limit, it is convenient to expand Tmax around the
limiting point of decoupled interpenetrating AFM Heisenberg chains in powers of
1= = jJ1j=J2:
Tmax ()
J2
= 0:641 
5X
m=2
Dm
am
for   1; (5.15)
with D2 = 0:0034, D3 = 0:499, D4 =  0:669, and D5 = 0:281.
For linarite, considering a value  = 0:3678 derived for the two-magnon con-
dition before, Eq. 5.14 yields somewhat larger coupling constants, namely, J1 =
 107:5K and J2 = 39:5K. The dierence can be ascribed to the presence of
an antiferromagnetic interchain coupling ignored in the former estimation and an
uncertainty in the determination of the Curie-Weiss temperature CW. Refereing
to this argument, the actual approach has the advantage that Tmax is not aected
by any interchain coupling within the random phase approximation adopted for
its treatment at variance to the determination of CW (cf. Eq. 5.11).
The next step is to describe the magnetization data shown in Fig. 5.5 for H k a?
at T = 1:8K by DMRG calculations. The approach shall only be used to describe
the low-eld region, i.e., elds below the magnetic transition at 0H = 5:5T.
The result is shown in Fig. 5.10 for a tted frustration ratio   0:365 and
J1 =  89:5K, while 0Ha?sat = 5:5T was chosen again. These values are in accord
to the values from the dierent analyzing approaches set out above. Therefore,
they might be regarded as rst realistic phenomenological values of the magnetic
coupling strength, despite that weak interchain and spin-anisotropy eects are
ignored although they certainly will be present (see discussion below).
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Figure 5.9: Maximum position of the spin susceptibility Tmax measured in units of
jJ2j as a function of 1=, i.e., viewing the J1-J2 model as an equivalent realization
of two interpenetrating interacting AFM Heisenberg chains. The inset shows Tmax
in units of jJ1j as a function of  according to the performed TMRG calculations.
The broken line describes the asymptotic curve Tmax = 0:641J2 = 0:641jJ1j, well
known from the Bethe ansatz based solution for the unfrustrated AFM spin-1/2
Heisenberg chain [175]. The analysis is already presented in Ref. [156].
Finally, the analysis of the TMRG modeling of the spin susceptibility as a
function of temperature for H k a and b is depicted in Fig. 5.11. Here, one needs
to assume an additional nite ferromagnetic interchain coupling (using a mean
eld approach), to provide a reasonable description of the data around Tmax .
The experimental input is given by the g factors and the isotropic Curie-Weiss
constant. The best t to the experimental data was obtained for J1 =  94K
and J1 =  101:2K ( = 0:36) for the a and b direction, respectively, again
highlighting the magnetic anisotropy present in linarite.
In summary, within the basic isotropic spin-chain model (see Eq. 5.7), the
magnetic coupling constants could be derived to be J1   97(10)K and J2 
36(4)K for linarite, leading to a frustration ratio of   0:37(6). These coupling
constants deviate signicantly from those determined previously from ts in the
literature of the temperature dependence of the susceptibility only in the high
temperature regime, where J1 =  30K and J2 = 15K ( = 0:5) [150], as well
as J1 =  13K and J2 = 21K ( = 1:62) [152] were reported. In addition, the
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-
Figure 5.10: Fit of the magnetization as a function of the external eld of
PbCuSO4(OH)2 at T = 1:8K and for H k a?. For comparison, the magneti-
zation curve for T = 0 is shown, too. The plot is taken from Ref. [156].
frustration ratio of   0:37(6) is much smaller than the ones reported before,
shifting linarite much closer to the one-dimensional frustration critical point at
0.25 with consequences for a weaker critical antiferromagnetic interchain coupling
for ordered multipolar phases at T = 0 [172]. The former might be masked by non-
negligible impurity contributions in accord with a 3D analysis of the anisotropic
susceptibility data (see below).
5.1.3.3 Interchain coupling and symmetric exchange anisotropy for
(T )
To further improve the analytical description of the susceptibility/magnetization
data, the interchain coupling (IC) has been taken into account in the frame of
the frequently used random phase approximation [175, 176]
3D(T )  1D(T )
1 + k3D(T )
; (5.16)
where the one-dimensional susceptibility 1D(T ) has been calculated by applying
the TMRG method. The interchain coupling parameter is given by the sum-
mation over all interchain couplings k = (g=2)2
P
Jic=jJ1j (see Fig. 5.12) and
is temperature independent. The ts to the data shown in Fig. 5.11 result in
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Figure 5.11: Analysis of the magnetic susceptibility (T ) within the isotropic
J1-J2 model. The tted solid lines result in slightly dierent IC parameters
k =  0:081 to  0:1 (see text) corresponding to a weak FM IC of a few K.
The upper panel shows the theoretical modeling of the experimental data for
H k a, the lower panel for H k b.
slightly dierent IC parameters k =  0:081 and -0.1 for the a and b directions,
respectively, corresponding to a weak FM IC of a few K. In principle, a small un-
derestimation of (T ) within its maximum region can be removed adopting also
an impurity contribution described by a Curie or a Curie-Weiss law as frequently
used in the literature for other quasi-1D compounds (see, e.g., Refs. [175, 177]).
Despite the uncontrolled deviations introduced by the random phase approxima-
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J1 J2
Jic,1 Jic,2Jic,0
Figure 5.12: Nomenclature of the dierent interchain couplings between two spin
chains in linarite used for the theoretical calculations.
tion, the determination of the interchain coupling is not unique and a (sizable)
impurity contribution might mask weak antiferromagnetic interchain interactions.
A weak AFM IC of the order of Jic  4K follows also from the positive dierence
between the estimated 3D saturation elds and its 1D counterpart of 6T forH k
b [162]. Alternatively, the high-eld magnetization should be aected signicantly
by changed exchange integrals in the new high-eld phase observed above 6T
for H k b. With this uncertainty, inelastic neutron data might be useful to
obtain a more precise assignment of the details such as the principal nature of
the interchain coupling in our compound. Here, the lack of big enough single
crystals of linarite are the limiting factor to perform such experiments.
Due to the increase of (T ) for a possible, small impurity contribution with
decreasing T in our compound, the real maximum positions of the impurity-
corrected susceptibilities may be upshifted by a few tenths of a K. The eect
would be largest for the b axis susceptibility (shift 0.5K). Nevertheless, a sig-
nicant anisotropy remains also for such corrected susceptibilities, also visible
in the dierence of the coupling constants along the dierent directions. There-
fore, to improve further the theoretical analysis, a detailed consideration of an
anisotropic J1-J2 model would be desirable, which will be discussed now.
In general the quality of the ts to the spin susceptibility can be improved if
the exchange coupling is assumed to be anisotropic instead of symmetric like in
the model presented above. Further no Curie-Weiss-type impurity contribution
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is needed in order to account for the experimental data. According to previ-
ous theoretical investigations of edge-shared cuprate chains with a ferromagnetic
nearest-neighbor exchange coupling, an easy-axis exchange anisotropy can be sup-
posed in the rst attempt [178, 179]. In that sense the rst term in the isotropic
spin Hamiltonian needs to be replaced by
J1SiSi+1 ! J1(Sxi Sxi+1 + Szi Szi+1) + J11Syi Syi+1; (5.17)
with 1 > 1. The result is shown in Fig. 5.13 based on TMRG calculations
for H k b and a frustration ratio  = 0:36 in the random phase approximation.
For the t depicted in the upper panel no interchain interaction was assumed,
leading to J1 =  105:8K and  = 1:05. For the lower panel a nite antiferromag-
netic interchain interactions parameter k = 0:04 was taken into account, giving
J1 =  138K  = 1:1. Both derived nearest-neighbor coupling constants J1 are
enhanced in comparison with the aforementioned values, which can be explained
by the inuence of , discussed in the next paragraph. Under these circumstances
the description of the data around Tmax can be improved signicantly.
Such an easy-axis exchange anisotropy aects signicantly the low-temperature
behavior of (T ) and the saturation eld in the low- region of interest. Following
Ref. [162], but ignoring weak anisotropy eects for the next-nearest-neighbor
exchange (i.e., setting 2 = 1), the leading term in the expression for the 1D
saturation eld valid in the two-magnon case at weak interchain coupling can be
rewritten as
gBHsat(1) = jJ1j
 
2 1 + 0:521=[1 + ]

; (5.18)
and analogously in the one-magnon case
gBHsat(1) = jJ1j(2 1 + 0:125=): (5.19)
The eect of the easy-axis anisotropy under consideration on the in-chain ex-
change coupling J1 is illustrated in Fig. 5.14 for the case we are interested in
here, namely, when one extracts the J1 value from a given experimental satura-
tion eld Hsat.
In the presence of an antiferromagnetic interchain coupling, the enhancement
eect for the corresponding renormalization of J1 is a bit less dramatic compared
to the case without any interchain interaction (Fig. 5.14), but nevertheless signif-
icant. Such a behavior is in accord with a similar eect found for the magnetic
susceptibility data tted by the isotropic and the aniosotropic models as shown
in Figs. 5.11 and 5.13. Thus, within such a scenario, the observed increase of jJ1j
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Figure 5.13: Magnetic susceptibility for a magnetic eld applied along the sug-
gested easy axis, the b axis, tted within the 1D anisotropic J1-J2 model based
on TMRG calculations supplemented by zero (upper panel) and nite antiferro-
magnetic (lower panel) interchain interactions treated in the random phase ap-
proximation. The adopted easy-axis anisotropy is measured by the dimensionless
parameter  > 1.
by more than 30K becomes rather natural. These results are in reasonable agree-
ment with recent L(S)DA+U calculations, based on the crystallographic structure
of PbCuSO4(OH)2, which are presented below. Note that the range of validity of
the expression given by Eq. 5.18 with respect to the formation of three-magnon
bound states is under investigation at the time of the preparation of this the-
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Figure 5.14: Value of the isotropic part of the ferromagnetic nearest-neighbor
exchange integral J1 in units of the corresponding value in the isotropic model as
a function of the dimensionless anisotropy factor   1 as derived from Eqs. 5.18
and 5.19.
sis. However, qualitatively, the same behavior is also expected for the octupolar
three-magnon and other multipolar phases. With these ndings, a systematic
study of exchange anisotropy eects including also J2 as well as the interchain
coupling is of huge interest.
5.1.4 Density functional theory: L(S)DA+U
To compare the above obtained parameter set with respect to a microscopic
picture, density functional theory (DFT) band-structure calculations within the
LSDA+U scheme were carried out and which takes into account the strong
Coulomb repulsion U at the Cu site. The calculations are based on the crys-
tal structure published by Schoeeld et al. [145] which was the only complete set
of atomic position at the time the calculations were performed. It was necessary
to take this data set due to an expected sizable dependence of the resulting ex-
change parameters from the H position. Later in our neutron study (see Ch. 4)
it was found that the parameters of Schoeeld et al. are incorrect with respect
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to the atomic z coordinate, which should be kept in mind regarding the fol-
lowing analysis. For a screened Coulomb repulsion U = 7 eV, which is in the
typical range of U values that were successfully applied to related Cu-O systems
[68, 180, 181] and the usual value of the Hund's rule coupling J = 1:0 eV, which
enters the L(S)DA+U calculational scheme, a frustration ratio of   0:32 was
obtained. This value is in reasonable agreement with the value   0:36 derived
from the experimental data (compare Tab. 5.1). Possible renormalizations need
to be considered due to a non-negligible spin-lattice coupling in the nonadiabatic
limit or intermediate case, and possible quantum eects caused by the zero-point
motion of the light hydrogen nuclei ignored in all density functional approaches.
The resulting frustration ratio  depends only moderately on U within the
physically reasonable range between 5 and 8 eV (Fig. 5.15). The calculated ex-
change integrals for U = 7 eV are J1 =  133K and J2 = 42K. These numbers are
in good agreement with the isotropic values obtained within the easy-axis model
for the t of the magnetic susceptibility with H k b reported above:  J1 = 138K
and J2 = 49:7K. In other words, also the LSDA+U derived exchange integrals
clearly support a scenario with signicantly larger J values compared to those
proposed in the Refs. [150] and [152]. Taking into account the dierent interchain
couplings Jic,0, Jic,1, and Jic,2 (see Fig. 5.12) as well as the respective number of
neighbors, we can estimate an eective interchain coupling Jic = 7K. This is also
consistent with the analysis of (T ) within the easy-axis model yielding 5K.
5 6 7 8
U (eV)
0.25
0.3
0.35
0.4
0.45
0.5
α
Figure 5.15: Frustration ratio  as a function of U from L(S)DA+U for
PbCuSO4(OH)2. The Hund's rule exchange at the Cu sites has been xed to
J = 1:0 eV for all calculations.
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Table 5.1: Calculated magnetic exchange interactions J1 and J2 of
PbCuSO4(OH)2 using six dierent 1D approaches. The results are based on the
analysis of the experimental thermodynamic properties g factor, Hsat, and CW,
as well as TMRG and DMRG calculations of the magnetization and susceptibility
data, respectively. An additional approach focuses on density functional theory
band-structure calculations; for details see text.
physical property method a b
g ESR 2.34 2.1
CW (K) spin 27 27
1D Hsat (T) M(H;T = 1:8K) 5.5 6.0
3D Hsat (T) M(H;T = 1:8K) 7.6 10.5
-J1 (K) isotropic Heisenberg model, 85.4(4) {
J2 (K) asymptotic thermodynamic analysis 31.4(4) {
 0.368 {
-J1 (K) isotropic Heisenberg model, 107.5 107.5
J2 (K) TMRG to analyze T
max
 39.5 39.5
 0.368 0.368
-J1 (K) isotropic Heisenberg model, 89.5 {
J2 (K) DMRG to analyze M(H) 32.7 {
 0.365 {
-J1 (K) isotropic Heisenberg model, 94 101
J2 (K) TMRG to analyse spin(T ) 33.8 36.4
 0.36 0.36
-J1 (K) anisotropic Heisenberg model, { 138
J2 (K) TMRG to analyse spin(T ) { 49.7
 { 0.36
-J1 (K) LSDA+U 133 133
J2 (K) 42 42
 0.32 0.32
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5.2 Specic heat and magnetocaloric eect
5.2.1 Experimental details
Temperature-dependent specic-heat measurements on single crystalline samples
of linarite have been performed. For magnetic elds applied along the b direction
a commercial cryostat system equipped with a 14T superconducting magnet in
combination with a homemade calorimeter providing a fast-relaxation measuring-
method [132, 133] was used. The heat-capacity platform is a modied 3He puck
from the PPMS setup (Quantum Design), the analyzing software is an in-house
development. The specic heat is continuously measured within one large thermal
relaxation step from T+T0 to T0, with T=T0 reaching up to 200%. Here, T0 is
the bath temperature and T the temperature change during the measurement.
By using the temperature-dependent thermal conductivity of our platform, we can
calculate the specic heat throughout this extended relaxation process, which
takes about 60 s. Compared to the conventional relaxation-time method this
technique allows for orders of magnitude faster data acquisition (for details see
Sec. 3.2.1.5). For the specic-heat measurements with magnetic elds applied
along a? and c as well as for the zero-eld measurement up to 250K a commercial
PPMS with a standard measurement technique was used.
The magnetocaloric eect was measured by B. Willenberg for applied mag-
netic elds up to 10T along the b axis down to 300mK using an in-house-built
calorimeter. The temperatures of both the bath and the sample were measured
while sweeping the applied magnetic eld with a sweep rate of 75mT/min. The
evolution of the temperature dierence arises from heating or cooling of the sam-
ple due to the magnetocaloric eect.
5.2.2 Results
The zero-eld specic heat of PbCuSO4(OH)2 was measured between 0.56 and
250K (sample 6) and is depicted in Fig. 5.16. The sharp anomaly in Cp at 2.77K
indicates the transition into the long-range ordered magnetic ground state. In
order to model the specic heat of linarite, which can be described by
Cp = Cph + Cmag; (5.20)
the lattice Cph and the magnetic contribution Cmag have to be extracted. No
electronic contributions have to be taken into account since linarite is an insula-
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Figure 5.16: Specic heat of linarite (sample 6) in zero magnetic eld. The open
circles represent the measured data, the dashed line shows the modelled phononic
contribution to the specic heat (for details see text).
tor. The rst approximation to model the lattice of PbCuSO4(OH)2 is a single
phononic Debye term. In the low temperature limit (T ! 0) the Debye formula
reads Cph / T 3 (see Sec. 3.2.1). Yet, such a t cannot reproduce the correct
lattice contribution above the transition temperature, since a signicant amount
of magnetic uctuations are already present for T > TN and contribute to the
overall specic heat. For temperatures T  30K microscopic probes like ESR or
NMR detected the onset of short-ranged magnetic correlations as presented in
Ch. 4 and 6, respectively. Also in the magnetic part of Cp, and accordingly in the
magnetic entropy, the onset of magnetic uctuations are visible. Therefore, to
extract these quantities, a more sophisticated model for the lattice specic heat
is needed. In this situation, the elemental formula of PbCuSO4(OH)2 suggests
the use of one Debye and two Einstein contributions. These contributions have
to be associated with the dierent vibrational modes of the lattice.
Linarite has 11 atoms per elemental formula unit, which implies that 33 vi-
brational modes to the phononic specic heat exist. Taking into account this
constraint, we approximate the lattice contribution to the specic heat by mod-
elling it using one Debye contribution together with two distinct Einstein terms. 6
of the 33 modes are attributed to the Debye term, 9 to the rst Einstein, and 18 to
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Figure 5.17: Magnetic entropy of PbCuSO4(OH)2 in zero magnetic eld. The
dashed line corresponds to the expected entropy for a spin-1
2
system, R ln(2),
while the solid line indicates the magnetic entropy derived from the measured
specic-heat data.
the second Einstein term. A t to the data under the mentioned aspects is shown
in Fig. 5.16 (dashed line) and leads to the characteristic Debye D = 133K, and
Einstein temperatures E,1 = 292K, E,2 = 1050K.
This parameterization of the lattice specic heat in principle would need an
experimental verication by means of for instance inelastic neutron scattering.
Most importantly, however, the obtained key results are not inuenced by sub-
tleties in the choice of the modelled lattice contribution, i.e., by the number of
Debye and Einstein contributions or by the used absolute values within reason-
able error bars. This has been tested by dierent scenarios. However, the values
derived for D and E can be discussed on a qualitative level. Especially, the
Debye-like behavior of the lattice specic heat with a rather low value D = 133K
is noteworthy in particular in the context of multiferroicity, as it might possibly
indicate a signicant magneto-elastic coupling in linarite.
With the modelled lattice specic heat contribution of linarite we proceed to
determine the magnetic part of the specic heat, Cmag = Cp   Cph. For further
analysis it is necessary to extrapolate the experimental specic heat data from
0.56K to zero temperature. This was done phenomenologically in the tempera-
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ture range from 0.56 to 2.2K using a polynomial function Cp = aT
2 + bT 4, with
a = 0:110(1) Jmol 1K 3 and b = 0:0395(4) Jmol 1K 5. The function is the
simplest polynomial to describe the data. The measured data and the remaining
tted data points are already shown together in Fig. 5.16. Next, we evaluate the
magnetic entropy Smag of the system in zero eld by
Smag(T ) =
Z T
0
Cmag
T
dT; (5.21)
which is depicted in Fig. 5.17. For a magnetic spin-1
2
system a total entropy of
Smag = R ln(2J + 1) = R ln(2) = 5:76 Jmol
 1K 1 is expected. Experimentally,
we obtain Smag = 5:32 Jmol
 1K 1 at 30K, which is in good agreement with
the expectation. Thus, our observation represents a consistency check for the
estimate of the phonon contribution.
Moreover, from the temperature dependence of Smag we nd that down to TN
there is a remarkable reduction of the entropy. About 75% of the total magnetic
entropy is associated to uctuations above the 3D ordering transition independent
of subtleties in the choice of the modelled lattice contribution. Such behavior
reects the magnetic low-dimensional character of linarite, with the remaining
entropy associated to short-range order and/or quantum uctuations appearing
in the temperature range from above TN to about 30K. Note that this method
to extract the onset temperature of short-ranged magnetic uctuations contains
errors due to the estimation of the phonon contribution. An evaluation with the
real lattice contribution or microscopic probes would be more appropriate.
Further, in Fig. 5.18 the magnetic part of the specic heat is shown for H k b
in elds up to 10T. Here, the upper plot shows the data from 0 to 3.5T, while
the lower one represents the data from 4 to 10T. From zero eld to 2.75T, the
transition temperature decreases with increasing eld, while at 3.0 and 3.25T
an additional peak appears indicating an additional phase transition. At 4.0
and 4.5T the transition temperature starts to increase again with eld, while it
decreases for even higher elds. Furthermore, a hump-like anomaly just above
this transition into the long-range ordered state is clearly discernible in the eld
range 2.0{3.0T and 6.5{8.0T (see inset of Fig. 5.18, showing a log-log plot of
the data at selected magnetic elds with an arrow to exemplify one hump-like
anomaly). This anomaly appears also to be connected to magnetic correlations,
which have been discussed in Sec. 5.1.2.3 and 5.1.2.4 and which will discuss in
more detail below.
For magnetic elds H k a? and H k c (Fig. 5.19), the specic heat shows only
one sharp anomaly, which is monotonously shifting to lower temperatures with
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Figure 5.18: Magnetic specic heat of linarite (sample 3) as a function of the
magnetic eld aligned parallel to b. The inset shows data at selected elds on a
double-logarithmic scale. The arrow indicates one of the many small anomalies
that hint towards another phase transition.
increasing magnetic eld. This anomaly can be attributed to the phase transition
into the magnetic ground state.
5.2.2.1 Cross reference: magnetocaloric eect
Further magnetocaloric-eect measurement performed by B. Willenberg allow
to determine additional points to the magnetic phase diagram of linarite for
H k b [147, 160]. The measurements have been done at xed temperatures from
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Figure 5.19: Specic heat of linarite (sample 3) as a function of magnetic elds
aligned along a? and c.
1.476K down to 0.3K, while sweeping the external eld. For 1.476K four mag-
netic anomalies can be detected, whereas the high-eld transition only shows a
small feature, analogous to the magnetization and Cp data in Fig. 5.6 and 5.18.
The fact that this features was observed both in the magnetization and in the
magnetocaloric eect indicates the existence of another phase transition. Finally,
the hysteretic phase at temperatures below 0.6K and elds between 2.5T and
3.2T observed in the magnetization was also investigated by means of the magne-
tocaloric eect. Similar to the magnetization, pronounced and hysteretic features
have been observed here which can be associated with a eld-induced rst-order
phase transition of up to now unknown nature.
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5.3 Magnetostriction and thermal expansion
5.3.1 Experimental details
Magnetostriction and thermal-expansion studies were performed using a capac-
itive dilatometer with a tilted-plate construction, which is suitable for measure-
ments parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic eld. The sample was placed in
a cylindrical hole between two round capacitance plates. The b axis was aligned
parallel to the eld, while the length changes were measured along the c axis. To
determine absolute length changes, the corresponding capacitance changes were
measured by using a capacitance bridge, Andeen-Hagerling AH2500A, with an
eective resolution of 10 5 pF, which in the experiments corresponds to minimal
length changes of 1A. After subtracting the known length change of the platform
at a certain temperature and given magnetic eld it is thus possible to calculate
the absolute length change of the sample as function of eld or temperature. The
experiments have been carried out at temperatures ranging from 2 to 300K in
elds up to 16T. The magnetostriction data were collected after stabilization of
the temperature and using quasi-static (sweep rate 0.3T/min) magnetic elds
between 0 and 16T. The thermal expansion has been measured in constant mag-
netic elds using a temperature sweep rate of 0.2K/min.
5.3.2 Results
In Fig. 5.20(a) and (b), the magnetostriction and thermal-expansion data of linar-
ite are displayed for magnetic elds H k b, respectively. For both experimental
techniques the length change of the sample was measured parallel to the c axis
using sample 5 in Tab. 4.2, which has a length of 0.95mm at room tempera-
ture. The magnetostriction was measured at xed temperatures between 2.9K
and 2.1K while varying the magnetic eld from 0 up to 16T. Fig. 5.20(a) shows
the relative length change l=l as function of the magnetic eld. Here, l is the
length of the sample at room temperature and l is the change of the length due
to the magnetostrictive eect.
For all measured temperatures the magnetostrictive eect is negative with in-
creasing magnetic eld. Overall, after a strong decrease of l=l between 0 and
10T saturation sets in. The transition into the long-range ordered state can be
observed as a downward step for temperatures up to 2.7K. The inset shows the
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Figure 5.20: (a) Magnetostriction of linarite at various temperatures as a function
of magnetic eld. (b) The thermal expansion of linarite normalized to the value
at 0T and 2.9K at various magnetic elds as a function of temperature. The
insets depict the eld and temperature derivatives  and , respectively. Here,
the peaks indicate the transition into the long-range ordered ground state.
eld derivative of the raw data,
 =
d
d(0H)
l
l
; (5.22)
as a function of the magnetic eld. The peaks in  indicate the transition into
the long-range ordered state, shifting to lower magnetic elds upon increasing
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temperature. For T  2:9K no transition has been detected.
Next, in Fig. 5.20(b) the thermal-expansion data are depicted. In this plot, the
scale is dened by setting the length change to zero at 2.9K and 0T, i.e., the scale
is set by l=l0T2:9K = (l
H
T   l0T2:9K)=l0T2:9K, in order to illustrate the magnetostrictive
eect. The data were obtained in the temperature range from 2.0 to 4.0K in static
magnetic elds up to 5.0T. For all investigated magnetic elds, linarite shows a
negative thermal-expansion coecient in the temperature range considered here.
The inset shows the derivative
 =
d
dT
l
l0T2:9K
(5.23)
as a function of temperature. Again, the transition temperature is clearly seen
as a sharp peak shifting to lower temperature upon increasing magnetic eld.
For magnetic elds above 3.0T magnetic long-range ordering occurs below 2.0K,
which is below the temperature range accessible within the present experimental
setup.
5.4 The magnetic phase diagram of linarite
From the experimental data, the magnetic phase diagram for linarite for elds
H k a?, b, and c can be derived. The lower part of Fig. 5.21 displays the phase
diagram for H k b. The experiments presented in this chapter give evidence for
ve phases/regions in the phase diagram. The exact microscopic nature of each
phase will be discussed by means of NMR and elastic neutron diraction studies in
Ch. 6. From the macroscopic thermodynamic point of view the following dierent
physical properties for each region in the phase diagram for H k b can be stated:
Region I
Region I represents the thermodynamic ground state of linarite, with a
helical magnetic order below 2.8K. This phase is stable for elds up to about
2.7T at T = 1:8K and about 3T at T = 2K. This phase boundary can be
associated to a spin-op transition, generic for all CuO2 chain compounds
with a rich phase diagram for the external eld applied along the easy axis
(see discussion below).
The extrapolated spin-op eld 0HSF(0) at T = 0 according to the simplest
possible phenomenological t expression
0 [HSF(T ) HSF(0)] = AT ; (5.24)
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yields 0HSF(0)  2:35(6)T with  = 0:61(15). This spin-op eld cor-
responds to a spin gap sg = 3:31K or 0.289meV using gb = 2:1 derived
from the previous ESR study (Ch. 4.2). From Eq. 5.24 we estimate 2.64T
for T = 1:2K. Also its weak temperature dependence is rather remarkable:
a sublinear temperature dependence up to about 2.0K in our case as com-
pared to a subcubic dependence with  = 3:6 in Li2CuO2 up to 5.5K [182].
Noteworthy, both exponents dier from the spin wave prediction / T 1:5 in
leading order for a classical unfrustrated cubic antiferromagnet [183].
Of interest would be a low-temperature (< 1K) ESR study for linarite in
order to check the value of the spin gap sg  0:289meV caused by the
anisotropic exchange estimated here from the spin-op eld and extrapo-
lated to T = 0 (see Eq. 5.24). That the accurate knowledge of sg most
likely provides a useful constraint for a future renement of the fundamen-
tal anisotropic interactions in the very complex system under consideration
as well as for a phenomenological Landau-type free energy functional like
in CuO which is expected to be potentially useful for the description of this
and other monoclinic multiferroic systems [184{186] (for details see next
section).
Region II
Region II exists only at temperatures below 600mK, and is dened by
hysteresis eects in the magnetization and in the magnetocaloric eect.
It does not represent a thermodynamic phase, but a (possible rst-order)
crossover from one phase to another.
Region III
The phase boundaries of phase III are possibly associated to a modication
of the ground state due to the external magnetic eld. In case of a spin-
spiral ground state a reorientation of the spin arrangement can be found
in literature (see next section). Experimentally, we have observed small
discrepancies in the boundary positions from measurements on samples from
dierent origins. This indicates that the sample quality/stoichiometry plays
some role in this phase. In turn, it reects the frustrated nature of the
magnetic couplings in linarite, with the balance between dierent magnetic
phases being aected by variations of the local magnetic coupling.
Region IV
Region IV can be divided into two regions, that is above and below 4.5T,
i.e., region IVa and IVb. While region IVa exhibits a small additional ferro-
magnetic contribution in the temperature dependence of the magnetic sus-
ceptibility at low temperatures, region IVb instead shows an antiferromag-
netic contribution. This behavior, together with the pronounced anomalies
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in the specic heat, suggests that in region IVa a long-range magnetically
ordered phase exists, where by canting of antiferromagnetically aligned mo-
ments a small ferromagnetic signal is produced. Upon increasing the eld
to above 4.5T this ferromagnetic signal is saturated, resulting now in a
predominantly antiferromagnetic character of the susceptibility.
Region V
For region V, we nd weak anomalies, i.e., small hump-like features in
the specic heat, small jumps in the magnetization, and anomalies in the
magnetocaloric eect. The exact nature of the magnetic ordering in re-
gion V, however, is unclear from the bulk studies presented so far. Due
to those uncommonly small features at the transition, it can be speculated
that short-range magnetic correlations play an important role in this region.
Further, from the thermodynamic studies it is not clear weather the phase
boundaries at low and high elds are connected.
Finally, the upper part of Fig. 5.21 depicts the phase diagrams derived for
elds aligned along a? and c, respectively, plotted by normalizing the eld to
the saturation eld 0Hsat for each direction, i.e., 0H
a
sat = 7:6T and 0H
c
sat =
8:5T. Here, for both directions only the magnetic ground state of linarite is
observed (region I for H k b). The scaling for both eld directions attests the
close similarity of the phase diagrams for these geometries.
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5.5 Linarite in the context of frustrated chain
cuprates
So far, about a dozen compounds have been identied as quasi-1D s = 1
2
Heisen-
berg systems with competing ferromagnetic nearest-neighbor and antiferromag-
netic next-nearest-neighbor intrachain interactions. However, various fundamen-
tal issues such as the existence of multipolar phases or the microscopic origin for
multiferroicity have not been comprehensively investigated up to now. To set
linarite into a proper context within this challenging family of compounds, the
observations of its magnetic properties and the magnetic phases of linarite will
be compared with published reports for related compounds. As will be shown,
materials comparable to some extent to linarite are LiCuVO4 [71], LiCuSbO4
[75], LiCu2O2 [187], NaCu2O2 [188], Li2ZrCuO4 [74], Li2CuO2 [67], CuO [186],
La6Ca8Cu24O41 [189], Ca2Y2Cu5O10 [190], CuGeO3 [191], Rb2Cu2Mo3O12 [192],
Cu(ampy)Br2 [193], (N2H5)CuCl3 [194], and Cu6Ge6O18xH2O (x = 0 and 6)
[195].
In terms of the type of the magnetic ground state, LiCuVO4, LiCu2O2, NaCu2O2,
Li2ZrCuO4, and CuO have the most in common with linarite. They all ex-
hibit a helically ordered low-temperature phase, with LiCuVO4 [71, 85, 196, 197],
LiCu2O2 [72, 187, 198{200], and CuO [185, 186, 201] showing several eld-induced
phases. In Li2ZrCuO4, only a spin-op transition is observed [202], while in
NaCu2O2 no signicant changes of the magnetic properties in an external mag-
netic eld are registered [188, 203{205].
Thus, the physical properties of LiCuVO4, LiCu2O2, and CuO are closest to
those of linarite. In LiCuVO4, the  value has been discussed controversially.
LiCuVO4 has been described within a pure 1D model [206] using two coupling
constants, or alternatively by a 3D classical spin-wave model [71] using 6 dierent
J values. In Ref. [207] Enderle et al. claim that an eective 1D J1-J2 model at
least for high energies can be found from quantum renormalization of the antifer-
romagnetic J2 taken from that classical spin-wave analysis, only, and the eective
J1 resulting from the sum of both the ferromagnetic unrenormalized intrachain
J1 and the leading diagonal (skew) interchain coupling J5. This controlled pro-
cedure has been strongly doubted in Refs. [174] and [154]. Originally, Enderle et
al. [71, 206] proposed frustration ratios 5:5 >  > 1:42, implying a concept of
two weakly-coupled antiferromagnetic chains. However, other authors arrived at
signicantly dierent frustration ratios   0.5{0.8 [97, 102, 154, 174], implying
that a dominant ferromagnetic coupling prevails.
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LiCuVO4 undergoes long-range order below TN = 2:1 K into a spin-spiral
ground state with a propagation vector k = (0; 0:532; 0) and an isotropic or-
dered Cu2+ moment of 0.31(1)B [196]. The saturation eld is anisotropic and
was determined as 52.1(3)T along the b axis, i.e., the chain direction, 52.4(2)T
along a and 44.4(3)T along the c axis [197]. LiCuVO4 undergoes transitions into
dierent magnetic-eld-induced phases for elds aligned parallel to all crystal-
lographic axes. It is argued that at a critical eld, Hc1, a spin-op transition
from the spiral ground state occurs [208, 209]. Based on neutron diraction [210]
and NMR measurements [209, 211], at a second critical eld, Hc2, a transition
into a collinear spin-modulated structure is proposed. However, this scenario is
contested by recent neutron scattering experiment, which is interpreted in terms
of quadrupolar correlations [212]. Finally, at Hc3 a transition into a spin-nematic
phase has been proposed to occur [82, 197, 212]. For magnetic elds along the
c axis, the phase boundary at Hc1 could not be investigated so far, which is
attributed to anisotropy eects [85, 197, 208, 213].
In LiCu2O2, the magnetic exchange paths are still a matter of debate. In
Refs. [187, 214], a frustrated double-chain system with large interchain interac-
tions is favored ( = 0:54). Conversely, Refs. [72, 215] support a scenario with
comparable values for the NN- and NNN-interactions (  0:73) and signi-
cantly smaller interchain interactions, leading to a frustrated single-chain derived
compound with a signicant interchain coupling in the basal plane. LiCu2O2 un-
dergoes a two-stage transition into a long-range ordered state below Tc1 = 24:6K
and Tc2 = 23:2K [216, 217]. An incommensurate magnetic ground state with a
propagation vector k = (0:5; 0:174; 0) has been established [187], whereas the
spin arrangement could not be resolved so far. Masuda et al. [187] favor a cy-
cloidal spiral modulation along the chain direction with spin spirals lying in the ab
plane. Park et al. [73] suggest a spin spiral propagating in the bc plane. Finally,
Kobayashi et al. [218, 219] describe the ground state by assuming an ellipsoidal
spin helix in the ab plane with a helical axis tilted by 45 from the a or b axis,
a view supported by Zhao et al. [220]. The saturation eld is estimated to be
110T [200].
LiCu2O2 has four highly anisotropic ordered phases. For magnetic elds applied
along the b axis, i.e., the chain direction, all four dierent phases appear. The he-
lical ground state below Tc2 is followed by a eld-induced, hysteretic phase above
Hc1 which is interpreted as a spin-op transition showing pronounced sample de-
pendencies [200, 221]. On the other hand, in Ref. [222] the absence of a sharp
reorientation transition was instead interpreted in terms of a gradual rotation of
the spinning plane of the spiral. The intermediate phase between Tc1 and Tc2 is
ascribed to a collinear, sinusoidal structure with the spin direction along the c
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axis [218, 219]. Above Hc2 (which is less anisotropic) another eld-induced phase
appears and is discussed in the context of a collinear spin-modulated phase similar
to the one observed in LiCuVO4. For elds aligned along the c axis, the spin spiral
changes not the direction of its spinning plane, viz., does not undergo a spin-op
transition, but enters directly into the supposed collinear spin-modulated phase
[222]. Along the a axis, the intermediate ordered phase between Tc1 and Tc2 is
absent but the sequence of the eld-induced phases is similar to the one for H k b
[200].
In comparison to these cases, in linarite ( = 0:36) the ordered moment in the
helical phase below TN  2:8K varies from 0.638B in the ac plane to 0.833B
along the b direction, according to the propagation vector k = (0; 0:186; 0:5) of
the spiral [146]. The Hamiltonian used to model linarite so far contains two J val-
ues and yields better results if some anisotropy is included [156]. The saturation
eld is a factor of 5 (12) smaller than in LiCuVO4 (LiCu2O2) and even more
anisotropic. Linarite shows ve dierent magnetic eld-induced regimes down to
250mK, but for elds along the b axis only. The advantage regarding linarite as
compared to LiCuVO4 or LiCu2O2 is that all magnetic phases can be accessed
in eld-dependent NMR and neutron-scattering experiments, which allows a di-
rect measurement of the nature of the ordering in the high-eld phases. In turn,
linarite is an ideal material for testing the scenarios put forward to describe
the high-eld phases in LiCuVO4 and LiCu2O2 as well as it is serving to rene
the understanding of the underlying commonly used isotropic AFM Heisenberg
Hamiltonian, e.g., by the inclusion of dierent spin anisotropies.
On the other hand, from a theoretical point of view, the complex magnetic
phase diagram of CuO seems to be closely related to the one of linarite. CuO
contains a three-dimensional network of alternately stacked edge-shared CuO2
chains coupled directly by their edges. As a result of that stacking, buckled
corner-shared CuO3 chains with a large antiferromagnetic NN exchange-integral
are formed, too (see Fig. 1 in Ref. [223]). Noteworthy, the behavior of CuO is
somewhat similar to that of the chains considered here for linarite, when the
magnetic eld is applied along the easy axis (see Fig. 7 of Ref. [186]). CuO
contains six phases among them two spiral/chiral phases, denoted as AF2 and
HF2 in Ref. [185] with the spiral propagation along the easy axis for the AF2
phase as in our case.
According to Ref. [223] the J1 of CuO is antiferromagnetic (at a relatively large
Cu-O-Cu bond angle of 96) and the pitch of the spiral should be obtuse, i.e.,
=2 <  <  in contrast to the acute pitch of linarite. In this case, no mul-
timagnon bound states as low-lying excitations are expected for CuO in sharp
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contrast to such a possibility left still for linarite. Also the large AFM inter-
chain coupling for the former would exclude multipolar phases even for a change
of sign of the NN interaction to be predicted for high pressure [223]. However,
the authors of Ref. [224] stress the important role of the frustrating NN and
NNN intrachain couplings in the stabilization of the spiral state. In general, the
situation with respect to the assignment of the numerous exchange couplings in-
volved is still under debate even in the isotropic approach [201, 224{228]. With
respect to the anisotropic exchange, rst of all the importance of the antisym-
metric Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya coupling has been discussed [201, 228, 229] whereas
the symmetric anisotropic exchange has been supposed to be weaker [229]. How-
ever, a dominant Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction would remove the observed
spin gap (spin-op) [230] in contrast to the available experimental data for CuO
[185, 186].
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NMR investigations on linarite
This chapter1 deals with comprehensive NMR investigations on PbCuSO4(OH)2
and is divided into four parts. The rst part is about the basic 1H and 207Pb NMR
properties of the compound in the paramagnetic state, i.e., the Knight shift, the
evolution of the linewidth, and the T1 relaxation.
Part two shows angular dependent 1H-NMR investigations in the paramagnetic
state with the goal to determine all relevant NMR parameters, viz., the chem-
ical, the dipolar, and the Fermi-contact contribution. By using these extracted
quantities the local magnetic elds at the 1H sites has been analytically modelled.
From the analysis, a possible spin transfer from the magnetic copper ions to the
oxygen ligands can be calculated, which is the consequence of the Cu ion being
surrounded by highly electronegative ligand orbitals, that may attract electron
charge and thus magnetic spin.
The third part of the chapter explores four of ve magnetic regions of the mag-
netic phase diagram for TN < 2:8K (introduced in Ch. 5 and shown in Fig. 5.21)
by 1H NMR which is compared with results from elastic neutron scattering exper-
iments, performed by B. Willenberg. Hereby, the microscopic magnetic structure
of each phase could be revealed. Based on the derived NMR parameters in the
paramagnetic regime the NMR spectrum of the magnetic ground state for H k c
could be modelled.
Finally, in the last part nuclear spin-lattice relaxation measurements for H k b
and c are discussed in the framework of possible magnetic multipolar correlations
1Parts of this Chapter have already been published in Refs. [146, 156].
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in PbCuSO4(OH)2. The measurements were preformed above and below TN and
both as a function of temperature and of eld.
6.1 Constitutive NMR experiments in the para-
magnetic state
6.1.1 Experimental details
1H NMR (1 = 42:5749MHz/T) and 207Pb NMR (207 = 8:9074MHz/T) mea-
surements were performed using a phase-coherent Tecmag spectrometer with a
He-ow cryostat for temperatures down to 4.2K and magnetic elds of 2.0 and
4.0T, respectively. Temperatures below 4.2K were achieved by pumping on the
helium bath. The NMR spectra were determined using a =2       Hahn
spin-echo pulse sequence. Special care was taken to avoid extrinsic signals from
parasitic 1H atoms around the sample. Due to the strong increase of the linewidth
at low temperatures, additional eld sweeps at constant frequency have been per-
formed. This way, it can be ensured that neither the selected frequency excitation
spectrum by the pulse width (typically a =2 pulse had a length of about 3s)
nor the quality factor of the used coil articially narrow the detected lines of
PbCuSO4(OH)2. The spin-lattice relaxation time T1 has been recorded using
an inversion-recovery pulse sequence (   1   =2      ) with variable delay
1 and a Hahn spin-echo detection at the end. Typical conditions of excitation
were 3 and 6s for a =2 and  pulse, respectively. Repetition rates were in the
range 100-400ms despite short spin-lattice relaxation times T1 in order to avoid
any local heating at the sample site. For H k b, the spin-lattice relaxation rate
of the 1H nucleus was determined using a saturation-recovery sequence with an
echo subsequence at the end, i.e., (=2  del)n  1  =2      with the delay
time del and n as the number of repetitions of the rst cycle. Calibration of the
elds has been performed using the 1H- and 2D-NMR resonance frequencies of
hydrogenated and deuterated water at room temperature for the 2.0 and 4.0T
experiments, respectively.
6.1.2 Results and discussion
NMR Knight-shift experiments, the evolution of the linewidth and T1 relaxation
experiments were conducted using 1H and 207Pb as probing nuclei. Both the
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hydrogen and the lead ions occupy low-symmetric crystallographic positions with
respect to the magnetic Cu2+ sites according to the atomic positions listed in
Tab. 4.1. A single 207Pb and two 1H-NMR lines can generally be expected in the
experiments in the paramagnetic state. The hydrogens sites are named after the
bonding oxygen ligand (see Tab. 4.1). The microscopic assignment was mainly
possible due to the analysis to be presented in Ch. 6.2, but is already used in this
chapter. Any attempts to detect the 63;65Cu spin-echo signals did not succeed.
The lack of a copper signal can be attributed to very short spin-spin relaxation
times T2 of linarite, which are of the order of 20s at room temperature even at
the nonmagnetic 207Pb and 1H sites.
The interest in probing both 1H and 207Pb lies in the dierent coupling of the
two nuclei with their neighboring atoms and thus dierent distances and symme-
tries with respect to the magnetic Cu2+ ions. From the crystallographic structure
and chemical-bonding scheme, it can be expected that due to the distance be-
tween Pb and neighboring magnetic Cu ions, the hyperne coupling at the 207Pb
site will be dominated by dipolar couplings between Pb nuclei and Cu spins. At
the 207Pb site, the dipolar elds will be predominantly given by the spins of the
two nearest magnetic ions, i.e., two Cu spins along the b direction, both with
a distance of dPb{Cu = 3:616A. But also couplings to next-nearest neighboring
Cu ions along the chain as well as neighboring chains along c and a can be ex-
pected to result in small additional contributions. On the other hand, at the
1H site, the eective local elds at the probing nuclei are probably composed of
the dipole elds of surrounding magnetic Cu2+ moments and of so-called Fermi
contact elds. The latter are due to the direct neighboring environment of hy-
drogen and oxygen atoms, which mediate the magnetic superexchange between
magnetic Cu ions. In this situation, a small polarization of the hydrogen atoms
can be envisaged { in other words a transferred Fermi contact contribution. Since
the hydrogen atoms are located very close to the bc plane of Cu2+ ions (closest
distance dH{Cu = 2:422A), the hyperne elds will be predominantly given by the
spins of the four nearest magnetic ions of the nearest-neighboring bc plane, i.e.,
two neighboring Cu spins from one and two neighboring Cu spins from a second
Cu chain shifted by the lattice constant c.
The spin-echo signal of the 1H and 207Pb lines was observed in the temper-
ature range 5{400K. The resonance shifts of the 1H- and 207Pb-NMR lines for
an applied magnetic eld of 2.0 and 4.0T, respectively, are analyzed in Fig. 6.1.
The dierent eld values have been used in order to obtain reasonable frequency
ranges for both nuclei. Due to strong magnetic short-range correlations leading
to a very short spin-spin relaxation time T2 of less than 5s at low tempera-
tures, a wipeout of the 207Pb-NMR signal occurs below 10K. The NMR shift
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Figure 6.1: The 1H- and 207Pb-NMR shifts of PbCuSO4(OH)2 in the temperature
range 5{400K for all three crystallographic directions. While the 1H data have
been determined in an external eld of 2.0T, the 207Pb-NMR shift has been
measured in an applied eld of 4.0T. In the insets, the NMR shifts are plotted
as function of the macroscopic bulk susceptibility, with temperature as implicit
parameter. The lines represent linear ts to the experimental data; for details
see text.
(for detailed introduction see Sec. 3.1.3) is dened as the normalized dierence
between the observed resonance frequency res and the calculated value for the
bare nucleus
K(T ) =
res   L
L
=
res   0H0
0H0
; (6.1)
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with the Larmor frequency L,  being the gyromagnetic ratio of the nucleus.
From Fig. 6.1, a strong increase of the magnitude of the local magnetic eld seen
by both the 1H- and 207Pb nuclei is observed with decreasing temperature, which
arises from the interactions between the probing nuclei and the surrounding elec-
trons. Generally, the NMR shift Ktot(T ) can be divided into two contributions
Ktot(T ) = Kspin +  where Kspin = Aspin emerges via a hyperne coupling to
the electronic spins and  stems from a temperature independent orbital magne-
tization induced at the nucleus site. Here, A is the hyperne coupling constant,
which can either have a positive or negative sign, leading to positive or negative
temperature dependencies of the NMR shift.
To extract the hyperne couplings, the Clogston-Jaccarino plot, i.e., the NMR
shift as a function of the bulk susceptibility of linarite is shown in the insets
of Fig. 6.1 for both nuclei and for the magnetic eld applied along the three
crystallographic directions. Clearly, both physical properties scale with each
other for all cases over the full temperature regime. A linear t to this data
yields highly anisotropic hyperne coupling constants for both 1H nuclei, viz.,
A
H(4)
Hka =  1:2 kOe/B and AH(5)Hka =  2:6 kOe/B, AH(4)Hkb =  0:78 kOe/B, AH(5)Hkb =
 0:81 kOe/B, AH(4)Hkc =  0:8 kOe/B, and AH(5)Hkc = 1:9 kOe/B. The dierent hy-
perne couplings of the two inequivalent H atoms strongly support the notion of
dierent hydrogen bondings to neighboring oxygen sites in linarite as determined
previously (see Tab. 4.1). The assignment of the nuclear probes, indicated by
the superscript of the hyperne couplings, follows the analysis given in Ch. 6.2,
but however is already used at this point. In contrast to these anisotropic values
for the 1H nuclei, the 207Pb hyperne couplings are dominated by a large posi-
tive isotropic contribution, which is complemented by a small anisotropic dipolar
component for the three dierent axes, yielding overall large and positive values
of APbHka = 26:5 kOe/B, A
Pb
Hkb = 17:9 kOe/B, and A
Pb
Hka = 21:3 kOe/B for elds
aligned along a, b, and c, respectively.
After having determined the hyperne couplings for the two dierent nuclei,
the intrinsic spin susceptibility of PbCuSO4(OH)2 can be evaluated via
spin(T ) = [Ktot(T )  ]=A (6.2)
for the three crystallographic directions. Fig. 6.2 depicts these physical properties
plotted as the inverse spin susceptibility  1spin as a function of temperature as
derived from the 207Pb-NMR data. The practically unavoidable simultaneous
excitation of the two inequivalent 1H-NMR lines at high temperatures, due to
close resonance frequencies, prevented an exact determination of the NMR shift
in the high-temperature regime above 200-250K using the 1H nuclei. Therefore,
only 207Pb NMR was conducted in this temperature regime. For a comparison, the
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Figure 6.2: The inverse spin susceptibility of linarite  1spin for the external mag-
netic eld applied along the a, b, and c axis as determined via 207Pb NMR and
ESR. The spin susceptibility as determined via ESR at about 3T was normal-
ized to the high-temperature (300K) value of the static susceptibility. The lines
represent linear ts to a Curie-Weiss law in the high-temperature range from 250
to 400K.
spin susceptibility obtained from the ESR investigations (performed by F. Lipps,
cf. ESR part in Ch. 4) was added to Fig. 6.2 after normalizing these data to the
value of the static susceptibility at 300K. From this gure, it is clearly visible
that the intrinsic spin susceptibility from ESR and NMR scale nicely and are
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practically identical over the whole temperature range for all crystallographic
directions.
With these data, from a t of the inverse susceptibility to an inverse Curie-Weiss
law,  1spin / (T   CW) in the temperature region 250{400K, the Curie-Weiss
temperature CW could be determined for the three directions. Its absolute value
is isotropic within the experimental error bars as expected for a Cu2+ s = 1
2
sys-
tem, yielding CW = 27(2)K. The positive value of the Curie-Weiss temperature
indicates the predominance of a ferromagnetic coupling. Comparing the Curie-
Weiss temperature to the ordering temperature, a ratio CW=TN  10 is extracted
for linarite. This quantity is commonly used to quantify the level of frustration
in a compound since frustration tends to suppress long-range magnetic order. A
ratio of 10 demonstrates that frustration is denitely an important issue that
needs to be considered in this compound [64].
In the Figs. 6.3 and 6.4, the linewidths of the 207Pb- and 1H-NMR spectra,
respectively, are shown as a function of temperature for all three crystallographic
directions a, b, and c. In the insets exemplary 207Pb- and 1H-NMR spectra are
shown in 4.0 and 2.0T, respectively, for three dierent temperatures between 10
and 150K. In the paramagnetic phase, the spin-echo NMR signal has a rather
isotropic Lorentzian lineshape. Since the linewidth at high temperatures is very
small, i.e., about 10-25 kHz for all spectra and for all three crystallographic di-
rections, it can be concluded that the used single crystal (crystal 1 in Tab. 4.2)
is of rather high quality. The crystal quality further could be checked in the neu-
tron scattering experiments, mentioned in Sec. 6.3.2.2, and supports the notion
of a high quality crystal. Note that also for the 1H-NMR spectra for H k b, two
Lorentzian lines have been used to t the data since the two NMR lines do not
perfectly overlap at low temperatures. In Fig. 6.4, however, the average of the
linewidth of both 1H spectra has been plotted for H k b.
Similar to the ESR linewidth shown in Fig. 4.4, the temperature dependence of
the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the NMR spectra is expected to give
access to the dynamics of the magnetic correlations and thus to the dynamical
critical properties in the paramagnetic regime upon approaching TN. The NMR
linewidth is related to the spin-spin relaxation time T2 (cf. Sec. 3.1.4), and thus
probes the transverse component of the two-spin correlation function and the
temporal spin uctuations of the magnetic system near the critical temperature.
Considering a compound with anisotropic magnetic exchange interactions such
as linarite, it can be expected that the NMR linewidth is dominated by spin
uctuations along the magnetic easy axis, with spin uctuations perpendicular
to the easy axis only contributing to the noncritical broadening (see discussion
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Figure 6.3: The 207Pb-NMR linewidth of PbCuSO4(OH)2 as a function of tem-
perature in an external magnetic eld of 4.0T applied along the three crystal-
lographic axes a, b, and c. The lines are guides to the eyes. The insets show
representative 207Pb-NMR spectra for dierent temperatures. The dierent in-
tensities at these temperatures are not to scale; for details see text.
about anisotropy in Sec. 5.1.3.3). Hence, taking into account that the linewidth
probes transverse spin uctuations, the broadening of the NMR line should be
most prominent for magnetic elds perpendicular to this (easy) axis.
For all NMR spectra, a pronounced broadening of the lines has been observed
below 75K for the 207Pb signal and below 50K for the 1H spectra. This
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Figure 6.4: The 1H-NMR linewidth of PbCuSO4(OH)2 as a function of temper-
ature in an external magnetic eld of 2.0T parallel to the three crystallographic
axes a, b, and c. The lines represent guides to the eyes. The insets show rep-
resentative 1H-NMR spectra for 10, 20, and 150K. The intensities at dierent
temperatures are not to scale; for details, see text.
broadening points to short-range correlations developing already at temperatures
T  TN, in accordance with the ESR measurements (cf. Fig. 4.4) and the analysis
of the magnetic entropy given in Sec. 5.2.2. Comparing both the response of
the two dierent nuclei and for the three dierent crystallographic directions,
one can easily see that (i) the broadening of the NMR line is shifted to lower
temperatures but slightly enhanced for the 1H spectra, and (ii) that particularly
for the 2.0T 1H-NMR data, the broadening is more pronounced for the directions
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perpendicular to the Cu chain. The latter is again in perfect agreement with the
results obtained from the temperature dependence of the ESR linewidth and
reects the magnetic anisotropy in our system.
The temperature dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation rate 1=T1 is depicted
in Fig. 6.5 for both 1H and 207Pb nuclei and for the external magnetic eld
parallel to the a, b, and c axes. The spin-lattice relaxation was measured in both
the paramagnetic and in the magnetically ordered state below TN = 2:75K. In
Ch. 5 the transition into the magnetically long-range ordered ground state was
investigated by means of thermodynamic measurement techniques. Here, the
NMR T1 relaxation time gives a rst microscopic proof for the 3D magnetically
ordered state. Due to the very short spin-spin and also spin-lattice relaxation
times of the order of 5 and 20s, respectively, in the temperature range close to
TN, our data are marked by large error bars in this temperature region and an
accurate determination of TN via 1=T1 is dicult. From the overall temperature
dependence of the 1H spin-lattice relaxation rates, TN can be determined to be
2:5(2)K at 2.0T, in agreement with the phase diagram for the three directions
a?, b, and c depicted in Fig. 5.21. It it obvious that the anisotropy of the
transition temperatures cannot be resolved by T1, but which is demonstrated in
the thermodynamic studies.
While the longitudinal nuclear magnetization is well described by the standard
expression of a nuclear spin I = 1
2
with a single T1 component for
207Pb and for all
eld directions, for 1H, an additional second T1 component with a very short spin-
lattice relaxation time of the order of 10s needs to be taken into account for
the whole temperature range for H k b. Since such a short spin-lattice relaxation
time is far too small to be determined quantitatively considering the dead time of
the spectrometer, a saturation recovery sequence with an echo subsequence at the
end for the determination of the spin-lattice relaxation time for H k b was used.
Details on this particular sequence can be found in Sec. 3.1.5.4. In this way, the
short T1 component was revealed by a small nonzero magnetization component
for 1 ! 0 and could be neglected in the following analysis of the second, larger
T1 component. Although it cannot be ruled out completely that the short T1
component arises from either impurities in the sample or from a 1H-background
signal from, e.g., teon outside the coil, both its qualitatively similar temperature
dependence compared to the long component as well as its complete absence for
the other two directions strongly hint toward an intrinsic feature. However, the
origin of this very fast-relaxing component for H k b is not clear up to now and
needs further investigation. Thus, the following discussion solely concentrates on
the longer T1 component.
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Figure 6.5: The spin-lattice relaxation rate 1=T1 of PbCuSO4(OH)2 as function
of temperature determined in an external eld of 2.0 and 4.0T for 1H and 207Pb,
respectively. While the 207Pb-NMR signal was wiped out at low temperatures
due to very short spin-spin and spin-lattice relaxation rates, the 1H-NMR signal
could be observed in the whole temperature regime. Note that the average 1=T1
value has been extracted for H k b due to overlapping 1H-NMR lines. The lines
are guides to the eye.
Overall, as temperature is lowered, for both nuclei one nds a strong increase
in 1=T1(T ). In the case of the
1H a sharp peak at TN  2:5(2)K was measured,
while it was wiped out, viz., not measurable due to the lack of signal in the case
207Pb. Below TN for
1H nuclei the spin-lattice relaxation rate decreases again as
shown for all three principal directions (Fig. 6.5). This sharp peak is indicative
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of strong spin uctuations and thus a transition into the 3D ordered state. It is
worth to mention that contrary to the Knight shift, which is associated with the
static susceptibility at momentum q = 0, the spin-lattice relaxation rate 1=T1
is related to the q-dependent dynamic spin structure factor, which is related to
the imaginary part of the dynamic susceptibility 00. Thus, the divergence of the
relaxation rate 1=T1 due to the strong spin uctuations at the transition at 2.5K
makes a further comparison to any low-dimensional (1D, 2D) models at q = 0 in
the paramagnetic regime dicult, as it masks the quasi-1D behavior of linarite
at low temperatures even above TN. However, it is crucial to emphasize that the
1H-NMR investigations in the 3D ordered state have revealed an abrupt splitting
into a multipeak pattern, which is consistent with a nontrivial antiferromagnetic
alignment of the Cu spins below TN and will be further analyzed in detail in
Ch. 6.3. Correspondingly, the 1=T1 data below TN, shown in Fig. 6.5 as closed
circles, reect the average value of 1=T1 for all lines with a small distribution
of values denoted by error bars. The total values of 1=T1 are much smaller as
compared to the paramagnetic state close to the phase transition, implying a
strong decrease of the spin uctuations below TN.
6.2 Angular dependent NMR in the paramag-
netic state
6.2.1 Experimental details
1H-NMR angular dependent NMR investigations were performed in an external
eld of 2.0T and for temperatures 6{250K using a home-made single-axis go-
niometer in order to rotate the sample with respect to the external magnetic
eld. The measurements cover a total angular range of 225 with an increment of
' = 9. As for the angular dependent susceptibility measurements presented in
Sec. 5.1.2.2, also for this investigation the sample was rotated around the b and
the c axis, respectively. The NMR spectra were collected using a =2   Hahn
spin-echo pulse sequence. In the case of a certain sample orientation in which the
resonance lines are very close to each other or start to overlap, a frequency scan
over the regarded frequency range was performed and the resonance frequencies
were determined by a mathematical t of the spectrum using two Lorentzian
lines. To suppress additional parasitic 1H signals, stemming from the experimen-
tal set-up close to the resonance circuit, materials without any hydrogen content
were used if possible. For the measurements the probe was wrapped in teon
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foil and glued into a sapphire (Al2O3) bed which allows an easy wrapping of the
high-frequency coil around the sample. The usual length of an excitation pulse
(=2 pulse) was of the order of 7s, with a repetition time of 100{400ms to avoid
local heating of the sample. For the calibration of the external eld the 1H-NMR
line of water was used.
6.2.2 Results
As a reminder, in linarite two crystallographically inequivalent 1H atoms are
present, both sitting at low-symmetric positions with respect to the magnetic
spins located on the Cu2+ ions (see Tab. 4.1). Consequently, two dierent 1H-
NMR lines are to be expected for the experiment in the paramagnetic regime.
The angle ' between the sample axis and the unit vector along the eld direction
h is dened by the following relation
ha?c = (sin'; 0; cos')
T ; (6.3)
ha?b = (sin';   cos'; 0)T ; (6.4)
with ha?c for a rotation around the b axis and ha?b around the c axis. As an
example, Fig. 6.6 shows the angular dependent NMR shift of the two hydrogen
lines H(4) and H(5) in linarite at T = 100 and 40K. For the assignment of
the resonance lines to their corresponding H sites a modeling of the angular
dependent NMR shift data has been performed, taking into account the sum
of all dipolar contributions from Cu electrons as well as the transferred Fermi-
contact and chemical-shift contributions (see Sec. 6.2.3). Then, at 100K, for
the rotation around the b axis, one curve (H(5), black open square) has a large
amplitude, which is equivalent to a large change of the total hyperne coupling as
function of the orientation. The maximum is located close to the c axis and the
minimum 90 afterwards, i.e., close to a?. The whole curve has a small negative
oset. The other site (H(4), black lled square) possesses a smaller amplitude of
approximately half the size of the rst site. Here, the maximum and the minimum
positions are shifted by 45 with respect to site H(5). The oset, however, is
similar to site H(5).
For the rotation around the c axis, site H(5) (red open circle) again exhibits
a large amplitude of the NMR shift as function of the orientation, while site
H(4) (red lled circle) shows fairly any changes over the whole angular range.
An assignment of the resonance frequencies for angles ' between 160 and 205
was not possible for this geometry, since both lines and the 1H background from
the sample probe overlap in this region. A t to the data, however, yields a
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Figure 6.6: Angular dependent 1K shift for the hydrogen sites H(4) and H(5)
at the temperatures 100 and 40K in an external magnetic eld of 2.0T. The
lled symbols describe the behavior of H(4), while the open symbols depict the
behavior of H(5). The solid lines show the result of the modeling of the NMR
shift in the paramagnetic regime; for details see text.
maximum for the  b direction, and a minimum for a? for H(5). For the second
site H(4), the minimum was found slightly shifted with respect to  b, which is
unexpected, since for the rotation around the c axis the extrema have to appear
along the a? and the b axis due to the crystal structure (according to the same
argument as given for the susceptibility in Sec. 5.1.2.2). It seems as if this site
is very sensitive to a possible misalignment. This issue will be further discussed
in Sec. 6.2.3. Both curves are shifted to negative values, which again indicates a
negative (transferred) Fermi-contact interaction.
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Figure 6.7: Clogston-Jaccarino plot for the rotation around the b axis at ' = 45.
For this special angle the hydrogen site H(4) (black square) shows a small positive
hyperne coupling, while H(5) (red circle) possesses a large negative coupling. As
an example, in the inset an assessment of the error in determining  for H(5) is
illustrated; for details see text.
The qualitative behavior of the angular dependencies of the NMR shifts is
the same for all temperatures in the paramagnetic regime. The extrema of the
periodic functions stay at their positions, except for site H(4) for the rotation
around c. Here, the minimum starts to linearly shift to higher angles below 40K,
which is probably due to a small misalignment of the crystallographic a?b plane.
From the combination of the angular dependent macroscopic susceptibility and
the NMR shift one can obtain the following information: (i) the intrinsic spin
susceptibility spin, (ii) the hyperne coupling A (as the sum of the dipolar and
Fermi-contact contributions) and (iii) the chemical shift . These quantities are
necessary for a modeling of the NMR data in order to obtain a microscopic picture
of the ground state of linarite. The most convenient way to extract the three
quantities is to separate the NMR shift at a certain temperature and at a certain
sample orientation into two parts Ktot(T ) = Kspin(T ) +  (see Sec. 6.1.2). From
Fig. 6.2 it is already known that the spin susceptibility is almost identical to the
macroscopic susceptibility for the three directions H k a, b, and c. Nevertheless it
is necessary to check if spin can be accurately extracted by increasing the number
of the considered data points, viz., the statistics of the experimental input for the
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Figure 6.8: Angular dependence of the temperature independent chemical shift
 for a rotation of the sample around the b and the c axis (upper and lower
panel, respectively). The black and red squares show the data extracted from the
Clogston-Jaccarino plots for both sites H(4) and H(5), respectively. The solid
lines represent the results of the microscopic modeling of the NMR data in the
paramagnetic regime. The latter emerges as a much better approach to determine
the chemical shift yielding an error which is two orders of magnitude smaller than
the former approach; for details see text.
analysis.
As an example, in Fig. 6.7 the Clogston-Jaccarino plot for a rotation around
b and an angle of ' = 45 is depicted. In this special case, the site H(4) has a
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Figure 6.9: Angular dependence of the spin susceptibility  of PbCuSO4(OH)2
measured at T = 40K. The black data points represent a rotation of the sample
around the b axis, the red data point a rotation around c. The solid lines are ts
to the data according to Eqs. 5.2 and 5.4.
small positive hyperne coupling, while H(5) has a large negative one. Both lines
show similar small orbital contributions of the order of    60 ppm. A maximal
error of  in the Clogston-Jaccarino plot was estimated as the dierence of the
NMR shift at the temperature of lowest susceptibility and the extracted value at
the intercept with the shift axis (see inset of Fig. 6.7). Within this resolution of
our experiment no substantial or mathematically describable angular dependence
of the chemical shift can be extracted as shown in Fig. 6.8. Instead, it is only
possible to obtain limits of the chemical shift, i.e.,  0:1%    0:1%. However,
compared to the total NMR shift, the temperature independent chemical shift
gives a rather small contribution for linarite and thus only needs to be considered
in the high temperature regime far above the magnetic ordering for our compound.
Next, one can calculate the spin susceptibility
spin(T; ') = [Ktot(T; ')  (')] =A(') (6.5)
for the dierent angles ' and temperatures used in the experiment. The resulting
spin susceptibility tensor for discrete temperatures follows using Eqs. 5.2 and 5.4,
analog to the macroscopic susceptibility. Here, the actual value is given by the
mean value of both nuclei, while the error is determined by its standard deviation.
As an example, in Fig. 6.9 the results are depicted for T = 40K. Note, that the
data points represent the mean value of the spin susceptibilities of H(4) and
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H(5), while the solid lines are ts to the experimental data in order to extract
the elements of the spin susceptibility tensor, which are noted in Tab. A.2 in
the appendix. At certain angles ' large error bars occur due to a very limited
number of data points in the Clogston-Jaccarino plot due to an overlap of the
NMR signals with the 1H background from the sample probe. In these cases,
the resonance frequencies cannot be assigned in an accurate way. Comparing
Figs. 5.4 and 6.9, it is clear that the intrinsic spin susceptibility is equal to its
macroscopic counterpart within the experimental error bars. Thus, for further
analysis the macroscopic susceptibility will be used.
6.2.3 Model for the NMR shift in the paramagnetic regime
In order to disentangle the dipolar (Adip) and Fermi-contact (Aiso) hyperne cou-
pling constants as well as to more accurately determine the chemical shift contri-
bution, a tting of the angular dependent NMR data has been undertaken for all
measured temperatures. The NMR shift as a function of the sample orientation
can be written as
K(T; ') =
res(')  0H
0H
; (6.6)
where  represents the gyromagnetic ratio of the nucleus and 0H the magnitude
of the external magnetic eld. The experimentally observed resonance frequency
res = 0He is determined by an eective eld He seen by each individual
nucleus
He = jHej =
H0 +X
i=1
Hi
 ; (6.7)
with Hi as the sum of dierent intrinsic contributions to the local magnetic eld.
In the case of a system without static orbital momentum L, such as linarite, three
dierent contributions to He can occur and will be taken into account in the
following analysis. The exact physical derivation and mathematical description
of each contribution is given in Sec. 3.1.3, in the following only the nal equations
and necessary extensions of them for the case of linarite will be listed.
(i) The dipolar contribution: The resulting dipolar magnetic eld, Hdip, at a
certain nucleus from the surrounding magnetic ions can be written as
Hdip =
1
4
X
j
3rj(j  rj)  j(r  r)
r5j
(6.8)
=
X
j
Aj;dip  j: (6.9)
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The hyperne tensor Aj;dip of a certain magnetic moment j depends on the
symmetry of the crystal and can be calculated numerically based on the crystal
structure.
In order to take into account a possible spin transfer to the ligand sites, Eq. 6.9
needs to be modied by an additional dipolar hyperne interaction stemming
from the ligands, i.e., the oxygen atoms in linarite. In PbCuSO4(OH)2 there are
12 O atoms per unit cell (twice the elemental formula). The electronegative atoms
close to the magnetic Cu are O(4) and O(5) (see Tab. 4.1) and can therefore be
considered for a possible spin transfer. In the following, the rst atom in the
superscript of a general hyperne tensor denotes the origin of the dipolar eld,
while the latter atom denotes the NMR probe. For linarite, the resulting dipolar
magnetic eld is given by
Hdip =
X
j
n  ACu,H(#)j;dip  j
+
X
j

(1  n)
2


A
O(4),H(#)
j;dip + A
O(5),H(#)
j;dip

 j:
(6.10)
Here, n describes the ratio of the magnetic moment at the Cu sites to the one
at the ligand sites. This dipolar magnetic contribution is highly anisotropic in
nature. Further, the resulting local magnetic eld can be expected to be temper-
ature dependent for linarite, since it follows the magnetization of the individual
moments.
(ii) The Fermi contact interaction: The Fermi-contact contribution can be ex-
pressed as
HFC =
2
3
e
X
j
Si j	j(0)j2 ; (6.11)
=
X
j
Aj;iso  j; (6.12)
with the spin density j	j(0)j2 of a certain electronic moment at the nuclear site
and
P
j Aj;iso = Aiso as the Fermi-contact coupling constant. Although Aiso is
isotropic in nature, the resulting local magnetic eld can have an anisotropic
character due to its connection to the magnetization of the sample.
In the case of our measurements on linarite, i.e., if the probing nucleus is not
equal to the magnetic ion, it is still possible to obtain a transferred Fermi-contact
contribution. This contribution arises from the presence of electron spin den-
sity at the H nucleus, as transferred from the electronic orbitals of neighboring
paramagnetic species via spin polarization.
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(iii) The chemical-shift contribution: The third magnetic contribution to the
NMR shift is the chemical shift , described by
He = (1 + ) H0 = H0 +H: (6.13)
The parameter  is independent of H0 and its sign depends on the actual envi-
ronment of the respective orbitals.
For PbCuSO4(OH)2 (or more general: for insulating magnetic compounds)
the dipolar and Fermi-contact contribution are typically of the same order of
magnitude, whereas the resulting local magnetic eld due to the chemical shift is
one to two orders of magnitude smaller in the case of appreciable moments. In
the paramagnetic regime the dipolar and Fermi-contact contributions simplify,
since all magnetic moments j have the same magnitude and are parallel to the
external magnetic eld H0, viz., j = , and thus
P
j A
Cu,H(#)
j;dip = A
Cu,H(#)
dip holds.
Then, the magnetic moment in the paramagnetic state at a given temperature
and sample orientation can be calculated by
 =
HT0   H0
jH0j2
 h; (6.14)
where h = H0jH0j gives the unit vector along the eld direction. Following Eg. 6.6
the NMR shift is equal to
K =
jHej   jH0j
jH0j =
He  H0
H0
: (6.15)
In order to calculate the angular dependent NMR shift it is convenient to express
the orientation of h in spherical coordinates. The coordinate system used in this
thesis (and also in Ref. [231]) for the analysis of the susceptibility and NMR data
is the same. To remember the denition of the vectors describing the principal
axes is given by: a? = (1; 0; 0)T , b = (0; 1; 0)T , c = (0; 0; 1)T . In this notation
the crystallographic a direction corresponds to the vector a = (sin ; 0; cos )T =
(0:976; 0;  0:219)T , with the monoclinic angle  = 102:65.
To obtain the vector representation for a certain experimental magnetic eld
conguration as a function of the angle ', a mathematical description
h(') = Rn^(')  p (6.16)
is convenient, and also allows an assessment of a possible sample misorientation.
Rn^ represents the matrix for a rotation of an initial eld vector p around a given
vector n^. Note that in the experiment the sample direction was changed, while
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the external magnetic eld was xed, like indicated here in the mathematical
description. The axis of rotation can be written in spherical coordinates with the
azimuthal angle  and polar angle  as
n^ =
0@sin   cos sin   sin 
cos 
1A ; (6.17)
therefore the corresponding rotation matrix can be calculated by
Rn^ =
 
n21 (1  cos') + cos' n1n2 (1  cos')  n3 sin' n1n3 (1  cos') + n2 sin'
n2n1 (1  cos') + n3 sin' n22 (1  cos') + cos' n2n3 (1  cos')  n1 sin'
n3n1 (1  cos')  n2 sin' n3n2 (1  cos') + n1 sin' n23 (1  cos') + cos'
!
(6.18)
with the vector components n1, n2, and n3 of n^ and the rotation angle '. The
initial eld orientation can also be parameterized in spherical coordinates using
the angles  and 
p =
0@sin   cos sin   sin 
cos 
1A : (6.19)
In the experiments shown in the Figs. 5.4 and 6.6 a rotation of the sample was
carried out around both the b and the c axis. The corresponding parameters for
the rotation around b are  = 90,  = 90,  = 0,  = 90;
n^ =
0@01
0
1A ; Rn^ =
0@ cos' 0 sin'0 1 0
  sin' 0 cos'
1A ;p =
0@00
1
1A) ha?c =
0@sin'0
cos'
1A ; (6.20)
and thus for the rotation around the c axis:  = 0,  = 90,  =  90,  = 90;
n^ =
0@00
1
1A ; Rn^ =
0@cos'   sin' 0sin' cos' 0
0 0 1
1A ;p =
0@ 0 1
0
1A) ha?b =
0@ sin'  cos'
0
1A ;
(6.21)
respectively.
The vector representation for ha?c and ha?b is equal to the empirically used
Eq. 6.3, but has the great advantage, that a possible misalignment of the sample
dened by a given error range in the angles , , , and  may be considered
in the tting routine for the description of the angular dependent NMR data
in the paramagnetic regime. In this study Adip and Aiso are given in the units
molOe/emu, whereas  is given in units ppm.
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Modeling of the data on linarite
In Sec. 6.1.2 and 6.2.2 the overall hyperne coupling A (consisting of a dipolar
and a Fermi-contact contribution) for certain directions as well as the spin sus-
ceptibility spin '  and a range for the chemical shift  have been determined.
Now, however to describe the angular dependent NMR shift, the complete A
tensor needs to be considered and the dierent contributions to it need to be
disentangled. Consequently, the experimentally known macroscopic susceptibil-
ity (see Tab. A.1), the above extracted range of the chemical shift tensor but
also the analytically computable dipolar hyperne tensors (see below) for both
hydrogen positions H(4) and H(5) are used as input parameters to describe the
experimental NMR shift.
The dipolar hyperne tensors were calculated using the crystallographic posi-
tions of the copper and hydrogen atoms determined at room temperature (listed
in Tab. 4.1). Sometimes it is necessary to convert a vector or atomic position given
in fractional coordinates abc into cartesian coordinates. For the a?bc cartesian
coordinate system used in this thesis the corresponding transformation matrices
are
T =
0@a  sin  0 00 b 0
a  cos  0 c
1A ; T 1 =
0@1=(a  sin ) 0 00 1=b 0
 1=c  cot  0 1=c
1A ; (6.22)
with T for the transformation from fractional to cartesian coordinates (abc !
a?bc) and its inverse T 1 for the transformation from cartesian to fractional
coordinates (a?bc ! abc). The transformation for a general vector v follows
from
v0 = T  v: (6.23)
With Eq. 6.9 for the dipolar hyperne coupling one arrives at a tensor possessing
the symmetry
Adip =
0@Aa?a? 0 Aa?c0 Abb 0
Aa?c 0 Acc
1A ; (6.24)
in agreement with Neumann's Principle for the crystal class 2=m (see Sec. 3.1.3.5;
cf. also  tensor in Sec. 5.1.2.2). The program code of the python program to
perform the calculation is listed in Appx. B. For the calculation of Adip a sphere
with radius r including
N = z  Vsphere
Vunit
=
4
3
 z  r
3
a  b  c  sin  (6.25)
magnetic moments, located at either the Cu, O(4) or O(5) sites, surrounding the
hydrogen was taken into account. Here, Vsphere and Vunit are the volumes of the
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Figure 6.10: The relative dierence of the calculated dipolar hyperne coupling
Adip=Adip(1) as a function of the sphere radius r. Here, as an example the
coupling between the Cu ions and the hydrogens atom H(5) is shown. The com-
ponents of Adip converge for r & 50A.
sphere and the unit cell, respectively. z denotes the number of magnetic sites per
unit cell (either on the Cu or O ions), a, b, and c are the lattice constants of linarite
with the monoclinic angle . The radius r was set to 80A after the convergence of
the components A;dip of the summed hyperne tensor Adip =
P
j Aj;dip. As an
example, the convergence was proven for the tensor components of the magnetic
coupling between the Cu ions and the nucleus H(5), e.g., A
Cu,H(5)
dip , in Fig. 6.10.
The relative dierence of the calculated dipolar hyperne coupling
Adip
Adip(1) =
Adip(r)  Adip(1)
Adip(1) (6.26)
was calculated with A(1) = A(500A), that is over 4  106 magnetic sites, and
converges already for50A, viz., for4000 sites. The resulting dipolar hyperne-
tensor elements for the couplings between Cu/O and H(4) and H(5) are summa-
rized in Tab. 6.1.
The Fermi-contact term cannot be extracted in a direct way from our experi-
ment and is thus treated as a tting parameter. In principle it is accessible by
electronic structure calculations [232, 233], however, such results are presently
not available for linarite. Furthermore, the exact value of  within the experi-
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Table 6.1: Calculated dipolar hyperne tensor elements A (in units
molOe/emu) for the two hydrogen positions H(4) and H(5), taking into account
electronic spin densities at the Cu, O(4) and O(5) sites. The o-diagonal elements
are symmetric: A = A; for details see text.
Axx Ayy Azz Axz Axy Azy
A
Cu,H(4)
dip -0.144 0.029 0.115 0.176 0 0
A
O(4),H(4)
dip 3.169 -1.742 -1.428 1.274 0 0
A
O(5),H(4)
dip -0.138 0.169 -0.031 -0.021 0 0
A
O,H(4)
dip 3.031 -1.573 -1.459 1.253 0 0
A
Cu,H(5)
dip -0.356 0.021 0.335 0.088 0 0
A
O(4),H(5)
dip -0.297 -0.144 0.440 -0.454 0 0
A
O(5),H(5)
dip -1.191 -1.589 2.779 -1.625 0 0
A
O,H(5)
dip -1.488 -1.733 3.239 -2.079 0 0
mental error bars, and a possible spin transfer to the oxygen sites O(4) and O(5)
(see below) are additional t parameters used in the modeling of the NMR data
in the paramagnetic regime.
While carrying out the following modeling it turned out that a small misori-
entation of the sample needs to be considered for the measurements with the
rotation around the c axis. In this case the curve with the small amplitude (see
H(4), Fig. 6.6), is very sensitive with respect to the sample orientation. This fact
immediately becomes clear by comparing the magnitude of the tensor elements
Axx and Ayy with Azz and Axz, the latter only having an inuence on K in the
case of a misorientation. It turns out that Azz and Axz are not negligible to
describe the angular dependent Knight shift, which is taken into account in the
modeling by varying the previously introduced angles , , , and  in the range
5. Note, that due to a misalignment of the sample the period of K(') and
(') can change from 180 to 360.
In Fig. 6.6, as an example, the results of the modeling are shown for the angular
dependent NMR shift at 100K and 40K. In the model a possible misalignment
of the sample of 5, as well as a nite spin transfer from the Cu to the O(4)
and O(5) sites have been included. This way, the applied model describes the
experimental data very well for all measured temperatures. Only for a rotation
around the c axis the model slightly deviates from the data for H(4). In this case,
however, it could be shown that the curve with the smallest shift, i.e., the curve
for H(4) for a rotation around c, is very sensitive to a possible misorientation.
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Figure 6.11: The extracted contributions to the angular dependent Knight shift
1K of PbCuSO4(OH)2 for a rotation of the sample around the b axis at a tem-
perature of 100K probed by the hydrogen site H(5).
In Fig. 6.11 all dierent contributions to the total Knight shift 1K are shown for
a rotation of the sample around the b axis at a temperature of 100K probed by the
hydrogen site H(5). The main contribution stems from the Cu spins, followed by
the one from the spins situated at the oxygens. This overall dipolar contribution
alone cannot describe the NMR data but need to be shifted to negative values
of 1K. The Fermi contact interaction yields this negative oset of the order of
 0:1%. The chemical shift results in a tiny negative oset only. In the following
the extracted parameters will be discussed in more detail.
The resulting t parameters as a function of temperature are shown in Fig. 6.12.
Over the whole temperature range the Cu spin density n = 0:89(1) as well
as both Fermi-contact contributions AH4iso =  0:159(10)molOe/emu and AH5iso =
 0:156(10)molOe/emu remain constant within the error bars. For both hydro-
gens the Fermi-contact contributions are similar and of the order of the eective
dipolar hyperne interactions. Interestingly, 89% of the magnetic moments
are situated on the Cu sites, whereas the remaining 11% are placed on the
oxygens O(4) and O(5). A similar behavior has already been reported in other
low-dimensional spin-chain systems like La14 xCaxCu24O41 [234], La0:8Sr0:2MnO3
[235], [CuPM(NO3)2(H2O)2]n [236], Ca2Y2Cu5O10 [237], Li2CuO2 [238, 239], and
Ca3CoO6 [233]. In those systems the magnetic ions are surrounded by highly elec-
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Figure 6.12: Spin density n at the Cu sites and the Fermi-contact constants for
both hydrogen sites, AH4iso and A
H5
iso , as a function of temperature as extracted from
the modeling in the paramagnetic regime for linarite; for details see text.
tronegative ligand orbitals, e.g., oxygen or nitrogen, and a similar nite, trans-
ferred spin density in the range of 3{22% of the initial magnetic moment has
been found at the ligand positions.
In the analysis, the chemical shift tensor was only used as a t parameter for
the high temperature regime T > 80K, since in this region  gives a noteworthy
contribution to the NMR shift. For lower temperatures, the extracted values of
the  tensor have been used as a xed, given value. The resulting chemical shift
tensors from the modeling above 80K for H(4) and H(5) (in units ppm and in
the a?bc coordinate system) are given by
H4 =
0@ 14:8(30:1) 0  74:6(13:5)0 435(37) 0
 74:6(13:5) 0  284(30)
1A ; (6.27)
H5 =
0@  117(26) 0  28:7(18:9)0 384(34) 0
 28:7(18:9) 0  82:7(27:2)
1A ; (6.28)
and are illustrated in Fig. 6.8 together with the data and error bars from the
Clogston-Jaccarino-plot analysis. The periodic functions have a magnitude of
about 500 ppm, which perfectly lies within the limits of the in Sec. 6.2.2 deter-
mined error bars, and thus underlines the consistent choice of the data taken into
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Figure 6.13: 1H-NMR shift for sites H(4) and H(5) as a function of temperature
in the paramagnetic state of linarite for H k a, b, and c. The solid circles/squares
correspond to the experimental data, whereas the dotted lines represent the re-
sults from the modeling in the paramagnetic regime; for details see text.
account for the tting procedure.
Finally, in Fig. 6.13 the results of the modeling of the NMR shift are compared
to the temperature dependence of the experimental NMR shift for the three
discrete crystallographic directions H k a, b, and c. The results nicely follow the
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experimental data for H k a and c, only for H k b small deviations occur for
temperatures T < 50K. The latter could be due to the fact that close to the b
direction a direct observation of the accurate NMR line position was not possible
due to the superposition of the 1H background from the sample probe, leading to
a lower accuracy of the t in this region. However, it cannot be ruled out that also
intrinsic magnetic properties of unknown nature along the chain direction, which
have not been included in the modeling, result in small discrepancies. Here, an
additional magnetic contribution observed in NMR T1-measurements for H k b
(see Sec. 6.1.2) should be mentioned, which, however, is not claried up to date.
6.3 NMR investigations in the magnetic regions
of the phase diagram of linarite
6.3.1 Experimental details
In the magnetic ordered regions for T < 2:8K 1H-NMR investigations were per-
formed using a phase-coherent Tecmag spectrometer in combination with a He-
ow cryostat. Temperatures below 4.2K were achieved by pumping on the helium
bath. In the magnetic ground state, i.e., at 1.7K and 2.0T external magnetic
eld, frequency scans were accomplished for H k a, b, and c. The total scan width
is of the order of 30MHz for H k a and c, while for H k b 10MHz was chosen
with an overall increment of  = 100 kHz. For H k b and c the increment size
 was reduced to 20 kHz at the peak positions in order to investigate the NMR
spectra in more detail. The summation over all frequency scans for each direction
yields the NMR spectra, which have been corrected by the spin-spin relaxation
time T2 exclusively for phase I. Additional frequency scans were conducted for
H k b and c at 1.7K (lowest temperature available with the used setup) and
various external magnetic elds in the range of 1.5 to 8T in order to obtain the
shift of the resonance lines in the dierent phases, viz., phase III, IV, and V, of
the phase diagram of linarite. In the case of region V the choice of the (xed)
temperature had to be adjusted for each magnetic eld according to the shape of
the phase diagram.
All NMR spectra were collected using a =2       Hahn spin-echo pulse
sequence. The usual length of an excitation pulse was of the order of 7s, with
a repetition time of 100{400ms to avoid local heating of the sample. For the
calibration of the external eld the 1H-NMR line of water and the 2D-NMR
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(2 = 6:5359MHz/T) line of deuterated water were used for low and high elds,
respectively. The spin-lattice relaxation time T1 was measured using an inversion-
recovery pulse sequence (  1 =2    ) with variable delay 1 and a Hahn
spin-echo detection sequence at the end. To measure the spin-spin relaxation
time T2 a Hahn spin-echo sequence (=2  1   ) with variable 1 was applied.
6.3.2 NMR in phase I
6.3.2.1 Experimental results
The phase boundaries of phase I could be accurately mapped out in the ther-
modynamic chapter. Phase I extends below 2.8K up to an external magnetic
eld of 2.5T. From the theoretical point of view, keeping in mind a determined
frustration ratio   0:36, a spin spiral ground state is expected to occur in
phase I of linarite. In Sec. 6.1.2 already resonance lines in the magnetic ground
state for a few temperatures were reported, pointing towards a non-trivial spin
arrangement. This notion will be proven in this section by NMR in comparison
with elastic neutron scattering measurements.
1H-NMR investigations were performed in the magnetic ground state of linar-
ite at T = 1.7K and for magnetic elds 0H = 2.0T parallel to the three main
crystallographic directions a, b, and c, with the experimental data depicted in
Fig. 6.14. For H k a and c eight discrete NMR lines have been observed, while
six lines are visible for H k b. For this direction it is likely that a superposi-
tion of several resonance lines occurs, since the number of NMR lines are given
by the combination of the number of inequivalent NMR sites and the symme-
try of the magnetic structure in the ordered state, yielding a certain quantity of
NMR lines that is valid for all directions. The magnetic peaks are consecutively
numbered, while additional extrinsic background signals, stemming from 1H and
17F nuclei nearby the resonance circuit, are indicated by arrows. In some cases,
i.e., for peak 3 for H k a and for peak 5 for H k b, the background overlaps
with the intrinsic magnetic signal from the sample, thus articially enhancing
the peak intensities at these positions. Anyhow, a normalization of the peak in-
tensities by the spin-spin relaxation time T2 measured at the peak positions in
the case of PbCuSO4(OH)2 is very dicult since T2 is of the order of 10s at
low temperatures (see Tab. 6.2) and thus of the order of the dead time of the
NMR spectrometer. The resulting uncertainty in T2 may aect the correct rep-
resentation of the peak intensities in each spectrum. However, a general trend of
decreasing intensities of the resonance lines towards the borders of each spectrum
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Figure 6.14: 1H-NMR spectra in the magnetic ground state of linarite at T =
1:7K and for 0H = 2 T k a, b, and c. For H k a the small 19F background
overlaps with the magnetic peak at    L   5:0MHz, while for H k b such an
overlap is present for the broad 1H background around zero shift. All spectra are
corrected by the spin-spin relaxation time; for details see text.
can be recognized. The largest internal magnetic elds are present along the c
direction, while the smallest magnetic hyperne elds are detected along the b
direction.
The number of NMR lines in the ordered state in linarite is equal to the num-
ber of magnetically inequivalent hydrogen probes times the quantity of dierent
local elds at each probe. In that sense a \magnetic probe" is an ensemble of
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Table 6.2: Spin-spin relaxation time T2 [in units s] at T = 1:7K and 0H =
2:0T of PbCuSO4(OH)2 for the sample orientations H k a, b, and c, respectively.
The experimental errors result from the mathematical analysis of the measured
NMR intensities/signals only, whereas systematic errors of the experiment are
not included (e.g. the small spinspin relaxation times are of the order of the dead
time of the spectrometer and can aect the correct intensities of each spectrum)
eld peak 1 peak 2 peak 3 peak 4 peak 5 peak 6 peak 7 peak 8
H k a 17.8(4) 16.1(6) 22.8(5) 23.3(6) 24.2(6) 11.0(4) 13.6(3) 16.9(3)
H k b 24.1(5) 15.2(5) 18.1(2) 23.4(6) 21.5(6) 18.7(7) { {
H k c 11.7(3) 11.9(3) 20.0(2) 21.2(2) 22.5(4) 20.3(3) 10.0(2) 9.2(6)
probes propagating along the propagation direction of the magnetic structure,
starting from a certain hydrogen site. If in linarite for example site H(4) and
its crystallographic equivalent H'(4) = (0.1333, 0.75, 0.3834) observe in the end
dierent local magnetic elds while propagating along the b direction, they need
to be classied as inequivalent with respect to the symmetry of the magneti-
cally ordered state. For clarication, in Fig. 6.15 the ensemble of sites belonging
to hydrogen site H(5) is colored in orange and followed along the b direction.
If the same ensemble shifted along the a or c direction experiences the equiva-
lent local magnetic eld distribution compared to its initial position, the initial
ensemble alone is able to describe the local magnetic properties of the given
probe. In linarite, in particular, four magnetically inequivalent 1H probes, H(4)
and H(5) and their crystallographic equivalents H'(4) = (0.1333, 0.75, 0.3834) and
H'(5) = (0.9414, 0.75, 0.5463), need to be considered in any magnetically ordered
state which is more complex than an ordinary antiferromagnetic ordering. The
microscopic reason is that along the b direction the distance between the nearest
Cu-ions is dCu{Cu = b=2 but the distance between the nearest (crystallographic
equivalent) hydrogens is dH{H = b, thus only every second magnetic ion is probed
by the hydrogens, whereas along the a and the c direction the atomic distance
between neighboring Cu and H atoms is the same. Note, that this structural
peculiarity of the compound also results in a reduced number of local magnetic
elds for a magnetic structure propagating along the b direction as compared to
the same structure propagating along a or c axis. In particular, for a spin spiral
state of linarite the number of resonance lines for a certain inequivalent 1H site
is given by
nb = lcm(2; 2=kb)=2   (1  [2=kb mod 2])  lcm(2; 2=kb)=2  1
2
; (6.29)
na;c = lcm(1; 1=ka;c); (6.30)
for a magnetic propagation along b (described by kb), and a or c (described
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Figure 6.15: Crystallographic structure of linarite to illustrate the denition of
a magnetically probe which is fundamental for the theoretical modeling of the
NMR spectra (the Pb atoms, the SO4 tetrahedra, and selected building blocks of
the spin chain are omitted for clarity). The individual sites of the magnetically
probe H(5) = (0.0586, 0.25, 0.4537) are colored in orange and propagate along the
the b direction.
by ka;c), respectively. Here, lcm stands for least common multiple, mod for the
modulo operator and  for the Dirac delta function. The latter is required to
reduce the number of calculated local elds due to equivalent spin congurations.
Mandatory for all possible magnetic structures is the appearance of the same
number of NMR lines for all directions (viz. eight lines according to Fig. 6.14),
which means that for H k b two lines are overlapping with the rest of the spec-
trum. The pitch angles in radian along the crystallographic directions are given
by
' =
0@ 2  ka2  kb=2
2  kc
1A : (6.31)
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Table 6.3: Number of resonance lines for dierent commensurate spin spiral
structures expected in PbCuSO4(OH)2 with kb propagating along the b direction
as compared to the same structure along a or c described by ka;c, respectively.
Additionally, ""## represents a \up-up-down-down" spin arrangement. The total
number of resonance lines is given by the product of the number of resonance
lines per \magnetic probe" and the number of inequivalent \magnetic probes";
for details see text.
pitch ineq. \mag. lines per total lines per total
angle probes" kb \mag. probe" lines ka;c \mag. probe" lines
360 2 2/1 1 2 1/1 1 2
180 2 2/2 1 2 1/2 2 4
120 4 2/3 2 8 1/3 3 12
90 4 2/4 2 8 1/4 4 16
72 4 2/5 3 12 1/5 5 20
60 4 2/6 3 12 1/6 6 24
51:4 4 2/7 4 16 1/7 7 28
45 4 2/8 4 16 1/8 8 32
40 4 2/9 5 20 1/9 9 36
36 4 2/10 5 20 1/10 10 40
""## 4 { 2 8 { 4 16
The number of resonance lines derived by numerical dipolar calculations (which
were the basis to derive Eqs. 6.29 and 6.30) for dierent commensurate helical spin
arrangements following dierent propagation vectors are summarized in Tab. 6.3.
Possible solutions to explain the number of eight resonance lines in the magnetic
ground state of linarite, at rst sight, would be commensurate structures, such
as a 90 spiral [k = (0; 0:5; 0)], a 120 spiral [k = (0; 2
3
; 0)], as well as a spin
structures such as \up-up-down-down" propagating along b.
6.3.2.2 Elastic neutron scattering experiments in region I
Neutron diraction experiments1 to determine the magnetic ground state of linar-
ite have been performed and published in Ref. [146]. The measurements have been
performed on crystal 1 (Tab. 4.2) on the four-circle diractometer D10 at the In-
stitute Laue-Langevin using a neutron wavelength of  = 2:36A at a temperature
of 1.8K. An incommensurate magnetic propagation vector k = (0; 0:186; 0:5) was
1The neutron diraction studies in phase I, as well in the other magnetic regions of
PbCuSO4(OH)2 stated below, were performed by B. Willenberg.
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found. From k directly one can see a ferromagnetic coupling along a, an antifer-
romagnetic coupling along c and an incommensurate structure along b, yielding a
pitch angle of 33.5 in case of a spin spiral. To rene the magnetic spin structure
76 magnetic reections (25 unique) were collected according to the relation
(hkl)M = (hkl)N  k ; k = 2n; (6.32)
where (hkl)M is the position of the magnetic peak in reciprocal space in relation
to a nuclear peak (hkl)N and n 2 N. The renement of the neutron data yields an
elliptical helical structure, which can be described in the a?bc coordinate system
by
j = ac cos(2k Rn)uac + b sin(2k Rn)vb: (6.33)
Here, uac = (sin(129:65
); 0; cos(129:65))T is the unit vector in the ac plane
which is  27(2) o the a axis, vb being the unit vector along the b direction, and
Rn represents a lattice point (in fractional coordinates). b = 0:833(10)B and
ac = 0:638(15)B represent the maximal magnetic moments in zero magnetic
eld for a spin in the b and in the ac plane, respectively. The detailed spin
structure is depicted in Fig. 6.16(a). The spinning plane is equal to (1:18 0 1)
and depicted in light blue in Fig. 6.16(b). It is parallel to the lattice vector
[1 0  1:18], i.e., almost parallel to [1 0  1]. Since the magnetic moments are
anisotropic they can be illustrated as being enclosed by an elliptical envelope
[Fig. 6.16(c)].
Initially, to characterize the phase transition in more detail the magnetic in-
tensity of a certain peak was followed as a function of temperature, indicating
that the transition into the ground state appeared to be second-order like. Later,
the experiment was repeated, and a rst-order phase transition was revealed on
behalf of this data set of higher quality. In fact, a transition of rst order is
excepted for a spin spiral state in orthorhombic systems or systems with lower
symmetry [240].
The rened spin structure is understood in the framework of a quasi-one-
dimensional spin chain with nearest neighbor coupling J1  100K and next
nearest neighbor coupling J2   36K for which a helical magnetic ground state
is predicted [76, 77]. Due to a nite interchain coupling Jic  J1; J2 long range
order can occur (for the determination of the coupling constants see Sec. 5.1.3).
The modulation of the magnetic moment may be induced by exchange anisotropy
as discussed in Ref. [162].
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(a)
(b)
(d)
(c)
Figure 6.16: (a) The spin spiral structure of the magnetic ground state of linarite.
The spins couple ferromagnetically along the a axis, antiferromagnetically along
the c direction and tilt with a pitch angle of 33.5 along b, the chain direction.
(b) The spinning plane (1:18 0 1) is illustrated in light blue, while (c) shows
the elliptical envelope of the magnetic spin structure. The moments along b are
maximal, whereas the moments in the ac plane are minimal. (d) A closer look onto
the buckled oxygen planes and their corresponding oxygen atoms concerning the
magnetic structure. An intuitive picture for the spin spiral alignment transferred
to the oxygen ions is shown, where the magnetic moment on the oxygens is
enlarged for clarity; for details see text.
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6.3.2.3 Theoretical modeling to describe region I by NMR
Recent elastic neutron scattering experiments in zero magnetic eld revealed an
incommensurate spin spiral ground state of our compound propagating along
the b direction [k = (0; 0:186; 0:5)] [146]. In this case, a horn-shape like NMR
spectrum, consisting of two peaks per inequivalent hydrogen site (representing
the maximal and minimal local magnetic elds at H(4), H'(4), H(5), and H'(5)
and a nite intensity between the peaks corresponding to an innite number of
local magnetic elds, is expected. While the resulting number of lines t to the
experimental observations, no intensity has been observed between the peaks.
This discrepancy, however, can very probably be explained by the very short T2
relaxation in linarite of the order of the dead time of the spectrometer (see above),
which would suppress small nite intensities between two NMR peaks resulting
in an apparently discrete number of NMR lines instead of a typical horn-shape
like spectrum. Finally, only a quantitative modeling of possible spin structures,
and using the extracted NMR parameters from the analysis shown above, can
really elucidate the NMR results in Fig. 6.14 and thus explain/solve the possible
discrepancies between the zero-eld elastic neutron scattering and the in-eld
NMR results which will be shown in the following.
Compared to the paramagnetic regime, the NMR model to describe the exper-
imentally obtained signal will be much more complex, since the spins are in a
complex ordered state and are not simply aligned along the external magnetic
eld direction. Furthermore, one has to keep in mind that the NMR spectra have
been determined in an external eld of 2.0T, which results in a partial rearrange-
ment/distortion of the spin-spiral state, the so-called umbrella-state [241]. As a
rst approximation, however, it can be assumed that the magnetization vector
will be composed of a spin-spiral part (which is antiferromagnetic and gives no
contribution to the macroscopic magnetization) and an induced ferromagnetic
component along the external eld. This assumption is conrmed by unpub-
lished elastic neutron scattering data in magnetic elds [161]. Both components
of the magnetic structure are treated separately in the modeling, and which will
be a good approximation for temperatures and magnetic elds that are not too
close to any phase boundary in the magnetic phase diagram. The values of the
magnetic moments of the spin spiral at the Cu site in zero-eld are stated in
the previous chapter and explained by Eq. 6.33, whereas the total induced fer-
romagnetic magnetization component for 0H = 2.0T parallel a, b, and c have
been determined by macroscopic magnetization measurements (see data at 1.8K
in Fig. 5.5) and have been used in the modeling below. The dierence in tem-
perature of 0.1K and the deviation in the orientation for H k a with respect to
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a? between the NMR and the magnetization experiments can be considered to
be small and is thus neglected in the modeling of the NMR spectra. Further,
the parameter n has been included in the modeling in order to take into account
the spin transfer from the Cu to the O sites for both the spin spiral and the FM
contributions, analogous to the modeling in the paramagnetic regime. Since the
overall spiral moment at the Cu and O sites is not known in an external eld of
2.0T, but which can be expected to slightly dier from the value obtained from
elastic neutron scattering experiments in zero magnetic eld (see Ref. [211] on
LiCuVO4), an additional factor m was introduced to scale the absolute value of
the magnetic moments of the spiral within reasonable constraints.
In the modeling six dierent contributions to evaluate the local magnetic eld
at the hydrogen sites, i.e., four dipolar, and two Fermi-contact contributions, are
taken into account. The chemical shift has been omitted in these calculations
due to its negligible size compared to the other contributions in the magnetically
ordered state. In the following, the dierent contributions are discussed in more
detail.
(i) Dipolar contribution from the spin spiral component at the Cu site: The
local eld at a certain hydrogen site due to this contribution can be calculated
according to Eq. 6.9. The magnetic moment at a certain Cu position j can be
expressed under the consideration of the magnetic moment of the spin spiral in
zero eld 0Tj given in the previous section:
j = n m  0Tj ; (6.34)
0Tj = ac cos(2k Rn)uac + b sin(2k Rn)vb: (6.35)
Here, Rn represents the position of the Cu ion (in fractional coordinates), the
unit vector uac = (sin(129:65
); 0; cos(129:65))T denes the ac component of the
spinning plane, and vb is the unit vector along the b direction. b and ac are
the maximal magnetic moments in zero magnetic eld for a spin in the b and in
the ac plane, respectively. The parameters n and m determine the spin transfer
from the Cu to the O sites and the total spiral moment in magnetic elds (sum
of the magnetic moment at the copper and at the oxygen sites), respectively.
(ii) Dipolar contribution from the eld-induced ferromagnetic component at the
Cu site: This additional ferromagnetic component results from the external eld
used in the NMR measurements. The local eld due to this contribution at a
certain hydrogen site can be calculated according to Eq. 6.9. The absolute value
of the magnetic moment determined by macroscopic magnetization measurements
at 2.0T is scaled with the factor n to derive the ferromagnetic spin component
at the Cu sites.
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(iii) Dipolar contribution from the transferred spin spiral component at the
oxygen positions: From the investigations in the paramagnetic regime a signi-
cant spin transfer from the Cu to the oxygen positions O(4) and O(5) of 11% is
known. Without additional electronic structure calculations, however, the direc-
tion and absolute value of the magnetic moment in the ordered state at a certain
oxygen is not perfectly known. Regarding the b component, these oxygens are
situated exactly in the middle between two neighboring Cu ions (see Fig. 6.16).
Thus, as a rst (intuitive) approximation, the magnetic moment at the oxygen
sites can be described taking into account the two nearest Cu moments in the
respective Cu plaquettes, 1 and 2. Then, the magnetic moment at the oxygen
can be expressed as
j =
1  n
2
m  1 + 2
2
; (6.36)
with 1 and 2 according to Eq. 6.35. The local magnetic eld at a certain
hydrogen site can be calculated according to Eq. 6.9 using the above described
magnetic moment j at the oxygen position O(4) and O(5) under consideration
of n and m.
(iv) Dipolar contribution from the eld-induced ferromagnetic part at the O
sites: Analogous to contribution (iii) a transferred magnetization from the Cu to
the O sites O(4) and O(5) can also be expected for the induced ferromagnetic
component. The calculation of the dipolar eld at the hydrogen site is similar
to part (ii) this time using the factor (1   n)=2 of the absolute value of the
magnetization determined by the macroscopic investigations.
(v) Eective Fermi-contact contribution from the spin spiral: In the param-
agnetic region the transferred Fermi-contact term from the spin density at the
Cu and O(4)/O(5) sites was extracted using one eective coupling term only. In
the magnetic ground state, this approach is followed using a single \eective"
Fermi-contact coupling term from the spin spiral. Further, since the hydrogens
are exactly situated in the middle between two Cu ions, the mean value of the
total moment of the two closest coppers to a certain hydrogen is considered to
be proportional to the Fermi-contact term
HFC = m  Aiso(1 + 2)=2: (6.37)
1 and 2 can be calculated according to Eq. 6.35 for each copper site.
(vi) Eective Fermi-contact contribution from induced ferromagnetic spins.
Supplementary, a transferred Fermi-contact contribution from induced ferromag-
netic spins at the Cu and O sites is taken into account. In an eective picture
considering the macroscopic magnetization, it is convenient to use Eq. 6.12 with
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Figure 6.17: 1H-NMR spectrum in the magnetic ground state of linarite at
T = 1:7K and for 0H = 2:0T k c (intensities corrected by T2) together
with a t of the data. The t results from the parameters n = 0:87, A
H(4)
iso =
 0:24molOe/emu, AH(5)iso =  0:22molOe/emu, m = 1:17.
P
j Aj;iso = Aiso. The value of the magnetization used in the calculations is deter-
mined by the total value of the magnetization as extracted via the macroscopic
magnetization studies in 2.0T.
In the modeling, the spin density at the Cu sites n was varied in the range
from 0.87{0.91, according to the analysis of the paramagnetic regime. The Fermi
contact terms1 A
H(4)
iso = A
H'(4)
iso , A
H(5)
iso = A
H'(5)
iso were varied in the range  0:3 to
 0:1molOe/emu and should remain similar (in a range of 10%) with respect to
each other. The additional factor m was varied in the range between 0.9{1.3, in
view of recent measurements on a similar frustrated spin chain compound [211].
In Fig. 6.17, the modeling was applied in order to describe the NMR spectrum
for H k c. The local magnetic eld He was calculated for 20000 H sites per
inequivalent \magnetic probe", as the sum of all six aforementioned contributions
and the external magnetic eld. For the dipolar periodic contributions, viz., (i)
1The range of Aiso was chosen according to the results of the NMRmodeling of paramagnetic
state (see Sec. 6.2.3). From this is it expected that all Fermi contact terms in phase I are similar
in value and lie in the vicinity of -0.16molOe/emu.
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and (iii), an analytical mathematical representation was found by tting the three
components of the local magnetic eld of nine Cu/O sites with a sinus function
each to reduce the calculation time (the calculation time of a single local eld in
the ordered state using a numerical approach takes 10 s; again a sphere with
r = 80A was used). Both tasks were accomplish by python programs listed
in Appx. B. The rst program to calculate the dipolar elds in principal is the
same one as used for the paramagnetic state, except for a variation of the spin
component in the ordered state. Ultimately, an overall analytical description for
the local magnetic eld was found. The tted density spectra were convolved
with Gaussian shaped lines with a line width corresponding to the experimental
data. Note, that due to the convolution the maximum position of the peak can
be shifted in the direction of zero shift by 200 kHz, which, however, can be
neglected with respect to the full experimental frequency range of the spectrum.
The modeling results in a set of t parameters as possible descriptions of the
NMR spectrum, since the Aiso terms and m are not fully decoupled in the t.
However, good descriptions can be obtained for n = 0:87{0:88, A
H(4)
iso =  0:26
to  0:19molOe/emu, AH(5)iso =  0:28 to  0:19molOe/emu and m = 1:1{1:25.
Apparently, the spin density at the Cu sites is of the same size as in the param-
agnetic regime, while the Fermi-contact coupling constants are slightly enhanced
compared to the paramagnetic state. The value n m gives information about the
change of the total Cu spiral moment (n m > 1: increase of the magnetic mo-
ment, n m < 1: reduction of the magnetic moment). However, within the above
determined limits of reasonable t parameters no distinct statement can be made
on changes of the spiral moment in 2.0T. It is worth to mention that the model
predicts correctly the hierarchy of intensities in the spectrum if one only looks at
the single calculated spectra for each individual probe and not at the summed
spectrum. This emphasizes the assumption that due to the tiny T2 time a cut-
o of small intensities takes place and only intensities above a certain critical
value are detected (cf. discussion in Sec. 6.3.2.1), leading to a typical commensu-
rate NMR pattern instead of a horn-shape like spectrum of incommensurate spin
structures.
For the other two directions H k a and b, however, the t parameter range for
a good description of the NMR spectra was not in full accord with the one found
for H k c. One possible explanation could be that for H k b at 0H = 2:0T
and T = 1:7K one is situated very close to the phase boundary to phase III (see
Fig. 5.21). Close to this phase transition magnetic uctuations are not negligible
and the ordered spin structure will be strongly disturbed. A linear distortion of
the spin spiral as function of the external magnetic eld as well as the model
of a simple disentangled spiral and induced ferromagnetic contribution to the
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Figure 6.18: Evolution of the 1H-NMR shift of the dierent resonance lines of
linarite as a function of the external magnetic eld for H k c at a temperature of
1.7K. The shift of the eight resonance lines in the ground state can be followed
up to 6.25T, where a sharp (possibly rst-order) transition is recorded. The
dashed and dotted black lines represent the 1H and 17F background signals from
the sample holder.
magnetization can probably not be assumed anymore. A closer inspection of the
NMR spectra in the dierent eld-induced phases for H k b will be given in the
next sections.
For H k a and c the situation is dierent and phase I reaches up to much higher
elds. As an example, in Fig. 6.18 the change of the resonance frequency  L as
function of the external magnetic eld is shown for the resonance lines of linarite
for H k c at a temperature of 1.7K. In this situation, the spiral is present up to
6.25T, indicated by eight dierent resonance lines. In low elds the lines shift
monotonously with the external magnetic eld, while a sharp transition is found
close to the border to the fully saturated state. Due to the sharp drop in  L at
6.25T for all resonance lines a rst-order transition can probably be envisaged
in this case.
Overall, the situation for H k a is very similar to that for H k c, still, a con-
sistent t for both directions was not possible. It should be mentioned, however,
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that the misorientation of the sample plays an important role { a misalignment of
5 can tremendously change the characteristics of the whole spectrum. While
for the c direction the orientation of the sample is rather trivial, for the a direc-
tion the situation is more sophisticated since the a direction does not coincide
with a naturally grown axis in our compound. Hence, it can be assumed that the
slightly dierent sets of tting parameters originate from a non-negligible misori-
entation along the latter direction, and which has not been taken into account in
the modeling for phase I.
6.3.3 NMR in region IV
In the next section the NMR signal in region IV1 will be analyzed. As it is seen
from the magnetic phase diagram of linarite, the long-range ordered phase IV
is present from above 3.2T up to 6.0T at 1.7K. NMR spectra were collected
in this parameter range with a eld increment of 0.5T. Note that according to
the thermodynamic study region IV may have dierent characteristic properties
below and above 4.5T.
Exemplary, two 1H-NMR spectra at 3.5 and 6.0T at a temperature of 1.7K
are shown in Fig. 6.19. For 3.5T four discrete resonance lines have been mea-
sured, implying that a magnetic transition has occurred from phase I, the latter
exhibiting eight \discrete" lines. All four lines approximately have the same in-
tensity, e.g., originate from the same number of nuclei (given similar T2 times).
At    L = 0MHz the hydrogen background is expected, but which is totally
dominated by the magnetic signal. By increasing the external magnetic eld the
spectrum gradually shifts to lower absolute frequencies. However, the general
shape of the spectrum remains the same in the whole eld range. The develop-
ment of a shoulder at low frequencies could either be attributed to an intrinsic
broadening of the resonance lines or may occur due to the mosaicity of the crystal.
The actual origin of the shoulder, however, is presently not clear. The general
shift of the spectrum can be explained by the change of the ferromagnetic com-
ponent, also taken into account for the modeling of the 1H-NMR spectrum of the
ground state forH k c, superposed to the intrinsic magnetic structure of phase IV.
Note, that the total magnetic moment consists of the moment of the actual spin
structure, the ferromagnetic component and quantum spin uctuations, thus a
loss of the magnetic moment of the actual spin structure does not automatically
mean a corresponding gain of the magnetic moment of the ferromagnetic struc-
1It turns out that in order to analyze region III it is favorable to fully understand region IV
due to some similarities between the two phases.
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Figure 6.19: 1H-NMR spectra of linarite in phase IV at T = 1:7K for 0H = 3:5
and 6.0T k b. Four discrete lines are visible reecting an antiferromagnetic
structure propagating along the a or c direction. The spectrum moves to lower
absolute frequency shifts    L for higher elds, but keeps its general shape.
ture and vice versa. From the NMR point of view the total characteristics of the
spin structure remain the same for the whole eld range and a dierentiation be-
tween phase IVa and IVb cannot be made. A comparison of the intensities of the
spectra for dierent external elds is not trivial, since T2 may dier at dierent
elds and the amplier characteristics are highly frequency dependent. Further,
exchanges of the tune and match capacitors had to be performed to reach fre-
quencies above 200MHz at high elds, which also inuences the measured total
intensities.
A microscopic modeling of the NMR spectra, similar to that of the magnetic
ground state, is a time-consuming task for further investigations. At this point,
only a qualitative discussion of possible spin arrangements in phase IV will be
given. According to Eq. 6.29 and 6.30, and the resulting Tab. 6.3 the only com-
mensurate spin structure that possess four resonance lines is an antiferromagnetic
allignment of the spins propagating along the a or c direction.
To conrm the detailed spin structures not only for the ground state of linarite
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Figure 6.20: (a) The antiferromagnetic spin structure of phase IV of linarite.
The spins are coupled ferromagnetically along a and b, while the coupling is
antiferromagnetic along c. (b) The spins are lying in the ac plane and have an
angle of  27 o the a axis (roughly parallel to [1 0  1]) as it was found for one
of the spin components of the helix in phase I.
but also for the other regions in the magnetic phase diagram additional elastic
neutron experiments were accomplished in the presence of an external magnetic
eld [160, 161]. In phase IV, 33 magnetic Bragg peaks (20 inequivalent) with a
propagation vector k = (0; 0; 0:5) were collected for an external eld of 4.0T,
corresponding to a ferromagnetic coupling along a and b, while the spins are
coupled antiferromagnetically along the c direction. The renement of the data
reveals that the spins in this phase are lying in the ac plane and have an angle
of  27 o the a axis (roughly parallel to [1 0  1]) as it was found for one of the
spin components of the helix in phase I. A mathematical representation (in the
a?bc coordinate system) of the magnetic moment arrangement is given by
j = ac cos(2k Rn)uac: (6.38)
Here, Rn represents a lattice point (in fractional coordinates), and related to
phase I the spin direction is given by uac = (sin(129:65
); 0; cos(129:65))T with
the magnetic moment ac = 0:79(1)B in 4.0T. The detailed spin structure is
depicted in Fig. 6.20. An additional analysis of elastic neutron diraction data
taken in 5.5T leads to the same spin structure with a slightly reduced moment
of ac = 0:73(2)B.
The NMR results are in full agreement with the neutron studies and are ac-
counted for by an antiferromagnetic structure. With increasing eld the moment
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of the antiferromagnetic structure slightly decreases in favor of either the forma-
tion of a superimposed eld-induced ferromagnetic structure and/or development
of dynamic quantum spin uctuations. Both experimental techniques, NMR and
neutrons, cannot distinguish between region IVa and IVb, hence the border be-
tween the two will be omitted in the next version of the magnetic phase diagram
for H k b (see nal phase diagram in Fig. 6.30).
6.3.4 NMR in region III
Region III is wedged in between phase I and phase IV in the magnetic phase
diagram of PbCuSO4(OH)2 for H k b. From the thermodynamic studies it is
speculated that phase III is part of a two-step spin spiral reorientation process
by going from phase I via phase III to phase IV. 1H NMR was measured at
1.7K in 2.5 and 3.0T and is shown in Fig. 6.21. For both elds 12 resonance
lines can be detected, four of them with a high intensity in the middle of the
spectra close to    L = 0MHz and eight lines situated at the borders of the
spectra. With increasing external magnetic eld the eight-line subspectrum shifts
to lower    L. The four high-intensity lines in the middle of the spectra closely
resemble the shape of the spectra of phase IV, shown in the previous section.
By increasing the external magnetic eld from 2.5 to 3.0T the spectrum shifts
to lower    L. Remarkably the four lines in the middle gain intensity with
increasing eld, whereas the remaining eight peaks lose intensity. At 2.5T the
four peaks have a relative intensity/volume fraction of 76%, which is increased
to 96% at 3.0T, determined by integrating the subspectra1. In Fig. 6.22 the
evolution of the peak position for the four-line subspectrum is depicted. The
resonance frequencies subtracted by L in phase III can be linked to those in
phase IV, indicating the presence of the spin structure of phase IV already in
phase III. The remaining eight peaks appear to be discrete, which points towards
an underlying commensurate magnetic structure. However, also here the spin-
spin correlation time T2 is very short (cf. phase I) which makes it dicult to
identify any horn-shape spectra that would be present for an incommensurate
spiral. On the supposition of a horn-shaped spectrum with a pair of lines reaching
from one to the other border of the spectrum, viz., from negative to positive  L,
the intensity in between the peaks can be easily suppressed due to T2 times of
the order of 10s, resulting in discrete peaks. For a commensurate structure
possible solutions can be found in Tab. 6.3 (already discussed for phase I). Under
the assumption that the eight remaining peaks are related to the incommensurate
helical ground state, due to the same number of resonance lines, a modication of
1The procedure assumes quasi constant T2 times in 2.5 and 3.0T for the individual peaks.
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Figure 6.21: 1H-NMR spectra of linarite in phase III at T = 1:7K for 0H = 2.5
and 3.0 T k b. Four discrete lines with high intensities (numbered in blue) are
visible in the middle of each spectrum, which can be associated to the spectra
known from phase IV. Eight additional resonance lines (numbered in black) are
placed at the border of each spectrum, belonging to a new magnetic structure
but which is closely related to the magnetic ground state.
this structure can be expected. The abrupt change in  L at the phase boundary
from phase I to III in Fig. 6.22 (black to grey triangles) and the observed features
in the thermodynamic studies make a change of the spin structure mandatory.
Modications could be a signicant change in (either) the spinning plane, the
magnetic moment, or the propagation vector.
Altogether, the NMR technique detects two competing separate spin structures
in phase III. One structure consists of four discrete resonance lines, probably
belonging to the same structure present in phase IV, e.g., phase IV already exists
in a certain volume fraction of the sample in phase III. The second structure,
indicated by eight lines, with a larger NMR shift, could probably be connected to
the magnetic ground state of linarite, viz., it possibly represents a modication
of the elliptical helical spin structure. Furthermore in Sec. 6.3.5 (Fig. 6.25) it will
be shown that in phase III both structures appear exclusively together, viz., are
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Figure 6.22: Evolution of the 1H NMR-shift    L for H k b of the dierent
resonance lines of PbCuSO4(OH)2 at 1.7K. By increasing the eld ve dierent
magnetic regions were scanned, each with a characteristic resonance spectrum.
The dotted and dashed black lines represent the 1H and 17F background signals
from the sample holder. The dashed blue line follows linearly the paramagnetic
data points. For an explanation of each spectrum see text.
an intrinsic property of phase III.
Again, the results of the elastic neutron investigation coincide with the NMR
measurements [160, 161]. Two sets of magnetic reections (hkl)M could be col-
lected at 2.8T and 1.8K, the rst corresponding to a commensurate propagation
vector kc = (0; 0; 0:5) and the second one to an incommensurate propagation
vector kic = (0; 0:186; 0:5). Both propagation vectors are already known from
phase IV and phase I, respectively. The structure belonging to kc could be rened
on the basis of 15 inequivalent magnetic Bragg peaks, using the same model as
in phase IV. The spin arrangement belonging to kic was derived by measuring 18
inequivalent peaks, with the renement leading to a circular helix, with the spin
aligned roughly in the bc plane. The magnetic moments can be obtained from
(in the a?bc coordinate system)
j =  [cos(2k Rn)uc + sin(2k Rn)vb] ; (6.39)
with a lattice point (in fractional coordinates) represented by Rn, while uc and vb
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.23: (a) The incommensurate spin spiral structure of the phase III of
linarite. The isotropic moments couple ferromagnetically along the a axis, anti-
ferromagnetically along the c direction, and tilt with a pitch angle of 33.5 along
the chain direction. (b) The bc plane, (1 0 0), denes the spinning plane of the
spin structure, which is illustrated in light blue.
are the unit vectors along the c and b direction, respectively. The, now, isotropic
magnetic moment in 2.8T has a magnitude of  = 0:64(2)B. The detailed spin
structure with kIC is depicted in Fig. 6.23(a), whereas the spinning plane (1 0 0)
is emphasized in light blue in Fig. 6.23(b).
In conclusion, the results from the elastic neutron investigations perfectly t to
the NMR measurements, e.g., stating a coexistence of two magnetic structures
in phase III, with one being equal to the structure present in phase IV, and the
other one being closely related to the helical ground state of PbCuSO4(OH)2.
The eld-dependent sequence phase I ! phase III ! phase IV can be regarded
as a spin-op transition in a two-step process. In phase III a fraction of the spins
already start to op into the ac plane, while another part of the spins form a
circular helical structure in the bc plane. At these elds apparently the energy
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scales of both structures are comparable, while the initial helical ground state is
not favored anymore. By increasing the external eld to a critical value all spins
turn into the ac plane and the collinear phase IV is formed. For a classical spin
op [15] but also for similar one-dimensional spin chains like Li2ZrCuO4 [202],
LiCuVO4 [208, 209], and LiCu2O2 [200, 221] above Hc the spin spiral ops into
the plane perpendicular to the external eld. However, in linarite the presence
of a spin spiral is not allowed in the ac plane due to group theoretical aspects
refereing to the monoclinic crystal symmetry [160, 240]. It seems like linarite
avoids the classical situation in favor of the aforementioned scenario.
6.3.5 NMR in region V
The most peculiar region of the magnetic phase diagram of PbCuSO4(OH)2 is
region V. As shown before region V is characterized by only very tiny features
in the thermodynamic properties and as a consequence only tiny changes in the
magnetic entropy occur at the phase boundary to paramagnetism. From the
thermodynamic point of view it is not even clear if it is a distinct magnetic
long-range ordered thermodynamic phase or if it is of short-range nature and/or
just a crossover to the neighboring phases. From a theoretical point of view
exotic magnetic eld-induced phases are predicted to appear in one-dimensional
spin chains, such as spin-density-wave phases or multipolar phases close to the
saturation eld (cf. Ch. 2.4). Region V encloses region I to IV of the magnetic
phase diagram (whereby it is not claried up to this point of the thesis if the phase
boundaries for intermediate external elds connect) and reaches up to 9.5T for
the lowest measured temperature of 250mK, which is close to the saturation eld
of 10.5T for H k b. 1H-NMR frequency scans were performed in the eld range
from 3.0 to 6.0T with an increment of 0.5T at dierent temperatures with a step
width of 50mK to investigate the microscopic nature of region V. At 0H = 6:5
and 7.0T the spectra were measured at 1.7K, only.
A typical 1H-NMR spectrum of region V is depicted in Fig. 6.24(a) for 0H =
3:0T and T = 2:1K. A horn-shape NMR spectrum with two distinct peaks
(numbered with 1 and 2) and nite intensity in between was measured, clearly
indicating an incommensurate magnetic structure1. The hydrogen background
1The spin-spin relaxation time on both peaks, 1 and 2, is of the order of 10s, and thus
comparable to the T2 of the incommensurate helical structure in phase I. This way, it is not
obvious why a horn-shape spectrum, as a characteristic feature for an incommensurate magnetic
structure, can be detected in phase V but not in phase I. A possible explanation could be that
the number of nuclei contributing to the nite intensity between the two peaks is enhanced in
phase V due to a superimposition of several spectra (see below). Further the frequency distance
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Figure 6.24: (a) 1H NMR-spectrum of PbCuSO4(OH)2 in phase V at 0H =
3:0T and T = 2:1K. A horn-shape NMR spectrum with two distinct peaks and
nite intensity in between was measured, clearly indicating an incommensurate
magnetic structure. The reduced number of two peaks essentially constrains the
number of possible spin structures. (b) For high elds around 6.5T (taken at
1.7K) an additional peak with a shoulder appears in the middle of the spectrum,
closely resembling the NMR spectrum in the paramagnetic state for H k b. For
both spectra the hydrogen background is represented by a dashed line.
signal, indicated by the dashed line, is covered by peak 2 of the spectrum. In
Fig. 6.24(b) the NMR spectrum for 0H = 6:5T and T = 1:7K is shown. The
horn-shape spectrum is still present (peaks indexed with 1 and 2) but in the
middle of the spectrum an additional peak with a shoulder appears. The spectrum
is not inuenced by the background signal. The additional peak in the middle of
the spectrum resembles the NMR spectrum in the paramagnetic state for H k b
(see inset of Fig. 6.4 for H k b), i.e., two overlapping resonance lines due to similar
hyperne interactions. According to the modeling of the angular dependent NMR
shift in the paramagnetic state (see Sec. 6.2), the shoulder can be assigned to
the hydrogen H(5), while the peak is attributed to the hydrogen H(4). These
paramagnetic resonance lines should shift linearly as a function of the external
of the two peaks in phase V is smaller as compared to a pair of peaks in phase I. Consequently,
in phase V the overall intensity between the peaks should be enhanced as it is distributed on a
more narrow frequency range.
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magnetic eld (even if they coexists in domains with another phase), which can be
nicely seen in Fig. 6.22 for the transition from phase V to the paramagnetic state
indicated by the dashed blue line. Apparently for suciently high elds around
6:5T the system is separated into regions with the magnetic character of phase V
and regions possessing paramagnetic properties (further discussion see below). If
this phase separation is present for every eld but only dominant in the high-eld
regime or if it sets in at a critical eld value cannot be judged from the data. In
the following, the analysis only deals with the nature and characteristics of the
incommensurate magnetic structure indicated by the horn-shape NMR spectrum.
This way, for external magnetic elds below 6.5T, region V can be conrmed
as a thermodynamic incommensurate long-range ordered magnetic phase with a
remarkable low number of peaks in the NMR spectrum. However, the charac-
teristic structure of the spectrum essentially constrains the number of possible
microscopic spin structures. All incommensurate spiral structures in linarite in
general result in eight resonance lines, built up by four horn-shape like spec-
tra. In the case of amplitude modulated structures, e.g., spin-density-waves with
the magnetization vector parallel to one crystallographic main direction, only
H(4) and H(5) are magnetically inequivalent (cf. denition of magnetic probe in
Sec. 6.3.2.1), just as in the paramagnetic state. From the NMR studies in the
paramagnetic state it is already known that for an external magnetic eld H k b
almost both resonance lines superimpose.
In Fig. 6.25 the temperature evolution of the 1H-NMR spectra at 3.0T with
a temperature increment of 50mK is shown. In the paramagnetic state at 2.5K
the two superimposed resonance lines are shown. By lowering the temperature
and thus entering phase V, the line splits into the horn-shape spectrum with
two peaks, which are symmetric around the paramagnetic peak position at 2.5K.
This indicates that the paramagnetic/ferromagnetic1 structure is superimposed
to the intrinsic structure of phase V (but not separated in dierent domains) like
in phase I for the spin spiral in an external eld. The macroscopic magnetiza-
tion in the paramagnetic state and in region V, at 2.5{2.1K in 3.0T does not
show an abrupt change (see Fig. 5.5), suggesting an intrinsic structure of phase V
that does not give a contribution to the macroscopic moment. In consequence,
the nature of the structure has to be antiferromagnetic. The splitting of the
NMR peaks is related to the magnetic moment of the intrinsic spin structure
associated to region V whereas the macroscopic magnetization gives the super-
imposed ferromagnetic component. Now, the only microscopic spin arrangement
1The term ferromagnetic structure/component is used in the sense of a parallel alignment
of the spins, analogue to Sec. 6.3.2.3, although there is no ferromagnetic coupling between the
spins. The structure behaves like an ordinary paramagnet.
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Figure 6.25: 1H-NMR spectra at 0H = 3:0T k b for temperatures from 2.5
down to 1.8K, covering four regions of dierent magnetic character. For 2.5K
only the paramagnetic phase is present, which is replaced by region V from 2.4K
on and which is fully developed at 2.05K. From 2.0K on the signatures of phase V
decrease, while those of phase III appear implying the coexistence over a tem-
perature range of only 0.1K. Below 1.8K phase III with its 12 peaks exists
exclusively. The dashed lines indicates the position of the background signal; for
details see text.
which results in such a splitting is an amplitude-modulated or spin-density wave
(SDW) structure with only a magnetic component along the b direction, thus the
given structure is a result of the superposition of two almost identical horn-shape
spectra due to two inequivalent \magnetic probes".
The frequency splitting of the spectra, viz. the dierence of the frequency of
the peak with the higher (pmax) and lower (pmin) frequency, is a measure for the
amplitude value of the intrinsic oscillating magnetic moment b of the structure,
illustrated in Fig. 6.26. In a rst approximation b / pmax   pmin can specify
the transitions from the paramagnetic region to phase V as well as from phase V
to phase III. Due to the abrupt change in pmax   pmin at of the borders to the
paramagnetic region and phase III the transitions seem to be of rst-order nature.
To manifest this statement further data points close to the phase boundaries are
required, which, however, is dicult due to the temperature stabilization with
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Figure 6.26: Amplitude value of the magnetic moment of the SDW structure in
region V of PbCuSO4(OH)2 as a function of temperature in 0H = 3:0 and 3.5T
dened by the frequency splitting pmax   pmin of the horn-shape NMR spectra.
The amplitude value of the magnetic moment of the SDW structure in region V
changes abruptly at the transitions to the paramagnetic region and phase III.
The dashed lines are guides to the eye.
T < 50mK.
Interestingly, b shows a minimum around 4.5T as function of the external
magnetic eld in region V (see Fig. 6.27). For each eld value pmax   pmin was
taken at the temperature where its value is maximal, i.e., where b is fully de-
veloped. Further, the magnetic moment seems to be correlated with the volume
fraction1 (proportional to the integrated intensity of the spectrum) of region V
in the compound as indicated in the inset of Fig. 6.27. For all elds up to 6.0T
signatures of the SDW phase could be detected by the NMR, which approves that
phase V also exists for intermediated elds around 4.5T. However, the appear-
ance of the minimum in b as a function of the external eld remains mysterious.
One possibility to explain this behavior is that the temperature interval, in which
region V is stable, gets so narrow in the eld range around 4.5T (cf. Fig. 5.21),
1Here, again quasi-constant T2 relaxation times are assumed, which is dicult to be proven
since T2 is already of the order of 10s at 3.0T and thus at the limits/dead time of the
spectrometer.
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Figure 6.27: Amplitude value of the magnetic moment b / pmax   pmin as a
function of the external magnetic eld in region V. For each eld value pmax pmin
was taken at the temperature where its value is maximal. A minimum in b(H)
is observed for 0H  4:5T. The insets exemplary shows three resonance spectra
at 3.0, 4.5, and 5.5T.
that spin uctuations taking place close to the phase boundaries suppress the
eective magnetic moment. Another interesting hypothesis follows the idea of
the appearance of multipolar phases in one-dimensional spin chains as published
in Ref. [101]. Here, the competition of SDW-type magnetic ordering and a spin
nematic phase in a coexisting region is modeled as a function of the external mag-
netic eld. Depending on the  value and further magnetic exchange interactions
of the system dierent magnetic phase diagrams could be derived (see Fig. 2.13).
In general, for low external magnetic elds the SDW state is dominant, while for
high magnetic elds the multipolar phase is stabilized. For intermediate elds
a coexistence of both phases may occur. It would be very helpful to calculate
such a magnetic diagram for PbCuSO4(OH)2 and to compare it with the results
presented in Fig. 6.27. This could settle the question if a scenario showing a
minimum of b around 4.5T, and thus a minimum of the volume fraction of the
SDW phase in favor of a multipolar phase, is possible from the theoretical side.
In the case of competing multipolar and SDW phases, the NMR solely probes
the magnetic features of the SDW. The multipolar phase would then be only
accessible indirectly as a result of the competition between both phases, viz., the
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Figure 6.28: Shift of the propagation vector kb as a function of the magnetic
eld for linarite in region V. The dashed lines are calculations for kb for dierent
numbers of bound magnons p; for details see text.
volume change of the SDW phase.
Elastic neutron diraction results in phase V gave additional information on
the magnetic spin structure. Magnetic Bragg peaks of the form (0; kb(H); 0:5)
were collected at dierent external magnetic elds. These experiments prove that
kb varies as a function of the external magnetic eld, which is a typical signature
of SDW-like magnetic structures in low-dimensional frustrated systems (see eld
induced phases in J1-J2 s =
1
2
spin chains in Sec. 2.4.1 and Refs. [79, 100]).
The SDW phase can be described as a spin-multipolar Luttinger liquid further
characterized by the correlations of p bound magnons. The shift of kb as a function
of H is shown in Fig. 6.28 and completed by the theoretical prediction depending
on the number of bound magnons from p = 2 to p = 4. The theoretical eld
dependence of the propagation vector follows
kb =

dCu-Cu


0:5  0:5  M
Msat

 1
p
; (6.40)
=

b


1  M
Msat

 1
p
; (6.41)
where dCu-Cu = b=2 denotes the distance between the nearest Cu ions along the
chain, M is the macroscopic magnetization, and Msat the saturation magneti-
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Figure 6.29: The amplitude sine-modulated/SDW magnetic structure of linarite
present in phase V at 6.0T. The magnetic moments only have components along
the b direction, whereas the propagation vector k shifts as a function of the exter-
nal magnetic eld. For clarity, the size of the magnetic moments are enhanced by
a factor of 1.5 compared to the spin structures depicted previously for the other
magnetically ordered phases and the Cu ions were omitted.
zation of the system as introduced in Sec. 2.4.1. The propagation vectors were
determined at xed temperatures at each eld. For each individual eld the tem-
perature had to be adjusted with respect to the shape of region V in the phase
diagram, i.e., the data points shown in Fig. 6.28 were taken within a tempera-
ture interval of 0.7K. The in the calculation included magnetization data were
taken from Fig. 5.5. For elds up to 3.0T the theoretical curve calculated for the
three-magnon state follows the data. At least from the low eld data a strong
tendency to attribute the physical properties of region V of linarite to the oc-
tupolar region is given, although its deviation from the theory for higher elds
is not understood yet. For all measured elds in phase V magnetic Bragg peaks
were found, whereas the intensity of the peaks, which is I  2b , for intermediate
external elds around 4T decreases [160] (not shown here). This observation
is qualitatively comparable to the change of the amplitude value of the magnetic
moment b / pmax   pmin as a function of eld derived by NMR as shown in
Fig. 6.27.
Based on the neutron scattering data taken in phase V, a renement using
eight inequivalent magnetic Bragg peaks at 6.0T was carried out, resulting in a
SDW with magnetic moments pointing only along the b direction. The moment
evolution of the magnetic structure follows the equation (in the a?bc coordinate
system)
j = b cos(2k Rn)ub: (6.42)
Rn represents a lattice point (in fractional coordinates), ub = (0; 1; 0) is the unit
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Figure 6.30: The nal magnetic phase diagram of PbCuSO4(OH)2 for H k b. The
results of the NMR and neutron studies indicate that phase V encloses all other
magnetic phases in the diagram. The shaded phase III represents a coexistence
of the modied spiral ground state and the collinear phase found in phase IV.
The shaded region II does not represent a thermodynamic phase, but a crossover
from one phase to another.
vector along the b direction and b = 0:44(1)B represents the amplitude value
of the magnetic moment in 6.0T. The spin structure is depicted in Fig. 6.29.
As an estimation for the amplitude value of the magnetic moment available for
the ordered SDW structure, one can subtract the macroscopic magnetization at
6.0T, 0.629B/Cu, from the saturation magnetization of 1.05B/Cu, arriving at
0.42B/Cu as compared to the b = 0:44(1)B extracted above1. This way,
apparently the whole available moment is used in the case of the amplitude value
of the moment of the SDW structure for the analyzed external eld value.
1In this manner one has to keep in mind that the dierent spin contributions are vector
quantities. In this particular case all components point in the same direction, which simplies
the calculation.
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In conclusion, both microscopic techniques NMR and elastic neutron scattering
assign the actual spin arrangement of phase V to a SDW with magnetic moments
only pointing along the b direction, whereby the propagation vector, e.g., the
periodicity of the structure, changes as a function of the external magnetic eld.
Nonetheless it is unclear why the size of the amplitude value of the magnetic
moment b shows a minimum in an external magnetic eld around 4.5T, which
could be connected to the missing features in the macroscopic thermodynamic
measurements.
Finally, the magnetic phase diagram for H k b can be updated/nalized. The
NMR data combined with the elastic neutron study indicate that phase V encloses
all other magnetic phases, e.g., there is a continuous phase boundary of phase V.
A dierence between phase IVa and IVb cannot be seen in the microscopic data,
henceforth only one phase IV is shown. The updated version of the magnetic
phase diagram is illustrated in Fig. 6.30.
6.4 Nuclear spin-lattice relaxation measurements
in PbCuSO4(OH)2
Diverse peculiar features in the aforementioned studies point towards possible
multipolar magnetic correlations in linarite, however, a distinct prove is not
established at the moment. Thus, further 1=T1 investigations have been con-
ducted in order to obtain further hints for such predicted exotic phases. To
recall, the model of the one-dimensional spin-1
2
Heisenberg Hamiltonian with
ferromagnetic nearest-neighbor and antiferromagnetic next-nearest-neighbor in-
teraction (Eq. 2.44) should exhibit a helical ground state for frustration ratios
jj > 0:25 [76, 77]. By application of an external magnetic eld a Tomonaga-
Luttinger (TL) liquid phases with SDW correlations and multipolar correlations
formed by a number of p bound magnons occour [79, 80]. In general for low
magnetic elds in the TL phase the SDW correlations are dominant, while close
to the saturation of the spin system the multipolar correlations become domi-
nant. In recent theoretical studies nematic correlations (p = 2) were found for
 1 <  <  0:37, octupolar correlations (p = 3) appear for  0:37 .  <  0:29,
while for  0:29 .  <  0:27 a hexadecapolar phase (p = 4) is expected
[79, 80, 99]. The order parameter of the multipolar regime is dened by a product
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of multiple spins, depending on the number of bound magnons p,
p 1Y
n=0
Sj+n: (6.43)
Experimentally, it is very dicult to identify directly multipolar spin order,
since a measurement of at least four-spin correlation functions is required. The
experimental techniques used so far, elastic neutron scattering and NMR, both,
measure two-spin correlations. Therefore, a strategy to reveal multipolar corre-
lation is to look for physical properties that deviate from the expected behavior
in the presence of usual dipolar spin correlations. For this attempt, in principal
every kind of experimental technique is suitable as long as reliable theoretical
calculations are available to identify the deviation from the expected dipolar be-
havior and to conclude the presence of multipolar correlations. In two recent
publications by Sato et al. [100, 107] the temperature and eld dependence of
the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate 1=T1 is discussed in the vicinity of domi-
nant nematic correlations and compared to the ordinary TL case. Characteristic
features in 1=T1 were predicted, implying that it should be possible to identify
multipolar phases indirectly by 1=T1 measurements (see Sec. 2.4.1.4). For higher
bound magnon states a similar behavior of 1=T1 as a function of the temperature
and eld is expected by the authors. In a magnetic multipolar TL-liquid 1=T1
increases divergently with lowering T in the low-eld SDW regime, whereas it
decreases algebraically in the high-eld region, where multipolar correlations are
dominant [Fig. 2.16(a)]. In a usual TL liquid 1=T1 the temperature dependence
of 1=T1 shows a monotonous increase for all values of the magnetization for suf-
cient low temperatures [Fig. 2.17(a)]. On the other hand, 1=T1 decreases with
increasing external magnetic eld H and starts to diverge in the vicinity of mul-
tipolar correlations [Fig. 2.16(b)]. For the conventional TL phase 1=T1 always
monotonically increases as a function of eld [Fig. 2.17(b)].
In PbCuSO4(OH)2 the most promising magnetic phase to observe multipolar
spin properties is phase V. Phase V extends up to the saturation eld in the
magnetic phase diagram and shows various peculiarities in its macroscopic and
microscopic physical properties. More specically, phase V is understood as a
SDW phase (for a frustration parameter of  = 0:36, PbCuSO4(OH)2 is located
in between the p = 2 and p = 3 bound magnon states), where SDW and multi-
polar correlations should exist simultaneously. In this situation, the spin-lattice
relaxation time was measured as a function of the external eld for H k b.
In Fig. 6.31 the eld dependence of 1=T1 at a xed temperature of 1.7T forH k b
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Figure 6.31: Field dependence of the 1H nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate for
H k b at a temperature of 1.7K. The hexagons reex the peaks by the collinear
magnetic structure present in phase III and phase IV (in this measurement fea-
tures of phase IV were also found at 2.5T). The overall labelling was chosen after
Fig. 6.22. The brown squares depict peaks from the incommensurate SDW struc-
ture present in phase V, superimposed by the paramagnetic structure (mixed
black/red square). The black and the red square indicate the 1=T1 time by either
H(4) or H(5) in the paramagnetic state. The dashed lines are the phase bound-
aries determined by the thermodynamic measures, which are not necessarily in
agreement with the phase boundaries seen by the NMR; for details see text.
is shown1. The phase boundaries (dashed lines) correspond to those determined
in the thermodynamic studies. 1=T1 was measured for the four peaks of the
commensurate collinear structure of phase III and phase IV up to 6.0T (hexagons
in Fig. 6.31, labelling after Fig. 6.22). In this particular measurement signatures
of phase IV could be detected already at 2.5T, where the spin-spiral ground
state would still be expected, probably emphasizing the sensitivity of the precise
position of the phase boundary to phase III with respect to the sample orientation.
With increasing eld 1=T1 rst decreases with increasing eld with a minimum
at 4.3T for all peaks. For elds larger 4.3T 1=T1 increases up to the phase
boundary to phase V at 6.0T. The brown squares represent the data of the
SDW phase, while the mixed red/black square stems from the paramagnetic
1For magnetic elds 0H & 6T an inversion of the nuclear magnetization was not possible
anymore, leading to an additional systematic error in Fig. 6.31. The shown error bars just
result from the tting of the T1() curves.
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domain, already present in phase V above 6.0T (cf. Sec. 6.3.5). In phase V, 1=T1
decreases with increasing eld, just as for the paramagnetic state measured at
the H(4) and H(5) nuclei sites. Remarkable for this plot is the minimum around
4.3T, which is predicted to appear in a multipolar TL liquid close to the boundary
where multipolar spin correlations get dominant. This minimum is accompanied
by the minimum of the amplitude value of the magnetic moment b / pmax pmin
of the SDW structure at 4.5T seen by NMR (Fig. 6.27) and neutrons [160]. In
an ordinary TL liquid a minimum in 1=T1 is not present.
A similar approach like in this thesis for linarite to identify the presence of
multipolar correlations was followed for LiCuVO4 [212]. Here, indeed, multipolar
correlation could be revealed by a neutron invitation probing the characteristics
of the order parameter below and above the critical eld 0Hc2  8T (for nomen-
clature see Sec. 5.5) in combination with specic heat measurements. The specic
heat as a function of temperature shows a pronounced feature at the phase tran-
sition from the paramagnetic state to the spin spiral state, which is present for
H < Hc2. The shape of this feature changes for the transition at higher elds
H > Hc2 indicating a dierent universality class compared to lower elds. As a
result of their neutron studies the propagation vector of dipolar spin correlations
for H < Hc2 does not change as a function of eld as theoretically predicted for a
vector chiral phase. For elds above Hc2 the propagation vector perfectly follows
Eq. 6.40 for the nematic case (p = 2), interpreted as the presence of quadrupolar
correlations. Further, for H < Hc2 a dipolar order parameter is stated, indicated
by very sharp Bragg peaks. The intrinsic peak width  is inversely proportional to
the dipolar correlation length  for the magnetic structure. For H > Hc2 the peak
width becomes nite clearly resembling an order parameter which is not longer
of dipolar nature. The study does not support a long range longitudinal dipolar
(amplitude modulated) phase for H > Hc2 as seen for PbCuSO4(OH)2. Mourigal
et al. conclude a spin-nematic phase in LiCuVO4 for H > Hc2. Another exper-
imental approach investigated a sharp change in the slope of the magnetization
curve close to the saturation eld , which is expected for a nematic/multipolar
phase [82] and which has been seen in LiCuVO4 above Hc3  40{48T close to
the saturation eld [197]. This scenario is not in accord with the neutron study
stated above, since both investigations probe the multipolar ordering in dierent
eld regimes.
In conclusion, qualitatively the spin-lattice relaxation times probed by NMR
are comparable to the calculations of Sato et al., which could imply the existence
of dominant multipolar correlations for the intermediate eld regime 4.3T in
phase V probed at 1.7K. An important question is how the calculated 1=T1 times
are inuenced by the explicit parameters of the used model, e.g., the eect of
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additional interchain interactions (the occurrence of long-range ordered states),
magnetic anisotropies (which are present in linarite), and of nite temperatures.
Interestingly, similar observations in the specic heat and neutron scattering mea-
surements were found in PbCuSO4(OH)2 and LiCuVO4. In linarite the charac-
teristics of the features in Cp at the transition from the paramagnetic state to
phase I and phase V, respectively, dier signicantly. Also the propagation vec-
tor in phase V follows the theoretical prediction for the triatic case (p = 3) in
the low-eld regime. A broadening of the intrinsic line width of the magnetic
Bragg peaks, as seen for LiCuVO4, could not be observed. Also the predicted
kink in the magnetization could not be reported for PbCuSO4(OH)2 so far. In
that sense a clear evidence for the presence of multipolar correlations in linarite
is still missing. In the end, more experimental detailed investigations of the high-
eld regime of phase V, i.e., 1=T1(T ) for H k b, and theoretical calculations using
the real values for , J1, J2, and Jic are required to solve the puzzle of phase V
in PbCuSO4(OH)2. Another idea would be to perform similar investigations for
external elds beyond the crystallographic main directions since in Ref. [160] it
has been proposed that for these orientations new magnetic phases appear close
to the saturation eld.
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Conclusion
In this thesis, the quasi one-dimensional frustrated spin-chain compound linarite,
PbCuSO4(OH)2, has been investigated by means of microscopic NMR studies
and various macroscopic thermodynamic probes. The latter studies compromise
susceptibility, magnetization, specic heat, magnetocaloric eect, magnetostric-
tion, and thermal-expansion measurements to characterize the essential magnetic
properties of linarite. Collaborative ESR and neutron scattering experiments
were consulted as complementary techniques.
Linarite undergoes a transition into a long-range magnetically ordered state at
TN = 2:8K. A highly anisotropic and extraordinary low saturation eld along the
crystallographic main directions has been found, with7.6, 10.5, and8.5T for
the a, b, and c direction, respectively. In the paramagnetic state the anisotropy is
explained by the anisotropy of the g factor, which however does not hold in the or-
dered state anymore. The low saturation elds allow an easy experimental access
to study the compound up to saturation as compared to other low-dimensional
spin chains which so far require very high (pulsed) magnetic elds. It is further
proven that the static susceptibility is dominated by the intrinsic spin suscepti-
bility and that a dominant ferromagnetic coupling is present in PbCuSO4(OH)2
in the paramagnetic regime. Further, additional antiferromagnetic uctuations
set in at elevated temperatures around 50K, indicated by the analysis of the
magnetic entropy of the system and the broadening of the linewidth in NMR and
ESR. Angular dependent 1H-NMR and susceptibility measurements were per-
formed at various temperatures in the paramagnetic state. All relevant NMR
parameters, viz., the chemical, dipolar, and Fermi-contact contribution, were ex-
tracted to analytically calculate the local magnetic elds at the 1H sites. From
this analysis, a signicant spin transfer of 10.5% from the magnetic copper ions
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onto the two oxygen ligands was derived.
The experimental thermodynamic data are described by various theoretical ap-
proaches, yielding values for the exchange interactions J1  100K and J2  36K
within the isotropic frustrated J1-J2 Heisenberg model. These main intrachain
exchange integrals are signicantly larger as compared to the values derived in two
previous studies in the literature and shift the frustration ratio  =  J2=J1 = 0:36
of PbCuSO4(OH)2 closer to the one-dimensional critical point at c = 0:25. The
model could be rened by taking into account a signicant symmetric anisotropic
exchange of about 10%.
By combining the results of the thermodynamic and the NMR studies a rich
magnetic phase diagram containing ve dierent magnetic regions/phases could
be established for an external magnetic eld along the spin-chain direction H k b.
For elds perpendicular to the b axis, viz., H k a and c, only one magnetic phase,
associated with the ground state of linarite, was found. The microscopic spin
structure of the ground state (phase I) of linarite in zero eld was determined
by neutron diraction measurements to be an incommensurate elliptical helical
structure with a propagation vector k = (0; 0:186; 0:5). The structure is de-
scribed by one component of the spins lying along the b direction and another
component almost parallel to the [1 0  1] direction. A theoretical modelling of
the 1H-NMR spectrum conrms the spin arrangement of the ground state and re-
veals a rearrangement of the structure in an external magnetic eld 0H = 2:0T
present in the NMR studies. The distortion of the spiral structure is most dom-
inant for H k b. By further increasing the external eld the system undergoes
a complex spin op transition in two steps (phase I ! phase III ! phase IV).
In phase III a phase separation takes place with one part of the spins forming a
circular spiral structure in the bc plane. The remaining fraction of spins op into
the ac plane and form an antiferromagnetic structure along the c direction. In
phase IV the remaining circular spiral structure vanishes, so that all spins collec-
tively form the antiferromagnetic collinear structure, already partially present in
phase III.
The most peculiar physical properties studied in this thesis take place in re-
gion V, which encloses phase I to phase IV in the magnetic phase diagram. In
the thermodynamic studies phase V only shows very tiny features, which is prob-
ably attributed to the existence of short-range order eects. Also in the NMR
and neutron measurements highly reduced signal intensities were probed. The
magnetic spins in region V form a sine-wave modulated spin-density structure,
possibly to be associated with a bound three-magnon state. The propagation of
the structure takes place along the chain direction whereas the magnetic moments
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only have a b component. Its propagation vector is incommensurate and changes
as a function of the external magnetic eld.
In summary, linarite could be established as a model compound in the fam-
ily of quasi one-dimensional frustrated spin-chain materials and certainly is an
important piece of the puzzle in the development of a unied theory among edge-
sharing cuprate systems. The basic (low-eld) physical properties of the system
can be explained by an isotropic J1-J2 Heisenberg model close to a quantum crit-
ical point. However, the in-eld magnetic phase diagram cannot be described
using an isotropic J1-J2 Heisenberg Hamiltonian. In the future, several aspects
call for further experimental and theoretical investigations of this system. So far,
the exact microscopic nature of phase II has not been investigated. The phase
shows hysteresis eects and is interpreted as a crossover from phase I to phase IV.
NMR and neutron experiments at low temperatures are needed to give an explicit
characterization of the phase. Furthermore, it is not proven if region V is related
to a triatic phase or if the spin-density wave structure coexists with such a phase.
Here, additional SR experiments could be helpful to study the dynamic mag-
netic properties on a dierent time scale as compared to the NMR or the neutron
measurements. Also the distortion of the spin spiral (phase I and III) in an
external magnetic eld could be studied in more detail, both theoretically and
experimentally. So far, the exact behavior of a spin spiral in a magnetic eld is
not denitely known. The modeling of the NMR spectra could be improved by
taking into account the orbital degree of freedom of the magnetic spins. A new
approach could start from band-structure calculations to get a rst approxima-
tive local distribution of spin density present in the compound. This can help
to improve the modeling of the angular dependent NMR spectra. Finally, the
Hamiltonian of PbCuSO4(OH)2 needs to be rened to fully understand/model
the rich magnetic phase diagram of this compound.
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Susceptibility tensors
Within the angular dependent susceptibility studies the tensor elements of the
macroscopic susceptibility tensor were determined in the temperature range from
250 down to 10K (see Sec. 5.1.2.2). In combination with the angular dependent
NMR studies the spin susceptibility could be extracted (see Sec. 6.2) for temper-
atures from 250 to 6K. Both the macroscopic as well as the spin susceptibility
tensors are considered in the a?bc coordinate system (introduced in detail in
Sec. 5.1.2.2). The three diagonal elements a?a? , bb, cc as well as the single
o-diagonal element a?c are unequal to zero (see Eq. 5.1). The tensor elements
of the macroscopic susceptibility are listed in Tab. A.1, while the ones of the spin
susceptibility are given in Tab A.2.
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Table A.1: List of the elements ij of the macroscopic susceptibility tensors (in
units emumol 1Oe 1) for temperatures in the range of 250 to 10K.
T (K) a?a? bb cc a?c a?b cb
250 0.00199(0.2) 0.00161(0.3) 0.00190(0.3) -0.000287(2) 0 0
200 0.00260(0.2) 0.00212(0.3) 0.00248(0.4) -0.000359(3) 0 0
150 0.00362(0.4) 0.00298(0.5) 0.00347(0.5) -0.000486(4) 0 0
125 0.00445(0.4) 0.00367(0.6) 0.00426(0.6) -0.000591(5) 0 0
100 0.00569(0.6) 0.00470(0.7) 0.00544(0.8) -0.000750(7) 0 0
80 0.00722(0.7) 0.00598(0.9) 0.00691(1) -0.000955(8) 0 0
60 0.00973(0.6) 0.00806(1) 0.00931(1) -0.00131(1) 0 0
50 0.0117(0.1) 0.00970(0.1) 0.0112(0.2) -0.00160(1) 0 0
40 0.0146(0.1) 0.0121(0.2) 0.0139(0.2) -0.00205(2) 0 0
30 0.0191(0.2) 0.0158(0.3) 0.0182(0.3) -0.00281(2) 0 0
20 0.0272(0.3) 0.0223(0.4) 0.0260(0.5) -0.00436(4) 0 0
10 0.0439(1) 0.0351(1) 0.0422(2) -0.00820(14) 0 0
Table A.2: List of the elements ij of the spin susceptibility tensors (in units
emumol 1Oe 1) for temperatures in the range of 250 to 6K.
T (K) a?a? bb cc a?c a?b cb
250 0.00208(28) 0.00167(77) 0.00178(30) -0.000938(286) 0 0
200 0.00274(8) 0.00201(21) 0.00266(9) -0.000262(87) 0 0
150 0.00366(6) 0.00306(12) 0.00357(6) -0.000260(61) 0 0
125 0.00444(4) 0.00383(10) 0.00432(5) -0.000393(47) 0 0
100 0.00573(5) 0.00497(8) 0.00551(6) -0.000702(54) 0 0
80 0.00732(7) 0.00646(10) 0.00700(7) -0.00101(7) 0 0
60 0.00969(10) 0.00820(16) 0.00932(11) -0.00119(10) 0 0
50 0.0117(1) 0.00973(19) 0.0112(1) -0.00145(13) 0 0
40 0.0144(1) 0.0122(2) 0.0138(1) -0.00192(11) 0 0
30 0.0188(1) 0.0152(1) 0.0179(1) -0.00296(10) 0 0
20 0.0271(1) 0.0223(1) 0.0257(1) -0.00438(11) 0 0
15 0.0336(2) 0.0271(3) 0.0317(2) -0.00609(24) 0 0
10 0.0446(1) 0.0352(2) 0.0420(1) -0.00819(13) 0 0
6 0.0559(0.5) 0.0435(0.7) 0.0523(0.6) -0.0114(6) 0 0
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Program source codes
A program has been written to calculate the magnetic dipolar properties at a
local atomic site in a crystallographic lattice produced by surrounded spins. The
program can calculate the dipolar hyperne tensor and determine the local mag-
netic eld for a certain probe considering a general spin arrangement according
to Sec. 3.1.3.2. Furthermore, it draws the spin structure and the NMR spectrum
belonging to the evaluated magnetic problem. The technical details of the pro-
gram as well as a brief introductions to its structure and functionality is given in
the following.
The program was written in the programming language Python 2.66 for 64-
bit Windows 7 systems. To use all of its options the following packages need to
be installed: BS Contact 8.1, matplotlib 1.2.1, numpy-MKL 1.7.1, pywin32
214, scipy 0.12.0. The program should also run on other platforms by adjusting
the packages to the specications of the system. The structure of the program is
depicted schematically in Fig. B.1. It contains the ve subprograms sequence.py,
dipole.py, calc.py, subroutines.py, X3D.py, X3D XYZ.py, and analyse.py.
In addition, its requires the three ASCII les mag b.dat, mag bc.dat, mag c.dat
in case of the modeling of the dipole elds ferromagnetic moments in linarite.
The les contain the magnetization data of linarite at 1.8K for H k b, a?, and c,
respectively, in the eld range from -1.0 to 14T (in units of T and B=Cu) (see
Fig. 5.5).
The main part of the overall routine is shaded in grey in Fig. B.1, e.g., the
program dipole.py and its subles calc.py and subroutines.py. These three
les are essential and calculate the basic results, whereas the other subroutines
either use the results for an optional further analysis or start a new calculation
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Figure B.1: Process chart of the coded python program to calculate and analyze
magnetic dipolar elds in a solid.
with dierent parameters. In dipole.py the parameters for the calculation can be
adjusted. All important parameters for each subroutine are listed below and are
also explained in the source codes. The main calculations of the hyperne tensors
and local magnetic eld are done in calc.py. The remaining subroutines are
listed in subroutines.py, for e.g., the denition of important physical constants,
the calculation of the spin vectors of a spin arrangement, and the source to write
the results into a data le.
The les X3D.py and X3D XYZ.py are written by Manfred Wollny from Braun-
schweig. X3D.py produces an interactive picture of the calculated spin structure
in the language X3D. The used coordinate system is dened in X3D XYZ.py. It is
very helpful to visualize the dierent spin structures taken into account, partic-
ularly in the case of complex structures, for e.g., present in PbCuSO4(OH)2. By
doing this, incorrect calculated spin arrangements by can discovered easily. In
any case, before starting a long program sequence the actual spin arrangement
should be veried accurately using the X3D option.
The program sequence.py can be used to dene a set of parameters, which will
be passed to dipole.py. For e.g., the calculation of the local eld of a certain
hydrogen atom propagating along the chain (see denition \magnetic probe" in
Sec. 6.3.2.1) was performed by using sequence.py. The resulting data of the dif-
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ferent local elds are written in a TXT le and can be analyzed with analyze.py.
The program nds a periodic function for all three components of the local mag-
netic eld probed by the hydrogen along the chain. The corresponding NMR
spectrum can be written in a data le.
B.1 Introduction to programm variables
In this section the important program variables of the dierent subprograms are
introduced. If a certain subprogram is not listed, it does not posses any program
variables.
dipole.py
 The program is designed for monoclinic crystal systems (or systems with
higher symmetry). a, b, and c are the lattice parameters (in A) and beta
the monoclinic angle (in radian) of the system.
 rball denes the radius of the sphere (in A) where the magnetic spins are
placed in. The NMR probe is placed in the middle of the sphere. The
dipolar hyperne tensor elements converge for a sphere with radius > 80A
(see. Fig. 6.9).
 To calculate the dipolar hyperne tensor only, the boolean variable onlyA
can be set to True, thus the programm ignores the dened spin arrangement
and no local eld will be calculated. This can be done in a paramagnetic
or ferromagnetic state, where all spins point in the same direction. For any
complex spin structure onlyA needs to be set to False. Calculations using
onlyA=True are much faster than those with onlyA=False.
 The calculated hyperne tensor is copied to the clipboard if the boolean
variable clip is set to True.
 The spinning plane of the spins is assumed to lie in the buckled oxygen
planes along the spin chain in linarite with pitch angle dpsi, if the boolean
variable plane is set to True.
 The boolean variable X3D allows to generate an interactive le via X3D of
the considered spin structure.
 Bex denes the external magnetic eld vector (in Tesla).
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 The variables are used to parameterize the spin spiral state in PbCuSO4(OH)2
(see Eq. 6.33).
 The variable probefrac denes the position of nuclear probe, i.e., the point
where the resulting local magnetic eld is probed.
 The variables x shift, y shift, and z shift allow to shift the probe (in
fractional units) in the lattice.
 The initial position of the magnetic spin (in fractional coordinates) is de-
ned by x0, y0, and z0. Spins are placed in the sphere by considering the
increments incx, incy, and incz between neighboring spins along the three
crystallographic directions.
subroutines.py
 The magnetic moment of a spin (vector quantity) at the position x, y,
z is calculated by the function vecspin. The default expects the spin
sitting at the copper position in linarite. To calculate the moment at the
oxygen sites, taken into account the intermediate spin value of the two
neighboring copper sites (detailed explanation in Sec. 6.3.2.3), line 109 of
the source needs to be commented and the lines 112{116 uncommented. To
include the ferromagnetic component in the calculations line 119 needs to
be uncommented.
sequence.py
 Most of the important parameters and variables in sequence.py are already
introduce in the paragraph on the program dipole.py.
 sequence need to be set True to run dipole.py in the sequence mode.
This ensures that the main parameters (line 10{26) and the information
about the probe are taken from sequence.py. The information about the
magnetic spins still need to be adjusted in dipole.py.
 incProbex, incProbey, and incProbez are equivalent to incx, incy, and
incz in dipole.py.
 Probex0, Probey0, and Probez0 are equivalent to x0, y0, and z0 in the
code dipole.py.
 conProbex, conProbey, and conProbez give the range for the hydrogen
to probe the local eld in the lattice. For, e.g, conProbey=4 probes the
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eld from the position -4 to 4 (in fractional coordinates) with an increment
incProbey with respect to the starting position of the hydrogen.
analyse.py
 The list files includes data les which have to be analyzed. If the list con-
tains more than one le, the les are analyzed together and not separately
of each other. Only les produced by sequence.py/dipole.py with the
proper le format (given by the function writedata) can be analyzed.
 If the boolean variable output is True, a NMR will be calculated and writ-
ten in a TXT le.
 The boolean variable binning should always be set to True to ensure to
consider the real hydrogen positions in the crystal. If binning is set to
False also positions in between the real hydrogen positions will be taken
into account.
 overall is recommended to be set to True to take the information about
the hydrogen probe from the respective data le. If overall=False the
parameters will be taken from line 14{16 in the source code.
 The data is analyzed in terms of the periodic function dened in func. a is
the amplitude value, b the angular frequency, c the phase, and d the oset
of the function. x represents the varied lattice coordinate (in fractional
coordinates) of the considered probe.
B.2 sequence.py
1 #!/usr/bin/python
2 # -*- coding: Latin -1 -*-
3 import numpy as np
4 import math
5 from numpy.linalg import norm
6
7 sequence=True
8
9
10 rball =80 #radius of ball in A
11
12 onlyA =0 #calculates only dipole tensore (very fast) -->
useful for paramagentic regime
13 clip=0 #copy aggregated tensor to clipboard
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14 plane =0 #rotaion of spin in certain plane or around
simple unit -vectors/planes
15 X3D=0 #draws cyrstal via X3D
16
17 Bex=np.matrix ([[0] ,[0] ,[2]])
18
19 k=np.array ([0 ,0.186 ,0.5]) #magnetic propagation vector
20 R=0.638* np.array ([math.sin (129* math.pi/180) ,0,math.cos (129* math
.pi /180)]) #starting spin
21 I=np.array ([0 ,0.833 ,0]) #maximal component in certain direction
22
23
24 s_shift =0
25
26 dpsi =60 #case of spin in O-planes: pitchangle
27
28 execfile("subroutines.py")
29 #informations about the sample
30 sample="Linarite PbCuSO4(OH)2"
31 order="spiral moments on Cu."
32
33 ##############################################################
34 #program sequence
35
36 #claculate certain configuration at certain probe positions
37 n_Probe =0 #counts number of probes
38
39 #unit cell @RT
40 a=9.682 #axis in A
41 b=5.646
42 c=4.683
43 beta =102.66*2* math.pi/360
44
45 #@unit cell 1.8K
46 ##a=9.635 #axis in A
47 ##b=5.638
48 ##c=4.668
49 ##beta =102.35*2* math.pi/360
50
51 transfo=np.matrix ([[a*math.sin(beta) ,0,0],[0,b,0],[a*math.cos(
beta),0,c]])
52
53 conProbex =0
54 conProbey =4
55 conProbez =0
56
57 incProbex =1
58 incProbey =1
59 incProbez =1
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60
61
62 Probex0 =0.05861
63 Probey0 =0.25
64 Probez0 =0.45366
65
66 filename="H1probeOSpiral" #filename of result file
67 writeheader(sample ,order ,filename)
68 for px in qrange(-conProbex ,conProbex+incProbex ,incProbex):
69 for py in qrange(-conProbey ,conProbey+incProbey ,incProbey):
70 for pz in qrange(-conProbez ,conProbez+incProbez ,
incProbez):
71 probefrac=np.matrix ([[ Probex0],[Probey0],[Probez0
]]) #franctional coordinates
72 coordinates=transfo*probefrac #cartesian
coordinates
73
74 x_shift=px
75 y_shift=py
76 z_shift=pz
77
78 #print probefrac
79 execfile("dipole.py")
80 writedata(filecode ,probefrac ,A_c ,B_c)
81 n_Probe=n_Probe +1
82
83
84
85 Probex0 =0.94139
86 Probey0 =0.75
87 Probez0 =0.54634
88
89 filename="H2probeOSpiral" #filename of result file
90 writeheader(sample ,order ,filename)
91 for px in qrange(-conProbex ,conProbex+incProbex ,incProbex):
92 for py in qrange(-conProbey ,conProbey+incProbey ,incProbey):
93 for pz in qrange(-conProbez ,conProbez+incProbez ,
incProbez):
94 probefrac=np.matrix ([[ Probex0],[Probey0],[Probez0
]]) #franctional coordinates
95 coordinates=transfo*probefrac #cartesian
coordinates
96
97 x_shift=px
98 y_shift=py
99 z_shift=pz
100
101 #print probefrac
102 execfile("dipole.py")
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103 writedata(filecode ,probefrac ,A_c ,B_c)
104 n_Probe=n_Probe +1
105
106 Probex0 =0.13327
107 Probey0 =0.75
108 Probez0 =0.3834
109
110 filename="H3probeOSpiral" #filename of result file
111 writeheader(sample ,order ,filename)
112 for px in qrange(-conProbex ,conProbex+incProbex ,incProbex):
113 for py in qrange(-conProbey ,conProbey+incProbey ,incProbey):
114 for pz in qrange(-conProbez ,conProbez+incProbez ,
incProbez):
115 probefrac=np.matrix ([[ Probex0],[Probey0],[Probez0
]]) #franctional coordinates
116 coordinates=transfo*probefrac #cartesian
coordinates
117
118 x_shift=px
119 y_shift=py
120 z_shift=pz
121
122 #print probefrac
123 execfile("dipole.py")
124 writedata(filecode ,probefrac ,A_c ,B_c)
125 n_Probe=n_Probe +1
126
127 Probex0 =0.86673
128 Probey0 =0.25
129 Probez0 =0.6166
130
131 filename="H4probeOSpiral" #filename of result file
132 writeheader(sample ,order ,filename)
133 for px in qrange(-conProbex ,conProbex+incProbex ,incProbex):
134 for py in qrange(-conProbey ,conProbey+incProbey ,incProbey):
135 for pz in qrange(-conProbez ,conProbez+incProbez ,
incProbez):
136 probefrac=np.matrix ([[ Probex0],[Probey0],[Probez0
]]) #franctional coordinates
137 coordinates=transfo*probefrac #cartesian
coordinates
138
139 x_shift=px
140 y_shift=py
141 z_shift=pz
142
143 #print probefrac
144 execfile("dipole.py")
145 writedata(filecode ,probefrac ,A_c ,B_c)
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146 n_Probe=n_Probe +1
147
148
149 print format(n_Probe)+" probes investigated"
150 del sequence
B.3 dipole.py
1 #!/usr/bin/python
2 # -*- coding: Latin -1 -*-
3
4 from math import sqrt
5 from time import *
6
7 from Tkinter import *
8 from tkFileDialog import askopenfilename
9 import sys
10 import os
11 import string
12 import math
13 import numpy as np
14 from numpy.linalg import norm
15 import win32clipboard
16
17 execfile("subroutines.py")
18 execfile("calc.py")
19
20 #data to transform unitcell
21 #unitcell @RT
22 a=9.682 #axis in A
23 b=5.646
24 c=4.683
25 beta =102.66*2* math.pi/360
26
27 #unitcell @1.8K
28 ##a=9.635 #axis in A
29 ##b=5.638
30 ##c=4.668
31 ##beta =102.35*2* math.pi/360
32
33 transfo=np.matrix ([[a*math.sin(beta) ,0,0],[0,b,0],[a*math.cos(
beta),0,c]])
34 transfospin=np.matrix ([[ math.sin(beta) ,0,0],[0,1,0],[math.cos(
beta) ,0,1]])
35
36 #initialize required parameters
37 if not globals ().has_key('sequence '): #"normal" mode
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38 rball =80 #radius of ball in A
39
40 onlyA=1 #calculates only dipole tensor (very fast)
--> useful for paramagentic regime
41 clip=0 #copy aggregated tensor to clipboard
42 plane=0 #rotaion of spin in certain plane or around
simple unit -vectors/planes
43 X3D=0 #draws cyrstal via X3D
44
45 Bex=np.matrix ([[0] ,[0] ,[2]]) #external field in T
46
47 k=np.array ([0 ,0.186 ,0.5]) #magnetic propagation vector
48 R=0.638* np.array([math.sin (129* math.pi/180) ,0,math.cos (129*
math.pi/180) ]) #starting spin in muB
49 I=np.array ([0 ,0.833 ,0]) #maximal component in certain
direction in muB
50
51 dpsi =90 #case of spin in O-planes: pitchangle
52
53 x_shift =0 #shifts probe in certain fractional direction (x,
y,z)
54 y_shift =0
55 z_shift =0
56 s_shift =0 #shifts first spin
57
58
59 ##hydrogen positions
60 #probefrac=np.matrix ([[0.86673] ,[0.25] ,[0.6166]]) #H(4)
61 #probefrac=np.matrix ([[0.1333] ,[0.75] ,[0.3834]]) #H '(4)
62
63 probefrac=np.matrix ([[0.05861] ,[0.25] ,[0.45366]]) #H(5)
64 #probefrac=np.matrix ([[0.9414] ,[0.75] ,[0.5463]]) #H '(5)
65
66
67 probe=transfo*probefrac
68 printinfo () #prints information about calculation
69
70 else: #if variable "sequence" excists --> sequence mode
71
72 probe=transfo*probefrac
73 printinfo ()
74
75 #calculate constrains
76 cell=transfo*np.matrix ([[1] ,[1] ,[1]]) #unitcell in cartesian
coordinates
77 conx=int(math.ceil(rball/cell [0][0 ,0]))
78 cony=int(math.ceil(rball/cell [1][0 ,0]))
79 conz=int(math.ceil(rball/cell [2][0 ,0]))
80
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81 #external field
82 B0=norm(Bex) #magnitude of external field
83 m=exfield(Bex)[1] #magnetization for certain field Bex
84
85
86 result =[] #franctional coordinates of atoms in ball
87 resultortho =[] #cartesian coordinates of all atoms in ball
88 resultx =[] #x-coordinates of atoms in ball
89 resulty =[] #y-coordinates of atoms in ball
90 resultz =[] #z-coordinates of atoms in ball
91 spins =[] #spin of i-th spin in result
92 shift =0 #nmr shift along defined direction
93 shift_c =0 #aggregated nmr shift along defined direction
94 n_sites =0 #counter for different magntice sites
95 duration =0 #overall needed time
96
97
98 A=np.matrix ([[0,0 ,0] ,[0 ,0 ,0] ,[0 ,0,0]]) #empty hyperfine tensor
99 B=np.matrix ([[0] ,[0] ,[0]]) #empty local field
100
101 A_c=np.matrix ([[0,0 ,0] ,[0 ,0 ,0] ,[0 ,0,0]]) #empty aggregated
hyperfine tensor (calculate option)
102 B_c=np.matrix ([[0] ,[0] ,[0]]) #empty aggregated
local field
103
104 M=np.matrix ([[0] ,[0] ,[0]]) #empty macroscopic magnetization
105
106
107 #calculate different magnetic sites
108
109 #first set of magnetic ions
110 #increment of fractional coordinates
111
112 #Copper
113 incx=1
114 incy =0.5
115 incz=1
116
117 x0=0
118 y0=0
119 z0=0
120 calculation(conx+x0,cony+y0,conz+z0,incx ,incy ,incz)
121
122 ##### Oxygen (4)
123 ##incx=1
124 ##incy=1
125 ##incz=1
126 ##
127 ##x0 =0.96659
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128 ##y0 =0.25
129 ##z0 =0.71301
130 ##calculation(conx+x0 ,cony+y0 ,conz+z0 ,incx ,incy ,incz)
131 ##
132 ##x0 =0.03341
133 ##y0 =0.75
134 ##z0 =0.28699
135 ##calculation(conx+x0 ,cony+y0 ,conz+z0 ,incx ,incy ,incz)
136 ##
137 ##### Oxygen (5)
138 ##incx=1
139 ##incy=1
140 ##incz=1
141 ##
142 ##x0 =0.09531
143 ##y0 =0.25
144 ##z0 =0.26982
145 ##calculation(conx+x0 ,cony+y0 ,conz+z0 ,incx ,incy ,incz)
146 ##
147 ##x0 =0.90469
148 ##y0 =0.75
149 ##z0 =0.73018
150 ##calculation(conx+x0 ,cony+y0 ,conz+z0 ,incx ,incy ,incz)
151
152 NMRshift ()
153
154 #draw crystal in X3D
155 if X3D and not onlyA:
156 print "drawing crystal via X3D"
157 execfile("X3D.py")
158
159 del result
160 del resultortho
161 del spins
B.4 clac.py
1 #!/usr/bin/python
2 # -*- coding: Latin -1 -*-
3
4
5 #calculation only of dipole tensor
6 def calcA(conx ,cony ,conz ,incx ,incy ,incz):
7 global A, Axx , Axy , Axz , Ayy , Azy , Azz , coordinates , start ,
fobj , n, n_sites , point
8
9 n_sites=n_sites +1
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10
11 print "calculating hyperfine tensor"
12
13 px=float(probe [0,0])
14 py=float(probe [1,0])
15 pz=float(probe [2,0])
16
17 for x in qrange(-conx -(x_shift -int(x_shift)),conx+incx ,incx
):
18 for y in qrange(-cony -(y_shift -int(y_shift)),cony+incy ,
incy):
19 for z in qrange(-conz -(z_shift -int(z_shift)),conz+
incz ,incz):
20
21 xcc=a*math.sin(beta)*x
22 ycc=b*y
23 zcc=c*z+a*x*math.cos(beta)
24
25 rmax=(xcc **2+ ycc **2+ zcc **2) **(0.5)
26 if rmax <= rball:
27
28 n=n+1 #add atom
29 #print rmax
30
31 #calculate hyperfine tensor and local
magnetic field
32 rnorm =((xcc -px)**2+(ycc -py)**2+(zcc -pz)**2)
**(0.5)
33
34 #print rnorm
35
36 xc=xcc -px
37 yc=ycc -py
38 zc=zcc -pz
39
40 Axx=Axx -(rnorm **2 -(3*xc**2))/rnorm **5
41 Axy=Axy -(-3*xc*yc)/rnorm **5
42 Axz=Axz -(-3*xc*zc)/rnorm **5
43 Ayy=Ayy -(rnorm **2 -(3*yc**2))/rnorm **5
44 Azy=Azy -(-3*yc*zc)/rnorm **5
45 Azz=Azz -(rnorm **2 -(3*zc**2))/rnorm **5
46
47
48 A=np.array ([[Axx ,Axy ,Axz],[Axy ,Ayy ,Azy],[Axz ,Azy ,Azz]])
49
50 print_res ()
51
52
53 #calculates position of atoms
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54 def calculation(conx ,cony ,conz ,incx ,incy ,incz):
55 global A, B, A_c , B_c , coordinates , start , fobj , n,
n_sites , point
56
57 clear_vari ()
58 start=time()
59 n=0
60
61 if onlyA:
62 calcA(conx ,cony ,conz ,incx ,incy ,incz)
63
64 else:
65 n_sites=n_sites +1
66
67 print "calculating local field"
68
69 for x in qrange(-conx -(x_shift -int(x_shift)),conx+incx ,
incx):
70 for y in qrange(-cony -(y_shift -int(y_shift)),cony+
incy ,incy):
71 for z in qrange(-conz -(z_shift -int(z_shift)),
conz+incz ,incz):
72 point=np.matrix ([[x],[y],[z]]) #franctional
coordinates
73 coordinates=transfo*point #cartesian
coordinates
74 rmax=norm(coordinates)
75 if rmax <=rball:
76
77 n=n+1 #add atom
78
79 tensor(x+x_shift ,y+y_shift ,z+z_shift)
80
81 print_res ()
82
83
84 #calculate dipole tensor and magnetic field
85 def tensor(x,y,z):
86 global A, Aj, A_moem , B, Bj , B_T , M
87
88 #calculate alignment of spin
89 if plane:
90 psi=fpsi(x,y,z,dpsi ,s_shift)
91 spin=vecspin_n(psi ,y) #calculate coordinates of spin
92 else:
93 spin=vecspin(k,R,I,x,y,z)
94
95
96 #provides data for X3D
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97 if X3D:
98 result.append(point)
99 resultortho.append(coordinates)
100 spins.append(spin)
101
102
103 #calculate hyperfine tensor and local magnetic field
104 r=coordinates -probe
105 rnorm=norm(r)
106 xc=r[0,0]
107 yc=r[1,0]
108 zc=r[2,0]
109
110 Axx=-(rnorm **2 -(3*xc**2))/rnorm **5
111 Axy=-(-3*xc*yc)/rnorm **5
112 Axz=-(-3*xc*zc)/rnorm **5
113 Ayx=-(-3*yc*xc)/rnorm **5
114 Ayy=-(rnorm **2 -(3*yc**2))/rnorm **5
115 Ayz=-(-3*yc*zc)/rnorm **5
116 Azx=-(-3*zc*xc)/rnorm **5
117 Azy=-(-3*zc*yc)/rnorm **5
118 Azz=-(rnorm **2 -(3*zc**2))/rnorm **5
119
120 Aj=np.matrix ([[Axx ,Axy ,Axz],[Ayx ,Ayy ,Ayz],[Azx ,Azy ,Azz]])
121 A=A+Aj #in 1/A^3
122 Bj=Aj*spin
123 B=B+Bj
124 M=M+spin
125
126
127 # print results
128 def print_res ():
129 global rball , A, B, A_moem , B_T , A_c , B_c , stop , shift ,
duration
130 stop=time()
131 duration=duration+counter(start ,stop)
132 print "calculation took "+format(counter(start ,stop))+"s"
133 print format(n)+" atoms in ball"
134
135
136
137 #recalculate quantities in different units
138 B_T=B*mu_B *10**23 #in T
139 A_m=A*10**(30) #A in 1/m^3
140 A_moem =1/(NA *10**( -24))*A #A in mol Oe/emu
141
142
143 A_c=A_c+A_moem
144 B_c=B_c+B_T
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145
146 mag=norm(Bex+B_T)
147 shift =((mag -B0)/B0)*100
148
149 print "rball: "+format(rball)+" A"
150 print "\nhyperfine tensor (mol Oe/emu)"
151 print A_moem
152 if not onlyA:
153 print "macroscopic magnetization (muB/Cu)"
154 print M/n
155 print "local field (T)"
156 print B_T
157 print "NMR shift (%)"
158 print shift
159
160 #calculates shift
161 def NMRshift ():
162 global shift_c
163 mag=norm(Bex+B_c)
164 shift_c =((mag -B0)/B0)*100
165
166 if n_sites >1:
167 print "\n#######################################"
168 print "aggregated hyperfine tensor (mol Oe/emu) due to
calculation of "+format(n_sites)+" different
magnatic sites"
169 print A_c
170 if not onlyA:
171 print "aggregated local field (T)"
172 print B_c
173 print "aggregated NMR shift (%)"
174 print shift_c
175
176 if clip:
177 A_clip='{{'+mathconv(A_c [0,0])+', '+mathconv(A_c[0 ,1])+
', '+mathconv(A_c [0,2])+'}, {'+mathconv(A_c [1 ,0])+',
'+mathconv(A_c [1 ,1])+', '+mathconv(A_c[1,2])+'}, {'
+mathconv(A_c[2 ,0])+', '+mathconv(A_c [2,1])+', '+
mathconv(A_c[2,2])+'}}'
178 setText(1,A_clip)
B.5 subroutines.py
1 #!/usr/bin/python
2 # -*- coding: Latin -1 -*-
3
4 #physical constants
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5 mu_B =9.2740091523*10**( -24) #Bohr magneton in J/T
6 mu_0 =4* math.pi*10**( -7) #vacuum permeability in Vs/Am
7 m_e =9.1093821545*10**( -31) #electron mass in kg
8 g_e = -2.002319304362215 #electron g-factor
9 hbar =1.05457162853*10**( -34) #Dirac 's constant in Js
10 e= -1.60217648740*10**( -19) #electron charge in C
11 NA =6.0221412927*10**23 #Avogadro constant in 1/mol
12
13 #clears certain variables
14 def clear_vari ():
15 global A, B, Axx , Axy , Axz , Ayy , Azy , Azz , M
16 Axx=Axy=Axz=Ayy=Azy=Azz=0
17 A=np.matrix ([[0 ,0,0],[0,0,0],[0 ,0 ,0]]) #empty hyperfine
tensor
18 B=np.matrix ([[0] ,[0] ,[0]]) #empty local field
19 M=np.matrix ([[0] ,[0] ,[0]]) #empty macroscopic
magnetisation
20
21 #calculates greatest common divisor of two numbers
22 def gcd(a, b):
23 while b != 0:
24 c = a % b
25 a, b = b, c
26 return a
27
28 #calculates least common mutilpe of two numbers
29 def lcm(a, b):
30 return (a * b) / gcd(a, b)
31
32 # qrange( [start ,] stop[, step] ) is a generator , works with
float integer
33 def qrange(start , stop=None , step =1):
34 """if start is missing it defaults to zero , somewhat tricky
"""
35 start , stop = (0, start) if stop is None else (start ,
stop)
36 # allow for decrement
37 while start > stop if step <0 else start < stop:
38 yield start # makes this a generator for new start
value
39 start += step
40
41 #gives angle in degree mod 360
42 def angle(x):
43 y=x%360
44 if y > 180:
45 y=y-360
46
47 return y
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48
49 #angle calculations
50 def fpsi(x,y,z,dpsi ,s_shift):
51 return angle(y*dpsi/incy+s_shift *0.5* dpsi/incy) # FM -icc
along x&z
52 #return angle(y*dpsi/incy +0.5* dpsi/incy) # FM -icc along x&z
, s=+1
53 #return angle(y*dpsi/incy +2*0.5* dpsi/incy) # FM -icc along x
&z, s=+2
54 #return angle(y*dpsi/incy+z%2*180) #AFM -icc along z
55
56 #gives coordinates of rotated (around certain vector) spin
57 def vecspin_n(psi ,y):
58 psirad=psi*2* math.pi/360
59 alpharad=psirad
60
61 if y/incy %2==0:
62 spinstart=np.matrix ([[0.584] ,[2.823] ,[ -0.212]])
63 n1=np.matrix ([[ -0.866] ,[0.213] ,[0.451]])
64 else:
65 spinstart=np.matrix ([[ -0.584] ,[2.823] ,[0.212]])
66 n1=np.matrix ([[ -0.866] ,[ -0.213] ,[0.451]])
67
68
69 #rotation around certain vector perpendicular to certain
plane
70
71 xx=math.cos(alpharad)+n1 [0][0 ,0]**2*(1 - math.cos(alpharad))
72 xy=n1[0][0 ,0]*n1[1][0 ,0]*(1 - math.cos(alpharad))-n1[2][0 ,0]*
math.sin(alpharad)
73 xz=n1[0][0 ,0]*n1[2][0 ,0]*(1 - math.cos(alpharad))+n1[1][0 ,0]*
math.sin(alpharad)
74 yx=n1[1][0 ,0]*n1[0][0 ,0]*(1 - math.cos(alpharad))+n1[2][0 ,0]*
math.sin(alpharad)
75 yy=math.cos(alpharad)+n1 [1][0 ,0]**2*(1 - math.cos(alpharad))
76 yz=n1[1][0 ,0]*n1[2][0 ,0]*(1 - math.cos(alpharad))-n1[0][0 ,0]*
math.sin(alpharad)
77 zx=n1[2][0 ,0]*n1[0][0 ,0]*(1 - math.cos(alpharad))-n1[1][0 ,0]*
math.sin(alpharad)
78 zy=n1[2][0 ,0]*n1[1][0 ,0]*(1 - math.cos(alpharad))+n1[0][0 ,0]*
math.sin(alpharad)
79 zz=math.cos(alpharad)+n1 [2]**2*(1 - math.cos(alpharad))
80
81 rotn=np.matrix ([[xx ,xy ,xz],[yx ,yy ,yz],[zx ,zy ,zz]])
82
83 spin=rotn*spinstart
84
85 ## #check if vectors lies in plane
86 ## if y/incy %2==0:
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87 ## print 5.499* spin [0][0 ,0] -1.64458* spin
[1][0 ,0]+4.79188* spin [2][0 ,0]
88 ##
89 ## else:
90 ## off=transfo*np.matrix ([[0] ,[0.5] ,[0]])
91 ## print -5.499*( spin [0][0 ,0]+ off [0][0 ,0]) -1.64458*( spin
[1][0 ,0]+ off [1][0 ,0]) -4.79188*( spin [2][0 ,0]+ off [2][0 ,0])
+4.63772
92
93
94 #calculate spin
95 s=0.5
96 n=norm(spin)
97 nspin=spin/n*s
98
99 ## print repr(y)+" "+repr(norm(spin))
100 ## print nspin
101
102 return nspin
103
104 #gives coordinates of spin
105 def vecspin(k,R,I,x,y,z):
106
107 #calculates alignment of spins using fractional coordinates
108 #normal Cu spin
109 spin=R*math.cos(np.dot(2* math.pi*k,(np.array ([[x],[y],[z]])
)))+I*math.sin(np.dot (2* math.pi*k,(np.array ([[x],[y],[z
]]))))
110
111 ## #oxygen average (in between) spin
112 ## x=round(x)
113 ## z=round(z)
114 ## spin1=R*math.cos(np.dot (2* math.pi*k,(np.array ([[x],[y
-0.25] ,[z]]))))+I*math.sin(np.dot (2* math.pi*k,(np.array ([[x
],[y-0.25] ,[z]]))))
115 ## spin2=R*math.cos(np.dot (2* math.pi*k,(np.array ([[x],[y
+0.25] ,[z]]))))+I*math.sin(np.dot (2* math.pi*k,(np.array ([[x
],[y+0.25] ,[z]]))))
116 ## spin=( spin1+spin2)/2
117
118
119 ## nspin=m+np.array ([[ spin [0]] ,[ spin [1]],[ spin [2]]]) #
include FM component according to M data
120
121
122 nspin=np.array ([[ spin [0]] ,[ spin [1]] ,[ spin [2]]])
123
124 ## print repr(x)+" "+repr(y)+" "+repr(z)+" "+repr(norm(spin)
)
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125 ## print nspin
126
127 return nspin
128
129 def counter(start ,stop):
130 return round ((stop -start) ,1)
131
132 #gives magnetic moment per Cu at certain field along certain
axis at 1.8 K
133 #magnetization files have to be stored in directory ..\\ data
134 def moment(axis ,field):
135 #open and read file
136 if axis=="bc":
137 name="mag_bc.dat"
138
139 if axis=="b":
140 name="mag_b.dat"
141
142 if axis=="c":
143 name="mag_c.dat"
144
145
146 dir_in = os.getcwd () + "\\data\\"
147 file=dir_in+name
148
149 test_open = open(file ,"r")
150 dateilist = test_open.readlines ()
151 test_open.close()
152
153 B = np.array ([])
154 m = np.array ([])
155
156
157 for i in range(len(dateilist)):
158 a_linesplit = dateilist[i][: -1]. split("\t")
159
160 B=np.append(B,float(a_linesplit [0]))
161 m=np.append(m,float(a_linesplit [1]))
162
163 return np.interp(field , B, m)
164
165 #detect direction of external field
166 #output: direction , and magnetic moment
167 def exfield(Bex):
168 if Bex [0 ,0]!=0 and Bex [1 ,0]==0 and Bex [2 ,0]==0:
169 return ("bc",moment("bc",Bex[0,0])*Bex/Bex[0,0])
170
171 elif Bex [0 ,0]==0 and Bex [1 ,0]!=0 and Bex [2 ,0]==0:
172 return("b",moment("b",Bex[1,0])*Bex/Bex[1 ,0])
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173
174 elif Bex [0 ,0]==0 and Bex [1 ,0]==0 and Bex [2 ,0]!=0:
175 return("c",moment("c",Bex[2,0])*Bex/Bex[2 ,0])
176
177 else:
178 return("unusual field",Bex *0)
179
180 def printinfo ():
181
182 print "\n"+"##########################"
183
184 if globals ().has_key('sequence '):
185 print "sequence mode"
186
187 print "probe_x="+format(probefrac [0 ,0]+ x_shift)+", probe_y=
"+format(probefrac [1 ,0]+ y_shift)+", probe_z="+format(
probefrac [2 ,0]+ z_shift)
188
189 if plane:
190 print "dpsi="+format(dpsi)+" "
191 else:
192 print "k_x="+format(k[0])+", k_y="+format(k[1])+", k_z=
"+format(k[2])
193 print "R_x="+format(R[0])+", R_y="+format(R[1])+", R_z=
"+format(R[2])
194 print "I_x="+format(I[0])+", I_y="+format(I[1])+", I_z=
"+format(I[2])
195
196 print "x_shift="+format(x_shift)+", y_shift="+format(
y_shift)+", z_shift="+format(z_shift)+", s_shift="+repr(
s_shift)+"\n"
197
198 #write header
199 def writeheader(sample ,order ,filename):
200
201 global filecode
202
203 filecode="_"+filename+"_"
204 file = open("result"+filecode+".txt", "a")
205
206 file.write("sample: "+sample+"\n"+"investigated order: "+
order+"\n")
207 file.write("field (T): B_x="+repr(Bex[0,0])+", B_y="+repr(
Bex [1 ,0])+", B_z="+repr(Bex[2 ,0])+"\n")
208 file.write("probe: Probex0="+repr(Probex0)+", Probey0="+
repr(Probey0)+", Probez0= "+repr(Probez0)+"\n")
209
210 if plane:
211 file.write("dpsi="+repr(dpsi)+" "+"\n")
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212 else:
213 file.write("k_x="+repr(k[0])+", k_y="+repr(k[1])+", k_z
="+repr(k[2])+"\n")
214 file.write("R_x="+repr(R[0])+", R_y="+repr(R[1])+", R_z
="+repr(R[2])+"\n")
215 file.write("I_x="+repr(I[0])+", I_y="+repr(I[1])+", I_z
="+repr(I[2])+"\n")
216
217
218 file.write("rball: "+format(rball)+"\n")
219 file.write("#############################"+"\n"+"\n"+"\n")
220
221 file.write("x"+"\t"+"y"+"\t"+"z"+"\t"+"Bx (T)"+"\t"+"By (T)
"+"\t"+"Bz (T)"+"\t"+"NMR shift (%)"+"\t"+"Axx (mol/emu)
"+"\t"+"Axy(mol/emu)"+"\t"+"Axz (mol/emu)"+"\t"+"Ayx (
mol/emu)"+"\t"+"Ayy (mol/emu)"+"\t"+"Ayz (mol/emu)"+"\t"
+"Azx (mol/emu)"+"\t"+"Azy (mol/emu)"+"\t"+"Azz (mol/emu
)"+"\t"+"time (s)"+"\n")
222
223 #writes data to result file
224 def writedata(filecode ,probefrac ,A,B):
225
226 file = open("result"+filecode+".txt", "a")
227
228 file.write(format(probefrac [0,0]+ x_shift)+"\t"+format(
probefrac [1 ,0]+ y_shift)+"\t"+format(probefrac [2,0]+
z_shift)+"\t")
229
230 file.write(repr(B[0,0])+"\t"+repr(B[1,0])+"\t"+repr(B[2,0])
+"\t")
231
232 file.write(repr(shift_c)+"\t")
233
234 file.write(repr(A[0,0])+"\t"+repr(A[0,1])+"\t"+repr(A[0,2])
+"\t")
235 file.write(repr(A[1,0])+"\t"+repr(A[1,1])+"\t"+repr(A[1,2])
+"\t")
236 file.write(repr(A[2,0])+"\t"+repr(A[2,1])+"\t"+repr(A[2,2])
+"\t")
237
238 file.write(format(duration)+"\n")
239
240 file.flush()
241 file.close()
242
243 #get content from clipboard
244 def getText ():
245 win32clipboard.OpenClipboard ()
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246 d=win32clipboard.GetClipboardData (1) #clipboard format , "1"
in this case means CF_TEXT
247 win32clipboard.CloseClipboard ()
248 return d
249
250 #write to clipboard
251 def setText(aType ,aString):
252 win32clipboard.OpenClipboard ()
253 win32clipboard.EmptyClipboard ()
254 win32clipboard.SetClipboardData(aType ,aString) #insertt
format and string to write
255 win32clipboard.CloseClipboard ()
256
257 #convert number from python to mathematica 8.0 format
258 def mathconv(x):
259 for i in range(len(repr(x))):
260 if repr(x)[i] == "e":
261 ma=repr(x)[:i]
262 ex=repr(x)[i+1:]
263 if int(ex) <=-6:
264 return repr (0)
265 num=ma+"*10^("+ex+")"
266 return num
267
268 return repr(x)
B.6 X3D.py
1 # -*- coding: Latin -1 -*-
2
3 ### import random
4
5 error = 0
6
7 # aktuelle Zeit
8 loct = localtime ()
9 date = strftime("%y%m%d",loct)
10 time = strftime("%H%M%S",loct)
11
12 save_file_x3d = "atom" + "_" + date + "_" + time + ".x3d"
13
14 try:
15 save_open_x3d = open(save_file_x3d ,"w")
16 except:
17 error = error +1
18
19 def save_line_x3d(line):
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20 save_open_x3d.write(line+"\n")
21
22 def freal(r1):
23 return " %0.7f " % (r1)
24
25 def fvect(r1 ,r2 ,r3):
26 return " %0.7f %0.7f %0.7f " % (r1 ,r2 ,r3)
27
28 def fvrot(r1 ,r2 ,r3 ,r4):
29 return " %0.7f %0.7f %0.7f %0.7f " % (r1,r2,r3,r4)
30
31 pi = 4.0* math.atan (1.0)
32 x2rad = pi /180.0
33 x2deg = 180.0/ pi
34
35 save_line_x3d(" <?xml version =\"1.0\" encoding =\"UTF -8\"? >")
36 save_line_x3d("<X3D profile='Immersive '>\n")
37
38 save_line_x3d("<Scene >")
39
40 if 1:
41 save_line_x3d("")
42 save_line_x3d(" <ProtoDeclare name='Probe '>")
43 save_line_x3d(" <ProtoInterface >")
44 save_line_x3d(" <field accessType='inputOutput '
type='SFVec3f ' name='probe_translate ' value='0 0 0'/>")
45 save_line_x3d(" </ProtoInterface >")
46 save_line_x3d(" <ProtoBody >")
47 save_line_x3d(" <Group >")
48 save_line_x3d(" <Transform >")
49 save_line_x3d(" <IS >")
50 save_line_x3d(" <connect nodeField='
translation ' protoField='probe_translate '/>")
51 save_line_x3d(" </IS >")
52 save_line_x3d(" <Shape >")
53 save_line_x3d(" <Appearance >")
54 save_line_x3d(" <Material")
55 save_line_x3d(" diffuseColor
='0.5 0.5 0.5'")
56 save_line_x3d("
ambientIntensity ='0.5'")
57 save_line_x3d("
specularColor ='1.0 1.0 1.0'")
58 save_line_x3d(" shininess
='0.75'")
59 save_line_x3d(" transparency
='0.0'")
60 save_line_x3d(" />")
61 save_line_x3d(" </Appearance >")
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62 save_line_x3d(" <Sphere radius
='0.25'/>")
63 save_line_x3d(" </Shape >")
64 save_line_x3d(" </Transform >")
65 save_line_x3d(" </Group >")
66 save_line_x3d(" </ProtoBody >")
67 save_line_x3d(" </ProtoDeclare >")
68
69 save_line_x3d("")
70 save_line_x3d(" <ProtoDeclare name='Ball '>")
71 save_line_x3d(" <ProtoInterface >")
72 save_line_x3d(" <field accessType='inputOutput '
type='SFVec3f ' name='ball_translate ' value='0 0 0'/>")
73 save_line_x3d(" </ProtoInterface >")
74 save_line_x3d(" <ProtoBody >")
75 save_line_x3d(" <Group >")
76 save_line_x3d(" <Transform >")
77 save_line_x3d(" <IS >")
78 save_line_x3d(" <connect nodeField='
translation ' protoField='ball_translate '/>")
79 save_line_x3d(" </IS >")
80 save_line_x3d(" <Shape >")
81 save_line_x3d(" <Appearance >")
82 save_line_x3d(" <Material")
83 save_line_x3d(" diffuseColor
='0.3 0.3 1.0'")
84 save_line_x3d("
ambientIntensity ='0.5'")
85 save_line_x3d("
specularColor ='1.0 1.0 1.0'")
86 save_line_x3d(" shininess
='0.75'")
87 save_line_x3d(" transparency
='0.0'")
88 save_line_x3d(" />")
89 save_line_x3d(" </Appearance >")
90 save_line_x3d(" <Sphere radius
='0.18'/>")
91 save_line_x3d(" </Shape >")
92 save_line_x3d(" </Transform >")
93 save_line_x3d(" </Group >")
94 save_line_x3d(" </ProtoBody >")
95 save_line_x3d(" </ProtoDeclare >")
96
97 save_line_x3d("")
98 save_line_x3d(" <ProtoDeclare name='Stick '>")
99 save_line_x3d(" <ProtoInterface >")
100 save_line_x3d(" <field accessType='inputOutput '
type='SFVec3f ' name='stick_translate ' value='0 0 0'/>
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")
101 save_line_x3d(" <field accessType='inputOutput '
type='SFRotation ' name='stick_rotate ' value='0 0 0
0'/>")
102 save_line_x3d(" <field accessType='inputOutput '
type='SFFloat ' name='stick_height ' value ='1.0'
/>")
103 save_line_x3d(" <field accessType='inputOutput '
type='SFFloat ' name='stick_radius ' value ='0.04'
/>")
104 save_line_x3d(" </ProtoInterface >")
105 save_line_x3d(" <ProtoBody >")
106 save_line_x3d(" <Group >")
107 save_line_x3d(" <Transform >")
108 save_line_x3d(" <IS >")
109 save_line_x3d(" <connect nodeField='
translation ' protoField='stick_translate '/>")
110 save_line_x3d(" <connect nodeField='
rotation ' protoField='stick_rotate '/>")
111 save_line_x3d(" </IS >")
112 save_line_x3d(" <Shape >")
113 save_line_x3d(" <Appearance >")
114 save_line_x3d(" <Material")
115 save_line_x3d(" diffuseColor
='1.0 1.0 0.0'")
116 save_line_x3d("
ambientIntensity ='0.5'")
117 save_line_x3d("
specularColor ='1.0 1.0 1.0'")
118 save_line_x3d(" shininess
='0.75'")
119 save_line_x3d(" transparency
='0.0'")
120 save_line_x3d(" />")
121 save_line_x3d(" </Appearance >")
122 save_line_x3d(" <Cylinder >")
123 save_line_x3d(" <IS >")
124 save_line_x3d(" <connect
nodeField='height ' protoField='stick_height '/>")
125 save_line_x3d(" <connect
nodeField='radius ' protoField='stick_radius '/>")
126 save_line_x3d(" </IS >")
127 save_line_x3d(" </Cylinder >")
128 save_line_x3d(" </Shape >")
129 save_line_x3d(" </Transform >")
130 save_line_x3d(" </Group >")
131 save_line_x3d(" </ProtoBody >")
132 save_line_x3d(" </ProtoDeclare >")
133
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134 x3d_cone_height = 0.4
135 x3d_cyli_height = 1.2
136 x3d_cone_trans = (x3d_cone_height+x3d_cyli_height)*0.5
137 x3d_cyco_trans = -x3d_cone_height *0.25
138
139 save_line_x3d("")
140 save_line_x3d(" <ProtoDeclare name='Spin '>")
141 save_line_x3d(" <ProtoInterface >")
142 save_line_x3d(" <field accessType='inputOutput '
type='SFVec3f ' name='spin_translate ' value='0 0 0
'/>")
143 save_line_x3d(" <field accessType='inputOutput '
type='SFRotation ' name='spin_rotate ' value='0 0 0
0'/>")
144 save_line_x3d(" <field accessType='inputOutput '
type='SFVec3f ' name='spin_cone_trans ' value='0 0.8
0'/>")
145 save_line_x3d(" <field accessType='inputOutput '
type='SFFloat ' name='spin_cyli_height ' value ='1.2'
/>")
146 save_line_x3d(" </ProtoInterface >")
147 save_line_x3d(" <ProtoBody >")
148 save_line_x3d(" <Group >")
149 save_line_x3d(" <Transform >")
150 save_line_x3d(" <IS >")
151 save_line_x3d(" <connect nodeField='
translation ' protoField='spin_translate '/>")
152 save_line_x3d(" </IS >")
153 save_line_x3d(" <Transform >")
154 save_line_x3d(" <IS >")
155 save_line_x3d(" <connect nodeField='
rotation ' protoField='spin_rotate '/>")
156 save_line_x3d(" </IS >")
157 save_line_x3d(" <Group >")
158 save_line_x3d(" <Transform
translation ='0 "+freal(x3d_cyco_trans)+" 0'>")
159 save_line_x3d(" <Transform >")
160 save_line_x3d(" <IS >")
161 save_line_x3d(" <connect
nodeField='translation ' protoField='spin_cone_trans '/>"
)
162 save_line_x3d(" </IS >")
163 save_line_x3d(" <Group >")
164 save_line_x3d(" <Shape >"
)
165 save_line_x3d(" <
Appearance >")
166 save_line_x3d("
<Material")
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167 save_line_x3d("
diffuseColor ='1 1 0'")
168 save_line_x3d("
ambientIntensity ='0.5'")
169 save_line_x3d("
specularColor ='1.0 1.0 1.0'")
170 save_line_x3d("
shininess
='0.75'")
171 save_line_x3d("
transparency ='0.0'")
172 save_line_x3d("
/>")
173 save_line_x3d(" </
Appearance >")
174 save_line_x3d(" <
Cone bottomRadius ='0.2' height ='0.4'/>")
175 save_line_x3d(" </Shape >
")
176 save_line_x3d(" </Group >")
177 save_line_x3d(" </Transform >")
178 save_line_x3d(" <Shape >")
179 save_line_x3d(" <Appearance >
")
180 save_line_x3d(" <
Material")
181 save_line_x3d("
diffuseColor ='0.5 0.5 0.5'")
182 save_line_x3d("
ambientIntensity ='0.5'")
183 save_line_x3d("
specularColor ='1.0 1.0 1.0'")
184 save_line_x3d("
shininess ='0.75'")
185 save_line_x3d("
transparency ='0.0'")
186 save_line_x3d(" />")
187 save_line_x3d(" </Appearance
>")
188 save_line_x3d(" <Cylinder
radius='0.1'>")
189 save_line_x3d(" <IS >")
190 save_line_x3d(" <
connect nodeField='height ' protoField='spin_cyli_height
'/>")
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191 save_line_x3d(" </IS >")
192 save_line_x3d(" </Cylinder >"
)
193 save_line_x3d(" </Shape >")
194 save_line_x3d(" </Transform >")
195 save_line_x3d(" <Shape > -->")
196 save_line_x3d(" <Appearance >")
197 save_line_x3d(" <Material")
198 save_line_x3d("
diffuseColor ='0.75 0 0'")
199 save_line_x3d("
ambientIntensity ='0.5'")
200 save_line_x3d("
specularColor ='1.0 1.0 1.0'")
201 save_line_x3d("
shininess ='0.75'")
202 save_line_x3d("
transparency ='0.0'")
203 save_line_x3d(" />")
204 save_line_x3d(" </Appearance >")
205 save_line_x3d(" <Sphere radius
='0.24'/>")
206 save_line_x3d(" </Shape >")
207 save_line_x3d(" </Group >")
208 save_line_x3d(" </Transform >")
209 save_line_x3d(" </Transform >")
210 save_line_x3d(" </Group >")
211 save_line_x3d(" </ProtoBody >")
212 save_line_x3d(" </ProtoDeclare >")
213
214 save_line_x3d("")
215 save_line_x3d(" <NavigationInfo type='\" EXAMINE \" \"WALK
\" \"FLY\" \"ANY\"'/>")
216 # save_line_x3d (" <Viewpoint position='0 0 0'/>")
217 save_line_x3d(" <Background skyColor='0 0 0'/>")
218
219 save_line_x3d("")
220 execfile("X3D_XYZ.py")
221
222
223 realprobe=np.matrix ([[0] ,[0] ,[0]])
224 realprobe=transfo*np.matrix ([[ probefrac [0,0]+ x_shift],[
probefrac [1 ,0]+ y_shift],[probefrac [2 ,0]+ z_shift ]])
225
226 probe_x1 = realprobe.item (0)
227 probe_y1 = realprobe.item (1)
228 probe_z1 = realprobe.item (2)
229 save_line_x3d("")
230 save_line_x3d(" <!-- Probe -->")
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231 save_line_x3d(" <ProtoInstance DEF='ProbeTest ' name='
Probe '>")
232 save_line_x3d(" <fieldValue name='probe_translate '
value='"+fvect(probe_x1 ,probe_y1 ,probe_z1)+" '/>")
233 save_line_x3d(" </ProtoInstance >")
234
235 save_line_x3d("")
236 eps = 0.0000001
237 for w in range(len(result)):
238 save_line_x3d(" <!-- Spin = "+repr(w)+" -->")
239 spin_x1 = spins[w].item (0)
240 spin_y1 = spins[w].item (1)
241 spin_z1 = spins[w].item (2)
242 spin_x2 = -spin_z1
243 spin_y2 = 0.0
244 spin_z2 = spin_x1
245 if math.fabs(spin_x2) < eps and math.fabs(spin_z2) <
eps:
246 spin_x2 = 1.0
247 spin_z2 = 0.0
248
249 spin_length = sqrt(spin_x1*spin_x1+spin_y1*spin_y1+
spin_z1*spin_z1)
250 spin_gamma = math.asin(spin_y1/spin_length)-math.pi
*0.5
251
252 fs_trans = fvect(resultortho[w][0,0], resultortho[w
][1,0], resultortho[w][2 ,0])
253 fs_rot = fvrot(spin_x2 ,spin_y2 ,spin_z2 ,spin_gamma)
254
255 save_line_x3d(" <ProtoInstance DEF='SpinTest ' name='
Spin '>")
256 save_line_x3d(" <fieldValue name='spin_translate
' value='"+fs_trans +" '/>")
257 save_line_x3d(" <fieldValue name='spin_rotate '
value='"+fs_rot +" '/>")
258
259 # spin length (+0.2 = x3d_cone_height * 0.5 !)
260 fc_trans = fvect (0.0 ,1.5/2* spin_length +0.2 ,0.0)
261 fc_length = freal(spin_length *1.5)
262 save_line_x3d(" <fieldValue name='
spin_cone_trans ' value='"+fc_trans +" '/>")
263 save_line_x3d(" <fieldValue name='
spin_cyli_height ' value='"+fc_length+" '/>")
264
265 save_line_x3d(" </ProtoInstance >")
266
267 # START Oxygen
268
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269 def qrange1(start , stop=None , step =1):
270 """if start is missing it defaults to zero , somewhat tricky
"""
271 start , stop = (0, start) if stop is None else (start ,
stop)
272 # allow for decrement
273 while start > stop if step <0 else start < stop:
274 yield start # makes this a generator for new start
value
275 start += step
276
277 def x3d_ball(num ,y,xo ,yo ,zo):
278 save_line_x3d(" <!-- O-Ball "+repr(num)+": "+repr(y)+"
-->")
279 save_line_x3d(" <ProtoInstance DEF='BallTest ' name='Ball
'>")
280 save_line_x3d(" <fieldValue name='ball_translate '
value='"+fvect(xo ,yo ,zo)+" '/>")
281 save_line_x3d(" </ProtoInstance >")
282
283 def x3d_stick(num ,y,xo1 ,yo1 ,zo1 ,xo2 ,yo2 ,zo2):
284 xdelta = xo1 -xo2
285 ydelta = yo1 -yo2
286 zdelta = zo1 -zo2
287 xtrans = (xo1+xo2)*0.5
288 ytrans = (yo1+yo2)*0.5
289 ztrans = (zo1+zo2)*0.5
290 xdreh = zdelta
291 ydreh = 0.0
292 zdreh = -xdelta
293 xzlen = math.sqrt(xdelta*xdelta+zdelta*zdelta)
294 yylen = ydelta
295 alpha = math.atan2(xzlen ,yylen)
296 height = math.sqrt(xdelta*xdelta+ydelta*ydelta+zdelta*
zdelta)
297 save_line_x3d(" <!-- O-Stick "+repr(num)+": "+repr(y
)+" -->")
298 save_line_x3d(" <ProtoInstance DEF='StickTest ' name
='Stick '>")
299 save_line_x3d(" <fieldValue name='
stick_translate ' value='"+fvect(xtrans ,ytrans ,ztrans
)+" '/>")
300 save_line_x3d(" <fieldValue name='stick_rotate '
value='"+fvrot(xdreh ,ydreh ,zdreh ,alpha)+" '/>")
301 save_line_x3d(" <fieldValue name='stick_height '
value='"+freal(height)+" '/>")
302 # save_line_x3d (" <fieldValue name='stick_radius '
value ='"+ freal (0.04) +"'/>")
303 save_line_x3d(" </ProtoInstance >")
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304
305 a=9.682 #axis in A
306 b=5.646
307 c=4.683
308 beta =102.66*2* math.pi/360
309 transfo1=np.matrix ([[a*math.sin(beta) ,0,0],[0,b,0],[a*math.cos(
beta),0,c]])
310
311 transfo1*np.matrix ([[1] ,[1] ,[1]])
312
313 oxygen12 = 0
314 oxygen34 = 0
315
316 for y in qrange1 ( -3 ,3.5 ,0.5):
317
318 if y*2%2==0:
319 sign=1
320 xyz1 = transfo1*np.matrix ([[ sign * -0.095] ,[ -0.25+y],[
sign * -0.27]])
321 xyz2 = transfo1*np.matrix ([[ sign *0.033] ,[ -0.25+y],[sign
*0.287]])
322 xo1 = xyz1 [0,0]
323 yo1 = xyz1 [1,0]
324 zo1 = xyz1 [2,0]
325 xo2 = xyz2 [0,0]
326 yo2 = xyz2 [1,0]
327 zo2 = xyz2 [2,0]
328 x3d_ball(1,y,xo1 ,yo1 ,zo1)
329 x3d_ball(2,y,xo2 ,yo2 ,zo2)
330 x3d_stick (21,y,xo2 ,yo2 ,zo2 ,xo1 ,yo1 ,zo1)
331 oxygen12 = 1
332 if oxygen34 == 1:
333 x3d_stick (13,y,xo1 ,yo1 ,zo1 ,xo3 ,yo3 ,zo3)
334 x3d_stick (24,y,xo2 ,yo2 ,zo2 ,xo4 ,yo4 ,zo4)
335
336 else:
337 sign=-1
338 xyz1 = transfo1*np.matrix ([[ sign *0.033] ,[ -0.25+y],[sign
*0.287]])
339 xyz2 = transfo1*np.matrix ([[ sign * -0.095] ,[ -0.25+y],[
sign * -0.27]])
340 xo3 = xyz1 [0,0]
341 yo3 = xyz1 [1,0]
342 zo3 = xyz1 [2,0]
343 xo4 = xyz2 [0,0]
344 yo4 = xyz2 [1,0]
345 zo4 = xyz2 [2,0]
346 x3d_ball(3,y,xo3 ,yo3 ,zo3)
347 x3d_ball(4,y,xo4 ,yo4 ,zo4)
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348 x3d_stick (43,y,xo4 ,yo4 ,zo4 ,xo3 ,yo3 ,zo3)
349 oxygen34 = 1
350 if oxygen12 == 1:
351 x3d_stick (31,y,xo3 ,yo3 ,zo3 ,xo1 ,yo1 ,zo1)
352 x3d_stick (42,y,xo4 ,yo4 ,zo4 ,xo2 ,yo2 ,zo2)
353
354 # END Oxygen
355
356 if 0:
357 for w in range(len(result)):
358 spin_x1 = spins[w].item (0)
359 spin_y1 = spins[w].item (1)
360 spin_z1 = spins[w].item (2)
361 spin_x1m = -spin_x1 *1.4
362 spin_y1m = -spin_y1 *1.4
363 spin_z1m = -spin_z1 *1.4
364 spin_x1p = spin_x1 *2.2
365 spin_y1p = spin_y1 *2.2
366 spin_z1p = spin_z1 *2.2
367 spin_trans = fvect(resultortho[w][0,0], resultortho[w
][1,0], resultortho[w][2 ,0])
368 save_line_x3d(" <!-- "+repr(w)+" -->")
369 save_line_x3d( " <Transform translation='"+spin_trans+
"'>")
370 save_line_x3d(" <Shape >")
371 save_line_x3d(" <IndexedLineSet colorPerVertex
='false ' colorIndex='")
372 save_line_x3d(" 0 1")
373 save_line_x3d(" ' coordIndex='")
374 save_line_x3d(" 0 1 -1")
375 save_line_x3d(" 1 2 -1")
376 save_line_x3d(" '>")
377 save_line_x3d(" <Coordinate point='")
378 save_line_x3d(" "+fvect(spin_x1m ,
spin_y1m ,spin_z1m)+"")
379 save_line_x3d(" 0 0 0")
380 save_line_x3d(" "+fvect(spin_x1p ,
spin_y1p ,spin_z1p)+"")
381 save_line_x3d(" '/>")
382 save_line_x3d(" <Color color='")
383 save_line_x3d(" 0.5 0.5 0.5")
384 save_line_x3d(" 1 1 0 ")
385 save_line_x3d(" '/>")
386 save_line_x3d(" </IndexedLineSet >")
387 save_line_x3d(" </Shape >")
388 save_line_x3d(" </Transform >")
389
390 save_line_x3d(" </Scene >")
391 save_line_x3d(" </X3D >")
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392
393 save_open_x3d.flush ()
394 save_open_x3d.close ()
B.7 X3D XYZ.py
1 # -*- coding: Latin -1 -*-
2
3 def fsyst(r1):
4 return " %0.7f " % (r1)
5
6 x3d_cyl_height_x = 40 # length x axis x red
7 x3d_cyl_height_y = 40 # length y axis y green
8 x3d_cyl_height_z = 40 # length z axis z blue xyz = rgb
9 x3d_cyl_radius = 0.04 # xyz axes thickness
10 x3d_cone_radius = 0.2 # xyz axes tip radius
11 x3d_cone_height = 0.4 # xyz axes tip hight
12
13 x3d_cone_trans_x = x3d_cyl_height_x *0.5
14 x3d_cone_trans_y = x3d_cyl_height_y *0.5
15 x3d_cone_trans_z = x3d_cyl_height_z *0.5
16
17 save_line_x3d(" <!-- x cone -->")
18 save_line_x3d(" <Transform translation =\""+fsyst(
x3d_cone_trans_x)+" 0 0\">")
19 save_line_x3d(" <Transform rotation =\"0 0 1 "+fsyst(pi*1.5)+
"\">")
20 save_line_x3d(" <Shape >")
21 save_line_x3d(" <Cone bottomRadius =\""+fsyst(
x3d_cone_radius)+"\" height =\""+fsyst(x3d_cone_height)+"\"/>
")
22 save_line_x3d(" <Appearance >")
23 save_line_x3d(" <Material diffuseColor =\"1 0
0\"/>")
24 save_line_x3d(" </Appearance >")
25 save_line_x3d(" </Shape >")
26 save_line_x3d(" </Transform >")
27 save_line_x3d(" </Transform >")
28
29 save_line_x3d(" <!-- y cone -->")
30 save_line_x3d(" <Transform translation =\"0 "+fsyst(
x3d_cone_trans_y)+" 0\">")
31 save_line_x3d(" <Transform rotation =\"1 0 0 0\">")
32 save_line_x3d(" <Shape >")
33 save_line_x3d(" <Cone bottomRadius =\""+fsyst(
x3d_cone_radius)+"\" height =\""+fsyst(x3d_cone_height)+"\"/>
")
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34 save_line_x3d(" <Appearance >")
35 save_line_x3d(" <Material diffuseColor =\"0 1
0\"/>")
36 save_line_x3d(" </Appearance >")
37 save_line_x3d(" </Shape >")
38 save_line_x3d(" </Transform >")
39 save_line_x3d(" </Transform >")
40
41 save_line_x3d(" <!-- z cone -->")
42 save_line_x3d(" <Transform translation =\"0 0 "+fsyst(
x3d_cone_trans_z)+"\">")
43 save_line_x3d(" <Transform rotation =\"1 0 0 "+fsyst(pi*0.5)+
"\">")
44 save_line_x3d(" <Shape >")
45 save_line_x3d(" <Cone bottomRadius =\""+fsyst(
x3d_cone_radius)+"\" height =\""+fsyst(x3d_cone_height)+"\"/>
")
46 save_line_x3d(" <Appearance >")
47 save_line_x3d(" <Material diffuseColor =\"0 0
1\"/>")
48 save_line_x3d(" </Appearance >")
49 save_line_x3d(" </Shape >")
50 save_line_x3d(" </Transform >")
51 save_line_x3d(" </Transform >")
52
53 save_line_x3d(" <!-- x cylinder -->")
54 save_line_x3d(" <Transform rotation =\"0 0 1 "+fsyst(pi*0.5)+
"\">")
55 save_line_x3d(" <Shape >")
56 save_line_x3d(" <Cylinder height =\""+fsyst(
x3d_cyl_height_x)+"\" radius =\""+fsyst(x3d_cyl_radius)+"\"/>
")
57 save_line_x3d(" <Appearance >")
58 save_line_x3d(" <Material diffuseColor =\"1 0
0\"/>")
59 save_line_x3d(" </Appearance >")
60 save_line_x3d(" </Shape >")
61 save_line_x3d(" </Transform >")
62
63 save_line_x3d(" <!-- y cylinder -->")
64 save_line_x3d(" <Transform rotation =\"1 0 0 0\">")
65 save_line_x3d(" <Shape >")
66 save_line_x3d(" <Cylinder height =\""+fsyst(
x3d_cyl_height_y)+"\" radius =\""+fsyst(x3d_cyl_radius)+"\"/>
")
67 save_line_x3d(" <Appearance >")
68 save_line_x3d(" <Material diffuseColor =\"0 1
0\"/>")
69 save_line_x3d(" </Appearance >")
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70 save_line_x3d(" </Shape >")
71 save_line_x3d(" </Transform >")
72
73 save_line_x3d(" <!-- z cylinder -->")
74 save_line_x3d(" <Transform rotation =\"1 0 0 "+fsyst(pi*0.5)+
"\">")
75 save_line_x3d(" <Shape >")
76 save_line_x3d(" <Cylinder height =\""+fsyst(
x3d_cyl_height_z)+"\" radius =\""+fsyst(x3d_cyl_radius)+"\"/>
")
77 save_line_x3d(" <Appearance >")
78 save_line_x3d(" <Material diffuseColor =\"0 0
1\"/>")
79 save_line_x3d(" </Appearance >")
80 save_line_x3d(" </Shape >")
81 save_line_x3d(" </Transform >")
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1 import os
2 import numpy as np
3 from scipy.optimize import curve_fit
4 import pylab
5
6 def func(x, a, b, c, d):
7 return a * np.sin(b * x + c) + d
8
9 output =0 #calculate spectrum
10 binning =1 #use real atom positions for binning
11 overall =1 #take overall parameters from files
12
13 #overall prameters
14 Probey0 =0.25
15 incProbey =1
16 Bex=np.array ([0 ,0 ,2]) #external field
17
18
19 files = ["result_H1probeCuSpiral.txt"]
20 #files = [" result_H1probeCuSpiral.txt", "result_H2probeCuSpiral
"]
21
22 t=np.array ([]) #field at positions
23 Bx=np.array ([])
24 By=np.array ([])
25 Bz=np.array ([])
26
27 ########
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28 #analyse file
29 ########
30 for i in range(0,len(files)):
31 check=0
32 name=files[i]
33 dir_in = os.getcwd () + "\\"
34 file=dir_in+name
35
36 test_open = open(file ,"r+")
37 dateilist = test_open.readlines ()
38
39 #check if already analysed
40 for i in range(len(dateilist)):
41 #look if file is already analysed
42 if dateilist[i]=="analysed\n":
43 print name+" already analysed"
44 check=1
45
46 if check ==1:
47 continue
48
49 #get needed parameters from file
50 else:
51 for i in range(len(dateilist)):
52 #overall from file
53 if overall ==1:
54 #get Probey0
55 if dateilist[i][:5]=="probe":
56 Probey0=float(dateilist[i].split(",")
[1][9:])
57 #get Bex
58 if dateilist[i][:5]=="field":
59 Bex_x=float(dateilist[i].split(",")
[0][15:])
60 Bex_y=float(dateilist[i].split(",")[1][5:])
61 Bex_z=float(dateilist[i].split(",")
[2][5:6])
62 Bex=np.array ([Bex_x ,Bex_y ,Bex_z ])
63 #getincProbey
64 for k in range(len(dateilist)):
65 if dateilist[k][:5]=="x\ty\tz":
66 linenostartdata=k+1
67 incProbey1=float(dateilist[linenostartdata ].
split("\t")[1])
68 incProbey2=float(dateilist[linenostartdata +1].
split("\t")[1])
69 incProbey=abs(incProbey2 -incProbey1)
70
71 #look for line number k_x =...
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72 if dateilist[i][:3]=="k_x":
73 linenok=i
74 #where does data start?
75 if dateilist[i][:5]=="x\ty\tz":
76 linenostartdata=i+1
77 #where does data end?
78 linenoenddata=len(dateilist)
79
80
81 x = np.array ([])
82 Bx = np.array ([])
83 By = np.array ([])
84 Bz = np.array ([])
85 for i in range(linenostartdata ,linenoenddata):
86 a_linesplit = dateilist[i][: -1]. split("\t")
87
88 x=np.append(x,float(a_linesplit [1]))
89 Bx=np.append(Bx,float(a_linesplit [3]))
90 By=np.append(By,float(a_linesplit [4]))
91 Bz=np.append(Bz,float(a_linesplit [5]))
92
93
94 ky=float(dateilist[linenok ]. split(",")[1][5:])
95 wystart =(ky*2*np.pi)%(2*np.pi)
96
97
98 ### define fit function
99 def func(x, a, b, c, d):
100 return a * np.sin(b * x + c) + d
101
102
103 #estimation of parameters
104 def start(x,B):
105 maxi=max(B)
106 mini=min(B)
107 d=(maxi+mini)/2
108 a=maxi -d
109
110 #number i in list of maximum and minimum within
tolerance of 0.1% due to numerical error of B values
111 imaxi =[i for i, j in enumerate(B) if maxi -abs(maxi)
*0.001 <= j <= maxi+abs(maxi)*0.001][0]
112 imini =[i for i, j in enumerate(B) if mini -abs(mini)
*0.001 <= j <= mini+abs(mini)*0.001][0]
113
114 b=2*np.pi/(2* abs((x[imaxi]-x[imini])))
115 c=(np.pi/2-x[imaxi]*b)%np.pi
116
117 if b==float('inf'): #if
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118 return 0,0,0,0
119 else:
120 return a,b,c,d
121
122 #start fitting
123 p0 = [start(x,Bx)[0]*1.1 , start(x,Bx)[1]*1.1 , start(x,Bx)
[2]*1.1 , start(x,Bx)[3]*1.1]
124 print p0
125 poptBx , pcovBx = curve_fit(func , x, Bx , p0)
126
127 p0 = [start(x,By)[0]*1.1 , start(x,By)[1]*1.1 , start(x,By)
[2]*1.1 , start(x,By)[3]*1.1]
128 poptBy , pcovBy = curve_fit(func , x, By , p0)
129
130 p0 = [start(x,Bz)[0]*1.1 , start(x,Bz)[1]*1.1 , start(x,Bz)
[2]*1.1 , start(x,Bz)[3]*1.1]
131 poptBz , pcovBz = curve_fit(func , x, Bz , p0)
132
133
134 print poptBx
135 print poptBy
136 print poptBz
137
138 def locfield(x):
139 mag=np.linalg.norm(Bex) #length of Bex
140 return (np.sqrt(np.power ((func(x, *poptBx)+Bex [0]) ,2)+
np.power((func(x, *poptBy)+Bex [1]) ,2)+np.power ((func
(x, *poptBz)+Bex [2]) ,2))-mag)/mag *100
141
142
143 if binning ==1: #bin only at atom positions
144 print "use real binning"
145 x=100000 #half of invstigated probes divided by
incProbey
146 sample=pylab.linspace(Probey0 -x, Probey0+x, 2*x/
incProbey +1)
147 else: #bin whole function
148 print "bin over whole function"
149 wa=100 #length to sample
150 wb =0.001 #sample width
151 sample=pylab.linspace(0, wa, wa/wb+1)
152
153 t=locfield(sample) #field at positions
154
155 #look for lowest and highest field
156 maxi=np.max(t)
157 mini=np.min(t)
158 print repr(mini)+"\t"+repr(maxi)
159
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160
161 test_open.write("\n"+"\n"+"#############################"+"
\n"+"analysed"+"\n")
162 test_open.write("function: a * np.sin(b * x + c) + d"+"\n"+
"\n")
163
164 test_open.write("direction"+"\t"+"a (T)"+"\t"+"b"+"\t"+"c"+
"\t"+"d (T)"+"\n")
165 test_open.write("x"+"\t"+repr(poptBx [0])+"\t"+repr(poptBx
[1])+"\t"+repr(poptBx [2])+"\t"+repr(poptBx [3])+"\n")
166 test_open.write("y"+"\t"+repr(poptBy [0])+"\t"+repr(poptBy
[1])+"\t"+repr(poptBy [2])+"\t"+repr(poptBy [3])+"\n")
167 test_open.write("z"+"\t"+repr(poptBz [0])+"\t"+repr(poptBz
[1])+"\t"+repr(poptBz [2])+"\t"+repr(poptBz [3])+"\n")
168
169 test_open.write("\n"+"lowest field (T):"+"\t"+repr(mini)+"\
n")
170 test_open.write("highest field (T):"+"\t"+repr(maxi)+"\n")
171
172 test_open.flush()
173 test_open.close()
174
175
176 ########
177 #calculate spectrum
178 ########
179
180 t=np.array ([]) #field at positions
181 Bx=np.array ([])
182 By=np.array ([])
183 Bz=np.array ([])
184
185 a=np.array ([])
186 b=np.array ([])
187 c=np.array ([])
188 d=np.array ([])
189
190 #write fit parameters in arrays
191 for i in range(0,len(files)):
192
193 name=files[i]
194 dir_in = os.getcwd () + "\\"
195 file=dir_in+name
196
197 test_open = open(file ,"r+")
198 dateilist = test_open.readlines ()
199
200 test_open.close()
201
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202 #get fruther paramters from file
203 for i in range(len(dateilist)):
204 #overall from file
205 if overall ==1:
206 #get Probey0
207 if dateilist[i][:5]=="probe":
208 Probey0=float(dateilist[i]. split(",")[1][9:])
209 #get Bex
210 if dateilist[i][:5]=="field":
211 Bex_x=float(dateilist[i]. split(",")[0][15:])
212 Bex_y=float(dateilist[i]. split(",")[1][5:])
213 Bex_z=float(dateilist[i]. split(",")[2][5:6])
214 Bex=np.array([Bex_x ,Bex_y ,Bex_z])
215 #getincProbey
216 for k in range(len(dateilist)):
217 if dateilist[k][:5]=="x\ty\tz":
218 linenostartdata=k+1
219 incProbey1=float(dateilist[linenostartdata ].split("
\t")[1])
220 incProbey2=float(dateilist[linenostartdata +1]. split
("\t")[1])
221 incProbey=abs(incProbey2 -incProbey1)
222
223 #find line number of fit parameters
224 if dateilist[i][:9]=="direction":
225 linenopara=i+1
226
227 for k in range(linenopara ,linenopara +3):
228 a_linesplit = dateilist[k][: -1]. split("\t")
229
230 a=np.append(a,float(a_linesplit [1]))
231 b=np.append(b,float(a_linesplit [2]))
232 c=np.append(c,float(a_linesplit [3]))
233 d=np.append(d,float(a_linesplit [4]))
234
235 a = a.reshape ((len(files) ,3))
236 b = b.reshape ((len(files) ,3))
237 c = c.reshape ((len(files) ,3))
238 d = d.reshape ((len(files) ,3))
239
240
241 if binning ==1: #bin only at atom positions
242 print "use real binning"
243 x=1000 #half of invstigated probes
244 sample=pylab.linspace(Probey0 -x, Probey0+x, 2*x/incProbey
+1)
245 else: #bin whole function
246 print "bin over whole function"
247 wa=100 #length to sample
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248 wb =0.01 #sample width
249 sample=pylab.linspace(0, wa , wa/wb+1)
250
251
252 #calculate local field for sample
253 #for k in sample:
254 for i in range(0,len(files)):
255
256 parameters=np.array([a[i][0],b[i][0],c[i][0],d[i][0]])
257 Bx=np.append(Bx ,func(sample , *parameters))
258
259 parameters=np.array([a[i][1],b[i][1],c[i][1],d[i][1]])
260 By=np.append(By ,func(sample , *parameters))
261
262 parameters=np.array([a[i][2],b[i][2],c[i][2],d[i][2]])
263 Bz=np.append(Bz ,func(sample , *parameters))
264
265
266 Bx = Bx.reshape ((len(files),len(Bx)/len(files))).T #transpose
matrix
267 By = By.reshape ((len(files),len(By)/len(files))).T
268 Bz = Bz.reshape ((len(files),len(Bz)/len(files))).T
269
270 mag=np.linalg.norm(Bex) #length of Bex
271 for i in range(0,len(Bx)):
272 t=np.append(t,((np.sqrt(np.power(np.sum(Bx[i])+Bex[0],2)+np
.power(np.sum(By[i])+Bex [1] ,2)+np.power(np.sum(Bz[i])+
Bex [2] ,2)))-mag)/mag *100)
273
274
275
276 #look for lowest and highest field
277 maxi=np.max(t)
278 mini=np.min(t)
279 print repr(mini)+"\t"+repr(maxi)
280
281
282
283 #######
284 #from here on drawing spectrum
285
286 #bins = pylab.linspace (1.2* mini , 1.2*maxi , 1.2*( maxi -mini)
/0.01+1)
287 bins = pylab.linspace(mini -0.2* abs(maxi), maxi +0.2* abs(maxi),
100)
288
289 events , edges , patches = pylab.hist(t, bins)
290
291 ##print edges
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292 ##print events
293
294 lower = pylab.resize(edges , len(edges) -1) #cuts the last
element
295 tmid = lower + 0.5* pylab.diff(edges) #gives middle of bins
296
297
298 if output ==1:
299 file = open("spectrum_"+name [:-4]+".txt", "a")
300
301 for i in range(len(events)):
302 file.write(format(tmid[i])+"\t"+format(events[i])+"\n")
303
304
305 file.flush()
306 file.close()
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